




Armstrong offers the widest variety 
of resilient floors. The best is the one 
that suits your design. 

At the Childrens Medical Group, 
the best floor is 
Cushioned Vinyl Corl on~ 
The architects and medical staff had several clear-cut 
reasons for selecting Armstrong Cambrian® Cushioned 
Vinyl Corlon for use throughout this new medical facility 
for children. 

First, Cambrian is comfortable underfoot. Its thick, 
vinyl-foam backing is a welcome relief to a busy staff that 
spends long, hard hours on its feet. 

Second, Cambrian is quiet. Its ability to hush traffic 
noise and the clatter of dropped objects adds greatly to 
a relaxed, quiet atmosphere. 

Sanitary requirements were also a major consideration. 
Because Cambrian Vinyl Corlon is a sheet vinyl floor, 
it has a minimum of seams-and what few seams there 
are, are sealed and waterproofed during installation
dirt has no place to collect. Nonporous vinyl Cambrian 
permits virtual clean -room conditions with only routine 
attention. And its tough vinyl surface delivers all the 
long-wearing properties long associated with Armstrong 
vinyl floors. 

Childrens Medical Group , Jacksonville, Florida . Architect: Gordon, Drake 
& Pa ttillo, Jacksonville. General Contractor: William P . Coursey, 
Jacksonville. Flooring Contractor: Steward Mellon Compa ny, Jacksonville . 

In addition to appreciating Cambrian's striking good 
looks, the staff reports less fatigue, greater safety for 
children, and many favorable comments from visitors. 

Would Cambrian be right for your next project? Your 
Armstrong Architect-Builder-Contractor Representative 
will be glad to investigate the possibilities with you . He 
has the world's largest line of resilient flooring behind 
him, so you can be sure of an objective recommendation. 
He'll help you choose the flooring that best suits your 
design. Call him. Or write Armstrong, 308 Watson Street, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604. 
SPECDATA, CAMBRIAN CUSHIONED VINYL CORLON O Colored vinyl 
chips in translucent vinyl throughout the thickness of wear layer to the 
backing-Cushioncord '" Back consists of foamed vinyl. O Sheet material, 
6 feet wide, .175" gauge overall with .040 " wear surface. o Excellent 
durability, ease of maintenance, resistance to heel damage; superior 
grease, stain, and chemical resistance. O Install above, on, or below 
grade using Armstrong S-2 10 Cement and Armstrong S-75 Securabond '" 
Cement to seal seams. 

VINYL FLOORS BY@mstrong 
ALGL~T 1%7 P/ A On Readers' Service Card, Circle o. 318 
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103 EDITORIAL 
P I A' Editor ugge t that, if P erformance Design 

represents an emer ging d i rection in the practice of 

architecture, then the de igner will find him elf in

creasin gly divided be tween intuition and rea on, be

tween art and technology. 

PERFORMANCE DESIGN 
104 INTROD UCTION: In this i sue, P I A examines in depth 

the new probl em-solving m e thodology of ystems an

alysi and its implications for the practice of archi

tecture. 

106 TH E BA CKGRO UN D: What systems analysis i , and why 

it work for decision-maker in a ho t of diverse field . 

Included are a ummary of the growth of the new 

profe ion a glossary of terms, and a list of orgaruza

tions that employ ystem analys is. 

117 THE CHA GING CITY: GovERNME T: eeing the c ity 

as a y te rn may bring the tangled affairs of urban 

areas into cleare r focu for government! planner . 

Systems m ethods applied to the government tructure 

itself are bringing about r eorganization with emphasi 

on performance and effic iency. 

126 THE CH A GI G CITY: CORPORATIONS: Large corpora

tions ay they are beginni n g to apply the techniques 

learned in solving defen se and aeros pace problems to 

the even knottier ones of urban environment . 

133 TH E CHANGI NG Cnv: TRA. PORTA TIO : Government 

agencies and major carrier s have hit upon sy tern 

analy i as the only analyti cal me thod suited for deal

ing with our nationwide traffic jam. 

139 THE CHA NG! G PRA CTICE: Can the architec t adapt to 

and work with the new tech nology, or, in order to do 

so, will he be forced to abandon all r ecognizable and 

distinguishing professional characteristics? 

146 THE CH A GI G PROFE 10 : The profe sional image 

of the architec t as a mastermind of building de ign 

has never been fully a ccepted , and the adoption of 

performance design criteria by his erstwhile client 

may force him to recon ider his role. P I A considers 

the architect of today and what he may become. 

149 THE CHANG! G A ESTHETIC; Will Performance Design 

leave a place for aesthetic con sideration ? If so, what 

will happen to the con cept of the architectural aesthe

tic? The an wer are both reassuring and di quieting. 



152 THE UNCH A GI G Bu1LDING I NDUSTRY: De pite its 

uccessful application to the tasks of busines and 

industry, systems analysis is not likely to alter the 

building industry in the near futUie. PI A inquires 

in to the rea ons for this technological lag. 

P /A NEWS REPORT 
41 t. Paul: the other twin ... Chri topher Wren church 

comes to the Mid we t .. . National capital tran porta-

tion plan ... As pen Design Conference ... Products 

. . . Data ... Washington / Financial column. 

P / A OBSERVER 
154 TRADITIO REI VIGORATED: Calling to mind 

the 19th-Century train hed of iron and steel, Ottawa's 

new railroad tation displays a masterly use of a giant, 

two-way tee] trus roof. 

158 TWO-WAY STAGE: A mu1tiuse building for a Cali

fornia summer camp has mu ic, drama, and craft 

work hop grouped around a central auditorium, 

whose most intriguing feature is a stage that open 

to the outdoors. 

160 EDATE OREGO REPOSITORY: The imple form 

of a building for the Oregon Historical Society ema

nate a monumental tranquility that i enlivened by 

the architects' detailed attention to exterior spaces. 

163 WI GI G EA TI G: A new eating system, de-

veloped for use in lecture halls at campu ses of the 

tate University of ew York, eliminates old-fa hioned 

rigidity, lack of writing space, and other deficien cie 

of conventional student seating. 

164 A GALLA T TRY: One competition entry for the 

Canadian pavilion for the next world's fair in 1970 

would create a flexible exhibit space by incorporating 

con traction equipment into the building itself. 

166 TOWER 0 BlAS: A s ix-story office building tower 

sited on a ide street in Toronto ha been placed at a 

45° angle to its two-story base, thus allowing light 

and air to reach the street. 

170 MECHANCIAL ENGINEERING CRITIQUE 
William J. McGuinness discusses developments in cool

ing ystems for environmental control equipment. 

172 SPECIFICATIONS CLINIC 
Harold J. Rosen pre ent a collection of maxim for 

use as a guide in writing specifications. 

176 IT'S THE LAW 
In the first of two articles on the subject, Bernard 

Tomson and orman Coplan investigate the validity 

of aesthetics as a legal ha i for zoning ordinances 

and regulations. 

178 BOOK REVIEWS 
A cross-section of significant new book . 

6 VIEWS 

Our reader ' comment on the architectural scene . 

COVER 
Design by Richard C. Lewi 

102 FRONTISPIECE 

Window at ational Cash Regi ter Company in ew 

York show company computers and tapes, and re

fl ected neighborhood buildings. Photo: R. C. Lewi . 

101 TITLE PAGE 
Architect Marvin Goody, a quoted in the chapter on 

"The Changing Practice" ( p. 139) . 

212 JOBS AND MEN 

216 DIRECTORY OF PRODUCT ADVERTISERS 

217 READERS' SERVICE CARD 

A monthly service to PI A readers who desire addi

tional in formation on advertised products and those 

described in the ews Report, who wish to order 

Reinhold books, or who want to enter their own sub-

cri ption to PI A. 

...~ 
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SCALE: 1 / 4 ":1' 
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CHOOSE FROM A GALAXY OF COLORS 



dEsiqN 
IDEAS IN OUTDOOR LIGHTING 

ThE SMARTNESS 
of CRisp LiNEs •.. 

STVLEKING AND STVLETTE LUMINAIRES 
MEDIUM AND MEDIUM-SOFT ILLUMINATION 

To add distinctiveness and beauty to your bui ldi ng designs, Line Material makes available the cr ispness 

of STYLEKING and STYLETTE luminaires. Here is the added touch of " zest" to match today's 

expressiveness in architecture. Ava ilable in 8 crisp styles. Each quality unit is engineered for optimum 

usable light with negligible glare. Savings, too, with low-cost installation and minimum maintenance. 

L-M's complete outdoor lighting line includes all necessary coordinating components . .. 

poles, brackets, ballasts, and control equipment. Service and technical assistance through 

your Authorized L-M Distributor backed by L-M Field and Lighting Engineers. 

STYLED 
SCAL E: 1 / 4 ":1 ' 

SPECIFICATION 

100 through 400 watts mercury plus avail able metal add i
tive lamps-through 620 watts incandesce nt; a ll popular 
voltages; full line of area and roadway IES lighting pat
terns; for mount ing he ights 10 to 19 fee t. 
For more techn ical informat io n se e L-M's bu llet in 67040 . 

STVLETTE 
(INCANDESCENT) 

STYLE E 
SCALE: 1/4 ":1' 

LIGHTING IDEA BOOK AVAILABLE 

For your assistance, Line Material offers a helpful book ent itled " An 

Idea Book Of Outdoor Lighting Designs." This planning guide con 

tains specification details, application and layout information on 

L-M's complete outdoor lighting line; provides suggestions on w ays 

to incorporate L-M lighting into your building design with complete 

freedom of expression. Get your copy free from your local L-M D is

tributor or Line Material Industries, Milwaukee, W isconsin 53201. 

752·M 

McGRAW-~o~1.!:~~TEMS 01v1s10N -
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VIEWS 

Young Book Reviewers' 
Coup d'Etat 

Dear Editor: Except for a disinclination 
to appear as a chronic letter-to-the-editor 
writer, I am sure I could find occasion al
must every month to express my charmed 
satisfaction at the meaty and provocative 
issues of your magazine in recent years. 

This month, however (p. 184, MAY 1967 
PI A), you have really outdone yourselves, 
with your brilliantly (intuitively?) timely 
salvo of book reviews on recently pub
lished appreciations of most of our con
temporary Giants of Architecture, as reg
istered in the minds of select members of 
the rising generation. This array of fallen 
idols, with clay feet first, is indeed a strik
ing spectacle, almost reminiscent of morn
ing-after news photos . of a contemporary 
non-bloodless coup d'etat. The young crit
ics' method of execution is fully worthy 
of your headline editor's epithet, only re
versed to read "perceptive, but nasty." In 
short, the whole mise-en-scene is highly 
enjoyable. 

But in the interest of historic balance 
and really not just of gerontophilia, i: 
seems to me three points may be worth 
raising: 
• Mrs. Wright's opus is not really archi
tectural criticism. Although one may trust 
it will not equal Parson Weems' cla ic in 
its obfuscatory effect, it is not in this in
stance relevant. 
• It might have been enlightening, if new 
and reviewable studies had been on hand 
to savor the reactions of coeval reviewer~ 
to the life work of Le Corbusier and Louis 
Kahn. (Presumably, all will agree it would 
be somewhat premature to include MLTW 
Venturi, and Hardy.) ' 

• It will be enlightening, I am sure, if 
you will arrange to repeat this experiment, 
mutatis mutandis, sometime around 1987. 

LANDIS GORES 
New Canaan, Conn. 

Good Design and Safety 

Dear Editor: Re the MAY 1967 Pl A: The 
purpose of building codes and registration 
for architects and engineers is to safeguard 
the public and client from practice by un
qualified persons. Unfortunately, the privi
lege granted by registration seems also a 
license or liberty to pervert the require
ments for safeguarding human life with 
flagrant violations of established standards 
for aesthetic reasons. 

Refer to BICA Basic Building Code sec
tion 618.0, Interior Stairways, specifically, 

6 Views 

ubsection 618.5, and the National Build
ing Code, section 604, Interior Stairways, 
specifically, subsection 604.8; Article 
XVII, Safety to Life Requirements for 
existing buildings, section 1706.3 (b), 
section 606.4, Guards for exterior stair
ways without enclosures; and section 
1706.4 (h), pertaining to guard railings. 
These are only two national building code 
exam pl es applicable as safety standards. 

Without dispute, your professional staff 
should recognize the necessity of safe
guards to prevent loss of life or injury by 
not endorsing such practice by publishing 
examples as good design without an ap
propriate critique. 

Example as shown on pages 105 and 
159 in the May issue are inexcusable and 
have no justification. 

Housing Issue Praised 

ROBERT J. BERG 
Silver Spring, Md. 

Dear Editor: You can imagine how 
thrilled we were to see housing environ
ments for the elde~ly so handsomely 
covered in the MAY 1967 PI A. 

Of course, we never agree on all factors. 
I note Paul Rudolph would have put 
the community center on the roof if the 
budget had permitted. Thus, he would 
have "isolated" older people from activity 
in behalf of a view. Our experience with 
rooftop centers has not always been good, 
and for an obvious reason. Sitting time is 
more rewarding if activity (even if just 
traffic) is observable; one soon tires of 
the sky and would rather see the children 
going to school, the milkman delivering, 
and especially the coming of the mailman . 
A statement in your critique of Crawford 
Manor - "It is apparent from a visit that 
one of the most popular spots in the entire 
building is at the entrance, where groups 
assemble to chat, joke, or watch others 
come and go. The spaces on the ground 
floor , however, are inadequate." - would 
seem to confirm our findings. I am some
what glad, therefore, that the budget pre
cluded recreational space on the roof but 
sorry that the ground-floor community and 
lobby space could not have been more 
spacious where opportunities for involve
ment with individuals and community do
ings is greater. 

I also appreciate your selection of 
Wilder Residences, another Section "202" 
elderly loan project in St. Paul. This com
plex, when completed, will provide a total 
living environment for the elderly, includ
ing dwellings for independent living, con
gregate dining, a nursing home, and a 
recreation facility. Europe is ahead of us 
with this total living idea, and many in 
this country are hoping for its expanded 
use here. 

Thank you for so adequately covering 
the Federally assisted housing develop
ments for older Americans. 

MARIE C. McGUIRE 
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary 

Department or Housing and Urban Development 
Washington, D.C. 

A Lengthy Exchange: 
Builder-Developer vs. P /A 

Dear Editor: In the six years since Foster 
City was conceived, there has been a great 
deal written about it, but the article con
tained in the APRIL 1967 PI A has to be 
the most irresponsible report to come from 
the responsible press. You cite Foster City 
as an example of filling the waters of San 
Francisco Bay, where, in fact, the develop
ment of Foster City represents fill removed 
from the bay and placed on dry land be
hind levees that date from the previous 
century. Besides enlarging the bay in this 
manner, the lagoon system, totalling 230 
acres, was completely excavated from dry 
land with the result of further enlarging 
the bay's surface area. 

Your suggestion that Foster City has 
been less than successful is erroneous, 
since it has had a tremendous response and 
more than 6000 people have moved here in 
three years. I am sure my friends at Red
wood Shores will be happy to equal its 
success in the terms of marketability and 
proven feasibility. 

Your article made not one single com
ment about any of the land planning, ex
cept to criticize the existence of single
farnily detached homes, which appear in 
all other new town plans and which the 
market demands. The other comment de
preciated our curvilinear treets as com
pared to Redwood Shores' grid system, 
which is a highly debatable judgment on 
your part. 

The final blow is to cite as some sort 
of evidence the Cooper lawsuit, which is 
a sham suit, intended only to haras , and 
which has been thrown out of court for 
having failed to show it had any kind of 
merit. 

To cite Cooper's claim of "fat contracts 
for the developer's personal gain," is 
rumor-mongering of the worst kind. The 
Midwest Dredging Company referred to 
in the article made no profit in dealing 
with the public district, nor was it in
tended to. It has been thoroughly reviewed 
by the Attorney General's office and given 
a clean bill of health. Its only purpo e was 
to provide a means of placing the devel
oper's personal credit behind the enter
prise for the benefit of the public district. 

T. JACK FOSTER, JR. 
San Mateo, Calif. 

r.Foster City is not a "filling in the waters 
project" but is a landfill project in the 

Continued on page 11 
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Key Savings & Loa 
Architect· Ch 

1 
n Association Den . ar es Deaton ' ver, Colorado 

©American Saint Gobaln 1967 

~ cut"\ng concrete shell pierced for 



ASG Bronze plate glass and Starlux® clear plate glass 
serve functional roles in futuristic bank. • Denver 
architect Charles Deaton conceived this striking build
ing as a free-form sculpture. After modeling the basic 
spiral shape in clay, he sliced off part of the 
shell with a knife to create a large oval 
window. A twist of the modeling loop 
produced a small "V"-shaped window 
on one side. Still another cut, and a 
curving soffit took shape over the en
tranceway. • When the building was 
realized in concrete, the oval aperture 
(below), because of its southern exposure, 
was glazed with ASG Bronze plate glass. Its subtle hue 
significantly reduces glare and brightness and adds 

light and \fiews 

warmth and richness to interior colors. • The rest of 
the building is glazed, inside and out, with ASG's clear 
Starlux twin-ground, polished plate glass. Walls of 
Starlux two stories high follow the curve of the con-

crete shell and bring natural light to the 
main banking floor. Interior offices on 

the main and upper levels are walled 
with Starlux, creating an unexpect

edly light and airy look in this sculp
tured building. • If you would like com-

plete information on Starlux clear plate glass, 
ASG Bronze plate glass and the complete line 

of architectural glasses manufactured by ASG, write: 
Department E-8, American Saint Gobain Corporation, 
P.O. Box 929, Kingsport, Tennessee 37662. 

6/ass by .A.SG 
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Entrance and other doors 
smoothly controlled by 

LCN DOOR CLOSERS 
No matter how fine the building, how 

interesting its design, all its doors need 
closers. 

The right closer protects door, hinges 
and frame from the destructive effects of 
winds and interior drafts. Its smooth con
trol also helps visitors to operate the door 
safely and without undue effort. 

For the entrance pictured here, LCN 5010 
closers are well suited. The powerful clos
ing unit is hidden in the overhead frame. 
The double lever arm transmits power most 
effectively. 

LCN 's forty-year experience in making 
nothing but door closers is reflected in the 
5010 series. Its high quality and record of 
low maintenance tend to assure lowest 
long-run cost to the user. 

Detail at head for LCN overhead concealed closer 
shown in photograph 

Full description on request 
or see Sweet 's 1967, Sec. 16e/ Lc 

LCN CLOSERS, PRINCETON, ILLINOIS 
A Division of Schlage Lock Company 

Canada: LCN Closers of Canada, Ltd. 
P.O. Box 100, Port Credit, Ontario 

PHOTO: Oberlin College Conservatory of Music, Ober· 
lin, Ohio; Minoru Yamasaki and Associates, Architects 

Continued from page 6 
broader scape of the article; nowhere does 
the text imply it is filling in the waters. 
except, of course, in the title. Furthermore, 
the discussion in that section of the article 
is not concerned with "filling in the 
waters" but with "reclaimed land" and 
benefits to the developers. 

The marketability of Foster City does 
not imply its ultimate worth. Merely be· 
ing on the water. in whatever form pos· 
sible, would be an attraction. 

Outside of the lagoons, Foster City 
shows no indication that someone has 
given serious thought to water/ ront living 
and architecture, to the differen t types of 
architecture that might border waterways 
and those fu rther inland. The plan /ea· 
tures the standard house·and·lot syndrome 
that has characterized most developments 
in the last 10 years. At a time when some 
developers seem lo be taking a risk on 
prouiding a little more than people are 
used to demanding, Foster's project pales 
indeed. Those sausage roadways occupy 
fully one· fifth of the land, all([ they are 
echoed inland as far as possible. It is a 
question wheth f'r thrzt is the on ly and best 
solution. 

The Cooper lawsuit was cited from the 
San l ose Mercury and was attributed to 
it. Furthermore, it was put in the context 
of a discussion on the financing of land 
reclamation projects and the general sus· 
picion surrounding them. About this, we 
notice, no com ment is made. 

Finally , the an Francisco 111 use um of 
Art cata'og, endorsed by Mr. Foster, does 
nothing to persuade us of the merits of 
this design. In fact, it is something of an 
insult to any intelligence. The photographs 
are poetic, cropped, and totally lacking in 
comprehensive views of the environment. 
Many of them could have been anywhere. 
Street furniture is not related to anything. 
A corn er of Edward Durrell Stone's build· 
ing do es not convince us of its merit. We 
don't see how Mies' buildings give scale 
and direction to whole districts or neigh. 
borhoods, because the neighborhood is 
neither shown nor is it indicated how it 
fits into the district. In short, PI A has not 
been persuaded of the planning merits of 
Foster City. - Eo.] 

Pumps and Cross-Connections 

Dea r Editor: In respon e to your article 
entitled "Pumps Challenge Roof Tank_" 
in the FEBRU~ RY 1967 Pl A. mention o[ 
pos~ible contamination via cro s·con nec· 
tion backftow was conspicuous by its ab· 
sence. The modern hi gh -rise building is 
becoming a real headache to water pur
veyor . for such buildings are fill ed with 
actual and potential cross·connections. 

Continued on page 16 
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© Dividend En1lneerln1-to stretch your bulldlng dollar whlle Improving bulldlng performance. 

' E 

Name~----------------~ 
Title _________________ _ 

Address~---------------~ 

O Have your sales engineer call 
for an appointment to show 
the film . 

City State 0 Mail the brochure. 

OCF Dimensionaire 
Ceiling System fl \ \ I \: °' ' fl I{'."\ I:"\ f, 

F1 JJ ER-(-, f.,1\S 

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Dept. DCS, P.O. Box 901, Toledo, Ohio 43601 PA·B 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 368 AUGU T 1967 P / A 
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Blend Only Haws has 
precast stone drinking 
fountains-in five 
colors to match your one 
ideas. Ask your • h 
Haws representative Wit 
to show you a 
color sample kit 
and specifications 
today, or write: 
Haws Drinking 
Faucet Company, 
1441 Fourth Street, 
Berkeley, California 
94710 

your 
next 
idea 

Model 90-C at right, 50-C below, available in all 
five colors. Ask about Haws remote chillers for 
hidden cold-water source. 

DRINKING FOUNTAINS 
drinking fountains and faucets , emergency decontamination 
units and water coolers 

Smoke Onyx Silvertone Gray Terra Cotta Beige 

AUGU T 196i P / A On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 350 

Antique White 
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Give me roo1ns vvith value 

Give him PACE by Simmons
he'll appreciate your sagacity 

Long-term value. That's what the 
College Housing Administrator 
wants. And he wants it in rooms 
that are both functional and com
fortable for the students. 

So give him new Simmons PACE, 
the dormitory furniture designed to 
take the hard knocks of a halfback, 
yet please the most discerning coed 
with its style and liveability. 

PACE systems capitalize on 
every inch of floor space, often free-

\l f. (IST IWl:- P/ \ 

ing up enough for additional rooms. 
Seven standard wardrobes can be 

used individually or in a variety of 
combinations. They're built to take 
abuse and can be assembled by 
unskilled laborers in minutes for a 
considerable savings in labor costs. 

The Wall-a-Bed®, a real space
saver, can be operated by the tiniest 
coed. It features the famous Beau
tyrest mattress for full comfort with 
out the need for a box spring. 

PACE cabinets, dressers , desks , 
bookcases and chairs add even 
more versatility to your interior de
sign. Chests, in Traditional, Con
temporary or Elite styles, are avail
able with legs or toe bases-or 
without to fit inside wardrobes . 

It all adds up to value for the 
school and freedom for the archi 
tect/ designer. Ask our representa
tive for full details. You'll appreciate 
his sagacity as well. 

/ S ~ · M f:.' ,_ ~{"',,9i~i~i; 
..._ ~ • ~l!ii.:1'.1• ...:!.Y~iP~.'-'Z:~M.&:1 L... I 

CONTRACT DIVISION •MERCHANDISE MART • CHICAGO, ILL. 60654 
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WASTE IS COSTLY, UNSIGHTLY, UNSANITARY, UNNECESSARY ... 

WASCONIZE IT! 
Waste is an eternal problem. It accumulates fast, is always unsightly, often 
unsanitary. It wastes space, is costly to handle, expensive to remove. 

Wascon builds systems that reduce all waste to a fraction of its former 
volume. Jt produces a fine, macerated, sanitary, odorless, semi-dry pulp. 
It's easy to handle, store, dispose of. 

Systems are available that grind up waste continuously or intermittently 
JOO lbs. or 3600 lbs . an hour. Effiuent discharge may be at the site or 
remotely pumped to any area in or outside a building. 

Units are compact, rugged , efficient and fully automatic. They perform 
at the ftick of a switch. Wascon equipment requires a minimum of main
tenance and installation engineering. 

-

'~'SC~<lN 
American Sterilizer Company 

HATBORO , PENNSYLVANIA 

0 Please send detailed information. 

0 Please have sales engineer call. 

City _____________ State, ________ Zip ___ _ 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 390 

16 Views 

Continued from page 11 

Architects should start including back
flow prevention devices at the meter loca
tion on all new, high-rise buildings in their 
original drawings. 

R. M. SIMPSON 
Sanitary [nspection Supervisor 

Castro VaJley, Calif. 

Fads Are Bad, But ... 

Dear Editor : It was refreshing to read 
the varied comments on the Design Awards 
and the Third Millennium issues. I am 
against fad architecture (the Bauhaus 
School was one, if we consider it that way), 
but fads are preferable to a stagnant, safe, 
unmoving architecture. Keep up the con
troversy. 

HENRIK BULL 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Digging the March Editorial 

Dear Editor: Your Editorial (MARCH 
1967 PI A) seems to imply that all the 
zips and zaps currently zipping and zap
ping their way into the zipped-zapped 
minds of some architects (who would 
rather be "with it" than produce an ar
chitecture for human beings) is some 
kind of reaction against taking the whole 
scene too seriously. 

Well, man, this concept may turn a lot 
of robots "on" (do they die temporarily 
when "turned off"?), but there are lots 
of cool heads who see this self-conscious 
"Look Ma, no coherence" approach to 
design as a thin fac;ade for a trend that, 
rather than being light-hearted, is ex
pressing the violent side of our neurotic 
society. Just as shiny boots and black 
leather jackets are the outward signs of 
sadomasochistic tendencies that can erupt 
into explosions of swastika proportions, 
these supposedly whimsical structures -
really part-abandoned concentration 
camps, part bomb shelters, part look-out 
towers, part inquisitional chambers, part 
concrete bunkers - are in fact expressing 
all the guilt, the repressed frustrations, the 
hate and hostility of a decadent, dehu
manized Western society. 

It is entirely possible that, in a few 
years, when all the middle-aged hippies 
have been turned off for good, this period 
shall be known as "Late Auschwitz." 
It is also possible that all those archi
tects who were hung up on "the human 
being as part of nature" will emerge as 
the real cool ones, as indeed they always 
have. Must split for now. 

J. CARLOS CALDERON 

[Well, one gleam of brightness in this 
dismal picture, and perhaps some conso
lation to the middle-aged, is that not all 
the hostility and de~adence is on one 
side. -Ev.] 
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SUMMITCREST 
COMMERCIAL 

CARPETING 
. . . FOR EVERYWEAR 

Summitcrest is the complete carpet line .. . virgin 
nylon, acrylic, polypropylene yarns .. . jute or 
Compression-Tested rubber backing ... colors in 
solids, tweeds, stripes .. . 8th gauge and 10th gauge 
construction for longest wear-everywhere . 

Before specifying carpeting for schools, hospitals, 
churches, kitchens, supermarkets, restaurants, hotels, 
motels, institutions and fine residences get complete 
information on the complete, quality carpet line. 
Summitcrest is available from people who know floors 
best . .. your Summitville ceramic ti le contractor or dealer. 

RJLL-SIZE 
UN RETOUCHED 

PHOTOGRAPH 
lOTH GAUGE 

CONSTRUCTION 
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The $16,000 
wastebasket. 

Fred, rhe new janiror, 
will throw away $ 16,000 
worrh of plans ronighr. 
Bur you can'r blame Fred. 
N or everyone knows rhar 
you file plans and draw
ings in a wastebasker. 0 
But that wastebasket may 
be rhe most expensive piece 
of equipment in your office. 
It 's inefficient. Time con
suming. Ugly. And it only 
looks cheap. 0 Plan Hold 
filing systems save filing and 
retrieval time. Preserve plans and drawings neatly. 
Conserve floor space. You can file as many as 1200 
sheets in an area of only 3 Y2 sq. ft. 0 Economical? 
You bet. Plan Hold saves time, space, and money. 
(Occasionaily, it even saves someone 's job.) 0 
Wrirc for catalog of 31 filing systems to Plan Hold, 
P. 0 . Box 3458, Torrance, California 90510. 

w~ ®PLAN HOLD CORPORATION 

• 
:1T1!~,! ~~~ Torrance, California & Aurora , Illinois 

• Plan Hold Company of Canada . Toronto , 18. 

World's Largest Manufacturer of Plan Filing Systems 

On Readers' Service Card , Circle No. 413 

Alllricu ...... Service. Inc. (Dairy Bull Bm). DI Farm Wit. 
Architlct: "-lllld l ROllCll. lac., Cllicaga. 111. 

HAR-BAR Parking Barriers 

Good Parking is Good Business 

HAR-BAR Parking Barriers are the most practical ever 
developed. Anchor to any type surface to form individual , 
straight or curved lineal barriers. The thrust is down, 
there is no shear. Heavy duty metal saddles hold treated 
or painted timbers above the surface for drainage and 
longer life. Models range from light weight to heavy duty. 
Each insta llation custom planned. 

PARKING LOT PLAN BOOK 
Send for the latest edi tion of our " Parki ng Techn iques". 
Contai ns bas ic lot plans an d d imensions of 1967 cars . 

A. I.A. Fi le No. 14A. 

HARRIS-BARRIER, INC. 
P.O. Box 88243 • Indianapolis, Indiana 46208 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 349 
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Octagonal Tberm-0-Proof 
insulating glass units allow 
design flexibility in 
Dairy Bull Barn. 
Fifty octagonal Therm-0-Proof units were custom fabri 
cated to fit the unusual 8-sided openings formed by pre
cast concrete T-beams. 

Therm-0-Proof un its were used in this Dairy Bull Barn 
to reduce inside condensation on windows caused by 
high relative humidity, and to permit the controlled 
temperatures necessary for proper handling of the 
animals. 

This is another way Therm-0-Proof insulating glass is 
made more ways to fit more ideas-over 200 configura
tions and combinations are available. 

10 YEAR WARRANTY 

4a 
See Sweets Th 
Thermoproof Glass Company 
Subsidiary of Shauerproof Gl ass Corporation 
4015 Cabot Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 40210 

On Readers' Service Card , Circle No. 385 
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FIRST AND STILL FOREMOST ... 

I 

~ 
for every dust and moisture resistant lightin g a p pl ic ation 

Wherever lamps, electrical components, and reflecting 
surfaces need protection from dust, dirt, drafts, water 
and other foreign matter, Miller DMR remains the ideal 
solution. As the originators of broad application, en
closed and gasketed luminaires, Miller continues to 
provide the most complete line for this type usage. 

Now, New Stainless Steel DMR Units Provide Even 

Greater Application Breadth . .. Stainless steel DMR's 
are newly available in the same lengths, (and for the full 

range of lamp types), as the highly popular DMR units 
with porcelain enamel or baked-on synthetic finishes. 
This new finish choice is especially suitable for highly 
corrosive atmospheres, and where low temperatures 
together with humidity pose problems. Excellent, too, 
where there's apt to be continuous exposure to salt air. 

All DMR fixtures are safe, clean, easy to install, easy 
to relamp ... offer plus features which make them 
superior values. And, they've been proved in use -
thousands of installations, hundreds of applications. 

For complete information, write for DMR Catalog/ Brochure, or use the reader service card. 

THE miller COMPANY. MERIDEN , CONNECTICUT. UTICA, OHIO. MARTIN , TENNESSEE miller 
LIGHTING 

SINCE 1844 



Prestressed Concrete Supplier: Cedar Rapids Bl ock Company, 
Cedar Rapids , Iowa 

Owner: Ci ty of Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

Architect: Leo C. Pei ffe r Architect & Associates, 
Ce dar Rap ids, Iowa 

B eauty 
• 
~n 

p res tressed 
concrete 
. for senior citizens in Cedar Rapids 

Cedar Hapids, Jowa, is a fri endly, 
Midweslern city Lhat aims lo keep 
its older residents in the vital flow 
of community life. 

To do this, the ciLy has built a 
Senior Citizens Center Lo serve as a 
focal point in the social life of these 
residents. Localed in a downtown 
wooded park, the Center is a fresh, 
yet dignified, express ion of environ
mental warmth and welcome. 
Tapered T's highlight rooftine 
To coordinate the roof area with the 
circular-sector shaped fl oor plan, the 

roof was erec ted from flanged pre
slressed concrete T's tapering in 
width from Lhe fronl entrance wall 
lo Lhe rear wall of the building. 

The T s proLecl the outer walk
way from weather by extending be
yond the front entrance wall. A 
coarse-textured finish applied lo the 
interior urface of these structural 
members allows lighl Lo disperse 
gentle warmth and subtle beauty 
throughout Lhe room. 

Today, many pres tressed concrete 
suppliers are discovering that Union 

ARMCO STEEL 

20 On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 329 

Wire Hope's T UFWlRE®andT lJ F
WIRE lrand are the products lo 
rl:'ly on lo fill their pre lressing needs. 
They've proved their dependability 
through years of satisfactory ser vice 
on jobs across th e country. 

Write for a free copy of our illus
trated booklet of pres lressed con
crete applications. Union Wire Rope 
Products, including T UFWIRE and 
T UFWIRE Strand, are made by 
Arrnco SleeJ Corporation, Deparl
men l W-1847, 7000 Roberts Stree t, 
Kansas City, Missouri 64125. 

c > 
ARMCO v 
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YES, via first class mail, rush me more color photos and 
information about the following PELLA products : 

D PELLA Wood Double-Hung Windows 

D PELLA Wood Casement Windows 

D PELLA Wood Awning Windows 

D PELLA Wood Folding Doors and Partitions 

D PELLA Wood Sliding Glass Doors 

NA M E 

rlRM 

A OD RESS 

C' ITY STATE ZIP (if known} 

D I want fast local service. Telephone: ________ _ 
Vl23 Printed in U.S.A. 

Pella 
WOOD DOUBLE-HUNG 

WINDOWS 

It's the pivot that does it. Exclusive 
spring-loaded vinyl sash slides allow 
PELLA Wood Double-Hung Window 
Sash to pivot so the outside glass can 
be washed from inside. Windows can 
also be painted or reglazed from inside. 
Wood, the best natural insulator, keeps 
out heat and cold, minimizes conden
sation problems. Stainless steel and 
woven pile weatherstripping seal 
against drafts and moisture. Inside 
storms are self-storing. Insulating glass 
is available. There are full or half
screens, both all-aluminum and fin
ished in bronze. Rectangular, horizon
tal or diamond muntin bars, snap in, 
snap out for easy cleaning. All exterior 
surfaces are factory-primed. For tops in 
beauty, comfort and convenience, use 
PELLA Wood Double-Hung Windows. 
GET MORE INFORMATION on PELLA prod
ucts. Mail the postage-paid card today 
or phone your local PELLA distributor. 
Find him in your Yellow Pages, or 
see SWEET'S Architectural or Light Con
struction Files for PELLA product details. 
ROLSCREEN COMPANY, PELLA, IOWA 

PELLA MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS. 
WOOD FOLDING DOORS & PARTITIONS 
AND WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOORS 

MAIL CARD 
TODAY 

Your request answered 
within 24 hours. 
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What if we told you 
that new Explorer will out
perform any other contract carpeting? 
It's true. And here's why. It has 80 tufts 
per square inch, thanks to the development 
of a new 1 /10 gauge (270 pitch) tufting process. And it's made with Acrilan® acrylic fibers. 

In short, Explorer combines unique density with the superior wearability of Acrilan for easier upkeep and 
reduced replacement costs. Yet it undersells every competitor. Available in a color range created especially 
to meet the esthetic demands of today's contract installations. Tufted on 
a Spun Bond man-made back for dimensional stability. Your choice of % 
Rubber Loe or Dual Loe jute secondary back. Sound good? It is. 3 
If you would like to see and feel Explorer, write for a 3" x 5" sample. 
For further information and Sweet's File Catalogue, #28E, contact: 
E.T. Barwick Mills, Inc., Contract Division, Chamblee, Georgia. · · 

AUGl' ST 1967 P/A 
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E. T. BARWICK MILLS, INC., CHAMBLEE, GEORGIA 

wofld'• 1ar1est maker or tufted carpeb end rugs 

On Readers' Service Card, C ircle No. 332 
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"All air·eonditioning systems steal usable spaee." 

preposterous! 
The Barber-Colman Heat-of-Light System® actually increases usable 

space in existing buildings and permits the design of new buildings 

with a smaller envelope and more income-producing space than was 

previously possible. Result: Your total building cost per occupant per 

year can actually be reduced. Clip coupon tor more tacts . 

BEFORE Barber-Colman Company 
developed the Heat-of-Light Sys

tem it was absolutely true that you had 
to sacrifice ceiling, floor and interfloor 
space to reap the advantages of effi
cient Environmental Systems. 

In those days, light-generated heat 
was considered part of the air condi
tioning space load in the summer ... 
and ... it was not used as a source of 
heat in the winter. What a waste I 

In the BHoL (Before Heat-of-Light) 
days, duct work was massive in cross 
section. Only the most progressive en
gineers and architects could envision 
1967-model, small-diameter High Vel
ocity Ducts that could squeeze into 5" 
with room to spare. 

And, had you told them how much 
room could be added to a building 
through elimination of space-stealing 
reheat coils, hot air ducts, piping, boil
ers, and clutter-type diffusers, even 
they would have been skeptical. 

Heat-of-Light System makes 
good economic sense 

The modern Barber-Colman Heat-of
Light System is more efficient and costs 
less to install and operate than the 
traditional systems that do not take 
advantage of modern energy-conser
vation principles. Additionally, any 
increase in costs for automatic controls 
required to provide smaller-than-room
size comfort zones is more ihan offset 
by the reduction in ducting and other 
hardware by the Hol System. 

Integrated air/light diffusers 
lend aesthetic simplicity 

When you combine a lighting fixture 
and a Barber-Colman air diffuser, the 
sum of one plus one is considerably 
less than two. Multifunction diffusers 
provide maximum light levels and dif
fuse air ... transfer Heat-of-Light to 
heat exterior zones, where it is needed 

A GU T 1967 P/ A 

. . . and furnish local reheat when re
quired. They provide Dynamic Sensing 
thermostat locat ions where the temper
ature of moving room air is measured. 
Response is up to 15 times faster than 
with wal l-mounted thermostats. 

Best of all, all Barber-Colman Heat-of
Light Systems, with or without troffer
delivered air, provide superior environ
mental control unobtrusively ... quietly I 
Blended invisibly into the architect's 
design, the Heat-of-Light System never 
intrudes ... never detracts. 

Automatic design freedom! 
With the Heat -of-Light System, every 
overhead light ing fixture can provide 
an individually controlled air mixing 
and air distribution zone. Or other, 
equally inconspicuous diffusers can 
provide draftless air del ivery and still 
conserve light-generated heat. 

What does t his mean to you as a 
designer? First of all you can move 
walls, and alter the space any way you 

want, and still provide each person or 
work-group with individual zone control 
without system changes. And you aren't 
tied down to predesigned look-alike, 
"packaged" ceilings. 

Barber-Colman controls furnished 
with a Heat-of-Light System permit 
these space alterations without regard 
to costly control system revisions. 
There is no need to run new pneumatic 
lines or electric wires. Once installed, 
it meets all future needs. 

Control is the most flexible there is. 
You can place the set point dial on the 
wall, in a locked custodial closet, mount 
it on a central panel, or on a desk top. 
You name the place. We'll provide a 
set point selector to meet your need. 

Get the facts. To learn how much 
"cubage" you can add to your next 
building by using costsaving, space
saving Heat-of-Light, use the coupon 
below, or contact your local Barber
Colman Field Office. 

r-------------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY 
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 

... where originality works for you 
In Canada: BARBER-COLMAN OF CANADA, LTD. 

Weston, Ontario 

O Please have your local representative call me to arrange a 
computerized Feasibility Study. 

O Please send me your new booklet on the Barber-Colman 
Heat-of-Light System. 

Title·---------------------
Company __________________ _ 

Street ___________________ _ 

City _________ State· _____ Zip Code __ _ 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 33 l 27 
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This is Series 8000 - another design 
from our Trend Program. Another 
reason why Alma is the world's 
leading manufacturer of wood office 
furniture. For catalogs showing 
this and other Trend lines, write 
Alma Desk Company, Box 271, 
High Point, N. C. 27261. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 351 A (; T 196T P/ ~ 



Q: 
A: 

PHOTO B Y LENS- ART 

How did this hotel, located 1000 feet from an 

airport runway, silence the noise of the jets. 

With Amerada ACOUSTA-PANE® 40 

This rendering shows how close jets come to the 
Metropolitan Hotel at the Detroit airport. 500 windows 
of glare reducing Acousta-Pane 40 (1h inch), provide 
peace and quiet for hotel g ues ts. Owner: Wayne 
County Road Commiss ion . Architects: Smith, Hinch
man & Grylls Associates, In c. Glaz ing by West Detroit 
Glass Company. 

r--------------------------------------, 

For additional information on Acousta-Pane 40 write 
for Case History No. 401. 

anierada 
"A GLASS BY ITSELF " 

ACOUSTA-PANE 
amerada Glass Corporation 
2001 Greenleaf Ave. 
Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007 
(312) 439-5200 

Please send me Case History No. 401 

Company _ ______________ _ 

Address _ ______________ _ 

City _ ________ State ___ Zip __ _ 

L--------------------------------------J 

A GUST 196i P/ A On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 324 29 



the most exciting ideas take shape in plywood 



St. John the Baptist Catholic Church , Milwaukie, Oregon / Steams. Mention & Morris. A.I.A . Eugene, Architects 

This soaring roof could have been executed in concrete, 
steel or plywood. All were considered. Plywood was 

· the architects' choice, on the basis of cost and design 
flexibility . It acts as a structural diaphragm over lumber 
decking and laminated timbers, and serves as base for 
Neoprene-Hypalon roofing. The final structure not only 
cost less than any alternative - it is just as strong, and 
was easier to build. For more information about ply
wood roof systems, write us at Dept. PA, Tacoma, 
Washington 98401. (USA only. ) 

AMERICAN PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 



Whatever the shape. • • 

whatever the finish, you ' ll find your requirements in Wall 
Urns by Duk-It. Superb quality, designed and built into 
every product. 

See our complete line of urns, trash/ ash receptacles by 
contacting your Duk-It representative . . . or write for full
color brochure. 

DUK-IT 
McDonald Products Corp. 

208 DUK-IT BLDG., BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14210 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 397 



Actual size cube, cut from Per ma lite roof deck. 

Permalite lightweight aggregat concrete gives you all the 
insulation you'll ever need on a lat roof deck. Just pour it on. 
And while you're pouring, give ourself a bonus with a slope 
to drain. 

Form saddles, cants and crickets too. No problem. Easily 
placed; strong ; fast drying. W~at could be smoother. One 
application with one material poured in place gives you a 
clean, permanent, insulated deck with "K" factors from 0.51 
to 0.77-with positive drain in a pitch as low as Ya" to 12". 

Cost? Less than other monolit ic decks of equal insulating 
value. Ask your local Permalite man, or write for more 
information. 

BULLETIN G3-65 
Permalite concrete , 

plaster and masonry fill. 

GREFCO, Inc./ Building Products Division, 30 Shatto Place, Los Ange les, Cali f. 90005 

On Readers' Service Ca d , Circle No. 348 



When air conditioning is in your plans, 
this booklet may be of help to you! 

This booklet is a rather complete 
summary of the many different types 
of air conditioning equipment and sys
tems-not a sales brochure. 

In its 24 pages with illustrations and 
schematic drawings , we classify and 
describe systems, machines and cycles. 
Define words, terms and phrases that 
are basic in the industry's language. 

List systems most commonly used in 
a wide variety of applications-to men
tion a few: apartment buildings, schools, 
colleges, office bui ldings , factories , 

hotels, motels, hospitals, laboratories, 
restaurants, department stores and 
shopping centers. 

Show charts on cooling check load 
figures and on the effect of glass on the 
cooling load. Summarize typical space 
requirements for various systems based 
on the percent of the gross floor area. 
And, as a guidepost, make a functional 
comparison of systems. 

The booklet is written from our back
ground of more than 50 years of experi
ence in the industry. With equipment 

in every type of structure. And with a 
complete line of major components that 
offers the selection of optimum combi
nations for economy and efficiency in 
any type of building. 

* * * A limited number of copies is avail
able. How many would you like for 
your office? No obligation. Just call 
your Carrier representative. Or write us 
for "The A BC's" at Syracuse, New York 
13 20 I . In Canada we're represented by 
Carrier Air Conditioning (Canada) Ltd. 

C§fjj&> Air Conditioning Company 
More people put their confidence in Carrier air conditioning than in any other make 

34 On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 336 AUGUST 1967 P / A 



Aesthetic Unity 
Through Site 

Lighting 

With the introduction of the Site Module series. 
Moldcast presents the architec t with an impor
tant new design medium through which site and 

structure are aesthetically unified. 

Moldcast Site Modules are the first architecturally 

conceived site lighting line ... a tasteful harmony 

of squares and rectilineals which reflect the 

geometry of modern building design. They pro
vide an exciting opportunity to extend the char

acter of the building throughout the site. 

Site Modules are a complete family of coordi 
nated fixtures. designed to fill the lighting require
ments of an entire site. Products range from 28 
foot tall area and roadway lights to 3 foot shrub 

lights with matching.directional signs and build· 

ing mounted fixtures. 

These handsome units are furnished with engi

neered optical systems providing the finest in 
highly efficient. controlled lighting distribution. 

For complete technical information, send for our 16 pg. full 
color catalog. 

MOLD CAST 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

164 Delancy Street 
Newark, New Jersey 07105 

In Canada: Verd-A-Ray Electric Products, Ltd. 
Montreal 9, Quebec, Canada 

Serving Architecture Through Lighting 

AUG ST 1967 P/ A On Readers' Service C ard, Circle No . 406 35 
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One-Part Polysulfide 
PRC Rubber Calk® 5000 Sealant 
• NO MIXING • EASY TO APPLY • NO TIME LOSS • CONSTANT UNIFORMITY 

Now ... you can specify a one-part 
polysulfide sealant featur ing the Thio
kol* Seal of Security. 
Packaged for immediate use, Rubber 
CalkT"' 5000 Sealant offers the long 
term performance demanded when 
sealing joints subject to structural 
movement, including metal curtain 
wall panels, marble pre-cast facings 
and section joints in tilt-up construc
tion. It is also ideal for a// window 

glazing and metal settings. 
Combining ease of application with 
exceptional resistance to the ravages 
of time, this outstanding product re
tains its adhesion and elasticity in 
all weather extremes. Six standard 
colors: white, black, aluminum-gray, 
ivory, limestone and gray. 
Write for catalog and color chart today. 

Re11sttred Tu1demark of the Thtokol Co1pot1hon 

WILSHIRE TRIANGLE CENTER 
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 

WELLS FARGO BUILDING, 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 

ANCHORAGE FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA-0 . Cuddy, Pres. 
G1ner1I Contractor: Walsh & Company, 
Anchorage 

Architect: Sidney Eisenstat, AIA 
Curtain Wall Panels: Soule Steel Co . 
Sulant Contrs: Security Builders 

Architects: John Graham & Company, 
Seattle , Wash . 
Curtain Wall / Sulant Contrs: 
Cupples Products Corp., St. Louis, Mo. 

S11l1nt Contrs: Fentron Industries. 
Seattle , Wash . 

PRODUCTS RESEARCH & CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
Corporate Offices & Western Manufacturing Division, 2919 Empire Avenue, Burbank, Calif. 91504 (213) 849 ·3992 
Eastern Sales & Manufacturing Division, 410 Jersey Avenue , Gloucester City, N.J . 08030 (609) 456 ·5700 
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1 
part 

seal in 
syste 

ONf .. PARJ SEALANTS adding application convenience to 
total pert ormance and economy of Tested and Approved polysulfides 
Ready-to-use structural sealants based on 
Thiokol's LP® polysulfide polymer have 
been in the field for about seven years. 

Installed in thousands of buildings; 
checked and rechecked for behavior; sub
jected to constant improvement in the 
laboratory ... one-part polysulfide systems 
have achieved levels of quality and per
formance satisfying Thiokol's Tested and 
Approved building sealants specifications. 

In the cured state, premixed LP® poly
mer based sealants, covered by Thiokol's 
Seal of Security, assure advanced physi-

AUGUST 1967 P/A 

car properties as do approved two-parts. 

Here's long, lively leakproofing service, 
weatherability without equal under sever
est stress of wind, rain, baking sun and 
freezing cold. 

Tested and Approved polysulfide base 
sealants, properly applied, adhere to any 
and all building materials-in any com
bination-and add a unique strength of 
their own to the structure. The bond is 
virtually indestructible, while the com
pound retains rubbery flex allowing move
ment compatible with joined materials. 

On Readers' Service Card , Circle No. 386 

Now-with both one ·and two-part sys
tems meeting Thiokol's Tested and Ap
proved sealant specifications-the Seal of 
Security is the only guide you'll ever need 
to total weatherproofing performance. For 
complete data, and names of Tested and 
Approved Sealant suppliers, wire, phone 
or write Thiokol. 

-r/Uo~oe 
CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
780 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton, N.J. 08607 
In Canada : Thiokol Canada Ltd., Wel lington 
Sq . Bldg., 377 Brant Ave,, Burl ington, Ont. 
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You can carpet offices without 
worrying about butterfingered 
secretaries like Suzie Lamm. 

Since when? Since Herculori. 
If you know Suzie like we know 

Suzie, you'll realize that offices 
require special carpet. Carpet 
that finds gum, make-up, ciga
rette butts, ashes, mayonnaise, 
typewriter ribbons, coffee and all 
the other things that secretaries 
manage to spill on it most re
sistible. 

In other words, carpet of HER
CULON* olefin fiber. HERCULON 
is chemically inert and moisture 
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resistant. So stains and soil stay 
right on top. And because it's the 
easiest of all fibers to clean, you'll 
cut way down on your prof es
sional cleaning bills. 

And is HERCULON strong. It 
matches nylon and outperforms 
acrylics and wool in abrasion re
sistance. 

You can save as much as $3 a 
square yard below similar type 
carpets. And you get a big choice 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 322 

of colors and patterns. From the 
best carpet mills. 

So think about carpet of HER
CULON. Better y~t, get it. Then 
the only worry you'll have with 
Suzie is her slow shorthand. 

For more information, simply 
write, call or visit Fibers & Film 
Dept., Hercules Incorporated, 
380 Madison A venue, lfn 
N.Y10017.0X7-0010. ~ 
•Hercult>s re~islered trade mark.FT 67-31. HERCULES 
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Cool Blue Glass by Mississippi Repels Heat and Glare 
In New Bronx Terminal Market 

" Raw" sunlight and excessive heat have no place in 

today 's modern buildings . Comfort-conditioned 

COOLITE rejects up to 35% solar energy to reduce 

temperatures under the roof while its translucent light 

diffusing characteristics tend to soften and distri

bute light . And note how effectively COOLITE (all 

New York City Terminal Market. Hunts Point, The Bronx, N. Y. Design and 
construction under the supervision of New York City Department of Public 
Works, William C. Mattison, Commissioner; for the Department of 
Markets, Stanley J . Kearing , Jr., Commissioner. 

Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. 
Engineers: Madigan & Hyland, Syska & Hennessy, Inc., Ammann & Whitney . 
General Construction Contractor: Corbetta Construction Co., Inc. 
Glazing Contractor: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co .. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

25,000 sq. ft. of it!) blends with and compliments 

the blue porcelain enamel spandrels in this out

standing structure . Specify COOLITE heat absorbing 

glass . .. the glass that's "visioneered" for better 

light ... greater comfort. For particulars see your 

nearby Mississippi glass distributor. 

% 
.. , 

' ' . . : MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY . .. 
' ' ... 88 Angelica Street • St. Louis, Missouri 63147 

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIF. 

LARGEST DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS 
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\4" COOLITE hea t absorbing glass ts install ed in two eleva t ions of new incine rator 
bu ilding , City of Am arillo, Texas. Mr. John Stiff, City Manag er. 

Architect : Jimmy E. Bai ley, A. I. A. ; General Contractor: Page & W irtz; 
Glazer: Pittsburg h Pl ate Glass Com pany. 

See our Catalog in Sweet 's 0 

\ \ Is 

COOLITE GLASS 
HAS THE ANSWER 
FOR AMARILLO 

The importance of good daylighting is reflect

ed in the expanse of COOLITE heat absorbing 

glass glazed in the City of Amarillo 's new in

cinerator. Note how the clean, blue hue of 

COOLITE harmonizes with the crisp, modern 

design of the building . But even more impor

tant is the way in which COOLITE curbs un 

wanted solar heat, helps red uce eye-fatiguing 

glare and sharp contrast for greater comfort . 

Employees see better, feel better, work better 

with COOLITE-conditioned daylighting . 

Specify COOLITE glass by Mississippi . Offered 

in two thicknesses : Ys " and 1,4 "-the latter in 

widths up to 60 inches, plain or with gla re 

reducing finish, one or both sides . 'A " COOLITE 

is also available with MISCO diamond-shaped 

welded wire netting for shatter res istance 

and fire retardance . At better distr ibutors of 

quality glass everywhere . 

H#J - 66 

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY 
' ... 88 Angelica Street • St. Louis, Missouri 63147 

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIF . 

DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 
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APARTMENT TOWERS TO 
RISE ON BOSTON'S 
HISTORIC WHARVES 

BOSTON, MASS. Just a few 
blocks south of the Boston 
Naval Shipyard, where the 
frigate "Old Ironsides" is per
manently docked, is the site 
of a projected middle-income 
residential development de
signed by I.M. Pei. This site 
is part of a mile-Jong water
front strip, once the heart of 
the clipper ship district (on 
Atlantic Avenue, between 
Constitution Wharf on the 
north and Fo ter's Wharf c 
the south), designated for u1 -
ban renewal by the Boston 
Urban Renewal Authority. 

The Pei design calls for 
three 40-story apartment tow
ers, each containing 312 
units; a parking garage for 
1500 cars; 25,000 sq ft of re
tail space on ground level; 
and an office tower. 

Looking out over Logan 
Airport to the east, residents 
of the towers will enjoy a pan
oramic view of the harbor 
and the Atlantic Ocean. Win
dows on the west will afford a 
view of the Charles River, 
near the old North Station. 

Major material will be ex
posed, precast concrete. The 
first phase - two apartment 
towers and parking garage -
is scheduled for construction 
in the fall of 1967 and should 
be completed early in 1969. 
Estimated cost of the first 
stage is $26 million. Consul
tants are: Weiskopf & Pick
worth, structural engineers; 
Caretsky & As ociates, me
chanical engineers; and Ha
ley & Aldrich, soil consul
tants. 
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DOXIADIS TO HEAD 
A U.S. URBAN 

STUDIES CENTER 
WASHINGTON, D.C. Dr. Con
stantinos Doxiadis, the Greek 
city planner, has pooled re
sources with a U.S. research 
and development firm, Sys
tem Development Corpora
tion. At a time when there is 
growing concern with urban 
problems and how to solve 
them, the center will provide 
a staff of trained experts, who 
will both study these prob
lems and teach others - city 
officials and planners mostly 
- what they have learned. 
Staffed by members of both 
firms, the center includes spe
cialists in town planning, 
transportation, engineering, 
computer sciences, econom
ics, mathematics, geography, 
sociology, statistics, and psy
chology. According to one 
spokesman, emphasis, at least 
initially, will be on human 
and natural resources, safety 
and security, and satisfactory 
operation of the city's ser
vices. 

LATEST FOR CHARLES CENTER 

BALTlMORE, MD. Underway 
in Charles Center i this 21-
story office building. De
signed in glass and cast-in
place concrete by Peterson & 
Brickbauer and Emery Roth 
& Sons, it will provide 405,-
000 sq ft of net rentable 
pace. Adjoining the building 

between it and the Federal 
Office Building seen at the left 
will be a two-story glass-en
closed pavilion. 

THE ASPEN CONFERENCE 
ASPEN, COLO. In introducing the seventeenth annual Interna
tional Design Conference on June 18, chairman Craig Ellwood 
explained that "architecture needs no words." His pronounce
ment was followed, of course, by five days of verbiage, as 500 
conferees listened to 20 formal speakers (order) discuss "Order 
and Disorder," each speech followed by a panel discussion 
(disorder). Few had much to say on the subject, which is, of 
course, an old one, but the topic was nicely illustrated by an 
impromptu happening in the conference tent one afternoon. 
Jeffrey Lindsay, a disciple of Bucky Fuller, had hung a kite, 
made of metal foil and cardboard, just beneath the roof. Slowly, 
one by one, the wires holding it gave way, and it settled on the 
floor like a giant napkin, where it was gathered up by some stu
dents. To the accompaniment of a Sousa march from the loud
speaker, they carried it outside, the music making their action 
a grand one. 

Not much else that was grand happened at Aspen this year, 
although William Arrowsmith, a Greek scholar and critic, did 
manage to offer a nearly definitive statement on the conference 
theme. It is probably not too much of an oversimplification of 
Arrowsmith's remarks to say that he sees order as what man 
strives after and disorder as an ingredient that man must have 
to make the order palatable. He se ' S a possible danger in ,Peo
ple mistaking current trends to d.Jorder as a new order. In 
part, he put it this way: "Our danger, I think, is not so much 
that of overdesigning the environment as that of creating a new 
and special modern chaos, in which the ecology as a whole is 
nobody's business and nobody's design - a conglomerate 
whose disorder is nakedly exposed in the ruthless design-per
fection of some of the parts and their utter unrelatedness." 

Aspen as usual was good fun. Next year will be the eighteenth. 

THE OTHER TWIN 
ST. PAUL, MINN . St. Paul and 
Minneapolis are no more twin 
cities than Baltimore and 
Washington or Fort Worth 
and Dallas. But they share the 
banks of the Mississippi River 
in southeastern Minnesota, 
and a certain fraternal rivalry 
between the two is as inevi
table as the sobriquet Twin 
Cities. In the past 30 years or 
so, Minneapolis has grown 
faster and with more purpose 
than St. Paul. She has laid out 
parks, taking advantage of 
lakes within the city limits, 
lured industry, showed a re
markable interest in the arts, 
and generall y behaved like an 
urban leader. "Minneapolis 
is a nouveau riche town," ob
served a St. Paul resident re
cently, in a voice that carried 
no trace of di approval. And 
indeed the differences in the 
two cities stem mainly from 
divergent attitudes about 
money. Tho e attitudes are 
less divergent now than they 
were five years ago. 

Dollars make sense - In 
1962, Minneapolis was at
tracting enough urban renew
al money to make it possible 
for a developer to purchase 
land downtown for $7 or $8 a 
foot, while less desirable land 
in downtown St. Paul was on 
the market at $24 a foot. Ob
viously, St. Paul could not at
tract venture capital, nor 
could it benefit from the peri
pheral business enterprises 
that follow it. A St. Paul ar
chitect who remodeled two 
floors of an office building 
around that time found that 
his client could not lease the 
space. "And it was not be
cau e it wasn 't a good remod
eling job, or that his rents 
were not competitive," the ar
chitect recalled recently. It 
was just that no one wanted 
to locate in downtown St. 
Paul. Most St. Paul residents 
put the blame for the decay of 
their city on the apathy of 
the old monied families . 
Great fortunes had been made 
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Spancrete 
contributes to 
"stuct ur a I 
integrity" of 
tradition-free 
church design 
by Belluschi 
&Ware 

Spancrete ceilings of soft textured 
concrete, massive poured-in-place 
concrete beams, and board and 
batten redwood panels characterize 
the new Unitarian Church in 
Rockford, Illinois. The 40-inch-wide 
exposed Spancrete roof planks with 
V-groove joints provide the desired 
scale in relation to other 

materials and building design. 

The choice of materials was 
influenced by a desire to create a 
natural warmth conducive to 
worship. Not too ornate but with 
simplicity - relying on good 
proportions, effective lighting 
and honest materials. 
Photos by: Hedrich Blessing 

The Unitarian Church . Rockford. Illinois 

Architects: Pietro Bellusch1 and C. Edward Ware Associates 

Structural Engineers. The Engineers Collaborative 

General Contractor: Pearce-Butler Company 

PRECAST, PRESTRESSED CONCRETE HOLLOW CORE Pl.ANK FOR ROOFS AND FLOORS 
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SPAN CRETE 
PR£CAST. PR(S1R£SSED CONCRETE HOllOW CORE Pl..ANK FOR ROOrs ANO flOORS 

Spancrete 
Manufacturers 

CANADA 

Spancrete, Limited 
P.O. Box 20 
Longueuil , Quebec 
Phone 514 677 ·8956 

EAST 
Formigli Corporation 
6 Penn Center Plaza 
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19103 
Phone 215 563·6378 

San-Vel Concrete Corporation 
Littleton , Massachusetts 01460 
Phone 617 486·3501 
Boston Phone 617 227-7850 

Spancrete Northeast , Inc. 
P.O. Box 4232 
Rochester, New York 14611 
Phone 716 328-7626 

Spancrete Northeast, Inc. 
South Bethlehem, New York 12161 
Phone 518 767-2269 

MIDWEST 

Pre-cast Concrete Products Co. 
P.O. Box 215 
Marysville, Michigan 48040 
Phone 313 364-7451 

Spancrete Illinois , Inc . 
4012 Route 14 
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014 
Phone 815 459-5580 

Spancrete Industries, Inc. 
10919 West Bluemound Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226 
Phone 414 258-4110 

Spane: ete, Inc. 
Valders, Wisconsin 54245 
Phone 414 775-4121 

Spancrete Midwest Company 
P.O. Box 308 
Osseo, Minnesota 55369 
Phone 612 339-9381 

WEST 

Spancrete of Cal ifornia 
2897 West Valley Boulevard 
Alhambra , California 91803 
Phone 213 289-4286 

SOUTHWEST 

Arizona Sand & Rock Company 
P.O. Box 959 
Phoenix, Arizona 85001 
Phone 602 254-8465 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 383 
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there during the last part of 
the 19th Century and the 
early year of the 20th. The 
city's location in the northern 
wilderness on the frontier of 
the vast Northwest made it a 
perfect location for railroad 
and lumber interests, and the 
fortunes these industries pro
duced are now largely held 
by ix or seven families, who 
are content to let the money 
re t in safe investments. 

Jn the 10 years prior to 
1962, omething like $4,500,-
000 was spent on new build
ings and remodelling old ones 
in downtown St. Paul. Since 
1962, $180 million has been 
committed in the same area. 

The civic spark-What 
made the difference? Most 
people give the credit to the 
Metropolitan Improvement 
Committee. Formed five 
years ago by business, civic, 
and labor leaders, the commit
tee either controls directly or 
can influence most of the 
city's financial and labor in
terests. The 47-man commit
tee has the presidents of six 
banks on it , for example, and 
six labor leaders, and , repre-
enting as it doe such a wide 
pectrum of city intere ts, has 

been pectacularly successful 
both in putting pressure on 

~ 
the Federal Government for 
renewal funds and in finding 
private capital for develop
ment. 

"It's the whole story in St. 
Paul ," comments architect 
Brook Cavin. Cavin , and 
others, tell with some relish 
how, in St. Paul the city was 
in danger of losing Federal 
funds for its Summit Univer
sity renewal area, with the 
tightening of the Federal 
purse strings this spring. Rob
ert Van Hoef, executive di
rector of the MIC, talked the 
Minne ota Mining and Manu
facturing Company into pro-

viding a plane to fly some 
members of the committee to 
Washington to state their case. 
As a result, the city got $31 
million, only slight ly less than 
they originally sought, and 
work is just now getting under 
way there. 

Renewal showcase - Origi
r.ally, the Summit-University 
area, whose 1035 acres make 
it one of the country's largest 
urban renewal areas, was se
lected as a renewal showcase. 
Only 5% of the greater St. 
Paul's 629,000 re idents are 

egro, and the Federal Gov
ernment thought that !um 
clearance in the Summit area, 
where most of them live, 
might actually solve some of 
the problems traditionally be
setting such areas nationally. 
Whether this can be done re
mains to be seen. But an out
sider vi iting the area for the 
first time is immediately 
struck by the non-slum quali
ty of the housing there. True, 
it is sometimes dilapidated; 
the hou e may need paint or 
repair for a sagging porch. 
But the area has lots of trees, 
and the grass and weeds in 
yard are usually given an oc
casional cutting. The feeling 
is much closer to that found 
in the Watts ection of Los 
Angele , another non- lum, 
than in the wrong side 
of the tracks section of ew 
York or Chicago or Pitt -
burgh. Moreover, the Sum
mit-Univer ity area ha the 
considerable asset of contain
ing, in addition , one of the 
city' finest re idential areas. 
l t stretches for five miles 
along Summit Avenue. Only 
a block or o from it, the area 
deteriorates rapidly, but 
along the avenue, anchored at 
one end by Emmanuel Mas
queray's magnificient t . Paul 
Cathedral , are older homes, 
dating from around the turn 
of the century, which mirror 
the wealth and prestige the 
city once had and will have 
again. When Montgomery 
Schuyler first saw Summit 
A venue, he wrote, "There are 
few streets in the United 
States that give in as high a 
degree as Summit A venue the 
sense of expenditure, liberal 
without ostentation, directed 
by skill, and restrained by 
taste." His statement is still 
accurate. 

P-ockets of potential -
Wherever one goes in St. Paul, 
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one comes unexpectedly up
on fine older buildings that 
can form corner stones for 
the renewal of the city. This 
remarkable architectural her-

2 
itage, surviving from a more 
affluent past, is largely re
sponsible for whatever charm 
St. Paul retains after decades 
of neglect. Fortunately, the 
city seems aware of it. And in 
Mayor Thomas Bryne they 
have a public official who evi
dently turns aware"ness into 
action. When someone re
minded him that the impos
ingly hand ome U.S. Post Of
fice-Court House building 
(designed in 1894 by James 
Knox Taylor, a former part
ner of Cass Gilbert, and to be 
vacated when· the new Fed
eral Courthouse is ready 
sometime late this year) was 
worth saving, Bryne promptly 
appointed a committee to find 
another u e for it. Although 
the committee's report is not 
yet available, several u es 
have been suggested unoffi
cially, among them a muse
um and office space. H .F. 
Koeper, who wrote a book on 
historic architecture in St. 
Paul, called the Court House 
"an exuberant collection of 
gables, turrets, and towers." 
As one walks past it, it con
tinually reveals new facets, 
filling one with a sense of ex
pectation. much the way a 
trip down a winding river 
does. Inside is a truly mag
nificient space, reaching from 
ground level (although the 
ground floor is now filled with 
the po t office) to roof, sur
rounded by iron-grille-pro
tected corridors. Facing the 
Court House across Rice Park 
is the public library, a hand
some Italianate structure. The 
designers of the legitimate 
theater (part of what will be 
a civic center), which will run 
between the library and the 
courthouse along the west side 
of the small park, have a fine 
opportunity to tie the build
ings together visually, making 
something truly distinctive of 
the square. St. Paul is rife 
with such opportunities. In 
moving about the city, one is 
continually coming aero s 
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small plazas of a variety of 
shapes. Little has been done 
to make them oases in the 
fabric of the city, let alone 
tie them into that fabric. How 
cohesive the disparate parts of 
the city can be made depends 
on how successful the several 
independent areas of renewal 
are at sparking the refurbish
ing of the sections between 
them. 

Plugging the vitality leak -
The main point of the renew
al , of course, is to bring back 
to the center of the city the 
trade and vitality that has 
been draining away to the 
suburbs and beyond. Already 
with the start of active devel
opment in the Capital Centre 
area, 12 blocks in the heart of 
downtown, an attitude has 
been kindled that shows St. 
Paul is reviving. "People used 

3 
to saunter along the street," 
says architect Louis Lund
gern; "now they walk with a 
purpose." Lundgern is one of 
four architects (Grover Di
mond, Brooks Cavin, and Ce
cil Tammen, a partner in 
Cerny Associates, are the 
others) who have spear
headed the urban renewal pro
gram. They were once the 
urban renewal committee of 
the local AIA chapter and 
they now serve as an archi
tectural advisory committee 
to the Metropolitan Improve
ment Committee. "We came 
to a point about 10 years ago, 
where we had to make a con
scious decision whether to 
stay in St. Paul and make it 
a city worth practicing in or 
to move elsewhere," explains 
Grover Dimond. And al
though none of the four has 
seen much increase in their 
practice from urban renewal 
work, it is obvious that the 

city in general and architec
ture in particular bas bene
fited from their decision. "The 
architect bas become an im
portant citizen here," a young 
St. Paul architect said last 
month. "Those four and their 
urban renewal suggestions are 
always being mentioned in 
papers, and as a result archi
tects can carry their heads a 
little higher." Grover Di
mond's firm won a competi
tion to design a three-block 
complex in the Capital Cen
tre area comprising a building 
for the Northwestern State 
Bank (1), parking, and ev·en
tually other office space. Haar
stick, Lundgern & Assoc., 
working with the Walter But
ler firm , are completing work 
on a GSA Federal Court 
House building (2). "We did 
it just the way the GSA 
wanted it, and made a profit," 

gem. In addition, the four ar
chitects have pooled their tal
ents, forming a separate firm, 
to design the civic center, 
which will consist of an audi
torium, an arena, and the
ater mentioned earlier. And 
they are working on the pre
liminary design for a high
rise apartment house to be lo
cated downtown close to the 
river. 

Walkways to the sky- One 
of the most striking features 
of the Capital Centre renewal 
plan is a proposed skyway 
system (3), a walkway that 
will run through the entire 
area, connecting buildings at 
the second-story level by 
means of enclosed bridges. 
The minute details of just how 
the kyway will be main
tained, heated, cooled, and 
policed are still being worked 
out. But the spans between 
buildings will be built by the 

city's Housing and Redevel
opment Authority and prob
ably maintained by the own
ers of the buildings they con
nect. The first of these bridges 
- between the new Federal 
Courts building and Cass Gil
bert's handsome Endicott 
building, built in 1890 - is 
almost completed. Since the 
GSA refuses to help cool and 
heat the bridge, this will be 
done by the Endicott owners, 
and it can probably be as
sumed that the problems fac
ing bridges between other 
structures and the interior 
passages through them will be 
handled with an equal sense 
of civic responsibility. The 
walkways, which , as they run 
through building corridors or 
along banking floors, will 
eventually be lined with 
shops, will separate much pe
destrian traffic in the heart of 
downtown from vehicular 
traffic. ot incidentally, they 
will also provide interior 
shopping and strolling during 
St. Paul's bone-numbing win
ters. The design of these sky
ways and their bridges is being 
done by Hammal Green & 
Abrahamson, Inc., of St. Paul. 

Overlooking the river - As 
the city's urban renewal areas 
are currently arranged, they 
come down to the Mississippi 
riverfront in the central busi
ness district but stop short of 
it. Across from the downtown 
area are two large urban re
newal districts set aside for 
industrial development by the 
St. Paul Port Authority. Use 
of the riverfront is a highly 
complex problem in St. Paul, 
and one which may prove 
beyond the scope of urban re
newal to solve. As an indu -
trial city, St. Paul has long re
lied on the river for transpor
tation, and one of the delights 
of a visit to that city is to 
watch barge traffic on the riv
er. But if industrial develop
ment along the river is not 
carefully watched, what could 
be one of the city's greate t 
natural assets may become its 
greatest 1 iability. Already 
there is evidence that industry 
not relying on the river for 
transportation is being al
lowed to cluster along its 
banks. And although most ar
chitects would agree with 
Louis Lundgern, who, speak
ing of the view from down
town, says, "I like to look out 
over steel mills and grain ele
vators," they probably feel 
differently about junkyards 
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and the nondescript jumble of 
ordinary manufacturing 
plants. St. Paul acts toward 
the river the way a blase Jover 
acts toward his loved one, re
fusing to acknowledge her 
considerable charms. This at
titude may be explained by the 
realization that most St. Paul 
resident have never known 
the downtown riverfront to be 
anything but a jumble of rail
road tracks and oil tanks. As 
Robert Van Hoef elaborates, 
"When most people in St. 
Paul think of water they think 
of the lakes to the north , 
where many of them go on 
weekend . " If the riverfront 
problem is solved, and it no 
doubt will be, it will come 
with the continuing awareness 
that a renewed, uncluttered 
downtown has, ultimately, 
more economic potential than 
a shoddy, haphazard one. Ar
chitects in St. Paul seem well 
aware of the problem, even if 
they have yet to convince their 
fellow citizens. And the urban 
renewal committee of the lo
cal AJA chapter plans to offer 
the riverfront development to 
students at the university as a 

4 
project with the hopes of gain
ing some civic sympathy for 
the re ults. 

Traditionally, the river has 
marked one edge of town and 
development beyond that bar
rier has been slow. There is 
enough open land, for in
stance, directly across the riv
er from the central business 
di strict (in what will become 
an industrial park) for a small 
airport to operate there. One 
can watch the light craft 
swooping in low over the field 
at dusk, returning from a 
day' trip. But from the Capi
tal Centre area , one's gaze is 
not drawn naturally from 
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street level to the river. Instead , 
as one comes around a cor
ner, one is more likely to look 
west toward Cass Gilbert's 
Minnesota Capitol. Situated 
on high ground it is tru ly an 
imposing building, and t here 
is some talk by the Hou ing 
and Redevelopment Authority 
of landscaping the two main 
access streets that sweep from 
downtown up toward it. 

The river of concrete - J t is 
omewhat ironic, in view of 

this visual relationship, that a 
vast freeway is swinging 
through downtown St. Paul 
between the Capitol and the 
central business district. Be
cau e the freeway is sunken , 
with city streets bridging it , 
the sightlines are maintained. 
But the freeway forms an 
earth- culptured boundary for 
the Capitol area and , in the 
same way, for the Capital 
Centre, so that the heart of 
downtown St . Paul is defined 
by three historic transporta
tion links, the railway-river to 
the ea~ and south , and the 
highway to the west. Everyone 
in St. Paul seems to accept the 

yet-to-be-completed freeway, 
realizing that the wound it has 
opened will heal. Ten years 
ago, Victor Gruen came to 
town to provide a plan for 
growth , only to run afoul of 
the Bureau of Public Road , 
which refused to move their 
freeway behind the Capitol , 
as Gruen sensibly suggested. 
Gruen's plan was never fin
ished . 
The giant beacon - From the 
look of things now, the 
growth of St. Paul will be a 
long time finishing . Besides 
the nearly completed Federal 
Courthou e, the Capital Cen
tre has a newly opened $3 ,-
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500,000 Farm Credit Banks 
Building (4) by Ber gs ted t, 
Wahlberg & Wold , Inc., and 
a 22-story, $8-million office 
building, the Osborn Building 
(5), by the ame firm is near
ing completion only a few 
blocks away. And much other 
work is in the planning stage. 
Something may be done with 
Union Station, for instance, 
where 12 railroad lines con
verge, and there is talk of 
more parking ramps and more 
housing. 

Yet even now, de pite this 
hu tie, some of those involved 
are not sure they are doing 
enough. "Someday," com
ments Cecil Tammen, "some
one is going to sit back and 
look at what has been done 
and a k: 'Is that all?' " 

Few people seem to be sit
ting back right now in St. 
Paul. Jt is almost as if the 
giant five-story sign atop the 
city's tallest building, the First 
National Bank, were a beacon 
to show people the ultimate 
goal. It says simply, "First." 

WHICH TOWN? 
WHAT COUNTRY? 

In the May issue of Town and 
Country appeared a list of the 
new 400 - " the doers of our 
era , men at the peak of their 
careers who make our world 
a vital , vibrant place." The 
idea was, we suppose, to sup
ply a list of people who do 
things - to oppose the list of 
people with family name or 
money who make up what 
must now be called by default 
the old 400. 

The list was arranged in 
four columns with no hint of 
how the order had been de
termined. It was not alpha
betical. If it was haphazard , 

there was no clue. The first 
four names read like this: 
Lyndon Johnson, Marshall 
McLuhan, U Thant, Edward 
Durell Stone. Next came 
Frank Sinatra. We wonder 
how they are taking,, that in 
Vegas. 

In all , there were 11 archi
tects. Be ides Stone, sprinkled 
through the list in this order, 
were Marcel Breuer, Philip 
Johnson, Gordon Bunshaft , 
William Pereira, Buckmin
ster Fuller, Wallace K . Har
rison, J.M. Pei , Mies van der 
Rohe, Edmund Bacon, and 
Louis Kahn. Breuer was 
flanked by Eugene Black and 
Angier Biddle Duke. Philip 
Johnson came right after 
Conrad Hilton. Gordon Bun-
haft came before William 0. 

Douglas and John Paul Getty 
(the Play boy writer) , but af
ter Ralph Bunche and Sammy 
Davis Jr. Pereira came after 
Charles DeGaulle and David 
Merrick but before King Has
san II. Bucky Fuller beat out 
Bing Crosby and King Con
stantine of Greece (it's been' 
a hard year for kings) but he 
was one down from Jasper 
Johns. 

CRANE, PEI 
TO DESIGN FOR 

BROOKLYN 
GHETTO 

BROOKLYN, .Y. Several 
months ago, announcements 
were made concerning a 
large-scale renewal plan for 
the Bedford-Stuyvesant ghetto 
area in Brooklyn. Two cor
porations, The Development 
and Services Corporation and 
the Restoration Corporation, 
formed by businessmen and 
community leaders, under
took to enlist the support of 
local and Federal politicians, 
including Senators Jacob 
Javits and Robert Kennedy, 
and to apply for private and 
Federal funds . Grants from 
the A tor Foundation and 
others enabled the Develop
ment and Services Corpora
tion to hire Edward J. Logue 
as planning director, and to 
commission the firms of Da
vid Crane, I. M. Pei, and R ay
mond & May to begin actual 
design studies. The three firms 
are coordinating separate as
pect of a physical plan. 

Crane's office is developing 
systems and prototypes for 
community facilities and di
recting the over-all planning 
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process. I.M. Pei, in a parallel 
effort, is working on specific 
de ign problems, one of which 
is a proposal to create two 
uperblocks, and to turn the 

intervening treets into open, 
grass-covered paces. Surveys, 
traffic and circulation studies, 
and other aspects of planning 
analysis are being carried out 
by Raymond & May. 

To under core the Federal 
Government's intention of ac
complishing omething solid 
in this particular slum, news 
came recently of a $7 million 
grant from the Department of 
Labor to be used to create 
job there and trai n local la
bor to fill them. Administra
tors of the grant - the City 
of New York in conju nction 
with the two corporations -
hope to get a design plan that 
could be turned over to local 
ta lent for execution. Part of 
the $7 million would be used 
to renovate an existing struc
ture for use as a community 
center. or to erect a new one. 
Here, young people would be 
trained in the construction 
trades. This and other socia lly 
oriented programs wi ll be 
sponsored by the Develop
ment and Services Corpora
tion, while the Restoration 
Corporation will work with 
bu iness and industry to gain 
their support for the phy ical 
renewal. 

o far. so good. But the 
problems of politics and of 
disputes between the two cor
porations may stall, or even 
halt. progress for ome time. 
Residents of the area are anx
ious to see something happen, 
and have expressed their 
doubt about all the big 
names. A ca e of overprote -
tation perhaps. The money 
and the ideas are available. 

ow. we can only hope for 
action . 

AIJ~'l-TRANSIT 
ANAHEIM, CALIF. Our fun 
world, spreading out from 
hippie epicenters and financed 
by the affluent society, is said 
to be demanding more and 
more convenience in short
haul travel around such place 
as airports, shopping centers, 
and sprawling campuses -
academic or industrial. What 
better place to introduce a fun 
ride than Dis ney land? 

The prototype design 
hown above, called a "Peo

pleM over," has been in tailed 
at Di neyland for the testing
in-action of its engineering 
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principles and hardware. Con
tinuously moving trains (four 
cars, each car seating four 
people) are boarded from a 
round platform revolving at 
the same speed as the cars. 
Wheels run by electric motors 
set between the concrete 
tracks propel the train , which 
have no motive power of their 
own. A total of 62 trains, 
moving around a ¥! -mi le over
head track, will carry a maxi
mum of 4880 passengers per 
hour at a top speed of 7 mph. 
However, engineers feel that 
larger vehicles will be feasib le, 
and peeds can be upped to 
20 mph. 

Developed by WED (Wal
ter E. Disney) Enterprise , in 
cooperation with Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber Co., the system 
is still in the testing stage, but 
WED hopes to interest manu
facturers in producing com
ponents . At this point. any in
stallation in the "real" world 
would have to be put together 
on a custom basis. 

TOLEDO TO WER 

TOLEDO, OHIO. Midwestern 
towns, surrounded, as they 
are, by all that flat land , have 
grown out rather than up. 

Now, though, they are begin
ning to grow up, too. Before 
the summer is over, construc
tion will begin on what is to 
be the ta llest building in To
ledo - 30 stories. Designed 
by Harrison & Abramovitz 
for the Riverview One Cor
poration developers, who wi ll 
lease most of the 400,000 q 
ft interior space to the Owens
Corning Fiberglas Corp., the 
building's vertical rise will be 
emphasized by an open land
scaped mall in front and the 
low horizontal backdrop of a 
five-story parking garage to 
one side. 

The developer can afford 
the luxury of a mall and an 
aboveground parking struc
ture because the land is part 
of Toledo's Riverview I urban 
renewal project. 

As shown in preliminary 
de ign, the Fiberglas Tower, 
as it will be called, will be 
heathed in bronze-tinted 

gla s panels and aluminum 
framing. 

A sociate architect are 
Richard, Bauer & Moorhead 
of Toledo, and Tu ll y & Hobbs 
of Columbus. 

PERSONALITIES 

E dward J. Logue, who is Bo -
ton's Urban Renewal Ad
mini trator and a part-time 
consultant to ew York's 
Mayor Lindsay, plan to re
sign his Boston po t early 
next fall to join 10 other 
candidates in the race for 
election as Mayor ... F rede
rick Gibberd, architect of 
Liverpool 's controversial Ro
man Catholic Cathedral (see 
p. 57, JUNE 1967 PI A) , wa 
knighted by Queen Elizabeth 
in June ... Two architect
planners have been appointed 
to direct Urban America's 
new Urban Design Center. 
They are James N. K ise, 
fo rmerly a member of the 
Philadelphia City Planning 
Commission, and R. James 
G oodell, also from Philadel
phia ... To insure main
tenance of high quality at 
The Sea Ranch, its developer 
have appointed architect 
L ouis McLane as Planning 
Director . . . Mary Margaret 
G rant was recently named 
assistant director of infor
mation services for the Al A 

CALENDAR 
Workshops at the 46th Annual Meeting of the Producers' 
Council, September 19-22, will focus on the "Impact of Build
ing Systems on Con truction" and "Cities - ew and Re
newed." Meeting will take place at the Hotel America in 
Houston, Tex .... The 31st Annual Convention of the Nation
al Builders' H ardware Association and the American Society 
of Architectural Consultants will be held at the Palmer Hou ~ 
in Chicago October 1-4 ... San Diego's Mission Bay Park, 
wi nner of an AJA Citation for Excellence in Community 
Architecture, will be the scene of the 22nd Annual Conven
tion of the California Council, AJA, October 5-8 ... Recrea
tional faci lities wi ll be the main topic for discu ion at the 
Annual New England R egional Conference, AJA. Date . 
October 6-8; place, Sheraton-Eastland Motor Hotel , Portland, 
Me .... In celebration of its 50th anniversary, the Lions In
ternational will sponsor a conference on "The City of the F u
ture." Featuring talks by Margaret Mead, Constantinos Doxi
adis, and James W. Rouse, the event is planned for October 
16-18 in San Jua n, P.R . . .. T he 15th Annual Convention of 
the Architectural Woodwork Institute is scheduled for October 
18-19 at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, Ill. ... "Transportation 
Graphics: Where am I Going? H ow Do I Get There?" is the 
theme of a day-long symposium to be held at the Mu eum of 
Modern Art, 11 W. 53 t., ew York City, October 23 ... 
The Second Conference on Product Literature and Advertising 
in the Construction Industry will convene at Chicago's Drake 
Hotel, October 23-24. The convention is sponsored by 
the Producers' Council ... November 9 i the date for the 
F ourth Annual D esign Conference of the Society of the 
P lastics Industry, to be held at the Hotel Americana, New 
York City . .. The Interprofessio nal Commi sion on Environ
mental Design, an alliance of six professional societies, will 
hold an Interprofessional Conference on E nvironmental De
sign, November 16-17, at the Education Center of the Uni
versity of Maryland. 
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THE IGNOBLE EXPERIMENT 
BROOKLYN, N.Y. Deep in 
Brooklyn, a $70,000 experi
ment sits on the grounds of 
the Cypress Hills housing 
project, ignored by passers-by 
and only occasionally recog
nized by the children for 
whom it was intended. 

Late this spring, two "exper
imental playgrounds" opened 
officially at Cypress Hills, 
while the Rothschild Junior 
High School band played 
"Happy Days Are Here 
Again" and a swarm of chil
dren let 2500 colored bal
loons float skyward. Seldom 
had the vast housing project 
("20th-Century tenements," 
one critic calls them) seen 
such color and excitement. 
As the balloons and the crowd 
disappeared , so did the focus 
of warmth and attractiveness 
that had momentarily bright
ened the project. Left were 
two round concrete play areas 
(one 72' in diameter, one 32') 
remarkable for their forests of 
vertical concrete slabs, ar
ranged like a grouping of 
headstones seen through a 
fisheye Jens . 

The larger playground also 
has a tower, with a slide , a 
wading pool (with occasional 
water) , and a grouping of 
sliced half culvert sections 
supported on concrete stems. 

Although the completed 
project has some attractive
ness as a piece of scu lpture, 
its appeal as a play area seems 
to be minimal. It has none of 
the comfortable attractiveness 
that the n at u r a 1 materials 
(wood, sand, water, and 
trees) lend Central Park's 
Adventure Playground (seep. 
50, JULY 1967 PI A), nor does 
it enhance the area the way 
Riis Plaza does (see pp. 170-
172, Ju LY 1966 PI A). Per
haps the comparison with Riis 
Plaza, which cost $1 million, 
is unfair, but the parallel with 
the Adventure Playground, 
which cost $85,000, is not. 
The Adventure Playground is 
inviting, and, as a result, is 
constantly filled with children, 
mothers, and strollers. 
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The experimental play
ground, barren and forbid
ding, is almost constantly de
void of activity. "One of the 
supervisors took a group over 
there once, but I wasn't here 
then," recalled a woman at 
the Cypress Hills Childrens' 
Center last month, as if she 
were describing an expedition 
that has passed into legend, 
one to a far away swamp, in
stead of to a playground 30 
yd distant. The mothers of 
smaller children, three to eight 
years old, for whom the exper
iment was concocted, don't 
like their children to play 
there because of the concrete. 

On a recent afternoon there 
were two or three older boys 
(about 14 years old) playing 
a game of tag that could have 
passed as a Green Bay Packer 
workout. They darted in and 
out of the thicket of upright 
concrete slabs, scrambled over 
the half conduits on stems, 
and by their constant violent 
motion kept any smaller chi ld 
who might have wanted to 
venture into the area at bay. 
When asked if the kids used 
the playground much , one of 
the tag players said , "Man, 
that's all they do use." But he 
was obviously referring to old
er children, and there is no 
evidence that the older ones 
have abandoned the tradition
al areas of the project used for 

stoop ball and other diver
sions. What the playground 
does get used for, of course, 
is as a canvas for crude art
work. Within a few weeks of 
its opening, the concrete slabs 
were covered with anatomical 
drawings and misspelled four 
letter words. 

This scu Ip t ur a 1 exercise 
was sponsored jointly by the 
New York City Housing Au
thority, the Museum of Mod
ern Art, a nd the Park Associ
ation of New York City, all of 
which shou ld have known bet
ter. The design, as executed, 
looks no more inviting that it 
did as a model. It belongs in 
the Museum of Modern Art's 
permanent collection of play
grounds - something to be 
stared at behind glass - rath
er than in the Cypress Hills 
project. Charles Forberg was 
the arch itect. 

TI-IE PERIL OF 
ST. BARBARA 

THE VATICAN, ROME. St. Bar
bara, patron saint of archi
tects , is in danger of decan
nonization. If her claim to 
saintdom is found spurious 
(she is one of 400 saints 
whose backgrounds are being 
examined by Pope Paul VI), 
architects will be without a 
spiritual patroness. Accord
ing to legend, Barbara was 
slain by her irate pagan fa
ther when she ordered three 
windows, representing the 
Trinity, put into the fam il y 
bathhouse. Her father, Dias
conus, was killed by lightning 
for his deed. 

SCHOOLS 
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
Foundation has granted Har
vard University $15,000 to 
study the relevance of sys
tems analysis techniques to 
the solution of urban prob
lems ... At Auburn Univer
sity, Auburn, Ala., J. Ingra
ham Clark has moved from 
the position of director of 
the School of Architecture to 
that of dean of the Schoo! of 
Architecture and the Arts . . . 
Frederick Morris Wells will 
take over as chairman of the 
Department of Architecture 
at the College of Architec
ture, Art , and Planning at 
Cornell University next fall. 
He will also continue to serve 
as chairman of the college's 
Department of Design . . . 
New faculty appointments at 
the Rhode Island School of 
Design include Guntis 
Plesums, instructor of archi
tecture ... Yusing Y. Jung. 
a Toronto, Canada architect. 
will be visiting associate pro
fessor of architecture at Mas
sachusetts Institute of Tech
nology this fall . .. The Col
lege of Letters & Science of 
the University of Idaho has 
named James R. Jarrett as 
head of its Department of Art 
and Architecture .. . James 
D. Gough , Jr. has been ap
pointed Director of the 
School of Architecture at 
Montana State University, 
Bozeman, Mont. .. . IIJinois 
Institute of Techology is of
fering graduate courses in air
pollution control. Courses in 
the Evening Division begin 
September 18. 

AWARDS 
Uri Hung of the Art Center 
School of Design, Los Ange
les, Calif. , has been awarded 
the $500 first prize in the 
Royalmetal Corporation ' s 
student competition for the 
design of a branch bank in
terior. Judges were Albert 
Homer Swanke of the office 
of Alfred Easton Poor; 
Lawrence Lerner, president 
of Saphier, Lerner, Schindler, 
Inc.; and P/ A's Editor, Jan 
C. Rowan ... Recipient of a 
$3000 fellowship for foreign 
travel and study is Louis R. 
Saur, winner of this year's 
James Harrison Steedman 
competition. Saur is a de
signer with the firm of Smith 
& Enzeroth, St. Louis, Mo. 

. . . William Edward Roesner 
of Boston, Mass. has won the 
Rotch Travelling Scholarship 
for 1967. The $6500 award 
will enable him to travel in 
Europe for a year . . . The 
American Society for Testing 
and Materials recently pre
sented the Walter C. Vos 
Award for 1967 to Frank J. 
Hanrahan, who is executive 
vice-president of the Ameri
can Institute of Timber Con
struction. Hanrahan was cited 
for his efforts in promoting 
research and education on the 
structural use of wood and 
for his participation in the 
formulation of standards and 
codes for wood and wood
base materials. 
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THE LITTLE ROUND SCHOOLHOUSE 

WEST SPRINGFIELD, ILL. 

Standing on 71h acres of what 
was once an Illinois cornfield , 
the Owen Marsh Elementary 
School brings back much of 
the intimacy that has been 
lost to elementary education 
since the days of the red brick 
one-room school. It has seven 
classrooms arranged around a 
circular central area, which 
serves as a library, a story
telling space, and even, if 
need be, as another class
room. All the classrooms 
open onto a circular hallway 
that rings this central library, 
and some of these rooms can 
be opened to the hallway by 
merely swinging edgewise 
pivoting panels, which double 
as bulletin boards. When 
open, the panels allow clear 
views from the classrooms, 
across the hallway, to the 
bookcases and lockers that 
ring the library. These cases, 
which stop short of the ceil
ing, about 5' from the :floor, 
provide only a partial shield 
for the space within; in all, 

there is a sense of openness 
and intimacy, without disal
lowing a chance for privacy. 

Architects Ferry & Hen
derson designed the school to 
keep attention concentrated 
on the interior, and both the 
library center and the class
rooms have windows just be
neath the roof line. This in
ward focus turned out to be 
doubly fortuitous , for the 
school board, which spent 
only $15.30 per sq ft for the 
building, has not allowed 
landscaping. The school 
stands surrounded by 7 Y2 
acres of black Illinois dirt. 
The school might be many 
times more effective if the 
schoolyard included grass 

and trees, play areas, and 
eve n outdoor classroom 
space. The school board ar
gues that landscaping would 
be an improper use of tax
payers' money. But to send 
kids to school in the middle of 
7 1h acres of raw dirt is an 
improper use of children . 

WREN CHURCH FINDS A MISSOURI HOME 
FULTON , MO. Carrying a stone 
church from London to Mis
souri is not a waste of effort 
- but it is an effort. To move 
Christopher Wren's St. Mary 
Aldermanbury Church to the 
campus of Westminster Col
lege here, 640 tons of stone 
had to be dismantled, cleaned, 
crated , and shipped. Since a 
World War II bombing raid 
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in 1940, the church has stood 
roofless and gutted. In 1961, 
Westminster College presi
dent Robert Davidson saw a 
magazine picture of it and in
itiated the idea of bringing it 
to Fulton to serve as the col
lege chapel. Its restoration is 
expected to be completed this 
year in time to commemorate 
the twenty-first anniversary of 

Winston Churchill's "Iron 
Curtain" speech, which he 
gave on the Westminster cam
pus. 

The church's history has 
been Jong and violent. Origi
nally built in the 12th Century, 
it was destroyed by the great 
London fire of 1666. The next 
year it was reconstructed as 
part of Christopher Wren's 
master plan for the city. 

In its present reconstruc
tion, a structural steel fram
ing system is replacing the 
wooden trusses Wren used to 
support the roof. According 
to structural engineers Ster
ling Snyder & Associates , the 
space frame will eliminate 
the danger of lateral thrust, 
which could cause dangerous 
bulging of the stone walls. 
Matching Corinthian col
umns, which originally sup
ported the wooden roof trus
ses, will be placed in the struc
ture, but, because of damage 
to them during the war, they 
will not be structural. Instead , 
the roof frame will rest on 
steel columns embedded in 
~ 

the walls. St. Louis architect 
Frederick L. Sternberg is 
handling the reconstruction, 
following research and 
sketches prepared by English 
architect Marshall Sisson. 

Fortunately for everyone, 
the Portland Li1.1estone Quar
ry from which Wren obtained 
the original stone was able to 
supply stone to replace bro
ken and missing pieces . 

HARVARD HOUSE HAS IRREGULAR SQUARE 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. Increase 
Mather was probably the most 
powerful man in New Eng
land during the last half of 
the 17th Century. He was also 
a renowned scholar and au
thor of 150 books. In 1673 , 
he became the sixth president 
of Harvard. It would proba
bly please him greatly to 
know that Harvard has named 
its tenth educational and so
cial center for undergraduates 
after him. 

Mather House, designed , 
as are other Harvard Houses, 
by Shepley, Bulfinch, Rich
ardson & Abbott of Boston, 
will be a residence for about 
400 Harvard sophomores. 
juniors. and seniors. Most of 
these students will live in sin
gle and double rooms in the 
21-story tower. But some will 
live in four- and six-man 

suites in the low-rise struc
ture that shares a courtyard 
with the tower, each unit with 
a common living room and 
an alcove for a refrigerator 
and hot plate. Because of the 
irregularity of the site, the ar
chitects have made the court
yard an irregularly shaped 
one rather than a square, and 
by doing so have given the 
grouping some distinction. 
One section of the low-rise 
building is an open rectangle, 
with the side that would nor
mally close the rectangle run
ning off toward the high-rise 
building at an obtuse angle. 
The high-rise structure sits 
just back of the opening left 
where the rectangle would 
normally be joined and 
closed. A separate two-story 
structure will house most of 
the communal facilities of the 
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new center: dining room, a 
grill for after-hour snacks, 
game rooms, and common 
rooms for meeting, forums, 
and informal talks. The main 
dining room will have a raised 
stage at one end, for musical 
or dramatic presentation, with 
additional space for scenery 
storage and stage equipment. 
Also in the low-rise structure 
will be apartments for the 
House Master. a senior facul-

ty member, and for resident 
tutors, offices, and a House 
library. There will also be a 
music listening room, a TV 
room, darkroom, art studio, 
and music practice rooms. 

The contemporary archi
tecture will contrast with the 
Georgian style of earlier un
dergraduate houses. Funds for 
the $8 million structure come 
from the Harvard College 
fund-raising program. 

ARCHITECT HELPS COOL HOUGH 

CLEVELAND, OHIO Last sum
mer, one of the hottest areas 
in the U.S., from the stand
point of racial unrest, was the 
Hough section of Cleveland. 
Once a residential area for 
the white middle classes and 
later a resort of bagnios and 
ginmills, Hough, in recent 
years, became a slum caul
dron that finally boiled over 
in an excess of despair and 
frustration. The trouble, ba
sically, was poverty, abysmal 
living conditions, and muni
cipal lethargy. 

It fell to a local citizen's 
organization to furnish the 
spark that may help Hough 
become a fit place in which 
to live, and, tangentially, re-
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move the opprobrium earned 
by Cleveland as a racial trou
ble spot. HOPE, Inc., short 
for Housing Our People Eco
nomically, proved that its 
name means what it says 
when , within a year and a 
half of its formation, it took 
over two apartment houses in 
Hough, restored them, and 
began renting the units at 
modest rates. Now, it has 
pulled the significant coup of 
obtaining the promise of 
$150,000 seed capital from 
three major building materi
als organizations - Ameri
can Plywood Association, 
National Forest Products As
sociation, and Southern Pine 
Association - for a two-

block rehabilitation project in 
Hough that will be financed 
by a $2 million insured mort
gage low-interest Joan from 
FHA and HUD. Moreover, 
the project has been planned 
and designed by architect A. 
Quincy Jones of A. Quincy 
Jones & Frederick E. Em
mons of Los Angeles to in
clude not only repaired and 
renovated structures but also 
open recreation and assembly 
areas, parking facilities, and 
indoor and outdoor provi
sions for community activi
ties, worship, shopping, light 
industry, and child care (see 
site plan). In short, a commu
nity of integrated activities. 

Unfortunately, when bids 
went out last month, the re
sults were a staggering $6000 
per unit more than HUD and 
FHA would insure and fi
nance. Under Government 
regulations for financing on 
this sort of project, they will 
go no higher than $11 ,000 per 
unit, and bids of $17,000 per 
unit threw the project tempo
rarily into limbo. HOPE is un
daunted by this temporary set
back. Working on their own, 

HIGHWAY 
BEAUTIFICATION 

COMPETITION 

WASHINGTON, o.c. Highways 
aren't getting any prettier, but 
the effort to have designers 
make them so is moving along 
smoothly. Latest step is the 
announcement by Secretary 
of Transportation Alan Boyd 
of an annual awards compe
tition of highway beautifica
tion. First awards will be 
made next January - 11 to 
agencies of state, county, and 
local governments, and 4 to 
social , civic, and professional 

without the three associations 
originally involved, they raised 
$110,000 in seed money from 
local Cleveland churches, and 
according to the Reverend 
Walter Gravatt, a HOPE di
rector, will try to work out 
architectural designs compati
ble with the Federal Govern
ment limits. One source 
blames the recently increased 
labor costs in the Cleveland 
area for the inaccuracy of the 
bids, but, whatever the cause, 
the tantalizing potential of this 
project is enough to make any
one concerned with the future 
of cities to want to see results. 

Even if the size of the 
Hough project is disappoint
ingly small - it is not cer
tain how much benign influ
ence a two-block redevelop
ment can have on an area so 
rife with problems - it is a 
formula - local nonprofit 
organization plus the building 
industry plus an interested ar
chitect plus public money -
that should prove successful 
for other communities trying 
to pull out of the mire of anti
quated slum conditions and 
the unhappiness they breed. 

organizations and to private 
industry. According to Sec
retary Boyd, the citations to 
government will go for such 
efforts as blending the rural 
highway into its surroundings, 
the screening off of junk
yards, and the architectural 
design of bridges and other 
highway structures. Awards 
for programs of action to
ward making highways more 
attractive will go to civic 
groups and to industry. Full 
details are available from 
John A. Hanson, New York 
Division, Bureau of Public 
Roads, l 2-14 Russell Road, 
Albany, N .Y. 12206. 
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IF YOU CAN'T STAND IT, PAINT IT 
lf you can't beautify the highways, you might try beautifying 
the cars. One goal seems just as hard to achieve as the other, and 
in the U.S. today there are legions of junky cars moving over a 
network of junky roads. Perhaps as a protest of individuality in 
an arena that demands conformity, severa l individuals are pro
viding their chariots with personalized exterior colors. Beatie 
John Lennon had his Rolls-Royce painted with a pattern of 
flowers and whirling lines on a yellow gold base. Architectural 
photographer David Hirsch and his friends transformed his 
Yolkswagon into a piece of optical art. The hippies in San Fran
cisco applied the psychedelic touch to an old GM bus, and the 
idea was picked up by their counterparts in New York's Green
wich Village. If Henry Ford, who had his own ideas about color, 
could have been warned about all this, we might not have had a 
highway problem. 

SHOT-GLASS-SCALED-PAVILION 
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CAN

ADA While the Bronfmans of 
Seagram Building fame con
tinue their Mies building pro
gram up in Toronto, Hiram 
Walker, another prominent 
Ontario concocter of spiritus 
frumenti, has been making its 
own quiet architectural stand 
down in Walkerville, near 
Detroit. Latest addition to the 
headquarters of Hiram Walk
er & Sons. Ltd., is a stately 
little reception center by 
Smith, Hinchman & Gry ll s 
Associates, Inc., from De
troit. The center is in the form 
of a pillared pavilion with a 
deep figured fascia connected 
to an older "Renaissance
style" office bui lding by an 
entrance link. The pavilion 
provides a display area, re
ception area, service kitchen 
and a bar. Colorful elements 
such as a hanging tapestry and 
a porcelain enamel fireplace 
hood using abstract themes 
from the distilling process re
lieve the quiet austerity of 
brick walls and exposed con
crete roof framing. Obvious
ly the pavilion is a cozy place 
in which to sample the prod
ucts. 
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COMPETITIONS 
Applications are being ac
cepted for the annual Rome 
Prize fellowsh ips in architec
ture, landscape architecture, 
and environmental design. 
Requests fo r details should 

1 specify particular field of in
terest and should be directed 
to: Executive Secretary, 
American Academy in Rome, 
101 Park Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10017. Deadline for ap
plications is December 31, 
1967. 

... ,,,, • ....,-.:.11 0 

SCHOOLS 

James D. Gough, Jr., has been 
appointed director of the 
School of Architecture at 
Montana State University, 
Bozeman . . . Pratt Institute 
has announced a Graduate 
Program in Urban Design, to 
be inaugurated this fa ll. Ap
p lications for the course of 
study will be accepted at the 
Office of the Dean, School of 
Architecture, Pratt Institute, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205 .. . 
The University of Colorado 
has received a gift of $1000 
from the Producers' Council, 
Inc. , to suppo rt student and 
faculty enrichment projects 
... Architect Amos Chang, 
who has designed buildings in 
the Far East, has joined the 
faculty of Kansas State Uni
versity ... Jean Labatut, who 
taught architecture at Prince
ton University for 39 years, 
retired from the faculty in 
June ... The establishment of 
an Urban Design Fellowship, 
to be administered by the 
AJA, has been announced by 
Eaton Yale & Towne, Inc. 
The fellowship will provide 
funds for one year of gradu
ate study and a minimum six
week foreign study tour. 
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SWEDISH MESSAGE 

NEW YORK, N.Y. Architects 
Carson, Lundin & Shaw took 
the Stockholm City Hall as a 
reference point for their de
sign of a 22-story office build
ing for Manufacturers Han
over Trust. Retaining the 
boldness of the City Hall's 
tower and the medieval as
pect of its vertical slit win
dows, they have failed to 
emulate any of the light 
touches that make the City 
Hall such a memorable build
ing. What they have come up 

WASHINGTON, D.C. The 
Foundation is nearing com
pletion of its drive for $993,-
000 with which to purchase 
and restore the Octagon. Still 
needed is $88,500. That the 
money can be put to good use 
is illustrated here in detail 
photos by Warren Ballard. 
Architects who live in de
caying houses should 
throw epithets. 
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with, though, is a sturdy 
blockbuster of a building that 
is probably more suitable for 
its Manhattan financial dis
trict site than something less 
stolidly substantial. 

The bank plans to consol
idate divisions now housed in 
three downtown Manhattan 
buildings in the new struc
ture. The exterior will be all 
brick, matching as closely as 
possible the brick color found 
in some of its landmark 
neighbors. 

COMPLEX FOR ARCHITECTURE 
TEMPE, ARIZ. Sometimes this 
month, construction will start 
on the first of three buildings 
in an Art and Architecture 
complex at Arizona State 
University. Designed by Gui
rey, Srnka & Arnold of Phoe
nix, the complex will include 
a three-story architecture 
building (right in rendering), 

a four-story building for the 
art department, (with provi
sion for two additional stories 
if the graduate program ex
pands), and eventually a 500-
seat lecture hall (far left in 
rendering) . Right now $2,-
034,000 is available for con
struction of the first two 
buildings; funds for the lec
ture ha ll will be appropriated 
later. All three will surround 
a terraced, landscaped plaza, 

PALM SPRINGS, CALIF. The 
Eisenhower Medical Center, 
designed by Edward Durell 
Stone, will sit like a medieval 
princess on an island in a Jake. 
Located on an 80-acre site in 
Palm Desert, donated by Mr. 
and Mrs. Bob Hope, the hos
pital will be on the rear one
third of the site, with housing 
for residents and nurses situ
ated toward the front, flank
ing the entry road. The nurs
ing units will face inwards 
around three-story-high cov
ered atriums. The site will be 
profu ely planted with palm 
trees and other desert plants 
to provide pleasant vistas for 

raised 5' above natural grade. 
There may be no such 

thing as a Southwest style of 
architecture, but the archi
tects have given the buildings 
a substantial , thick-walled 
appearance associated with 
adobe dwellings. And al
though the exterior walls will 
be cast-in-place concrete, 

plans call for this to be form
textured and sand-blasted to 
expose local aggregates. 

Jn the architecture build
ings, the top two floors will 
contain 16 design studios 
grouped around the well of a 
two-story-high , sky Ii g h ted 
jury and exhibition space. At 
ground level will be the li
brary, dean's offices, jury 
room, classrooms, and more 
exhibition space. 

the pat ients and, not inciden
tally, to shield all parking and 
service areas from view. 

First phase of construction 
of the patterned concrete 
buildings, to be completed by 
1970, will be a general hos
pital of 128 beds. Cost of the 
entire center is expected to be 
$5 million. 
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TRAFALGER EAST, Greenwich, R. I. 
Architect : Heckert Keller Associates 
Builder: Louis A. Regner Associates 
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NE W YORK, N .Y. Commissioned by the Reynolds Metals Com
pany, architect Stanley Tigerman ha developed a scheme for 
expanding the central core of cities whose natural barrier to 
growth is a waterfront (river, bay, or lake). Rather than tear 
dow n existing buildings in the CBD and replace them with 
modern civic, cultural, and commercial centers - a process 
that involves, among other disadvantages, relocating and pos
sibly scaring off both residents and businesses - Tigerman 
proposes extending the central city out onto the water. 

Floating on giant, cable-anchored pontoons would be a 
matrix of aluminum and glass pentahedrons whose appearance, 
in combination , resembles more than lightly the same archi
tect's design fo r an " instant city," made for the Vermiculite 
Institute last year. Each pentahedral unit would enclose a com
plete commun ity of residences , community services, and busi
nesses. Un its might be subject to a variety of treatments by 
individua l architects designing within the matrix. Segments 
could either be zoned exclusively for one type of use or for 
a mixture of acti vities . Plazas on the pontoons could upport 
light industrial activity. The major structural component of the 
complex. a holl ow truss, would contain the transportation sys
tem. linked by tubul ar extensions to the shore, where a below
grade parking fac ility would be located . The architect envisions 
individually controlled, computerized capsules shooting passen
gers aero the \.\a ters to their elected destinations. It seems 
doubtful whether this pa rti cular part of the plan fulfills Rey
nold's request that the design be feasible, using present materials 
and existing technological methods. 

City Shape/ 21, as shown in the model, would require a sur
face area of 1 V2 sq miles, the approximate dimensions of Chi
cago's Loop. but, because o f its basic shape, would accommo-

DISASTER: ALASKAN STYLE 
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ANCHORAGE, ALASKA. Once 
burned, twice shy, evidently 
doesn't apply to the people 
who design Anchorage, Alas
ka. Before the devastating 
earthquake of 1964, Anchor
age was a grab bag of rough
a n d-re ad y, undistinguished 
structures befitting a city not 
far removed from frontier 
status. But when the 'quake 
leveled or put out of commis
sion most of the city, did the 
city fathers and planners and 
architects rush to the colors 

date a density slightly greater than that of the Chicago busine s 
district , with 22 times as much usable open space. The proposal 
would leave the waterfront itself undisturbed , and , since its 
glass walls allcw a maximum line-of-sight distance of about 
1000' between facing units, Tigerman feels that there will be 
no fee ling, from the shore, of a wall in the water. One wonders, 
nevertheless, what the aesthetic effect would be of a structure 
two-thirds the height of Marina City rising over the waters of, 
for example, Lake Pontchartrain in New Orleans or Boston's 
harbor. 

Estimated cost of construction would be about $23 per sq ft. 
Leasing of water rights would avoid the high purchase price of 
land in the CBD; high density and lack of a substructure should 
make the plan comparatively inexpensive to execute. 

Although the scheme was devised to suit the needs of any 
expanding city on a large body of water, Reynolds has indicated 
that if and when City Shape/ 21 is built (and the company does 
hope to construct at least one increment in the not-too-distant 
future ). the most likely site will be San Francisco Bay. 

OBJTlJARl' 
Walter T. Rolfe, partner and 
co-founder of the firm Gole
man & Rolfe, Houston, Tex., 
died June 10 at the age of 67. 
Prior to entering private 
practice in 1946, Rolfe spent 
18 years as a professor of 
architectu re at the U niver
sity of Texas. As chairman 
of the department there and 
at North Dakota State Uni-

and cry, "Here is our chance 
to create from the ashes a city 
that will be the lodestar, the 
El Dorado, of the North
west"? Apparently not, from 
these views of post-earthquake 

versity, he actively supported 
and participated in AJA ed
ucational programs and com
mit tee work. For his " further
ance of architectural educa
tion and practice in Peru," he 
received the Order of the Sun 
from that country's president 
in 1965. Rolfe was educated 
at the University of Kansas 
and at the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology. 

buildings. With the possible 
exception of the Alaska Wa
terworks Building (above), a 
more mundane selection of 
catalog-picked dullness we 
have not seen in some time. 
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DEADLINE FOR MAILING 
ENTRIES TO THE FIFTEENTH P/A DESIGN 
AWARDS PROGRAM IS AUGUST 31 ! 

August 1967 

For rules, see p. 63 JULY 1967 P / A. 
Address entr ies to Awards Ed itor, 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 
430 Park Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 10022 
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FA CUL TY OFFICES 
FOR HARVARD LAW 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. Construc
tion was begun last month on 
the first of two buildings being 
designed by Benjamin Thomp
son & Associates for the Har
vard Law School. Located in 
what was formerly a parking 
lot, the faculty office building 
shown here will be sited with 
the yet-to-be-started classroom 
administrative building, to 
give the law school an actual 
campus, in the tradition of 
Harvard Yard. The faculty of
fices, of reinforced concrete, 
will enclose 41,800 sq ft in 
four stories at an estimated 
cost of $1,500,000. Carol 
Johnson is the landscape ar
chitect. 

BRINGING THE SKY TO THE STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. The 300-block 
on Manhattan's East 9th 
Street is in the heart of hippie 
land. Because rents are cheap
er there, the hippies have 
moved in, and, slowly, shops 
that one used to see in Green
wich Village have followed 
them. There are boutiques 
with the latest mod fashions, 
art galleries, leather shops, 
costume jewelry emporiums, 
all turned out very artily in
deed, with lots of color, and, 
although the hippies might not 
like the word, "folksiness." 
Mostly, the shops occupy the 
ground floors of tenements, 
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one appearing every now and 
then, breaking the monotony 
of the streets, in a way the 
proponents of beautification 
never envisioned. 

Early this summer, a mural 
appeared on the open brick 
wall of one of the tenements 
there, facing a parking lot. It 
isn't psychedelic art in the 
hippie vein, but it has larg<: 
swatches of primary colors -
yellow, red, blue - with a 
pure grass green thrown in. 
"It brings a little of the sky to 
the street," says planning con
sultant David Brumberg, who 
talked the tenement owner in-

to commissioning it. Allen 
D'Arcangelo created it, using 
an acrylic based paint. 

There is, of course, much 
precedent for this sort of ex
terior art. Murals were so 
common on Byzantine and 
Romanesque churches that the 
buildings were often little 
more than frameworks for the 
art. Today, exterior murals 
add to the color of Latin 
American countries; and, in 
the South, the Mail Pouch 
tobacco ads, painted on the 
sides of barns, are the type of 
art that the hippies, in a per
verse way, might yet try to 
emulate. 

EA VESDROPPINGS 

"At the moment the center of 
the city is a shambles because 
of bulldozers tearing up its 
streets to make a pedestrian 
mall, and its edges are made 
hideous, some of them be
cause freeways are being built. 
Its problems seem to be every 
town's problems: the contrast 
between "progress" and pre
serving the past, downtown 
traffic, encroachment by busi
ness on parklands, run-down 
areas ripe for rehabilitation, 
welfare budgets, school bonds 
- the normal fare . My im
pression, however, was of a 
town with a sense of humor 
about itself, with tremendous 
optimism about its future, and 
a kind of self-confidence 
which is engaging rather than 
oppressive." Russel Lynes, 
writing of Minneapolis in 
Harpers. 

"It is of course this hostility 
to chaos, of this inability to 
create an order large enough 
to contain Dionysus without 
castrating him, that makes 
modern culture so fundamen
tally sterile and oppressive. 
Chaos will out, in one way or 
another; and the signs are all 
around us of modern man's 
obsessive interest in chaos, in 
the primitive, in a community 
which blurs and eradicates the 
anguish of consciousness. We 
have in fact a Dionysiac soci
ety without a Dionysus in 
sight; the cult exists, the 
drums, the intoxication, but 
there is no god. Of prophets 
there are any number, and the 
latest of these is Marshall Mc
Luhan, whose mindlessly trib
al electronic world is, it seems 
to me, a transparent attempt 
to say to those who are wait
ing for the Kingdom of Chaos 
to come, the Kingdom is al
ready at hand. One has only 
to plug in to be turned on, and 
the old familiar outlines of 
chaos reappear: a global vil
lage, a new tribalism, the ex
tinction of the light-world in 
the triumph of the tactile 
senses, the inrush of fresh 
energy once men are freed 
from the tyranny of the eye
world and the linear, Apollo
nian culture. It is a hackneyed 
pitch of considerable bril
liance and perversity, done up 
in a jaunty technological jar
gon that makes the Delphic 
oracle sound lucid by compar
ison, and on behalf of a god 
whose existence and power 
have, it seems to me, been 
slandered and denied by the 
modern world ... . But the 
soundness of the McLuhanite 
premise does not justify the 
conclusion - the idiotic ac
ceptance of ch a o s as the 
country where men should be 
or live. 

"Between the lotus-eaters 
and the electronic tribalism of 
McLuhan's global village, 
there is no difference; both 
have renounced history and 
the public world, as well as the 
hu man quest for a character
istically human fulfillment." 
William Arrowsmith speaking 
at this year's Aspen Design 
Conference. 

"Increasingly complex net
works of roads and facilities 
are going to turn man into an 
animal completely dependent 
on the machine." C.A. Doxi
adis writing in The New York 
Times. 
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WASHINGTON/FINANCIAL NEWS 
by E. E. HALMOS, JR. 

Architecture in the capital -
The Federal Government 
seemed to have entered its 
annual summer doldrums, as 
far as architects were con
cerned, even before Congress 
returned from its traditional 
Fourth of July hiatus. 

Attention of Congress and 
the Administration was diver
ted by wars and their con
sequences, the peccadillos of 
several elected officials, and a 
growing drumfire of Presi
dential politics. 

That left most develop
ments of interest to profes
sionals on a local level. 
D For instance, in an action 
labeled by one local news
man as akin to Sophia Loren 
losing out in a Roman beauty 
contest, Washington's Fine 
Arts Commission thumbed 
down the AIA on plans for 
the AIA's own headquarters 
to surround the historic old 
Octagon House (see p. 48, 
JULY 1967 PIA). The com
mission hinted that it con
sidered AIA's plans (for a U
shaped, 90' high , concrete
and-glass secretariat building. 
to cost about $4 million) 
close to a disaster. Said com
mission member Aline Saari
nen : "Of all groups, the ATA 
should be sensitive to pre
serving the values of Wash
ington architecture." Said 
Member Gordon Bunshaft 
(himself an architect): "The 
design concept is totally out 
of scale with existing build
ings on the site. [It] would 
make the existing buildings 
and garden look like a toy . 
It doesn't belong in this 
place. [Architect Romaldo 
Giurgola] was given an im
possible task. The existing 
buildings and garden should 
be left alone ... " 

AIA showed equal evi
dence of shock at the turn
down, indicated it would try 
again for a design that it liked 
and that might get by Fine 
Arts. 
D Iowa's burly Rep. Fred 
Schwengel, one of Congress' 
most assiduous students of 
the history of the U.S. Capi
tol, evoked the ghost of one 
of AIA's founders, Thomas 
U. Walter (who was the 
fourth Architect of the Capi
tol) to spank AJA for "incon
sistency" in calling for res-
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toration, rather than recon
struction, of the Capitol's 
West Front (see p. 52, MAY 
l 967 PI A). Walter, said 
Schwengel , had recom
mended extension and re
construction, "in order to 
complete the architectural 
composition made necessary 
by the extensions and changes 
made under his direction." 

Moreover, the Towa Con
gressman added. the AJA it
self recommended extension 
of the West Front when (in 
1957- 58) it was fighting ex
tension of the East Front of 
the old building. "A paoer 
circulated at the [19581 AJA 
convention said that the 
" practical space needs to be 
gained from the East Front 
extension could be achieved 
in better measure by extend
ing the West Front - with
out the threatened architec
tural and sentimental dam
age," Schwengel noted in a 
floor speech. He couldn 't re
sist the temptation offered by 
the AIA's plannin~ for the 
Octagon area: "If they [the 
architects] are genuinely de
dicated to preserving historic 
buildings such as the Octagon 
and its dependencies. why do 
they not go elsewhere to pro
vide additional space - as 
they recommend that the 
Congress do?" 
D The Fine Arts Commission 
also injected itself into 
another local controversy. 
registering strenuous objec
tions to features of a tunnel 
planned to carry one of the 
city's freeways under the 
Lincoln Memorial grounds. 
Such a tunnel would require 
ventilating shafts. which cit-y 
engineers have designed as 
50' high structures (to avoid 
a ir pollution, among other 
things) some distance to the 
north of the Memorial: and it 
would also require removal of 
a number of trees, during cut
and-cover operations. 

Fine Arts insisted that the 
city's highway men consider 
some other form for the ven
tilation structure (perhaps a 
globular building, no more 
than 35' high), and construc
tion of the freeway by tun
neling, to save the trees. 

Highways to the Future -
There has never been any real 

worry that Congress would 
abandon the current huge 
Federal interest in highway 
construction when the 41,000-
mile. $50 billion "Inter
state" program has been com
pleted (about 1975) . 

But the influential An1eri
can Association of St ate 
Highway Officials made it 
nearly official with an enthu
siastically received "briefing" 
calling for a 10-year, $78 bil
lion program for the decade 
1975-85. 

Of special interest to archi
tects in the AASHO presenta
tion (to House and Senate 
Public Works Committees), 
was a sh ift of emphasis -
away from interstate roads 
and toward urban freeways 
and primary arteries. "For 
urban areas," said the high
way men, "we are emphasiz
ing the multiple use of high
way rights of way in the cen
tral city and developing a wide 
spectrum of design that will 
make the highway a good 
neighbor. ... Our committee 
is also making a critical 
analysis of the design and con
figuration of all highway com
ponents ... so as to retain 
their primary function , yet 
contribute to an attractive 
. .. appearance and enhance 
safety. We have now reached 
the point ... where there is 
public support for expendi
ture of funds to enhance 
aesthetics, and to provide 
safer highways." 

The officials added that all 
present Federal and state 
highway user taxes would 
have to be continued, and 
state levies raised consider
ably, to fund the continuing 
program. 

One way to help, it was 
suggested, would be to get 
serious about use of air-rights 
above freeway rights-of-way, 
so th at valuable commercial 
property is not irrevocably re
moved from taxrolls because 
of highway construction . 

Disposing of the Beer Can -
There was an antipollution 
particle in the Washington 
grist that will be of interest to 
urban planners and mainte
nance officials: 

The Public Health Service 
awarded a $53,975 contract 
(to Midwest Research In
stitute of Kansas City) to 
find what to do about what it 
called "the solid waste dispos
al problems" associated with 
packaging. 

Jn effect, PHS wants an 
answer to the growing pile-up 
of " non return" bottles, cans, 
and containers that litter the 
U.S . countryside. Such ma
terials, most of which are not 
affected by normal deteriora
tion and cannot be incinera
ted, represent something like 
40 % of the total weight of 
a ll municipal refuse collected 
in the U.S. 

"We expect ... valuable 
insights for alleviating pack
aging disposal problems," 
said PHS. It didn't stress cam
paigns to correct public 
thoughtfulness and gener a l 
sloppiness. 

Financial - There were con
tinuing signs that the predic
ted leveling-out of construc
tion spending in the current 
calendar year was occurring. 
and might even be tipping 
just a little to the downward 
side. According to the Cen
sus Bureau, in April, the 
seasonally adjusted annual 
rate of new construction put 
in place was $7 1.900,000.000 
- down about 8% from the 
previous year. Among the 
reasons, according to the 
Bureau of Public Roads: a 
$300 million slump in state 
highway department contract 
awards during the first four 
months of the year, probably 
attributable to the "freeze" 
of highway money in an 
early year attempt to stem 
inflation. 
D Housing, continuing its 
slow, steady decline, was 
another reason, and it was 
taking other elements of the 
economy with it. Census 
said that housing "starts" for 
May were at an annual ad
justed rate of l ,310,000 units, 
compared to 1,318,000 a year 
before. The steady decline in 
housing starts, according to 
the Air Conditioning and Re
frigeration Institute, is the 
reason for no gain in sales of 
ai r conditioners and heat 
pumps in the first quarter of 
1967. 
D One of the reasons for 
caution in the world of fi
nance was inherent in Con
gressional estimates of the 
final size of Federal spending 
for the fiscal year that started 
July l. Said House Finance 
Committee Chairman George 
Mahon: That total will come 
out to more than $ 163 billion, 
when Congress gets through 
putting through regular and 
special appropriation bills. 
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His heating and cooling costs are 
going up and up. 
Low-cost, water-susceptible roof in
sulation may work at first. But, gradu
ally there's a loss of insulation effi
ciency. 
Vapor barriers are not completely effec
tive. They deteriorate. The movement 
of the building splits them. The mois
ture-laden air penetrates the insulation. 
Moisture forms through condensation, 
reducing insulation efficiency. 

What to do? Specify STYROFOAM® 
RM brand plastic foam roof insulation. 
It's the finest, most effective roof in
sulation you can buy. Remains effec
tive even if the roofing leaks. Because 
it's not affected by water or water vapor, 
STYROFOAM brand plastic foam retains 
a permanently low "k" factor, which 
means lifetime insulation effectiveness. 

Eliminates a major cause of roof blisters 
and subsequent leaking. 
Never rots, molds or deteriorates. Re
quires no vapor barrier. It's flame-re
tardant and easy to install. A bundle of 
100 board feet weighs only 25 pounds. 
It is tough. The skin will take the abuse 
of normal roof traffic without harm. 
For more information, write: The Dow 
Chemical Company, Construction 
Materials Sales, Dept. 71330, Midland, 
Michigan 48640. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 341 

No one will ever know you installed bargain 
roof insulation 

(Until the owner blows his top). 



PRODUCTS 

Air diffuser. Black plastic 
tubes, with a series of 3"
long slots, fit into an ex
truded aluminum double 
track. Control of air pattern 
through 180° is manual, by 
turning knob at end of tube. 
As part of a ceiling grid sys
tem, the "Tri-Trol Air Trak's" 
center groove is designed to 
accommodate partitioning. 
Krueger Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. 
Box 5155, Tucson, Ariz. 
Circle 100, Readers' Service Card 

More with less. Axial air
handling unit is as much a,s 
50% smaller than centrifugal 
fan air handlers, says manu
facturer. The straight-through 
air flow fan, which propels air 
without change in radial direc
tion, permits the compact de
sign and also eliminates low 
frequency rumble found in 
centrifugal fan systems. Ca
pacities up to 75 tons in 50 
different models. The Trane 
Co., La Crosse, Wis. 54601. 
Circle 101 , Readers' Service Card 

Structural finger joint. Jn 
testing glued finger joints, the 
wood failed before the joint. 
Company produces lengths 
up to 100'; 1 x 4 through 1 x 
12; fir and hemlock in all 
grades. Joint is unobtrusive, 

60 Produc/s 

and timber can be ordered 
pre-cut to specified lengths. 
Rosboro Lumber Co., Spring
field, Ore. 
Circle 102, Readers' Service Card 

No-joint panels. Vinyl-sur
faced wall panels with gyp
sum cores eliminate taping 
and make hair-line seam. 
Each panel has a loose vinyl 
flap along the edge. After 
panels are erected, the loose 
flaps are overlapped and cut 
through both layers. When 
excess vinyl is removed, a 
matched butt point is formed. 
"Durasan" panels (\12" thick, 
4' wide, and up to 14' long) 
are available in eight colors . 
National Gypsum Co. , Dept. 
MD, Buffalo, N.Y. 14202. 
Circle 103, Readers' Service Card 

Foamed urethane used in 
leveling floors. Recent interest 
in New York City's rehabil
itation of turn-of-the-century 
tenements led to the develop
ment of a method for laying 
new floors over old ones. 
some of which may sag as 
much as 8". First step is pre
cutting 2 x 2 wood screeds to 
fit room. Screeds, spaced 
from 16" - 24" o.c., are held 
against adj ustable metal bars 
leveled by jacks. Urethane is 
then foamed under screeds, 
setting in a few minutes, and 
flooring is laid after leveling 
bars are removed. The foam
supported floors are said to 
provide 10 times the normal 
design strength for residential 
construction. Method was 
developed by Forest Products 
Marketing Laboratory (under 
the Department of Agricul-

ture) in conjunction with 
Union Carbide Corp., 270 
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10017. 
Circle 104, Readers' Service Card 

Plastic makes an Atlas out of 
any worker. Lightweight plas
tic truss beams, said to he 
"extremely rigid," are avail
able in lengths of 16' -48' for 
gable roof construction. Fab
ricated from a plastic lam
inate of urea formaldehyde 
and 19 reinforcement lami
nates, a 48' beam weighs 386 
lbs, has a Flame Spread of 25, 
costs $157.02 f.o.b. factory. 
Composite Structures Corp., 
P.O. Box 625, Louisburg, 
N.C. 27549. 
Circle 105, Readers' Service Card 

Push-pull. Door latch can be 
operated either by push/ pull 
of knob, or by conventional 
turning motion. Assembly is 
compact and suitable for 
either interior or exterior 
doors. Jensen Industries, Inc., 
P.O. Box 61, Estherville, Iowa 
51334. 
Circle 106. Readers' Service Card 

C ELECTRICAL ) 
-~~E~Q_U_l_P_IVl~E~N_T~~~ 

Standby generator serve~ 
emergency power needs. 
Diesel-powered generator 
supplies 2000 w, 60 cps, 115 v 
for lighting critical areas 
during blackouts such as 
those that have hit the East 
Coast. Hand sta rting, or 
equipped with batteries and 
electric starter; uses about 
one quart of fuel per hr. 
Cost: $700. McCulloch Mite
E-Lite, Inc., P.O. Box 14. 
Wellsville, N .Y. 14895. 
Circle 107, Readers' Service Card 

(~~~~F_L_O~O_R_l_N~G~~~) 

Vinyl-grouted tile. Ceramic 
floor tiles are now available 
in sheets of 1" x 1" tiles 
joined by a gray vinyl grout 
and installed much the same 
as resilient tile. "CeramaLux" 
sheets are 13 \ls" square (ex.act 
dimensions are said to be 
maintained from sheet to 
sheet), and can be laid in 
portland cement and dry-set 
mortars, or in one of two 
special adhesives available 
from the manufacturer. 
Choice of glazed and un
glazed tile. United States Tile 
Co. , 1375 Raff Rd ., SW, 
Canton, Ohio 44710. 
Circle 108, Readers' Service Card 

Tiles for roof or floors. 
"Provence" quarry tile, suit
able for Mediterranean villas, 
is available in brushed or 
smooth textures. It is baked 
in red or fire flashed colors, 
as are two other patterns, 
"Va lencia" and "Renais
sance" hexagon. Appropriate 
for paving inner courtyards, 
refectory floors, loggias, ter
races, and so on. Roofing 
tile also available. Ludowici
Celadon Co., 75 E. Wacker 
Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60601. 
Circle 109. Readers' Service Card 

Resilient Floor Tiles. De
sign~d for light commercial 
areas, Luran Airtred 100 plus 
is made of an extra-heavy 
vinyl top layer, a Quiet-Cor 
foam interlayer, and an as
bestos backing. Foam backing 
lends comfort and noise-re
sistance while vinyl layer is re
sistant to staining. Available 
in widths up to 6', Airtred 
comes in three patterns: a 
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A FIRE 
FIGHTER.TOO 
SPAN DECK'.ID precast and prestressed, hollow-core concrete floor and 
roof plank will keep the fire bottled up between floors for two to four 
hours-dependent upon concrete topping thickness-long enough time 
for firemen to have the blaze under control if not out. This fire fighting 
quality results in low fire insurance rates for both the building and the 
contents - a decided advantage to your client. Besides these money
saving factors, the underside is an exposable fine-textured soffit with 
built-in acoustics rated at 0.55 NRC. For additional information, write 
your nearest SPAN + DECK® supplier or Box 99, Franklin, Tenn. 37064. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 407 

~~J'.e~ 0~ey33 J1iaterials and Concrete Co . , Inc . 

Phoenix, Ariz. 85005 

C. W. Blakeslee & Sons , Inc . 
P.O. Box 1809 
New Haven, Conn. 06507 

Concrete Materials of Georgia , Inc . • 
P.O. Box 864 
Forest Park , Ga . 30050 

Midwest Prestressed Concrete Co . 
P.O. Box 1389 
Springfield , Ill . 62705 

Cedar Rapids Block Co . 
620 12th Ave. , S.W. 
Cedar Rapids, la. 52404 

Prestressed Concrete of Iowa , Inc. 
P.O. Box 822 
Iowa Falls , la . 50126 

Lou isiana Concrete Products , Inc . 
P.O . Box 1107 
Baton Rouge , La . 70821 

Superior Products Co. 
10701 Lyndon Ave . 
Detroit, Mich . 48238 

Jackson Ready Mix Concrete 
P.O. Drawer 1292 
Jackson , Miss . 39205 

Concrete Materials, Inc . 
P.O. Box 5247 
Charlotte, N.C . 28205 

Arnold Stone Co. 
P.O. Box 3346 
Greensboro , N.C. 27402 

Cleveland Bu ilders Supply Co . 
5161 Warner Rd . 
Cleveland , Oh io 44125 

Nitterhouse Concrete Products , Inc. 
P.O. Box N 
Chambersburg, Pa . 17201 

Strescon Industries, Inc. 
Pennsylvania Ave . & Post Rd . 
Morrisvi lle, Pa . 19067 

Dickerson Structural Concrete Corp. 
P.O. Box 160 
Youngwood , Pa . 15697 

Southern Cast Stone Co ., Inc . 
P.O. Box 1669 
Knoxvil le , Tenn . 37901 

Shelby Pre.Casting Corp. 
P.O. Box 13202 
Memphis , Tenn . 38113 

Breeko Industries 
P.O . Box 1247 
Nashville, Tenn . 37202 

Texas Industries , Inc . 
8100 Carpenter Freeway 
Dallas, Tex. 75247 

Economy Cast Stone Co. 
P.O . Box 3-P 
Ri chmond , Va . 23207 

PRESTRESSED 

SPAN +·DECK 0 

ft;: . X:~ ... :· h;·:c. ·2k 
fO. FMT IMSTAU..t.TION Of: ACOU.STtCAl COMCIUTI OILINGS, R.OOU ANO WAl..U 



swirling mosaic stone design, 
an irregular marble chip pat
tern, and an ornamental clay 
tile pattern - all in at least 
four colors. A special feature 

~L 
of Luran products is the use 
of Vinylweld seam fusing 
process, which prevents dirt 
or water from entering. The 
Ruberoid Co., 733 Third 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. 
Circle 110, Readers' Service Card 

Group 68. A collection of 
designs by Vladimir Kagan 
includes the drop-leaf desk 
shown above. Based on an 
18th-Century writing table at 
Williamsbl!rg, its nicely 
crafted interior has a leather 
writing top, indirect light, and 
is velvet lined. The rosewood 
or walnut piece folds up into 
a neat, 5" slab, which is 
easily moved about on wheels. 
An addition to the recent 
trend toward "invisible" 
furniture is the barrel chair, 

62 Produc;ts 

suspended in a clear, lucite 
frame (also available with a 
bent plywood frame). Among 
a number of other designs. 
is a simple, glass-topped din
ing table (not shown), resting 
on a single rosewood pedes
tal; tabletop can be extended 
to 1 O' by adding a rosewood 
leaf to each end. Vladimir 
Kagan Design, 40 East End 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10028. 
Circle 111 , Readers' Service Card 

Fabrics from here and there. 
A fine collection of Belgian, 
Swiss, Danish, Irish, and 
domestic fabrics are primarily 
in the white to oatmeal color 
range. Woven-in textures run 
from rough, nubby cottons 
and linens to fine see-through 
casements, and include an 
especially attractive group of 
open weave designs. The 
Henry Calvin textiles are 
mostly drapery or casement, 
but include a few sturdy up
holstery textiles. Katzenbach 
& Warren, 575 Madison 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10022. 
Circle 112, Readers' Service Card 

Vinyl-backed carpet. Eleven 
tweedy color combinations 
are backed by a vinyl cushion 
- hard-backed for ~uper

markets, and thick-backed 
for other hard-wear commer
cial applications. Dense, low
loop nylon pile is bonded to 
polypropylene moisture bar
rier and vinyl cushion. Car
peting is installed by cement
ing directly to floor. Manu
facturer claims density is 
three times that of most com
mercial carpeting, and sug
gests its suitability for resi
dential kitchens. Collins & 
Aikman, 210 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016. 
Circle 113, Readers' Service Card 

Pin-up furniture. Office units 
with a sturdy, workmanlike 
look, are joined to nearly 

free-standing legs with ex
posed metal pins. The spa
cious desk and boxy filing 
units with metal feet are fin
ished in pecan veneers. They 
are part of a collection de
signed by ISD, Inc. (a divi
sion of the Perkins & Will 
Partnership) that includes 
conference desks, credenza, 
and a variety of tables, chairs, 
and free-standing storage 
units. Jofco, Jasper, Ind. 
Circle 114, Readers' Service Card 

Working wood and steel. 
Desks, chairs, and conference 
table shown above are part of 
Linear/7000 office group. 
Steel-framed chairs with up
holstered body and wood 
arms swivel on roll-around 
pedestal. Desk panels are 
enameled steel. St and ard 
table and desk tops are sur
faced with plastic laminates 
in gray, beige, white, or 
choice of wood grains (wal
nut, teak, cherry, elm). Gen
uine wood tops available on 
special order. Standard 
Pressed Steel Co., Columbia
Hallowell Div. , Jenkintown, 
Pa. 19046. 
Circle 115, Readers' Service Card 

HlllllttttlOOHll•••Ot , ..................... .. .,_ ................. .. 
Pierced wood. Perforated 
walnut, birch and poplar 
panels have slightly different 
patterns on each side, and 
can be used for room divi
ders, sliding panels, screens, 
and so on. The four new pat
terns shown are sanded both 
sides (ready for pamtmg, 
staining, or oiling), available 

framed or unframed. Dimen
sions: 'h" thick, 2' wide, and 
2', 3', or 4' Jong. Penberthy 
Architectural Products, 5800 
S. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90058. 
Circle 116, Readers' Service Card 

Office luxury. For the femi
nine executive or sleepy Syba
rite who can afford to doze 
behind his desk, this swivel 
chair is upholstered in white 
sheepskin. It is part of a new 
group that includes glass
topped tables resting on pol
ished steel frames by design
er Folke Ohlsson. Dux, Inc. , 
5000 City Line Rd., Newport 
News, Va. 
Circle 117, Readers' Service Card 

Jacquard Fabrics. Five AID 
award winning fabrics from 
Boris Kroll's Jacquard De
signer's Collection combine 
complicated pattern effects 
with durability. All are dyed, 
woven, and finished for su
perior resistance to sunlight, 
dry cleaning, water spotting, 
and the dye rub-off called 
crocking. "Prism" (pictured) 
is a multicolor interplay of oc
tagons on squares, available 
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End roof "ponding" forever! 
Pittsburgh Corning, the insulation people, 
have developed a new 
cost-cutting way to do it-
with tapered FOAMGLAS® 

Roof " ponds" always mean trouble. Many 
roofing manufacturers won't bond roof areas 
where water stands for extended periods. 

It comes prefabricated with a built-in slope. 
It's dimensionally stable-provides the 

ideal base for built-up roofing and reduces 
chances of wrinkling and splitting of felts. 

It's completely waterproof-vaporproof and 
noncombustible, too. It's the ideal insulation . 
Unlike fill materials , there's never any loss of 
insulation value. You save the maximum on 

The only way to get rid of this "ponding" is 
to slope the roof surface. But sloping the roof 
deck itself is an expensive and often imprac
tical solution . And if you use heavy fill mate
rials to build a slope on top of the deck, they 
either contain or absorb moisture-so the in
sulation value is reduced. Buildings are more 
expens ive to heat and cool. 

heating and cooling costs. PITTSBURGH 

Now, Pittsburgh Corning has come up with 
a practical solution: tapered FOAMGLAS. 

One system-one application insulates and 
provides positive drainage. 

Use new tapered FOAMGLAS cellular glass ® 
insulation to eliminate your ponds. For further 
information on tapered FOAMGLAS, call or 
write: Pittsburgh Corning Corporation , Dept. 
PP-87, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh , Penn
sylvania 15222. 

On Readers' Service Card , Circle No . 371 
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Are you beset by Gargantuan quantities of 
configurations to be laboriously transcribed 
onto foolscap, parchment or vellum, in the 
pursuit of your daily employment? Then you 
will be pleasantly gratified, we venture to 
assert, with the performance of that ingen 
ious contrivance, the VEMCO V-Track 
Draughting Machine. Not since R. Jeremiah 
Q. Spurgeon's patented mechanical quill 
pointer has a device so advantaged the 
draughting milieu, nor, in truth, met with 
such enthusiastic acceptance-almost verg
ing on the hysterical, according to one un
confirmed report, we might add. 
If your management is still equipping you 
with T-Squares, Parallel Straightedges and 
Triangles instead of VEMCO V-Track Draught
ing Machines (which is similar to using 
mustache wax to polish your button hooks) 
you might wish to ascertain how you can 
elevate your company to an even more lofty 
position of progressive enterprise by arrang
ing for a demonstration (without obligation, 
need it be mentioned), or sending for a free 
Brochure No. 681/6796, on this amazing, 
and ingenious contrivance. 

V & E MANUl"ACTURING CO. 
766 South Fair Oaks Ave ., Pasadena, Calif. 91105 

Telephone (213) 681 -6796 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 389 

in 11 colorways. Also pic
tured is "Maya," inspired by 
the intricate stonework of 
Mayan temples and available 
in seven colorways. "Peru," 
based on South American In
dian weaves, is an angular zig
zag pattern that utilizes dia
mond and triangle shapes. 
The other winners are "Titan" 
and "Oberon." Each fabric is 
rayon mixed with nylon. All 
are backed with acrylic and 
"Krollenized" with DuPont's 
Zepel. Boris Kroll Fabrics 
Inc., 979 Third Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10022. 
Circle 118, R eaders' Service Card 

Downcast squares. Recessed, 
semirecessed, and surface 
downlights have a square 
section and offer a choice of 
satin or black anodized fin
ish in cast aluminum. Suitable 
for outdoors or indoors, 
they can be adapted to low 
brightness open baffle, cast 
louver guard, reflector inten
sifier, or symmetric prismatic 
retractor. Cast-in-place con
crete and wet plaster installa
tions. mcPhilben Lighting, 
270 Long Island Expressway, 
Melville, N.Y. 11746. 
Circle 119, Readers' Service Card 

( OFFICE EQUIPMENT ) 

A "tesk"? 1 hat 's how manu
facturer describes this table 
combined with roll-away 

drawer units - table and/ or 
desk, get it? Seems a fairly 
neat solution to the demand 
for convertible office furni
ture. Aluminum and steel 
frame combined with plastic 
laminate surfacing. Uniline 
Corp., 420 Alabama NW, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Circle 120, Readers' Service Card 

carpet. Glass 
fiber blanket keeps topsoil 
from "disappearing down the 
drain" by separating topsoil 
from subsoil and gravel. As 
a substitute for straw, the 
"Soil/Separator" provides ef
fective drainage but retains 
enough moisture to help keep 
grass green during dry 
weather, says manufacturer. 
Lightweight material is Yi" 
thick, and comes in 3', 4' or 
6' wide rolls. The E.J. Davis 
Co., 10 Dodge Ave., Defeo 
Park, North H aven, Conn. 
Circle 121, R eaders' Service Card 

Going up? Compact elevators 
for residential installation re
quire 37" x 38" space, and op
erate on "regular household 
current." Amenities include a 
walnut door and carpeting. 
Dover Corp., Elevator Div., 
P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, 
Tenn. 38102. 
Circle 122. R eaders' Service Card 

Measuring wheel . When 
there's no one around to hold 
the other end of the tape, the 
one -man "Measure-Meter" 
can be used to clock off dis
tances. Comprised of a wheel 
on a long handle, the all
plastic Measure-Meter regis
ters up to 999' (to the nearest 
inch) as the wheel turns. 
Measuring Devices, Inc., 
18400 Ventura Blvd. , Tar
zana, Calif. 91356. 
Circle 123, Readers' Se rvice Card 
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1~1'PRE;soOJV ~rnlli1J[[]NBWS 
.._ ·~ THE PRESCON CORP.: 502 CORPUS CHRISTI STATE NATIONAL BUILDING - CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78401 

© The Prescon Corp. ® 

APARTMENTS 
High-rise apartment designs can have greater floor planning 
freedom and · reduced structural costs when the Prescon 
System of post-tensioning prestressed concrete becomes 
part of the engineering. Examples are rising everywhere, as 
any Prescon representative will proudly show you. 

A Total Saving of $177,000.00- by use of post-tensioned 5" 
flat plate construction instead of mild steel reinforced 6" flat 
plate, was accomplished in the construction of Arlington, Vir
ginia's 360-unit Dolly Madison Apartments. Preliminary investi· 
gations leading to the decision to use post-tensioning indicated 
a l 0-cent per square foot savings over a mild steel flat plate. 
During design, other savings became apparent, such as in col
umns and caissons due to reduction of dead load; in elimination 
of beams at openings; in elimination of 790' of expansion joint 
and its double column ; reduction of steel and concrete costs; 
in associated labor; and in the masonry. 

One of the most interesting aspects of the project was the 
ease with which is was built - 13 floors in 13 weeks and one 
day on a scheduled 37,724 square feet of concrete floor area 
every 5 working days. 

A detailed analysis of the structure and economics of this 
magnificent apartment has been prepared by Robert L. Meyer 
of the structural engineering firm Horatio Allison Associates. 
Write for your copy. 
Architect - Sheridan, Behm & Associates Owner/Builder - Dittmar Company 
Structural Engineer - Horatio Allison Associates 

The Eichler Summit 30-story apartment building (San Fran
cisco) has completely column-free 
living areas. It is thought to be the 
tallest concrete building west of 
Chicago. The I 0" floor slabs are 
post-tensioned in the 35' direction 
by Prescon tendons, with reinforc
ing steel in the other·direction. Bays 
are 35' x 104'. The first six floors 
are for parking and the lobby. An 
unusual design feature includes the 
tapering-in of the upper part of 
the nine columns while the canti- t· 
levered post-tensioned floor slabs 
project out farther, so that the 
structure flares outward and is 
wider at each succeeding level. 
Owner - Eichler Homes. Inc. 
Architects - Neill Smith & Assoc. ; Claude 

Oakland, Associate Architect 
Structural Engineer - Stefan J. Medwadowski 
Contractor - Eichler Homes. Inc. 

POST-TENSIONING ALLOWS FLOOR PLAN 
FLEXIBILITY-LOWERS STRUCTURAL COSTS 

Post- Tensioned Flat Slab Con· 
struction - used in this San 
Mateo, California senior citi· 
zens apartment project, (The 
Park Towers) substantially re
duced the final cost per square 
foot. Greater column spacing 
achieved by the post-tensioning 
technique provided the architect 
with greater interior design 
freedom - the resultant lighter 
weight structure enabled him to 
achieve an unusually clean-cut 
exterior. Cost per square foot 
for structural framing system 
was $4.038. 

Extended economics will be 
enjoyed by the owners in re
duced maintenance costs, made 
possible by control of damaging 
slab deflection. 
Architect - Delong, Zahm, Associates Contr1ctor - Cart W. Olson & Sons, Inc. 
Engineer - Cecil H. Wells, Jr. Owner - The Leslie Foundation 

Park Towers Apartments - utilized a number of innovations 
in the construction of their 8-story building overlooking Corpus 
Christi Bay. This was the first structure in the United States 

to combine load bearing masonry walls supporting a one-way 
post-tensioned slab. The floor system consists of 7" thick one
way continuous slabs, post-tensioned over 26' spans, with an 
overall dimension of 58' x 180'. Tendons are eight Y<I" wires 
maintained in flat parallel by special clips. Post-tensioning was 
applied by a new technique which enabled the tendons to be 
stressed at approximately the midpoint of their length - elimi
nating the usual anchorage projections and the need for stress
ing platforms and scaffolding. 

Total savings from the use of flat, centrally stressed post
tensioning were computed to be over $5,000.00 per floor. 
Architect - Walter Wisznia Contractor - Braselton Construction Co. 
Engineer - W. Clark Craig Owner - Buffalo Apartments, Inc. 

Modern apartment des[gn requires up-to-date engineering to 
combat risings costs and to provide the free spans and column 
spacing necessary for efficient space utilization. Post-tensioning 
provides these and many other advantages. 

Some of the more recent apartment structures are shown 
here to give some indication of the flexibility and economy 
already enjoyed by some of the country's leading builders. For 
more complete examples and technical information, write for 
literature - or contact a Prescon representative. 

7Jis PResooN Oo.RROR.t.1.TTON 
General Offices: 502 Corpus Christi State National Building 

Telephone: 512-882-6571, Corpus Christi, Texas 78401 

© 1967 THE PRESCON CORPORATION D67 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 373 
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MFRS' DATA 
(AIR/TEMPERATURE) 

"Guide for Evaluating Ulti
mate Cost of Heating Sys
tems'' sets forth procedures 
for determining the energy 
source best suited for a build
ing. The method (said to be 
the same as that used by in
dustry for making decisions 
on capital investments) ex
amines design factors, energy 
requirements and costs, sys
tem capacity, and construc
tion and operating costs to 
arrive at a single figure for 
each set of conditions to be 
compared. Ultimate cost is 
the total amount of money to 
be borrowed for construction 
plus the cost of owning and 
operating the building over its 
expected life. Text, charts, and 
checklists. 22 pages. Cost: 
$1.50. Engineering Publica
tions, 227 Hammond Bldg., 
The Pennsylvania State Uni
versity Park, Pa. 16802. 

Sound traps. Silencer for air
handling systems has a bell
mouth entrance leading into 
a perforated passage, cor
rugated in the direction of 
air flow, and an exponential 
diffuser at the outlet. Booklet 
gives complete air-flow capac
ity charts for "Aircoustat 
Mark II" units of various 
sizes, a selection guide, and 
suggested specs. 8 pages. 
Koppers Co., Inc., Metal 
Products Div., Sound Control 
Dept., Baltimore 3, Md. 
Circle 200. Readers' Service Card 

(~_c_o_N_S_T_R_U_C_T_IO_N_~) 

Redwood plywood. Clear 
heart or Select facings of the 
California wood cover ply
woods suitable for either in
terior paneling or exterior 
siding. An A-Clear, wire-
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brushed surface, accenting 
the grain, is recommended 
for interiors. Grooves, in a 
variety of same-width or 
staggered-width patterns, in
clude inverted batten. Saw
textured grades are fabricated 
in plain faces with separate 
battens available. Brochure 
gives characteristics of "Pal
co-Ply," full-color photos of 
different grades and textures, 
profiles, and size/ pattern 
charts. 4 pages. The Pacific 
Lumber Co., 1111 Columbus 
Ave., San Francisco, Calif. 
94133. 
Circle 201, R eaders' S ervice Card 

Sand or enamel faces for 
spandrel panels. Asbestos 
cement panels with a fine ag
gregate sand or colored 
enamel face are suitable for 
exterior walls, soffits, and in
terior paneling. "Glasweld" 
is available in 24 colors, 2 
sand colors, several thick
nesses and sizes; or it can be 
cut to size and matched to 
specified colors. Brochure in
cludes guide specs, Glasweld 
molding profiles, and installa
tion details, but it is primarily 
a series .of case studies of 
buildings (in color photos and 
architectural details) showing 
how each architect has used 
the product. Shown above is 
student building by Tasso 
Katselas. 32 pages. U.S. Ply
wood Corp., 777 Third Ave., 
New York, N .Y . 10017. 
Circle 202, R eaders' Service Carel 

Vermont Marble. "Exterior 
Veneer Standards" contains 
specifications and informa
tion on varieties of marble, 
thickness, sizes, finishes ; 
waterproofing, joints, anchor
age, and setting. Especially 
applicable to marbles quar
ried in Vermont. 7 pages plus 
appendices with additional 

information on joints and an
chors. Vermont Marble Co., 
Proctor, Vt. 
Circle 203, R eaders' Service Card 

Adhesives for aluminum. A 
review of the uses and proper
ties of adhesives for bonding 
aluminum includes a number 
of applications outside the 
building industry. But the 
bulk of information is general 
and includes surface prepa
ration , adhesive classifications 
(epoxies, modified phenolic, 
elastomeric-based, and ther
m op las tic-resin adhesives), 
joint design, adhesive selec
tion, and safety precautions. 
Book is illustrated with pho
tos, charts, and drawings, and 
contains a glossary, property 
tables, and a bibliography. 
106 pages; available by letter
head request. Aluminum 
Company of America, 773 
Alcoa Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15219. 
Circle 204, R eaders' Se rvice Card 

Curtain going up. Sandwich 
panels faced with "Miracoil ," 
a porcelain enamel on sheet 
steel , are stain-proof, color
fast, and scratch-resistant, 
says manufacturer. The two 
basic types, insulated spandrel 
panels and veneer facing pan
els, are shown in cutaway 
views and installation details; 
physical properties charts, 
specs. 12 pages. Mirawal Co., 
P.O. Box 38, Port Carbon, 
Pa. 17965. 
Circle 205. Readers' Service Carri 

Good weather for decks. 
From the heart of the red
wood comes a lumber espe
cially suited to weathering 
outdoors. Booklet illustrates 
deck construction with de
tail drawings; beam, decking 
and joist span charts; pat
terns, (herr ingbone, parquet, 
and others); and a discussion 
of special situations - roof
top decks, decks over con-

crete, planting. 8 pages. 
California Redwood Assn., 
617 Montgomery St., San 
Francisco, Calif. 94111. 
Circle 206, Readers' Service Card 

Planning for the physically 
handicapped. Specifications, 
drawn up by the ASA in co
operation with a long list 
of interested organizations 
(including the AJA), define 
physical disabilities that re
quire architectural planning, 
and set standards for every
thing from site planning to 
telephones, restrooms, water 
fountains, and facility identi
fication. Dimensions are 
given where pertinent, ramp 
slopes, turning space required 
for wheelchairs, mm1mum 
platforms, walk widths, and 
door widths, for example. 12 
pages. Easter Seal Society, 
2023 W. Ogden Ave., Chica
go, Ill. 60612. 
Circle 207, R eaders' Service Card 

Glazed domes, barrel vaults, 
and odd shapes. Manufac
turer's 1967 catalog gives 
data on standard model 
"DomeSystems" (in diameters 
up to 150'), "BarrelVaults" 
(for covering atria, pools, and 
so on), and "Skylytes" glazed 
with glass or acrylic panels. 
Also included are custom
glazing jobs such as the above 
photo of a zoo building in 
Dallas, Tex. Details, draw
ings, photos, short specs, 
dimension charts. 12 pages. 
Ickes-Braun Glasshouses , 
P.O. Box 147, Deerfield, Ill. 
60015. 
Circle 208, R eaders' Service Card 

( DOORS /WINDOWS ) 

Sliding doors. Wood-framed 
sliding glass doors come in 
right- and left-hand double 
panels, triple panel with one 
sliding panel, and a quadruple 
panel with two sliding panels. 
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Toward you. Low-cost, water

susceptible insulation might work at 

first. But, gradually there's a loss of 

insulation efficiency. Then cooling 

costs go up. And so do heating bills. 

Here's what happens. Vapor barriers 

are not 100% effective. They deterior

ate. Movement of a building will split 

them, allowing moisture-laden air to 

penetrate the insulation. Moisture 

forms through condensation, reduc

rng insulation efficiency. What to do? 

Specify STYROFOAM ® brand ex

truded foam. It's the finest, most 

modern insulation you can buy. Never 

loses its effectiveness. Always stays 

dry. Requires no vapor barrier. 

Doesn't rot, mold or deteriorate. 

Flame retardant. Lightweight and 

easy to install. 

As for application, you can use the 

Miller System; apply paneling or dec

orative wallboard directly on it; use as 

a base for wet plaster, or as a perimeter 

insulation for foundations and slabs. 

The next time why not specify 

STYROFOAM brand insulation, one 

of a family of rigid foam insulations 

offered by Dow? For more informa

tion, write to The Dow Chemical 

Company, Construction Materials 

Sales, Dept. 71301. Midland, Michi

gan 48640. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No . 342 

No one will know you installed bargain insulation. 
(until the owner cools off) 



Photos, and a number of scale 
details showing head, thres
hold, and jamb for various 
types of construction illus
trate brochure. Brief specs. 
8 pages. Rolscreen Co., Pella, 
Iowa. 
Circle 209, Readers' Service Card 

(-~~F_U_R~N_l_S_H~l_N_G_S~~~) 

The public carpet. Booklet 
describes various qualities and 
advantages of carpeting for 
public areas. Included is a 
fairly comprehensive chart 
listing uses, fabrication, and 
physical characteristics of 
manufacturer's polypropy
lene, nylon, Acrilan, and wool 

carpeting. 8 pages. Conwed 
Products, Wood Conversion 
Co., 332 Minnesota St. , St. 
Paul, Minn. 55101. 
Circle 210, Readers' Service Card 

Office work centers. Modular 
components are assembled 
into custom specified units 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 338 
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for free-standing "offices." 
Optional components for 
desk-storage units include a 
large dropleaf suitable for 
studying blueprints, various 
trays, and file drawers, phone 
panels, and so on. Photos and 
drawings. 6 pages. The Gen
er al Fireproofing Co. , 
Youngst.own, Ohio 44501. 
Circle 211 , Readers' Service Card 

Indian crafts. Sources of 
American Indian and Eskimo 
arts and crafts are listed in 
two pamphlets from the De
partment of the Interior. One 
pamphlet lists businesses pri
vately owned and operated 

by native designer-craftsmen; 
the second pamphlet lists 
craftsmen's cooperatives. 
Names, addresses, and prod
ucts are listed. Pottery, silver
work, paintings, rugs, and tex
tiles are some of the items 
available. United States De
partment of the Interior, In
dian Arts and Crafts Board, 
Room 4004, Washington, 
D.C. 20240. 
Circle 212, Readers' Service Card 

stud)" CHrreb 
electronic d:1ssroom de~~s 

mobile listening centers 

Electronic classrooms. Audio
visual study carrels are 
equipped with electrical out
lets, an 8" x 10" projection 
screen, and a built-in fluores
cent light fixture. Education
al furniture group includes a 
fold-up mobile table, called 
a listening center, equipped 
with 10 stations for headsets 
with individual volume con
trols. Conventional wall and 
island carrels are also in
cluded. Plywood or compo
sition board units, surfaced 
in plastic laminates, rest on 
square steel tube frames. 
Photos, specs, dimensions, 
and descriptions. 8 pages. 
Howe Folding Furniture Inc. , 
360 Lexington Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 
Circle 213, Readers' Service Card 

Planters and urns. Ceramic 
vessels for plants and sand 
ashtrays, in a variety of 
shapes and sizes, are illus
trated in black and white 
photos. Color samples of the 
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<11tlJEINHOLD 

Authoritative 
THEATRES AND AUDITORIUMS 
Second Edition 

by Harold Burris-Meyer and Edward G. Cole 

1964 384 pages $22.00 

This book makes it possible for anyone concerned with the 
planning of theatres to understand what constitutes a good 
theatre and to make his plans accordingly. Intended for 
both the architect and those who need better theatres and 
auditoriums, this new and enlarged second edition is the only 
book which approaches the problem of planning theatres 
and auditoriums by analyzing the functions which are to 
be performed within the building. Trends and innovations 
in theatre form which have become evident since the publi
cation of the first edition are thoroughly examined from an 
analytical as well as a critical point of view. Profusely illus
trated with drawings, photographs, and plans. 

Available at your bookstore or write Dept. M-446 
REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION, 

430 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 428 

REPRINTS AVAILABLE 
APRIL 1967 & 

OCTOBER 1966 
Issues of 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 

Reprints of the main editorial sections of 
these outstanding issues of PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE are available to readers at 
S1 each. 

April 1967 ... A comprehen.sive. analysis . of 
Earth - forming it , conserving 1t, terracing 
it. using it creatively to enhance man's en
vironment. To get your copy , circle 432 on 
the Readers' Service Card at the back of this 
issue . 

October 1966 . .. An ana lysis - in depth -
on Concrete w ith comments and critiques by 
architects, designers , engineers and build
ers . On Readers ' Service Card , circle 433. 

A ugust 1967 

April 1967 rep rint - Circ le # 432 

October 1966 reprint - Circle # 433 

To order both reprints - Circ le # 434 

Go ahead. 
Design a laundry 
t.bat wlll wash 
and finish 
2,000 shirts, 
1,000 pants 
and 15,000 sheets per week, 
and wlll 
double capacity 
in two years. 

All at minimum cost. 

- --
Tough, isn't it. That's why Troy® offers system 

engineering, a special service for architects 
designing laundries for hospitals, motels or hotels . 
You simply call us, and our experts will work with 
you right from the blueprint stage. We'll estimate 
present and future capacity, analyze equipment 
needs, prepare all the specifications. Then we'll 
deliver and install a soundly engineered package that 
fits exactly your client's needs. 

What's more, we'll guarantee a system follow
up, and lifetime mechanical service of the equipment. 

Why not write today for more information on 
both Troy equipment and our engineering 
capacity for modernization. Address: Ametek, Inc., 
Troy Laundry Machinery Division, East Moline, 
Illinois 61244. 

.AMETEK / Troy laundry Machinery 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 326 
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1 ltl~INHtll~lt 

Want to know how to open your first architectural office? 
Young architects will find the procedure explained step by step in 
ARCHITECTURE : A Profession And A Business, the new book by Morris Lapidus 

Want to know how to conduct your present business more profitably? 
Practicing architects will discover many time-tested, never-before-published secrets in 
ARCHITECTURE: A Profession And A Business , the new book by Morris Lapidus 

Want to know how architecture operates as a business? 
Engineers, interior designers and other professionals in fi~lds 
allied to architecture will fin d a thorough explanation in 
ARCHITECTURE: A Profess ion And A Business, the new book by Morris Lapidus 

CONTENTS ARCHITECTURE: A Profession And A Business 
gives real istic answers to your questions about 
the architectural profession ... from how to 
open a new office to how you can achieve 
greater profits. Thi s book is a landmark in its 
field. Until now, there has been little or noth
ing published that would guide a new firm • 
through its format ive stages, or help an existing 
one prevent losses, avoid legal entanglements, 
and operate more eff icient ly. 

Architecture-The Profession Th<lt Is Really A Business 
Th e Ivory Tower Firms and The Rest of The Profession 
When and How To Start A Practice 
What Type of Firm Is Best? 
The Hazards and Benefits of Group Practice 
The Mechanic~ of Opening An Office 
Interior Design-Architecture Or Not? 
The Architect and His Consultant Team 
Public Relations and Sa lesmanship 
Persuasive Presentation 
Establishing Rapport With Your Client 

Here is the inside sto ry of architecture as a 
profession to ld in an interesting and practical 
manner by a successfu l architect who is also a 
leader in his field. Th e autho r discusses his 
office po li cies, procedures and practices, re
vea ling the kind of information that most suc
cessful companies, up un ti l now, made avai l
ab le only in restricted-circulation manuals. 
Look over the table of contents and see how 
this new book ca n help you understand archi
tecture as a profession and a business. 

Good Office Procedure For Profitable Commissions 
How To Write A Contract and How To Collect Fees 
Drafting Room Efficiency 

Use this 
coupon 
to order 

ARCHITECTURE: 
A Profession 

And A Business 
on a 

30-day 
approval offer 

10 PI A News R eport 

Reco rds and Reports 
Fees and Contro ls 
Controls and More Controls 
The Architect and The Accountant 
Lega l Problems and Pitfa lls 
Convictions and Compromise 
The Good Guys and The Bad Guys-Your Clients 
Changing Times and Changing Practice 
Esthetics Versus Finance 

ARCHITECTURE: A Profession And A Business 
by MORRIS LAPID US 

1967 /207 pages/$12.25 
can be ordered from yo ur bookstore, o r write to: 

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of Chapman-Reinhold, Inc. 
430 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 

r----- REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION-----, 
I A Subsidiary of Chapman-Reinhold, Inc., 430 Park Ave., N.Y.10022 I 
I Please send me copy( ies) of Architecture: A Profession I 
I And A Business, $12.25 each, on 30-days' approva l (U.S.A. and I 
I Canada only) under the fo ll owing terms: I 
I D Bill me (plus delivery charges). I 

D Purchase order attached. I 
D Total payment enclosed (Reinhold pays shipping. Same 30-day : 

approval offer). I 
D Send your latest catalog. 

Address ____________________ _ 

City ___________ State _____ ~ip __ _ 

Include sales tax on California, Illinoi s, New York, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania orders. Dept. M-445 

---------~------------------

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 423 

Use this 
coupon 
to receive 
our latest 
catalog and 
be placed 
on our 
mailing list. 
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12 high-chrome, matte glazes 
include a good strong orange, 
yellow, and blue, as well as 
several earth colors. Some 
designs are available with 
bases of walnut, teak, rose
wood, polished chrome, or 
stainless steel. Dimensions 
and photos. 26 pages. Price 
list for planters and sand 
urns: 12 pages. Available by 
letterhead request. Clay De
sign, 1620 E . 25 St., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90011. 

Book of many lights. Exten
sive catalog covers a great 
number of recessed and sur
face-mounted fixtures fo r in
c a ndescent or fluorescent 
lighting. Spheres, squares, 
rounds, and other shapes are 
listed along with mounting 
accessories, and a variety of 
frames and fini shes. Photos, 
charts, technical information, 
and photometric data . 44 
pages. Markston.e Manufac
turing Co., 1531 N . Kings
bury St. , Chicago, Ill. 60622. 
Circle 214, R eaders' Se rvice Card 

Rounds and squares. Alumi
num fixtures, of round or 
square cross-section, throw 
light up or down, and white 
translucent acrylic units give 
a diffuse general lighting. 
Suitable for indoor or out
door applications, "Multi
F o rm s" are fabricated in 
various lengths, and in single 
units or multiple groups, 
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~-----------------------------------------------
CLIP THIS COUPON 

It brings you 
expert consulting service on 
"zoned,, communications. 

c[J0eJJ0° zoning of internal 
communications has become just 
as important as the zon· 

person-to-person conversation, gen
eral announcements, paging , time 
and emergency signals, and music 
distribution. To tailor a communi
cations system even more precise

ing of lighting , heating, 
air conditioning, and 
the flow of materials, 
production and people. 

- ly, you can add such special fea-

In these days of rapid change 
and soaring costs, business, in
dustry and institutions require 
fast, efficient communication for 
constant control, instant response, 
and immediate action. 

Teletalk lt " zoned" concept pro
vides the most effective way to 
plan an integrated system. 'i•llf 
From Webster's complete line 
of high quality equipment, you can 
select the loudspeaking inter-
com, private automatic dial equip
ment, or the sound components 
best suited to your clients ' needs. 

Such a system may provide for 

tures as conference calls, private 
conversation, hands-free operation , 
remote answering, and many others. 

Webster communi-
cations consult
ants will give you 
all the help you 

want. They are 
highly skilled at planning and 
installing communications sys
tems for the smallest office to 
the largest, most sprawling in-

dustrial or institutional complex. 
Take the first step toward this 

expert counsel today. Send cou
pon for the new brochure, "ZONED 
COMMUNICATIONS." 

Teletalk - Reg. T.M. of Webster Electric Co., Inc. for communications equipment. 
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 

WEBSTER - ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, INC. 
RACINE. W ISCONSIN !53403 

subsidiary of Sta-Rite Industries, Inc . 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 391 
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making a total of 60 different 
models. Black, white, bronze
tone, and Duranodic colors; 
ceiling, wall , and pendant 
mounting. Drawings, photos, 
wattages. 4 pages. Silvray
Litecraft Corp., 100 Dayton 
Ave., Passaic, N.J. 07055 . 
Circle 215, R eaders' Service Card 

Punched patterns. Perfo'rated 
metals, from foil-thin to an 

inch thick, are available in 
a somewhat staggering variety 
of patterns from art nouveau 
grilles to unintentionally Op 
sheets of round holes, slots, 
squares, triangles, and com
binations .of shapes. Although 
these steel, brass, copper, 
monel, zinc, and bronze 
sheets are used primarily in 
product and industrial design, 
they seem to offer possibilities 
for architectural interiors. Be
sides standard dies, manu
facturer will custom-fabricate 
special designs and will also 
perforate such materials as 
plastic, wood, paper, and 
cloth. Dimensions and gages 
plus illustrations. 176 pages. 
The Harrington & King Per
forating Co., Inc. , 5655 Fill
more St. , Chicago, Ill. 60644. 
Circle 216, R eaders' Service Card 

Lighting: Fixtures and de
sign consultation. Rambusch 
offers standard stock fixtures 
for churches and commercial 
installation, and also has a 
staff of craftsmen and light
ing engineers available to 
work with architects on cus
tom fixtures and special light-

I 
~ 

·~ • 

To the man who uses 
pencils 8 hours a day, a 
HI -UNI pencil is wel l 
worth $1. It has a brand 
new lead-far blacker 
than any lead made be
fore. The world's finest 
ingredients and slow, 
meticulous firing gives 

. .. and 
worth it! 

HI-UNI the ultimate in 
smoothness . Makes a 
sharp point last much 
longer. Insures a perfect 
uniformity in Hl-UNl 's 
17 grades of hardness. 

The $1 pencil-worth it 
in performance: HI· UNI 

For the man who makes his living with a pencil 

- YASUTOMO & CO. 
24 CALIFORNIA ST. , SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94111 

Oa Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 405 
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ing problems. Ring-binder 
catalog is divided into two 
major sections: "Decorative" 
and "Engineering" lighting. 
Each section contains photos, 
dimensions, and data on stan
dard fixtu res, plus photos and 

details of custom installations 
(see above). Scope of manu
facturer's design and shop 
capabilities also cover stained 
glass windows, murals, sculp
ture, altars, and woodwork. 
Cost of catalog: $1. Ram
busch Lighting, 40 W. 13 St. , 
New York, N. Y. 10011. 

Miller pages. An addition to 
Herman Miller's catalog is the 
recent Library Group com
prised of reading tables, and 
carrels of several designs, in
cluding the double and single 

• Illustrated 

ROOF DECK 
PARAPET WALL 

GUARD RAIL 
TRACK SYSTEMS 

and 
FOUR WHEEL ROLL 

AROUND CARRIAGE 
FOR CONCRETE SLAB 

shown above. Other up-dated 
catalog pages replace indices 
to all sections, several pages 
on office furni shings, and 
colored swatch pages for 
fabrics and Naugahydes. Her
man Miller Inc., Zeeland, 
Mich. 
Circle 217, R eaders' Service Card 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 

~l]B~ wl]8ITJ® rncui 

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
A subsidiary of Chapman-Reinhold, Inc. 
430 Park Avenue, Now York, N.Y. 10022 

Ed itor ................................ Jan C. Rowan 

Associa te Ed itor .............. E. K. Carpenter 

Pub lisher .................... P. H. Hubbard, Jr. 

Business Mgr ......... David N. Wh itcombe 

Product ion Mgr ......... Joseph M. Scanlon 

On Readers' Service Card, C ircle No. 321 
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NEXT 
:MONTH 
IN P/A 

THE IMPACT OF COLOR. Famed color consul
tant Faber Blrren examines today's concepts of 
the effects of color on man In three main areas: 
rlsual, psychological, and phys/o/og/cal. New 
dlscorerles on how man perce/res and reacts to 
color w/11 hare far-reaching.meanings In Its use 
In architecture and planning, for color no longer 
can be considered merely as a "decoratlre" ele
ment In the cityscape. Each architect owes It 
to himself to know the facts contained In this 
exc/us/re report. 

ANOTHER LOOK AT ECLECTICISM. Eclectic 
architecture, so long downgraded and despised 
during the establishment of contemporary 
architecture, rece/res another look and emerges 
as a style with more to It than mere fash/on
mongerlng, one with a real aim of /mprorlng 
national taste In a brawling young country. This 
article postulates that modern architects can 
now derlre posit/re enjoyment from the con
templation of eclectic architecture. 

SCHOOLS. "What holiness now resides In hexa
gons? What sanctity In snails?" asked the 
superintendent of New Trier, 111/nols, schools 
In descl'/blng the straightforward plan of the 
mass/re NEW TRIER WEST HIGH SCHOOL by 
The Perkins and Wiii Partnership and The Archi
tects Collaboratlre. The Imposing campus plan 
facll/ty came In at $18 per sq ft, adding economic 
distinct/on to Its aesthetic superiority. 

RIDGE PROJECT COOPERATIVE DORM
ITORY of the Unlrerslty of California at Berkeley 
Is not only cooperatlre but coeducational, 
wings for women and men being connected by 
a lounge, dining room, and office /Ink. The 
complex. by Ratcliff, Slama & Cadwalader Is, 
in effect, a tiny community, with courtyards, 
massed units, and common facilities • 

• • • And unique corerage on:-MORE MINIMAL 
INTERIOR DETAILS, the first time the details 
of the ex.ecutire dining areas and the residence 
of the Baron Lambert in SOM's Banque Lambert 
in Brussels hare been shown; LIGHTING 
FIXTURE DETAILS, an On the Job feature 
comparing two methods of fixture detailing 
for an office building lobby; WEATHERING 
STEELS, a detailed examination of an Increas
ingly popular material; CALKS AND SEALANTS, 
discussion of new breakthroughs by two ex.perts 
In the field; HELIODON, a new derice for sim
ulating sun and shadow patterns on models; 
URETHANE FOAM, an application In an existing 
apartment building that gare the bonus of 
sound transmission and odor blockage to 
an Insulation project; P/A NEWS REPORT, the 
profession's best-read news source; P/A 
OBSERVER, happenings in and out of arch
itecture presented with opinion and candor. 

THIS RICH BREW of design studies, opinion, 
technical information, news, riews, and pictorial 
excellence can be obtained- with 11 other issues 
equally stimulating- by filling out and mall
ing in the subscription card you will find at the 
end of this issue. Do it right now and you 
will assure yourself of a year or more of arch
itectural reading that will nerer be bland. 



· Corridor-installed Bradley Washfountains make 
supervision a snap, save money in schools! They 
get students out of toilet rooms quickly. There's no reason for 
loitering and possible horseplay. And one teacher can super
vise wash-up and monitor the corridor at the same time. What's 
more, Washfountains serve up to 8 people with one set of 
plumbing connections. So they reduce installation costs up to 
80%. In 36 and 54-inch diameter circular and semi-circular 
models. Available in widest choice of colors and materials. 
Corridor-installed Washfountains. A bright idea you can use
from Bradley! For complete details, see your Bradley repre
sentative. And write for latest literature. Bradley Washfountain 
Co., 9109 Fountain Drive, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53055. 



Grace Bible Church, Redwood City, Cal1forn1a. Architect· Alfred W. Johnson, A.I A. 

With Pyresote® fire-retardant lumber. 
Grace Bible Church in Redwood City, California, won't 

have to solve the question of burning! Architect Alfred W. 
Johnson saw to that when he built a silent fireman into 
the structure by specifying Pyresote' fire-retardant 
treated 3" laminated wood decking for the ceiling. 
Although the high fire-retardance of Pyresoted' wood 
is accepted by Building Codes for several uses where 
formerly only non-combustible materials were permitted, 
its use in Grace Bible Church involved special Code modi
fication. Because the Church had an occupant load of 
300 or more and was two stories high, a one-hour ceiling 
was required, which would have impaired the desired 

120 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 94104 

aesthetic effect of the natural wood motif. The City Build
ing Department and Board of Appeals agreed that the 
Pyresote-treated laminated decking provided equal or 
better fire protection allowing Architect Johnson to pre
serve the structure's simple dignity. Pyresote' treated 
lumber is being used in an ever increasing number of 
buildings because of its high fire-retardant qualities, 
economy and flexibility. The burning question of Grace 
Bible Church has been answered ... let Pyresote' answer 
yours! For full information on money-saving Pyresote · 
(available from licensees and dealers throughout the U.S.) 
write, wire or phone. 

JD2K~~r. ...... ,d ,., ." ••.• , 90005 
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Albany's 
South ·Mall 

The main platform, measuring 1,440 ft long by 700 ft wide, 
has four levels serving both aesthetic and utilitarian 

functions. Lower levels, with arterial highway access, 
provide ample faci lities for parking as we// as a 

concourse for shops, cafeterias, exhibit areas, bus terminal, 
meeting hall, central operations, and post office. 



... a blend of magnificence and efficiency 

The $420-million South Mall complex, now under 
construction at Albany, New York, fulfills the 
concept that a working state capital can be 
distinctively beautiful as well as efficient ... 
a focus of cultural life as well as a political and 
economic center. Part of a master redevelopment 

plan for the city of Albany, the new South Mall 
integrates existing state buildings, including 
the historic Capitol , into a complex of new 
structures providing an appropriate environment 
for progressive state government. 

Stretching across 66 mid-city acres, the Mall 
opens southward from the Capitol in an expanse 
of landscaped walks, gardens, reflecting pools, 
and fountains ... all lending grace and beauty 
to ten new stately structures. These include a 
43-story Office Tower, four 23-story Agency 
Buildings, the five-block-long Swan Street building, 
a Meeting Center, a Cultural Center, a Legislative 
Building, and a Justice Building. (See plot plan.) 
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The imaginative use of steel is playing a vital 
role in the construction of both the mall platform 
and major buildings. Most of the buildings, 
including the 43-story Office Tower, are 
steel-framed. All make extensive use of steel 
products. In addition to many thousands of tons 
of structural steel, huge quantities of steel 
pi l ing, reinforcing bars, and other steel products 
are essential to the completion of this massive 
undertaking. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL 
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION, BETHLEHEM, PA. 

Coordinating Architect, South Mall Project : 
Harrison & Abramovitz. 

Foundation Engineers : 
Mueser, Rutledge, Wentworth & Johnston . 

Structural Engineers: Ammann & Whitney. 

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers: 
Syska & Hennessy, Inc. 

Architect-Swan Street Building : 
Carson , Lundin & Shaw. 

Structural Engineers : Ammann & Whitney. 
Mechanical Engineers: Syska & Hennessy, Inc. 

Architect and Structural 
and Mechanical Engineers- Justice Bu i lding : 

Sargent, Webster, Crenshaw & Folley. 

Architect-Legislative Building : 
James & Meadows & Howard. 

Structural Engineers : 
Duchscherer & Oberst. 

Mechanical Engineers : Jacobus & Babinsky. 

Engineers-Arterial Highway: New York State 
Department of Public Works, with Parsons, 
Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas 
as consultants. 

Steel /or Strength 
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GLAS-WICH 
CAN REDUCE 
OUTSIDE 
NOISE 

With Glas-Wich laminated architectural 
glass you can diminish sound by 10 deci
bels. Or, reduce it as much as two-thirds 
in the speech range. It's all done by in
corporating a .045 layer of vinyl butryl 
into the lamination of Glas-Wich. 

Besides its functional application, the 
infinite variety of Glas-Wich makes it the 

most beautiful glass ever created. The 
glass may be plain or textured and the 
design and color possibilities a r e limited 
only by t he imagination. 

For complete details and sample of Glas
Wich write, on company letterhead, today 
and discover how Glas-Wich can work for 
yo U ! DEARBORN Knows Glass - do You Know DEARBORN 

Dearborn is also the manufacturer 
of Tru-Sice non-glare glass and 
variant forms of glass for industry 
and architecture. 
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The elegance of COHYDE® vinyl wall covering 
costs so little ... so easy to maintain 

When specifying interior vertical wall surfaces, con
sider the many advantages of COHYD E. Initial cost 
is but a fraction of most decorative wall surfacings. 

physical properties equal or exceed Federal Speci
fications. Specify CO HYDE. Select from a wide variety 
of beautiful textures, patterns and colors. The new 

COHYDE requires a minimum of mainte-
nance. No repapering, no repainting, no 
re-anything. COHYDE coordinates beauti
fully with any decor or motif. U/L rated, its 

'nterchem 
DIRECTOR patterns, shown here, has the 
beauty, performance and texture of fine 
wood paneling. Writeforourcolorbrochure. 
(Most patterns available with Tedlar.) 

Coated Fabrics 

INTERCHEMICAL CO RPORATION, COATED FABRICS DIVISION , TOLEDO, OHIO 43601 



Ready to talk 
Electric Heat? 
Talk to an Electrical 
Contractor. 
One reason: the qualified electrical contractor has 
plenty of experience with electrical heating systems. 
But that's only part of the story. Electric heat is an 
electric function and should be the responsibility of 
an electrical contractor. He's the one man who can 
furnish, install, connect and inspect electric heating 
equipment-and see the job all the way through 

from plans to permit to operating guarantee. So talk 
to a qualified electrical contractor. Then put the 
heating specs into the electrical section of your 
building plan. That way your electric heating system 
will be furnished and installed by the man able to 
take single respons ibility for the s ingle best 
heating system. 

Your Qualified Electrical Contractor 
NECA-National Electrical Contractors Association, 610 Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036 
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Introducing 
Andersen Perma-Shield* 

Windows 
and Gliding Doors! 

A new third kind of window 
that combines the best of the other two! 

*Trademark of Andersen Corp. Patents pending. 



All the insulating 
value of wood 
plus the lifetime 
maintenance 
savings of a rigid 
vinyl shield. 
Imagine a line of windows and gliding doors that does 
not need painting. or scraping. Nor rubbing down. With 
an armor-like lifetime finish that won't pit. Won't cor
rode. Won't dent. Won't warp. Can't rust. And stub
bornly resists scratching. 

With all the insulating superiority and dimensional sta
bility of the best quality wood windows. 

If you can imagine all that, you already have a pretty 
good idea what new Andersen Perma-Shield Windows 
and Gliding Doors are like. And you know that they 
must be completely different ... really a new third kind 
of window. 

And you 're right. New Andersen Perma-Shield doors and 
windows combine treated wood and a tough, durable 
sheath of rigid vinyl to create the mo t maintenance-free, 
best insulating, most versatile windows ever. 

They're ideally suited to light commercial, institutional, 
and industrial building jobs ... just great for any resi
dential application. 

How Perma-Shield Windows are made 
Perma-Shield sash are produced by an exclusive process* 
where thick, off-white rigid vinyl is extruded directly 
over a preservative-treated wood core. Mitered corners 
are welded ... sealing out all weather forever. 

Frames are produced by bonding preformed rigid vinyl* 
to the wood members using a special, long-life adhesive. 
Preforming eliminates joints at corners of frames. 
•Patents pendina. 



The reason 
we're introducing 
The Lobby Carpets. 

Every foot that comes into an office has to go through 
the lobby.That's why we call our new carpets The Lobby 
Carpets. They can take even the busiest lobby and show 
less soil, less dirt, less wear than you'd believe possible. 
So they're not just for lobbies, but for offices, corridors, 
public rooms-anywhere a carpet has to take real pun
ishment. 

The reason The Lobby Carpets can take it is that 
they're all made with a pile of 100% Antron® nylon by 
DuPont. Antron is a kind of super-nylon. It's as tough 
as regular nylon. But far more soil resistant. Which 
means it shows far less dirt than any carpet fiber around. 

And since it doesn't get dirty as fast, it needs cleaning 
less often. Which makes it more economical. 

And because we really believe in The Lobby Carpets, 
we've introduced a whole line of them. Different pile 
heights. Different designs. D ifferent colors. But they 
all have one thing in common. They're all priced 
right. 

The Lobby Carpets by Lees- for places where any
thing else would be a dirty shame. 

Any questions? A Lees contract carpet specialist will 
be glad to help. Just write Lees Carpets, Section 10C, 
Bridgeport, Pa. 19405. LEES 

©1967 LEES CARPETS, BRIDGEPORT, PA., A DIVISION OF BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES. C A R p E T 5 
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Why do building codes today 
put acrylic* plastics in a class by themselves 

for lighting applications? 
An increasing number of building and 
fire codes throughout the country are 
making a fundamental distinction be
tween acrylic plastics and other plastics 
used in lenses, diffusers and luminous ceil
ings. Indeed, some major city and state 
codes specify acrylics as the only plastics 
to be used for lighting in buildings for 
public assembly. Others set technical re
quirements that can be met only with 
acrylics. 

The reasons? The codes, concerned 
primarily with safety to life and then with 

safety to property, recognize advantages 
of products made from acrylic resins over 
products made from other plastic materi
als. In terms of smoke developed, acrylics 
have the lowest smoke output of any 
plastic used in fixtures or luminous ceil
ings. The flash ignition temperature of 
LUCITE®acrylic resin,obtained by stand
ard tests, is more than 400°F higher 
than that of most woods. And LUCITE 
acrylic resins are listed by the Reexam
ination Service of Underwriters' Labora
atories as slow-burning. 

The significant distinctions made by 
building codes are worth keeping in mind. 
When you choose materials for your next 
lighting installation, choose acrylic ... 
choose LUCITE. For further detailed in
formation, write: Du Pont Company, 
Room 5303, Wilmington, Del. 19898. 
•LUCITE is the Ou Pont registered trademark for its 
acrylic resins. 

~LUCITE® 
~ . ... ' .... <>' . 

Better Things for Better Living .. . through Chemistry 
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a new weapon 

against illegal entry 
You are looking at a revolutionary key that can't be copied on 
conventional key-duplicating machines. This gives you a high 
degree of key control. It operates a new, precision lock cylinder 
with three rows of interlocking pins that are highly pick-resistant. 
U. L. Listed for burglary protection. 

There is never a chance of any key system duplicating any other. 
All this means maximum security against surreptitious entry. 
For full details, see your Sargent distributor, or write : 
Sargent & Company, 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Conn. 06509 • 
Peterborough, Ontario· Member Producers' Council 

~SARGENT@ MAXIMUM SECURITY SYSTEM 
PART OF A COMPLETE LINE OF ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE 
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It had to be more 
than aluminum. 
It had to be Alcoa. 

Change for the better with 
Alcoa Aluminum 

A UC U T 1967 P/ A 

Design Architect: Edward Du rre l Stone 

Arch itects : Shannon & Clark Associates ; Mc l oney & 
Tune ; Watkins, Burrows & Associates 

Genera l Contractors : Fos ter Creigh ton Company ; 
Haggett Constructi on Company 

Alu minum App l icator : Whalen Erect ing Company 
of Kentucky , Inc. 

Fabricator : Wil l iam Bay ley Company 

At Lexington , Ky., the architect of the 
University of Kentucky's proposed 11-
un it dormitory-dining complex had to 
select a window-wall system that 
would be immune to mildew problems 
and also offer maximum insulation 
values. To meet these needs, he 
spec ified Alcoa * Al ply Panels. Made 
of polystyrene foam laminated be
tween aluminum sheets, Alply Panels 
offer excellent resistance to rot and 
mildew. In addition , the polystyrene
alum inum comb inat ion provides a 
3- in.-thick panel that imparts the 
insulation value of a 15-in.-thick 
masonry wall. 
The handsome and durable bronze 
f inish that lends such dignity to the 
light metal components is Alcoa 
Duranodic t 300 f inish. Its rich color, 
l ike all Duranodic 300 finish colors, 
is not a dye or a pigment but an 
integral part of the metal itself. 

mALCCIA 

Other reasons why aluminum was 
spec if ied: Its versatili ty and com
patibil ity perm itted clean , crisp 
detail ing of the bays. The 11-unit 
dormitory-d ining complex reflects the 
architect's imag inative use of Alply 
Panels and alum inum extrusions. 
Scheduled for completion in Septem
ber, 1967, the project includes e ight 
three-story structures, two 23-story, 
high-rise buildings, and a separate 
din ing fac ility. 
From concept to completion, Alcoa 
can smooth the way for an arch itect. 
Get the benefit of fresh , imaginative 
Alcoa architectural thinking. Call your 
local Alcoa.sales office and talk to 
Alcoa early at the talking tissue stage. 

* Reg istered Trademarks of Aluminum 
Company of America 

t Trade Name of Aluminum Company of 
America 
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Showa how to guard ag~ 
commercial kitchen fiTea with the 

new ••• AmAZIDG 
Ansul R-101 extinguisher system 
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Pick from all tw-o 
of our complete 
Louver line. 
We make two louvers with two unique functions, 
and that's it. Quality instead of variety. 

Our Sinko Parahex Louver (left ) can offer 
brightness control at its finest, by providing un-
1 imited footcandles of illumination wit hout re
flected glare. 

Our new Louver Lens provides the diffusion of 
louvers and the beauty of a lens. It is also slotted 
for clear, unobstructed air flow. 

We don't claim to offer something for everybody. 
But when you want unusually good lighting effi
ciency or a ceiling that's quite out of the ordinary, 
specify Sinko. · 

We' re specialists. And we're expensive, like 
most good things. 

(Incidentally, we offer an egg crate diffuser 
known as Thin Cell. It's our one concession to 
conformity.) 

~ MSL PLASTICS: the unique lighting people. 
111!1 10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 
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A four-pipe system 
isn't always the answer. 

There could have 
been a profitable 
pool or penthouse 
on this roof. 

And a garage instead of a boiler in the basement. 
If only someone had specified a General Electric 

Zonal System. 
GE Zoneline units could heat and cool the outside 

rooms. 
GE unitary units could heat and cool the inside, 

public rooms. 
No rooftop cooling towers . No basement bo ilers. 

A significant increase in usable, rentable space. 
Other advantages over four-pipe systems: 

• Big first-cost savings. 
• Lower maintenance costs . 
• Lower heating/ cooling costs in 

unoccupied rooms. 
• A breakdown doesn 't affect the 

entire system. 

From motels to high- rise construction, a General 
Electric Zonal System can save you space and money. 
For full specs, call your General Electric representa
tive. Or write AP6-208, General Electric Company, 
Louisville, Kentucky 40225. 

GE Zoneline heating/cool
ing unit. Room-by-room con
tro I. Choice of grilles . Fi ts 
over doors or under w indow 
seats . Through-the-wall or 
floor-mounted consoles . 

GE Unitary systems-A ful l 
line from 2-20 tons, spli t, se lf
contoined, w ith var ious heat
ing means includ ing GE famous 
Hi-Rel iability Weathertron ® 
heat pumps. 

Air Conditioning Department, Appliance Park, Louisvil le, Kentucky 

GENERAL ti ELECTRIC 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 346 





Beauty that endures 
Ceiling of the Pantheon, AD. 120-124, 
reign of the Emperor Hadrian. 

Design for Enduring Beauty with Conwed® Ceiling Products 
The dome of the Pantheon is a classic example of a ceiling that combines several 
functions. The 28-foot diameter opening in the crown achieves both lighting and 
ventilation with integrated beauty. 

Today, a designer using Conwed ceiling products can accomplish a multitude of 
objectives . .. sound control , fire protection, air distribution, lighting . . . and can do so 
at no sacrifice of the original design intent. 

Consider the Crounce Corporation Office Building, Paducah, Ky., shown above. Here, 
architects Lee, Potter, Smith & Associates, have selected Lo-Tone® mineral Trafalgar 
design tile from the Conwed product line. They have blended ceiling design with proper -
lighting .. . and with the desired acoustical properties for this particular application. 

Dlmenslonal Depth In Lighting The 
Conwed Modu/ux system is dramatic. It's 
designed to reduce room noise, while the 
double panel lighting diffusers hide dust -
cut maintenance costs. Ideal tor entire ceil
ings or bays. 

Efficient Air Distribution Conwed Ventilat
ing Grid is the newest of the Conwed ven
tilating systems. It features a continuous 
ventilating channel that is unobtrusive and 
conceals light leaks from above. It Is com
patible with standard suspended ceiling di
mensions. 

Unusual Design and Lighting Effects It is 
possible to create a variety of vaulted ceiling 
designs with the new Conwed Co-planer 
suspension grid, l ighting fixtures , and Lo
Tone ceiling board. 

Information Please See our Sweet's File 
A/A 39-B. Complete product application In
formation and samples are available from 
your Lo-Tone and Conwed products repre
sentative or acoustical contractor. To get 
your next job rolling . .. just give us a call. 

332 Mi nnesota Street, St. Pau l, Minnesota 5510 1 
formerly WOOD CONVERSION Co. 
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May we send you brochures 

on contemporary, traditional 

and ultramodern wood 

office furniture? 

S HOWROOM S: Los Angeles, Raub & 
Rob inson , 1608 East 15th Street • Fort 
Worth , L. H. McDaniel & Son, 420 So. 
Ball inger • New York, Jofco, 16 E. 53rd, 
Ch icago, Jofco, 1109 Merchandise Mart. 

96 On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 355 
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Crucibles new soft stainless steel 
replaces copper for flashing. 

Copper's had it. 
It's no longer the best material for 

flashing. Now that Crucible has in
troduced soft stainless steel. 

It is almost twice as strong as 
copper, and more corrosion-resist
ant. So you can specify far I ighter 
gages of soft stainless for flashing. 

That means it costs you less to do 
the same job. In fact, about half as 
much as copper. 

And soft stainless handles bea uti
fully. It can be cut with scissors. 
Soldered. Nailed. Riveted. Stapled. 
Even bent by hand. 

Soft stainless always stays stain
less. It never rusts or discolors. 
Never stains adjoining surfaces 
the way copper sometimes does. 

Crucible soft stainless (we call it 
Rezistal ®) comes in coil or cut length 
sheets up to48 inches in width. 

Thicknessesare .012, .015and .018 
inches. 

We've made it easy for your roof
ing contractor to get Crucible soft 
stainless. Within a week or less. 

Like samples? Like the Construc
tion Specifications Institute spec 
data sheet? Like other literature? 

Write to J. E. Anderson , Crucible 
Steel Company, Four Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. 

Rezistal® soft stainless. 



Masterpiece in All-Electric Design 

THE JOHN F. KENNEDY CENTER 

FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

to be completed in 1969 

Architect: Edward Durell Stone 

Structural engineers: Severud-Perrone-Fischer, 
Sturm-Conlin-Bandel Associates 

Mechanical and electrical 
engineers: Syska and Hennessy, Inc. 
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This theater complex for the performing 
arts-which will house two theaters, 

an opera-ballet house and a concert hall
will be served by a single source of energy, 

electricity. For heating and cooling. 
And for all other functions requiring power. 

As a result of this All-Electric design, 
planners anticipate a substantial reduction 

in owning and operating costs. 

-

LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY 
Edison Electric Institute 

750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 

The main theater. 

The opera-ballet house. 

The main level. 
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The Wesley Woods Towers, Atlanta, Ga.Architect: Charles E. Stade & Associates, Park Ridge , I IL Panel Manufacturer: Mabie-Bell Schokbeton Corp., Peachtree City , Ga. General Contractor: Daniel Construction Company of Georgia, Atlanta, Ga. 

A SK A C O MPL E X QUESTI ON -GET A SIMPLE A NSWER ... 

PRE CAST WHITE CONCRETE PANELS 
During the design of every building this 
question is asked ... What exterior material 
will do this combination of things best: 
I-Look great, 2-Be low in cost, 3-Be 
speedy to erect, and 4-Be economical to 
maintain. In a great many cases the answer 
is precast concrete panels made of Trinity 
White Portland Cement. They certainly 
worked out perfectly in Wesley Woods 
Towers, a convalescent home and apartment 

building for the retired, in Atlanta. 
The 720 exterior panels at Wesley Woods 

have an exposed quartz and quartzite aggre
gate that give color and texture. The panels 
were cast ahead of schedule and were avail
able when the frame was ready for them. 
Most panels take a compound curved shape 
-curved horizontally to the curve of the 
round towers, and curved vertically through 
the spandrel area. The curved panels are 

PORTLAND 
CEMENT 

llL A PRODUCT OF GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY 
4400 Republic National Bank Tower. Dallas. Tex as 75201 

Offices: Dallas • Houston • Tampa • Miami • Chattanooga 
Fort Wayne • Kansas City, Kan . • Fred~nia , Kan. • Los Angeles 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 388 

5' x 8'; the flat panels for the connecting 
structure between the round towers are 
4' x 5'. All are anchored with welded clip 
angles. All fit perfectly without on-the-site 
cutting. 

Every architect can get expert advice on 
the use of precast white concrete from his 
local concrete products manufacturer. Call 
him. 

Send for new 
booklet ... "Pre

ca st White Con
crete Panels and 
Window Walls." Fea

tures dozens of ex
amp les of outstand
ing "precast" build

ings from all parts of 
the country. 



August 1967 PROGRESSIVE AROHITEOTURE 

"The individual building does not help 
tomorrow's people, or the profession. 
but we got into the profession because 
we like to build buildings. The present 
architect lends to be sclzi::.oplzrenic." 

MARVIN COODY 





EDITORIAL 

Architectural schizophrenia goes deeper than suggested in the quote on the 
title page of this issue. Most architects become architects not only because 
they like to build buildings, but also because they like art. The urge to be 
an arti st is rooted deeply in the subconsciousness, if not the consciousnes , of 
the majority of practitioners. 

Norman 0 . Brown, in his book Life Against Death : The Psychoanalytical 
Meaning of History, disc usses the Freudian view of art: 

"Freud ... affirms the connection between art and childishness ; however, child
ishness is not a re proach, hut the ideal kin gdom of pleasure which art knows 
how to recover. What we are strivin g to obtain, he says, is a sort of euphoria -
a return to the bygone state in whi ch we were accustomed to satisfy our 
psychic needs with scant effort. This was the state of childhood when we 
needed neither wit nor humor to make us happy, and indeed we knew 
nothing about them. The fun ction of art ~i: ~-is to help 
us find our way back to sources of pleasure that have been rendered in
accessible by the ca pitulation to the reality-prin ciple which we call education 
or maturity - in other words, to regain the lost laughter of infancy ... . Freud 
also suggests that art, both as a return to the pleasure-principle and as a 
return to childhood, must he essentially a play activity/He uses the category 
of play to establish a connection between lhe techniqu es of art and the techniques 
of the primary process. the infantile and the unconscious. Play on words -
the technique of wit - is recovered when thought is allowed to sink into the 
unconscious. In returning to the uncon scious in the quest for the materi al 
of wit, our thoughts are only revisiting the old home where in infancy word 
play reigned. It takes only the reflection that metaphor, which is the building 
block of all poetry, is nothing but a playing with words to see how readily 
Freud's analysis of wit invites extension to the whole domain of art. ... ~ 
art. like psychoanalysis itself, am:i.ears ti be a way of making the unconscious 
Conscious. . . . ifiers from dreaming notoiily ecause it makes the Un· _.... 
conscious conscious - a purely cognitive relation - but also because it liberates 
repressed instin cts - a libidinal rela tion . Because of the repression that arises 
from civilized life, we have lost many of the primary pleasures of which the 
censor hip disapproves. But we find renuncia tion extremely difficult ; hence, we 
discover that wit enables us to make our renun ciation regressive and thus to re
gain what we have lost. It · ect from the beginning is the same : to rid 
us of our inhibitions, and thereby to make those sources of pleasure that have 
long been blocked once more accessible for our gratification. A such , art 
~uggles against repressive reason and the reality-princip1e in an effort to 
regain lost liberties . . .. Art, if its object is to undo i:e ressions, and if civiliza
tion is essentially repress~in this sense subversive of civilization." 
,,,-

If Norman Brown 's interpretation of Freud is right, and if Freud was right 
himself, then most architects struggle in their work against reason and reality. 
This raises an interesting question: If P erformance Design (i.e., design based on 
reason and reality, a subj ect to which thi s issue of Pl A is devoted ) should 
replace the more intuitive and less rational approach of the past, where will 
architects-as-artists go? When your life is devoted to a struggle with reason 
and reality, it is unlikely that you will be happy by marrying them. 

It is this conflict between wanting to be part of civilization and a desire to 
subvert it that will really make schizos of us for some time to come. • 





A new profession has grown up 
in the last 30 years whose 
members, variously titled 
"systems analysts," "systems 
engineers," and "operations 
researchers," claim to have 
developed a unique methodology 
for problem solving far superior 
to older methods used in other 
professions. To describe the 
implications of this methodology 
and ways of thinking about 
problems where architecture is 
concerned, P/ A coined the term 
"Performance Design" - or 
design based on a scientific 
method of analyzing functional 
requirements, including the 
psychological and aesthetic 
needs of people. This issue 
follows the thread of Performance 
Design in its many guises 
through government, politics, 
building, military, the sciences, 
technology, industry, trans
portation, planning, and (with a 
glance to the future from pro
fessionals who have already 
become immersed in this 
subject) architecture. We hope 
that the following articles - the 
result of many months' work by 
P/ A's editorial staff- will act 
as a launching pad for those 
architects who wish to accept new 
responsibilities offered by an 
increased understanding of the 
ever more sophisticated means 
at their disposal in the field of 
Performance Design. 



the bacMuround 

Since World War II , and especially in the 
past decade, the abstruse pursuits of 
"systems analysis" and " operations re
search" have extended their methodolog
ical tentacles into many fields of govern
ment, industry, planning , warfare, com
merce, logistics, " pure" science, and a 
host of other seemingly unrelated areas. 
What are the characteristics that enable 
these discovery techniques to serve so 
many masters? What is their value to so 
many disparate disciplines? What are they 
coming to mean, what is their potential
ity, to architecture? What the devil are 
they, anyway? 

It is not uncommon for a young sci
ence, particularly one that grew almost to 
full maturity very rapidly, to become over
grown with verbiage, an " in " vocabulary 
its practitioners invent for what they are 
doing. Everyone has a name for the kid. 
In this section (and in the Glossary on 
p. 108), we attempt to cut through the 
maze of words for a working definition of 
what the systems approach is, how it be
gan, how it works, and who is currently 
using it. Not to be outdone by other 
writers on the systems approach , we have 
coined our own term for this issue. It is 
PERFORMANCE DESIGN, and we mean 
it, loosely, to indicate the possibi lities 
available to architecture and planning 
through use of the potentialities offered 
by systems analysis and operations re
search. 

In his book, A Methodology for Sys
tems Engineering, Arthur Hall , himself a 
systems expert at Bell Labs, describes a 
system as any set of objects with relation
ships between the objects and between 
their attributes. Thus, systems can consist 
of atoms, stars, switches, springs, wires, 
bones, neurons, genes, mathematical 
variables, equations, laws, or processes. 
Attributes are properties of objects : stars 
have temperature and distances from 
other stars, for instance. Relationships tie 
systems together; some of the kinds of 
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relationships are : causal , logical, or ran
dom. Hall goes on to the idea of environ
ment: " For a given system, the environ
ment is the set of all objects outside the 
system (1) a change in whose attributes 
affect the system and (2) whose attributes 
are changed by the behavior of the sys
tem." Defining the boundaries between a 
system and its environment is quite arbi
trary and depends on the interests and 
aims of the one who defines the system. 
Ideally, the environment should include all 
things that affect the system being con
sider€d , but, to be practical , the environ
ment oiten has to be limited to only the 
things that affect the system significantly. 
(It should be kept in mind that any sys
tem functions because of the environment, 
not just in it.) Arthur D. Hall lists five en
vironmental factors that affect man-made 
systems: 
• the state of technology; 
• the natural environment (climate, plant 
life , etc.); 
• organization policies ; 
• the economic conditions for new 
systems; 
• " human factors." 

This description of systems and their 
environments, as used in "systems anal
ysis" and "operations research" (see 
Glossary for the difference, or lack of dif
ference , between these two terms). 
merges closely with popular usage, as in 
" solar system," " philosophical system ," 
"subway system," and so on , but it per
haps clarifies the situation somewhat for 
those mystified by all the verbal crescen
does of, " But you've got to see it as a 
system! " This simply means seeing all 
the isolated segments as tied together by 
interdependent functions. 

Although " seeing something as a sys
tem" (i.e ., the " systems approach" } does 
not by itself constitute a technical defini
tion of systems analysis, it is one of the 
key ideas of the methodology, because 
systems analysis can be understood as 
nothing more than a set of techniques , 
coupled with the "systems approach," that 
enables someone to see isolated objects , 
or a piecemeal series of events, as inter
connected and mutually dependent. 

Of course, before the advent of sys
tems engineering, people could think 
about objects and events in this way, but 
the crucial difference is that there was 
no means, no technique or " expertise," by 
which the events could be systematically 
analyzed as a total process, and conclu
sions and predictions drawn from the 
analysis for use in planning and decision
making . 

Architects have always been able to 
imagine entire buildings and analyze their 
parts ; they conceive of groups of build
ings, with plazas, parking lots, bordering 
streets, circulation patterns, and fountains ; 
rearranging the elements while simul
taneously keeping in mind all the building 
codes, client attitudes, budget require
ments, functional requirements, and so 
on - otherwise they could not design. 
The question then becomes: How does 
the systems engineer' s or operations re
searcher's idea of seeing something as 
a " system" differ from the architect's nor
mal, over-all perspective? 

The answer seems to be that there is 
little difference between the " systems ap
proach" and the way most architects nor
mally view architectural problems. But 
because the types of problems opera
tions researchers and systems analysts 
work on are so different, and the areas 
of their professional activities are equally 
dissimilar, they have developed a set of 
techniques, a methodology, that enables 
them to apply the systems approach over 
a far wider range than that over which ar
chitects are presently able to exercise 
their talents and abilities as "generalists." 

We have now seen system defined as 
the new profession defines it, and the 
meaning of environment of systems -
two key elements in any discussion of 
the methods used in conducting either 
"systems studies" or " operations research 
studies." 

Systems analysis and operations re
search (OR) are further characterized by 
the following conditions: 
• an interdisciplinary team rather than an 
individual performs the work; 
• the scientific method is always fol
lowed ; 
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• the work is usually done according to 
a prescribed formula or sequence of jobs. 

Though exceptions and variations 
sometimes do occur, depending on the 
nature of the problem(s) being studied , 
it is fair to say that, if the characteristics 
listed are not present, systems analysis or 
operations research is not being per
formed . 

how 11 beoan 
The origins and development of systems 
analysis occurred at the same time as , 
and as a closely related part of, the gen
eral development of the technologies as
sociated with the second half of the 20th 
Century: the computer, television , radio, 
telephone, radar, missiles, atomic energy, 
and so on . It is a unique methodology 
that grew up as a sort of second cousin 
to these to control the acute environ
mental changes that accompanied these 
technologies. 

Operations research seems to be the 
older, more established way of referring to 
this new problem-solving discipline. Since 
scientists were the first actual practition
ers, the use of the scientific method was 
a fairly natural outgrowth of the origins of 
the field . It began in the late 1930's, al
though , before that, other men had begun 
to analyze working operations of large 
companies. These were the " efficiency 
experts" who promulgated the ideas of 
" scientific management" that were fairly 
prevalent before World War I. These were 
largely the result of the time studies made 
by Frederick W. Taylor, which he pub
lished in 1911 in his book, The Principles 
of Scientific Management. Some writers 
feel that it is this basic concept, first 
brought home by Taylor, more than the 
interd isciplinary approach, that is signifi
cant about operations research - namely, 
the formation of organizations for re
search on operations. They compare it to 
the idea, held by many, that the main in
novation that characterized the Industrial 
Revolution was not the invention, as such, 
of the textile machine, but the idea of 
transferring skill and intelligence to ma
chines. 

Military Beginnings 
Most of the problems so far in the brief 
history of systems analysis and operations 
research have been military, and , more 
recently, industrial management prob
lems. The first operations research was 
done for the military in Britain in 1939, 
when a group of physicists, electronics 
engineers, and related professionals were 
called in to devise ways to use newly in
vented radar. Since scientists working for 
the military command had made the in
vention , they were deemed the most likely 
to come up with the methods to use it. 
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Because a team of scientists had done the 
research that led to the invention, repre
sentatives from each branch of the sci
ences were asked to work together on 
utilization methods, since no one could be 
sure which branch of science was appro
priate. Finally, the military commanders 
(or " management" ) could not work out the 
solution , because, to use radar effective
ly, the radar mechan isms had to be under
stood. 

Another early operations research proj
ect, also conceived in England during 
World War II , involved another team from 
all branches of the natural sciences and 
even included a philosopher and a novel
ist ; they were brought in by the RAF to 
figure out why a newly invented, highly 
touted bomber was performing no better 
than the old ones. It turned out that the 
new plane was being flown no differently 
from the old one - which explained , of 
course, why its performance was identical. 
The operations research team then de
vised new search patterns and new flying 
and bombing altitudes to make best use 
of the new plane's increased bombing ac
curacy. The plane's " kill " was upped 40 
per cent in the first month. The team that 
did this work was headed by physicist Sir 
Watson Watts, who thereafter reportedly 
became a favorite of Churchill's. From 
then on , operations research teams were 
called in by the military when there was 
a problem that entailed highly technical 
knowledge for its solution . Operations re
search appears to have been an almost 
inevitable outgrowth of war's increasingly 
complex technology and equipment, for 
whose invention and effective use scien
tific training was required . But since no 
one from the traditional sciences had had 
any previous experience with implemen
tation problems (" operations" problems, 
teams of them were used. 

Word soon got across the Atlantic to 
the U.S. about the results achieved by 
these scientific teams of " operations re
searchers," so that when the U.S. military 
started having prob lems of its own with 
electronic equipment and complex logis
tical decisions, it, too, created teams 
of scientists who gradually became known 
as OR men. Typically, the U.S. plunged 
completely headlong into the use of these 
teams - to a greater extent than Britain 
had ever done. They worked on logistical 
problems during World War II , designed 
the proximity fuse, planned the sea mining 
of Japan, invented the massed ship con
voy and new flight patterns, and helped in
tegrate Negroes within the Armed Forces 
(a fact more fully realized after World 
War II) . 

As the defense establishment grew dur
ing World War II , and the equipment of 
war grew more and more scientific , cul
minating in the big bang of atomic en
ergy, science and scientists became an 
established part of Government. Mathe-

maticians, physicists, electronics engi
neers, biologists, and chemists had de
veloped all the sophisticated weaponry, 
devised ingenious ways to use it, thought 
up mathematical theories that could be 
used to simulate decision-making situa
tions, all in the name of World War II , but 
incidentally creating at the same time the 
technological and scientific base from 
which the current " cybernetic" revolution 
got its impetus. Just two war-developed 
gadgets should serve to bring home the 
point: television and the computer. Even 
today, the most advanced research on 
computers is conducted by the Federal 
Government, much of its top-secret de
fense work. 

So the stage was set for the postwar 
development of systems analysis and op
erations research in many fields - civilian 
and space-age as well as military. The 
basic concept of expert teamwork, scien
tific method, and sequential treatment of 
all parameters of a problem was found to 
be ideally amenable to evolution through 
more sophisticated concepts of research 
and investigative methods (computers , in
formation retrieval devices, and so on) . 
Today, there would seem to be few areas 
of planning or research immune to the po
tentials of systems analysis and problem 
solving , imaginatively pursued and con
structively used. 

how ii works 
If systems analysis and OR involve, funda~ 
mentally, application of the " scientific 
method" to problem solving in many di
verse fields, what is the " scientific meth
od" ? 

Basically, it involves three steps : (1) 
the formulation of a theory to account for 
a set of isolated facts , or observations of 
the environment ; (2) checking to see 
whether the theory actually explains the 
known facts , which involves formulating 
and reformulating (and re-reformulating) 
the facts in terms of the theory ; and (3) 
testing the theory's validity by seeing 
whether or not it accurately predicts 
events (i.e. , gives the correct result) . 

In systems analysis, the theory might 
be (and is) called the model of the prob
lem - the mathematical or, occasionally, 
physical representation of the facts and 
behavior of whole systems, be they indus
trial , electronic , governmental , political , 
economic, or social. By manipulating the 
equations comprising the model , tests are 
performed on the environments of sys
tems and the results reveal what would 
happen if particular actions were accom
plished within the actual environment. 
Thus, alternative means can be evaluated 
critically to see how various results, or 
goals, can be attained by certain actions. 

The use of the mathematical model to 
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ALLOCATION PROBLEMS: A class 
of problems that arise when: (a) 
there are a number of activities 
to be performed and there are 
alternative ways of doing them; 
and (bl resources or facilities are 
not available for doing each one 
in the most effective way. The 
problem then is to combine ac
tivities and resources in such a 
way that over-all effectiveness is 
maximized. 

COMMUNICATION MODEL: A di
agram representing the pattern of 
information transfer within orga
nizations . 

COMPETITION PROBLEMS: Situa
tions in which: (a) two or more 
parties or groups are in conflict 
relative to their respective objec
tives ; and (bl these groups co
operate relative to either a com
mon objective or an objective of 
a third party or group served by 
the competitors . A chess game is 
a competitive game. (See Game 
Theory.) 

CONSTRAINTS: Regulations , re
strictions, limitations. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: The 
devising of a series of operations 
to be performed by a computer . 
(See Mathematical Programming.) 

COST BENEFITS (or COST EFFEC
TIVENESS): The comparison of 
how much something costs with 
the results achieved, commonly 
expressed as a ratio of costs over 
benefits. More simply, a way to 
determine if one is getting one's 
"money's worth." 

CYBERNETICS: The study of guid
ance and control problems in 
either biological or mechanistic 
systems . 

DECISION THEORY: (1) Applica
tion of probability concepts to 
management decisions . (2) Mathe
matical method of combining esti 
mated costs and returns with 
estimated probabilities of the oc
currence of various outcomes of 
alternative courses of actions . 

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING: A 
type of mathematical programming 
developed at the Rand Corpora
tion in 1952 that involves a multi
stage process of decision-making , 
wherein each consecutive deci
sion must take into account its 
effects on later decisions to ar
rive at an over-all optimum 
return. 

ENVIRONMENT: As generally re
ferred to in OR, the set of al I 
objects and events containing any 

given system that change or are 
changed by the :;ystem's behavior . 

FEEOBACI( PATH 

FEEDBACK: The return to the in
put of a part of the output of a 
machine, system, or process that 
contains information on discrep
ancies between intended and ac
tua l performance and leads to a 
self-correction of the system . 

GAME THEORY: (1) A set of 
mathematical models that dea l 
with competitive problems. Wide ly 
used in military, industria l , and 
bidding strategies. (2) Method for 
the study of decision-making in 
conflict situations , where full con
trol of the factors that influence 
the outcome is not possible. 

HUMAN FACTORS: The physiologi
cal and psychological l imitations 
of man. 

INPUT: In formation fed into a 
computer. 

INTERFACE: (1) A common boun
dary between two objects or 
spaces. (2) The end of one sys
tem or subsystem and the be
ginning of another. 

INVENTORY PROBLEMS: Inventory 
is defined as " idl e resources. " 
Costs arise from both too large 
and too small inventori es and the 
problem is to determine how large 
an inventory is appropriate. Pro
duction and purchasing divisions 
are usua ll y the focus for such 
problems. Other examples are the 
determination of how much oper
ating capita l or how many retail 
branches a company should have . 
Probability theory is often used in 
solutions. 

LEAD TIME: The amount of time 
required to attain a stated goal. 

LINEAR FUNCTION: A mathemati 
cal expression for related vari
ables that increase and decrease 
proportionately. A straight line is 
an example of a linear function 
with one variable . A plane surface 
represents a linear function with 
two variables . A more immediate 
example is in the case of curtain 
wall materials costs for buildings 
without setbacks: The cost in
creases by exactly the same 
amount (linearly) for each addi
tional floor, whereas the cost of 
vertical structural elements does 
not (nonlinearly). 

MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS: Prob
lems associated with t he process 
of replacing or repair of com
ponents : same type of problem as 
replacement. 

MANAGEMENT SCIENCES: The 

generalized name for a set of 
specialized disciplines that deal 
with executive decision-making 
in organizations of men , machines, 
materials, and money. Includes 
personnel psychologists , industrial 
engineers , industria l psycholo
gists, human engineers ("ergono
micistl>") , systems engineers, 
quality control statisticians, indus
trial economists , operations re
searchers, management consul
tants, methods analysts. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL: (1) An 
abstract representation of an ob
ject, event, process, or system. 
(2) A series of quantitative terms 
that describe the structure of real 
systems. (See Model.) 

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING: 
Formulas and methods for maxi
mizing or minimizing linear and 
nonlinear functions subject to 
linear and nonlinear constraints. 
When both the functions and con
straints are linear , the operations 
on them are termed linear pro
gramming . Nonlinear programming 
is more complex and is con
cerned with nonlinear functions 
and constraints. Both types of 
programming are used extensive ly 
in the administrative and eco
nomic plann ing of industrial and 
military operations, e.g., for allo
cation problems . 

MAXIMIZE: To increase to the 
highest possible degree . 

MINIMIZE: To reduce to the 
smallest possible degree. 

MISSION: Goal , objective . 

MIXED PROBLEMS: Problems en
countered in operations research 
in which all or severa l of the 
other problem types are combined . 

MODEL: A representation of an 
object, event, process , or system 
that is used for prediction and 
control. By manipulating the model, 
the effects of changing one or 
more aspects of the entity repre
sented can be determined. Sev
eral types of models exist: those 
that describe, or " iconic" (archi
tectural models are iconic) , and 
those that reveal causa l relation
ships and explain. The latter are 
"symboli c" models and mathe
matical equations are the most 
common example. (See Mathe
matical Model. ) 

NONLINEAR FUNCTION: A func
tion whose variables do not in
crease linearly. (See Linear Func
tion.) 

OPERATIONS: An organization of 
men , machines, and information 
working toward a stated objective. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH (abbr. 
OR): The application of scientific 
method to the problems of or
ganizational control by interdisci
plinary teams interested in the 

performance of whole systems . 

OPTIMIZATION: Securing the best 
fit between a system and its 
envi ronment. 

OUTPUT: Information prod•Jced by 
a computer. 

PARAMETER: (1) Mathematical 
term for a symbolic quantity that 
may be associated with some 
measurable quantity in the real 
world (e .g., length). (2) Any part 
of a system that can be deliber
ately changed. 

PERFORMANCE DESIGN : A term 
coined by P / A to describe the 
architectural use of systems 
analysis and operations research . 

PROBABILITY: (1) In mathematics , 
a precisely defined value that indi
cates the chance of (or odds for) 
an event occurring . (2) The ratio 
of the number of ways in which 
an event can happen to the total 
number of ways in which it can 
either happen or not happen. 

PROGRAMMING: See Computer 
Programming and Mathematical 
Programming. 

QUALITY CONTROL: The discovery 
and control of factors that have 
a significant effect on system or 
product performance. 

QUEUING PROBLEMS: Class of 
problems arising from costs asso
ciated with bottlenecks and idle 
capacity. Mathematical techniques 
(known as Queuing Theory, or 
Queuing Models) have been de
veloped for determining the op
timum size and design for a 
production or service facility . (See 
Waiting Time Problems.) 

REPLACEMENT PROBLEMS: Those 
that arise when items (a] de
generate with use or passage of 
time , or (bl die or fail after use 
or passage of time. Costs are 
associated with replacing or 
maintaining each type of item. 
Dynamic Programming is often 
used for solutions . 

RESOURCES: Anything used to ob
tain something else of value. Men, 
machines , money, and materials 
are principal resources . 

SEARCH PROBLEMS: Prob I ems 
that arise when establishing 
search procedures; submarine 
coastal patrols , auditing proce
dures. and explorations for oil 
are examples. Mathematical 
models have been developed for 
determining optimum search pat
terns . 

SEQUENCING PROBLEMS: Prob
lems concerned with the order or 
sequence in which service is pro
vi ded to units by a series of ser
vice points . Production scheduling 
problems are of this type and CPM 
and PERT are examples of appli
cations. 



SERVOMECHANISM: An automatic 
control device. such as an auto
matic pilot. which corrects per
formance to a desired standard by 
an error-sensing feedback. 

SIMULATION: See System simula
tion. 

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES: Mathe
matical processes that include 
random factors whose values de
pend on parameters such as 
"time. " 

SUBOPTIMIZATION : (1) Optimiz
ing a subsystem with respect to its 
objectives; (2) optimizing the total 
system with respect to a subset of 
objectives . 

SUBSYSTEM: Individual units of 
systems. Assembly lines are sub
systems of factories. for example. 

SYMBOLIC LOGIC: Means of ex
pressing verbal propositions and 
statements of relationships be
tween them in a concise and un
ambiguous form. Boolean algebra 
is used to manipulate the sym
bolically represented propositions. 
Used extensively in the design of 
computer circu its . Forms logical 
basis of mathematics. 

SYSTEM (S) : (1) A complex unity 
formed of many diverse parts. 
(2) An aggregation of objects 
joined in regular interaction or in
terdependence. (3) Any set of ob
jects or events with relationships 
between them or their attributes . 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: (1) A term 
often used almost synonymously 
with OR to describe the activities 
of a new profession of applied 
scientists, although in practice dif
ferences exist in the kinds of prob
lems each works on. (2) Some
times described as a phase of sys
tems studies following systems 
synthesis in which consequences 
are deduced from alternative sys
tems on costs , performance, etc. 

SYSTEMS APPROACH: (1) 
Loosely, seeing anything as part 
of a larger process. (2) The 
methods used by system analysts 
and OR men in solving problems. 

SYSTEMS CONCEPTS: A term re
ferring to the whole body of ideas 
and techniques of systems analy
sis and OR, especially to the sys
tems approach. 

SYSTEMS DESIGN: (1) The en
gineering design of individual 
components and devices. (2) A 
term sometimes used interchange
ably with the second definition of 
systems engineering (below). 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: (1) A 

term often used as a general term 
synonymous with systems analysis 
and OR. (2) According to some 
practitioners. it is a distinct 
profession of engineers whose 
specialty is the integration of 
successive pieces of equipment to 
work together (forming a system) . 
(3) A highly developed applica
tion of mathematical analysis, pri
marily for electron ic control de
vices and an extension of indus
trial plant layout done years ago 
by industrial engineers. 

SYSTEMS METHOD: A term refer
ring rather loosely to the systems 
approach and sometimes more 
specifically to the development of 
mathematical models for problem
solving. 

SYSTEMS SIMULATION: A way of 
representing real systems in an 
abstract form for pu rposes of ex
perimentation so that there is a 
close relat ionship between the ex
perimental situation and the real 
life situation which remains un
affected . Usually done with 
models. 

SYSTEMS SYNTHESIS: A variously 
described phase of OR and sys
tems analysis: (a) in OR, the proc
ess of constructing a mathematical 
model; (b) in systems analysis , 
compiling an exhaustive list of al
ternative systems. each worked 
out in enough detail to be evalu
ated relative to an objective; (c) 
sometimes merely reproportioning 
parts of old systems to get a new 
one; (d) sometimes the combina
tion of several alternative systems 
through trade-offs. 

SYSTEMS TECHNIQUES: (1) All 
the mathematical tools widely 
used by systems ana lysts and OR 
men. including model building, 
mathematical programming, queu
ing theory. etc. (2) Used also to 
designate the several discrete 
phases of a systems ana lysis or 
an OR study. 

TECHNOLOGY: (1) Applied sci
ence . (2) The totality of the means 
employed by a people to provide 
itself with the material objects of 
its culture. 

TRADE-OFFS: Changes made in 
physical and nonphysical subsys
tems to enable them to function 
together - a process similar to 
bargaining and compromising. 

VALUE ENGINEERING: Looking for 
ways to reduce costs and main
tain or increase qualilty (as in 
"bargain hunting " ). 

WAITING-TIME PROBLEMS: Prob
lems in industry that arise when 
either units requiring service, or 
the facilities available for pro
viding service, stand idle. First 
used extensive ly in telephone sys
tems . Queuing and sequencing 
problems are subtypes . 

describe a wide variety of processes or 
problems is an important development in 
this kind of problem-solving research. 
Books on the subject even give a formula 
that describes the general form of all 
models used in systems analysis. It is 
E=f(Xi Yj). This means that E - the ef
fects of any system on the environment, 
or performance - is a result of the inter
action of Yj or the independent variables, 
and Xi, the dependent variables. When 
this model is used in real problems, all 
the symbols are replaced by numbers de
scribing the actual system and its envi
ronment. 

Be:sides the concepts of systems, en
vironments , mathematical models, scien
tific method , and the team approach, an
other key characteristic of systems 
analysis and operations research is the 
process used to perform an actual sys
tems analysis or OR study. Although the 
sequence of phases of study may be de
scribed differently by different practition
ers (partly because the phases vary as 
they are applied to different kinds of sys
tems or problems), the following is an 
acceptable general outline of the usual 
operation : 

The first phase is called "establishment 
of mission requirements" or " problem 
definition" ; it is a phase that continues on 
and off throughout the study as the nature 
of the problem or " mission" becomes 
clearer through research on it. Simply 
stated, it means deciding what the prob
lem really is and formulating it so that the 
various members of the team working on 
it understand and accept it. It sounds 
somewhat easier than it often turns out to 
be, as architects will understand from 
contact with clients who do not seem to 
be aware of their real building needs but 
think they are. 

The second phase has been termed 
"derivation of general systems require
ments," which means that all aspects of 
the system under study have to be quan
tified, if possible, and experiments and 
research performed on those aspects of 
the system for which no data exists. This 
phase causes most concern among the 
" humanists," since they feel that some of 
the "human factors" may not be quantifi
able sorts of things. OR men meet this 
objection by asserting that this is cer
tainly true today, but largely because the 
behavioral sciences are , in comparison to 
older sciences such as physics and bi
ology, very young indeed and have not 
yet had time to develop comprehensive 
(i.e., quantifiable) data on human beings. 
Scientists now predict that sometime in 
the not-too-far-distant future, mathemati
cal models w ill be devised to "simulate" 
human reactions to every kind of environ
ment, and that environments thus can be 
constructed so that humans will enjoy 
them . Whether human ists will be as-
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 0 3 0 20 20 10 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 50 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 5 15 15 0 4 4 0 10 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 50 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 30 15 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 
8 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 30 15 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 5 0 0 

10 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 50 0 0 15 3 0 0 15 15 
14 0 0 15 3 0 5 0 0 
15 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 50 20 10 20 20 
18 50 0 10 10 
19 30 10 10 
20 10 10 
21 5 0 
22 

1 Tabular set-up showing the numerical "pai r importance values" that will determine the spatial 
re lationships between various areas in a retail flower shop. 

suaged or alarmed by this prediction we 
leave to your imagination. 

The third phase is the separation of the 
system under study into its component 
parts: identifiable com ponents and sub
systems. A brick would be a component 
of a brick wall, for instance, and a par
ticular college within a university would 
be a subsystem of the university sys
tem. This is a critical phase ; in it, the 
mathematical mode l of the whole system 
is derived from the models of the parts. 
Part of the purpose of this phase is to 
display the component parts so that the 
influence of the characteristics and their 
effect on the over-all performance of the 
system can be quantitatively identif ied . By 
varying the characteristics of the subsys
tems (done by manipulating the mathe
matical models) , it is possible to arrive at 
an "optimum" - namely, best- over-all 
system. The same set of models can be 
used to indicate desired areas of ad
vanced research and deve lopment for 
which no mission is yet defined. This is 
also the phase in wh ich "trade-offs" be
tween subsyst e ms are performed
meaning a sort of bargaining or compro
mising among subsystems wi th a view 
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to enhancing the performance of the over
all agglome ration . Rough cost estimates 
are derived next for various alternative 
solut ions. Th is is systems synthesis. 

One now knows exactly what each 
part of the whole must do; the fourth 
phase involves implementing these con
clusions and devising ways to run the en
tire operation. Design of hardware usually 
takes place here as indicated by the mod
els. These hardware "outputs" are then 
tested , on paper, to be sure they will func
tion as intended. Finally, they are manu
factured , assembled, and operated. This 
comprises the "feedback" phase, where 
actual performance is checked against 
planned performance, faults corrected 
and fed back into the original plans to 
see what was wrong there. Other parts of 
the system are then adjusted so they work 
with the whole . 

During all these phases, various mathe
matical techniques and methods are used. 
These are techniques of all the disc iplines 
of science and are not peculiar to sys
tems analysis or OR, although some of 
them were developed in the course of OR 
studies when it was discovered that no 
technique already existed for solving the 

particular problem. Obviously, these tech
niques for information application and 
problem solving can have a great perti
nence in the future of architecture and 
planning. This is the realm we have 
chosen to call performance design. 

Among professions in the U.S., archi
tects are the least acquainted with the 
tools of systems analysis and operations 
research , and probably the most reluc
tant to admit that those tools have a place 
in their work, according to Russell L. Ack
off, who is himself both an architect and 
an operations researcher. 

Nevertheless, management scientists 
either have developed or are developing 
decision-making processes that have im
plications for every important area of re
sponsibi lity in the architectural profes
sion . From among the problem-solving 
techniques available to the operations re
searcher, it is possible to select two sim
ple but typical examples that illustrate the 
scientific methodo logy and foretell the ul
timate penetration of science into a pro
fession that until now has relied heavily 
upon empiricism and intuition. 
• A rational technique for synthesizing 
floor plans - relating spaces to one an-
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other according to function - that draws 
its inspiration from the mathematical con
cepts of topology. 
• A corporate strategy plan that ignores 
the relatively minor architectural question 
of how to build, addressing itself instead 
to the deeper questions of what to build, 
where to build it, and when. 

These examples properly fall Into the 
classification of systems analysis or op
erations research because they embody 
models - occasion ally act u a I physical 
models, more often mathematical models 
- that simulate reality. (See Model, in 
Glossary.) 

Planning by the Numbers 
The process of arranging the elements of 
an architectural floor plan so that the 
spaces relate to one another functionally 
is traditionally intuitive. No designer would 
have the perseverance to attempt all the 
possible arrangements ; in any case, he 
would not know which one was best, since 
he has no quantitative measure of what 
is good and what is bad. There is now 
under development, however, a computer 
program that can seek out the floor plan 
arrangement in which the functional inter
relationship of the spaces is optimum. The 
program is not yet fully refined, but it is 
far enough advanced to suggest the 
power it may someday possess. 

David Parsons, who conceived the tech
nique while he was the IBM Fellow at the 
Harvard Graduate School of Design, calls 
it architectural design by natural selec
tion . Indeed, it is similar to the biological 
process from which it draws its name. 

An extremely simple example of the 
mathematical model used might be that 
for a five-room house. 

A Living room 
B Dining room 
c Kitchen 
D Bathroom 
E Bedroom 

The desired interrelationship among all 
the elements is expressed numerically, for 
example: 

A B C D E 

A - 8 2 0 5 

B 10 0 0 

c - - -
D 

E 

0 0 

- 10 

Parsons calls the numbers in this table 
above "pair importance values," and the 
number associated with any pair of ele
ments is a measure of the importance 
of close proximity of those two elements. 
Thus the value 10, assigned to the bed
room and bath as a pair, is tantamount 
to demanding that they be contiguous ; 
the same is true of the kitchen and dining 
room. Conversely, the relationship be
tween the dining room and the bedroom, 
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which Is rated zero, is by Implication im
material. 

An abbreviated checkerboard, three 
squares wide by three squares long, rep
resents the plane on which the five rooms 
will be manipulated. The symbols repre
senting each room are dropped at random 
into five of the squares, leaving four va
cant. 

It is possible to attach a score to each 
pair of elements indicating how well the 
arbitrary placement of the elements meets 
the reouirements of the previously estab
lished table of interrelationships. For ex
ample, A and B are three squares apart; 
the strength of the relationship between 
the pair is eight; thus the score for that 
pair is the product of 3 x 8, or 24. Similar 
scores exist for every pair of elements, 
and the sum of all these is the score for 
the entire arrangement. The lower the 
total score, the better the arrangement. 

The computer, which is capable of 
making mathematically random selec
tions, then transposes any two squares 
and computes the score for the new ar
rangement ; if the new arrangement is bet
t€r than the old , it will be held in the com
puter's memory; if it is worse, the pair of 
elemerits will be returned to their original 
positions. The process continues ; ran
dom pairs of elements are interchanged, 
and changes that improve the floor plan 
survive ; those that do not, perish . It is this 
process of gradual improvement by test
ing the effect of small changes that gives 
the method its resemblance to Darwin's 
doctrine of natural selection , the survival 
of the fittest. 

The accompanying illustrations demon
strate the program at work; the example 
is a retail flower shop. The designer's first 
step is to decide what fraction of the total 
floor area should be devoted to each 
functional area and allow for each a pro
portionate number of squares. The areas 
are tabulated (1) and the numerical " pair 
importance values" that will determine 
the spatial relationships between the 
areas are assigned. 

In this case, the total floor area is rep
resented by 22 squares, which wi ll be 
juggled within a 6 x 8, or 48 square ma
trix. (There exist 1039 different ways to 
arrange 22 elements in 48 spaces. Al
though many of these combinations are 
redundant, and still others would be so 
patently unsuitable as to be unworthy of 
serious consideration , the figure does give 
some measure of the magnitude of the 
task of testing all the reasonable alterna
tives.) 

The computer accepts the 22 elements 
representing the shop's floor spaces, 
which are dropped into the 48-square ma
trix with no attempt to position them logic
ally, and begins the process of exchang
ing random pairs, totaling the numerical 
score for the whole arrangement with 
each trial. Whenever the arrangement 

0 0 0 L L 

M c c 
E 
A A A A A A R 

SCORE = 4993.38 
TRIALS = 5 

M 
w w w 
M A 

SCORE = 3701. 55 
TRIALS = 408 

0 
0 0 

L 1 

SCORE= 3493.94 
TRIALS = 476 

0 
0 0 
c c 

l 
F F 

SCORE = 230.49 
TRIALS = 3474 

E Front entry 
R Rear entry 
0 Office 
F Fresh Flowers 
L Lawn Mowers 
w Women 
M Men 
c Cashier 
A Aisle 

w 
w 
w 

2 Diagrams for flower shop areas 
produced by computer gives scores for 
relative desirabil ity of different 
arrangements. 
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improves, as indicated by a lower score, 
the computer prints out the new positions 
of the elements. Watching the successive 
diagrams produced by the computer (2), 
the designer sees the functional areas 
begin to form and align themselves with 
one another, shifting slowly, fluidly, like 
microorganisms observed under a micro
scope. The numerical ties between the 
various functional areas , which are often 
conflicting , pull and tug against each 
other until the whole floor plan coalesces 
into a cluster of amorphous blobs result
ing from a sort of equilibrium among the 
mathematical forces linking each of the 
22 elements to every other one. 

Although the arrangement developed 
by the computer is irregular, it can be 
urged into a rectilinear pattern without 
greatly distorting the mathematically de
rived relationships. 

Dollar Design 
Few problems have received more atten
tion from the systems analysts and opera
tions researchers than those that arise in 
the transportation and distribution of ma
ter ial ; optimizing the logistics support of 
combat troops was among the original 
applications of operations research. The 
subject lends itself readily to mathemati
cal treatment because the cost of moving 
and storing goods is usually quantifiable. 

One early model used to simulate an 
elementary distribution problem is an ele
gantly simple physical analogue. A map 
of the distribution region is reproduced 
on a thin , rigid sheet - plywood, for ex
ample (3). At each of the receiving points 
in the distribution net, a fixed peg is 
erected. Another peg, mounted on a mov
able base, represents an intermediate 
po int from which it will be most advan
tageous to ship goods to the receiving 
points. 

A string looped around the fixed pegs 
and the movable one is drawn tight. As 
the string tightens, the movable peg will 
shift its position , coming to rest at the 
point where the total distance to all the 
distribution points is a minimum. By vary
ing the way in which the string is looped , 
the model can reflect unequal shipments 
to different points. 

What was simulated by the physical 
model could equally well have been done 
with a mathematical model. In fact , much 
more complicated distribution systems 
can be simulated mathematically and the 
techniques for manipulating such models 
are highly advanced. 

Recently, a large multiproduct food 
manufacturer undertook to analyze its en
tire distribution and warehou·se system by 
mathematical simulation. Although the 
study seems concerned primarily with 
freight rates, hand Ii n g and storage 
charges, and inventory costs, the archi-
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3 Simple physical model of distribution problem indicates, by use of strings, 
pegs and pulleys , the most logical point for central supply depot. 

tectural implications emerged at the con
clusion of the work. 

The model constructed was ext remely 
detailed . It included customers ' geo
graphic location , their typical ordering 
quantities, preferred method of shipment 
(truck or rail , carload or less) . And it in
cluded variations in taxes and labor costs 
in the different areas in which it main
tained warehouses. 

These and many other factors com
bined to produce a model that could sim
ulate the operation of the company's dis
tribution system for a complete year. 
Then , by altering the number, size, and 
location of the warehouses in the model , 
the researchers identified which of the ex
isting warehouses were economical , 
which should be altered or eliminated, and 
where new facilities ought to be located . 
Moreover, by plugging long-range mar
ket forecasts into the model , the research
ers went on to determine what changes 
in distribution facilities would be needed 
to anticipate the changing market. 

By the time this company commissions 

an architect to design a building , its own 
management scientists have already de
termined these factors : 
• site location 
• size 
• appropriate economic life 
• the degree of flexibility that should be 
embodied in the structure and the pre
mium it is prepared to pay for that flexi
bility 

The building has already been largely 
designed , and by men who really know 
very little about the art of building , men 
who recognize their buildings for what in 
most cases they really are - money 
pumps. For the managers they report to, 
this is performance design. 

who IS dOIHD II 
We have indicated that the use of sys
tems analysis is every day becoming 
more and more widespread , crossing dis
ciplinary lines and permeating just about 
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every aspect of our lives. In the following 
chapters, specific examples of these prob
lem-solving techniques will be illustrated 
and discussed in depth. Right here, we 
give a general overview of the use of 
systems analysis and OR by public and 
private bodies - plus a selected list of 
organizations working in the field - in 
order to indicate the scope and versatility 
of the techniques in working toward the 
solution of many and varied problems. 

Government 
The development of the PPBS - Plan
ning-Programming-Budgeting-System -
technique that Secretary of Defense Mc
Namara brought to Government circles 
from his experience in the automotive in
dustry (see p. 123 for detailed discus
sion) has given local and state gov
ernments, as well as the Federal , a useful 
tool for the determination of aims, bud
gets, and allocations in planning for future 
development. Variations on this technique 
and other systems analysis and OR meth
ods are currently being used in a number 
of areas. 
• Wisconsin has been using these meth
ods since 1959, when Governor Gaylord 
Nelson initiated a Department of Admin
istration to study how the state 's services 
were being administered. A comprehen
sive state plan was developed by 1963, 
and Wisconsin is now in the process of 
working on long-range plans, such as a 
state freeway plan , for 1990. The viability 
of this kind of planning is indicated in that 
it has been maintained under three dif
ferent Governors (of both political faiths) 
and several changes in the political com
plexion in the legislature. 
• In New York , the Office of Planning Co
ordination is a policy-making team (along 
with budget officials) directly under Gov
ernor Nelson Rockefeller in the Execu
tive Branch. A staff of between 100 and 
200 persons is doing systems work that 
cuts across all the other state agencies, 
such as welfare , housing , and transpor
tation . The Office of Planning Coordina
tion is working on the physical develop
ment programs of the state as well as 
the economic , social , and welfare pro
grams (and are consequently having a 
direct effect on the business of many New 
York architects) . The aim is to consoli
date all state programs into a compre
hensive, long-range resource plan to be 
administered by OPC, which will constitute 
a broad policy statement within which 
other agencies will carry out their own 
individual programs. Testifying before a 
Federal committee recently , Vincent 
Moore, an OPC official , advocated a Na
tional Urban Design Institute, a sort of 
school city officials could attend off 
and on for two years to learn modern 
management techniques and their appli-
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cations to long-range planning. (The Fed
eral Government is presently sending 
Budget Department officials to Carnegie 
Tech to learn systems engineering .) 
• California's former Governor Edmund 
Brown, observing the advances of prob
lem solving in the aerospace and defense 
industries, tangentially thinking of a way to 
use expert talent lying fallow after the 
termination of a large program in southern 
California, put systems analysts to work 
figuring out future aims and directions in 
four major areas (see p. 127). 
• Mayor John Lindsay of New York set up 
an Operations Research Council , which , 
according to member Dr. Tibor Fabian , 
head of the research corporation called 
Mathematica, will analyze a number of 
the city 's problems and devise solutions 
and implementation procedures for those 
solutions that are not dependent on the 
political vagaries of the city government. 
The implementation procedures will thus 
be built into the structure of the city and 
will continue to operate no matter who 
happens to be in office . 

Regional Groups 
Planning for development often overrides 
political boundaries, of course , and a 
number of states have begun to collabo
rate in the systems analysis of regional 
problems. 
• The Upper Great Lakes Regional Com
mission was formed to revitalize the econ
omy of the northern tiers of counties in 
Wisconsin , Minnesota, and Michigan. 
• The Great Lakes Basin Commission was 
established under the Water Resources 
Planning Act of 1965. Like the Upper 
Great Lakes group, it is a cooperative en
terprise between government, industry, 
and universities that involves groups of 
states and the Federal Government in 
drawing on the techniques of systems 
analysis for coordination of planning. 
• The Tri-State Regional Planning Com
mission involved New York , New Jersey, 
and Connecticut in the development and 
planning of common aims for those states. 
Systems analysts, architects, planners, 
economic and government authorities are 
all working together to develop a smooth
ly working plan for the future. 
• A somewhat different body is the Coun
cil on Economic Growth , Technology, and 
Public Policy of the Committee on Insti
tutional Cooperation (we wonder whether 
they submitted that title to systems analy
sis). This is a committee set up to work 
on drawing together university systems 
talent to explore the problems and eco
nomic potential of the midcontinental 
United States. These analyses will pro
vide regional decision-makers with the 
means and the capacity to devise action 
programs for regional growth. It is an ef
fort to couple science, in its broadest 

sense, with the social studies, through the 
medium of systems analysis. 
• Similarly, several cities, Seattle for one, 
have " Metro Data Banks" as resources 
to provide information for municipal deci
sion making. And New York is planning 
one to cover the entire state, because of 
the widespread problems of communica
tion across old jurisdictional lines. 

Federal Aims 
In the Federal Government, quite aside 
from using the techniques of PPBS in the 
Defense and other departments, the in
terest in systems analysis and its applica
tion to widespread problems is likely to 
result in the passage of legislation de
signed to utilize the talents of systems 
analysts in the solution of these problems. 
Senator Gaylord Nelson (D ., Wis.), who 
brought his enthusiasm for systems analy
sis as Governor of Wisconsin with him to 
Washington , has conducted three sets of 
hearings on his bill , which bears the awe
some title of " The Scientific Manpower 
Utilization Act of 1967," calling on sys
tems experts from all sources - Federal 
Government, state governments, universi
ties, professional schools, business, and 
industry - for their views on how the U.S. 
Government should proceed. Basically, 
the idea is to have some sort of Council 
in the executive branch that would con
duct systems studies, first on national 
goals, then on national problems, devise 
alternative ways to approach these and 
then sponsor more detailed analyses of 
the goals and problems to be done by 
private industry and research contracts 
within universities. The other important bill 
in the Senate is sponsored by the Repub
licans and Senator Hugh Scott. His bill 
is entitled " A Bill to Create a National 
Commission on Public Management"; al
though there is partisan rivalry evident in 
the dispute about which Senator has the 
better bill , there is widespread bipartisan 
support for the concept basic to both . It 
is generally expected that the two groups 
will in the end get together and produce 
one bill , thus assuring its support by both 
parties and ultimate passage. 

In Washington , PI A talked with the man 
who will probably help write this final con
glomerate bill , William Spring , who used 
to be Senator Nelson 's legislative aide 
and is now a sort of roaming systems ex
pert in Washington with the ear of all the 
right people. One thing he told us should 
interest architects ; this is a provision 
Spring hopes to include in the bill. It is 
to provide some sort of way to encourage 
innovators in the building fields ; the 
names mentioned were Ezra Ehrenkrantz's 
SCSD and Sanford Hirshen 's and Sim Van 
der Ryn's work on low-income housing 
in the San Joaquin Valley (SEPTEMBER 
1965 PI A) . The encouragement would 
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come in the form of Federal funds for 
the further development of innovative 
ideas and uses of systems concepts within 
building and for the teaching of these to 
others - probably private industries with 
the capacity to produce large-scale build
ing systems. SCSD is the prototype of 
what Nelson's committee has in mind be
cause it was an effective way to involve 
industry in expensive development proj
ects without assistance from the taxpay
ers while at the same time furthering pub
lic welfare. 

Also at the Federal level is the Institute 
for Applied Technology (part of the Bu
reau of Standards) headed by architect 
John Ebe.rhard. Basically, what he is at
tempting to do with the Institute is to form 
a " research base" for the building field -
similar to the massive research base that 
underlies modern medicine. Eberhard 
views operations research as the meth
odology that will enable a symbiosis to 
take place between design capability and 
the technological capab ility of industry. He 
thinks architects are not capable today of 
drawing upon the vast palette of techno
logical capability that has been developed 
by modern industry - partly, of course, 
because they are linked to the most anti
quated industry in the country, but also 
partly because, Eberhard feels , they pre
fer working with already designed com
ponents picked out of catalogs or design
ing individual components to be made to 
order. Eberhard thinks that there is an
other design process - designing the 
products that go into the catalogs - that 
the architects ought to be keyed into, thus 
becoming part of the entire process that 
lies between raw materials and bu ilding 
products or components. The process has 
to be designed as well ; Eberhard feels it 
is possible for architects to become " de
signers of the process" in the future if 
they learn how to translate user require
ments into mathematical languages, both 
for systems work and computers, because 
computers will direct the actual making 
of the components. Computers are, inci
dentally, already doing this in Detroit, 
where, at the Ford Motor Company, there 
is a die-cutting computer into which di
mensions are fed in the form of mathe
matical formulae and out the other end 
comes a shape, already designed and 
manufactured. 

IAT will try to develop this research 
base by establishing performance criteria 
for building elements-determining 
what the function should be for interior 
walls, for instance, instead of what they 
should be made of as the codes now say. 
These performance criteria have got to be 
based on " human factors," since obvious
ly it is human beings who use the wall. 
Depending on what they are used for, ma
terials can be specified and criteria as to 
what the various technological means of 
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achieving desired functions are can be 
developed, thus encouraging innovation, 
instead of prescribing it as the codes now 
do. 

This program of IAT is being carried 
forward by a newly formed division called 
the Building Systems Section, headed by 
engineer' Robert Blake and includ ing two 
systems analysts and several architects 
on the staff. The Section has a contract 
from the GSA's Public Buildings Service 
to develop performance criteria for Fed
eral office buildings based on a systems 
analysis of space requirements and 
means of achieving them. This study will 
be the basis of design decisions. An over
all set of performance specifications, per
formance requirements, and plans will be 
developed which will then go out for bids 
by private industry for actual " hardware" 
development of components for the $20 
million a year Federal office building pro
gram. Some of the consultants being 
used by Blake are: Tishman Research, 
which has been working up until now on 
its own new plans for office buildings, 
doing comparisons, by cost, amount of 
space, etc ., between Federal and com
mercial office buildings and studying the 
cost of structure and shell in office build
ings; Edward Hall , author of The Hidden 
Dimension and The Silent Language, 
studies of psychological reactions to 
space ; and Peter Floyd, architect with 
Geometrics Inc. 

Robert Blake is hoping that the Building 
Systems Section will become a sort of 
" task force" of systems experts under the 
Public Building Service to coordinate the 
entire process of defining functional cri
teria, space needs, and design for all Gov
ernment building programs, somewhat 
like the systems analysis groups that 
support the Department of Defense, de
veloping hardware goals and design. 

Also in the Institute for Applied Tech
nology is a division called TAD (Technical 
Analysis Division) headed by operations 
researcher Dr. Edward Cushen. He is hop
ing TAC will become a sort of in-house 
Rand Corporation for non-defense agen
cies of Government. He already has about 
30 projects ; one is his work on the North
east Corridor Transportation project being 
run by the Department of Transportation 
(see p. 132). He told P / A that there are 
about 800 OR workers in the Federal 
Government, and 700 of them are-at DOD. 
There are 36 at the Bureau of Standards, 
of which Cushen has 26 working in TAD. 

"Think Tanks" 
In the private sector, the appearance of 
" think tanks" - those research organiza
tions specializing in the cross-breeding 
of disciplinary thought based on the tech
niques of systems analysis and opera
tions research - testifies to the great in-

fluence those techniques are gaining. 
Most famous of these is the Rand Cor

poration , which started as a research cor
poration under the aegis of the U.S. Air 
Force, working on highly classified mili
tary projects. Much of the early discov
eries in mathematics for systems analysis 
were made at Rand. In recent years, Rand 
has become more of a " private" organ
ization and has added more sociologists, 
psychologists, economists, and other 
nonmilitary specialists to its staff. It is 
working on social problems to a greater 
extent through contracts with Govern
ment agencies, and, to a lesser degree, 
with private industries. 

Another research organization is Dr. 
Tibor Fabian's Mathematica. It employs 
five or six Nobel Prize-winning scientists 
and about 50 other experts from all fields. 
The emphasis at Mathematica is on rigor
ously developed and analyzed mathemat
ical models. A few of the organization's 
clients indicates the scope of its research: 
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency (a study on how to negotiate dis
armament with the Soviets, using " game 
theory" ); Nabisco (a study of production 
patterns and distribution facilities) ; New 
York City Hospita! Commission (how best 
to utilize existing hospital facilities); U.S. 
Department of Defense (most effic ient 
use of submarines in patrolling our coast
al waters) ; U.S. Department of Transpor
tation (part of the Northeast Corridor proj
ect). 

Industry 
In addition to the Federal , state, and local 
governments and independent research 
organizations, private industry naturally 
forms another important focus of systems 
analysis and operations research activity. 
The aerospace and electronics industries 
are inevitably st rong in this field as a re
sult of their involvement with the Depart
ment of Defense under Secretary McNa
mara. However, the most arresting de
velopment lately in these two giant 
industries is their diversification into non
defense work . General Electric has for 
the past two years had a division entitled 
Community Systems Development (under 
their broader corporate segment entitled 
Components and Construction Materials 
Group) , which reportedly has bought 1 O 
sites around the country on which GE will 
build 1 O new towns. Like Westinghouse, 
they seem to reason that since they al
ready manufacture a great many of the 
products that go into houses and apart
ments, or interior furnishings, why 
shouldn't they tool up to produce the "ex
terior furnishings" ? Besides, the lead 
times required for the space program are 
between 5 and 1 O years and as yet no proj
ects are currently scheduled for after 
1970, which means that, in a few years, 
their plant and equipment currently work-
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partial list 01 organizations using systems analysts 
Many of them were contacted and/or studied in the course of research by P / A. 

universities (that teach short and / or 
graduate courses in systems analysis) 

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Case Institute of Technology 
City College of New York 
Clarkson College of Technology 
Columbia University 
Cornell University 
Duke University 
Harvard University 
Johns Hopkins University 
Louisiana State University 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
New York University 
Northwestern University 
Ohio State University 
Oklahoma State University 
Purdue University 
Stanford University 
University of Arizona 
University of California, Berkeley and Los Angeles 
University of Chicago 
University of Maryland 
University of Michigan 

t. II University of North Carolina 
University of Pennsylvania 
University of Wisconsin 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
George Washington University 
Wayne State University 
Yale University 

t. • 
·.~ 

American Society for Quality Control 
The Institute of Management Sciences 
International Abstracts in Operations 

Research (publication) 
Management Science (publication) 
Management Science International 
Naval Research Logistics Quarterly (publication) 
Operations Research (publication) 
Operations Research Institute 
Operations Research Society of America 
Society for General Systems Research 
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics 
Washington Operations Research Council 

federal government 
Army Research Office 
Building Systems Div. , Institute for Applied Technology 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of State 
Bureau of Research and Engineering, U.S. Post Office 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts 
Center for International Systems Research , Department of State 
Committee on the Economic Impact of Defense and Disarmament 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Transportation 
Division of Research Development 
Environmental Sciences Service Administration 
Information Center, Office of Economic Opportunity 
National Institutes of Mental Health 
National Security Agency 
Office of Emergency Planning 
Office of Planning and Programming, Office of the Secretary 

of the Treasury 
Operating Analysis Div., Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
Operations Analysis, Office of the Vice Chief of Staff, 

U.S. Air Force 
Operations Research Section, National Bureau of Standards 
Planning Division , Peace Corps 
Policy Analysis and Program Evaluation, Dept. of Housing 

and Urban Development 
Program Evaluation Staff, Bureau of the Budget 
Program Systems, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Science and Technology Division , Department of Commerce 
Special Studies. Office of the Chief of Staff , U.S. Army 
Technical Analysis Div., Institute for Applied Technology 
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
U.S. Patent Office 

business and industry 
Entire aerospace, electronics, 

insurance, and petroleum 
industries (including companies 
listed below) 

Aero jet-General 
Alcoa 
American Can Company 
American Telephone and Telegraph 

Co. 
American Machine and Foundry 
Armour 
Atlas Chemical Industries 
Austin Company 
Bank of America 
Barber and Coleman 
Bechtel Corp. 
Bendix 
Bethlehem Steel 
The Boeing Co., Vertol Div. 
The Budd Corp. 
The Carborundum Co. 
Chase Manhattan Bank 
Chrysler 
CIBA Pharmaceutical Co. 
Cleveland Pneumatic Industries 
Commercial Solvents 
The Consolidated Natural Gas 

Service Co .. Inc. 
Continental Can 
Cummins Engine 
Curtis Publishing Co. 
Thomas J. Deegan Company 
Diamond Alkali 
Dow Chemical 
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. 
Eastman Kodak 
Ford Motor Co. 
General Dynamics 
General Electric 
General Foods Corp. 
General Mills 
General Motors 
General Precision 
General Tire & Rubber 
Hercules Incorporated 
Hughes Aircraft 
Hughes Tool 
Hunt Food & Industries 
Inland Steel 
IBM : (OR Group, IBM Center for 

Exploratory Studies, Federal 
Systems Div.) 

International Electric 
International Harvester 
Jones & Laughlin Steel 
Johns-Manville Products 
Henry J. Kaiser 
Kaiser Engineers 
Lockheed Aircraft 
M & M Candies 
Macmillan Publishing Co. 
Marketing Research Corp. of America 
Minneapolis Honeywell 
Monsanto Chemical Co. 
Morgan Stanley & Co. 
Motorola 
Mountain States Telephone 

and Telegraph •' 
National Biscuit Co. 
National Cash Register 
North American Aviation 
Charles Pfizer 
Philco 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
Proctor & Gamble 
RCA 
Raytheon 
Republic Steel 
Rheem Manufacturing 
James Rouse Company 
The Rust Engineering Co . 
Scott Paper 
S.K.F. Industries 
A . 0 . Smith 
Southern Railway System 
Sylvania Electric Products 
Telecomputing 
Texas Instrument 
H. I. Thompson Fiberglass 
Timkin Roller Bearings 
Union Carbide Corp. 
U.S. Rubber 
U.S. Steel 
U.S. Trust Co . 
Velsicol Chemical Co. 
Volkswagon of America, Inc. 
Westinghouse 
Whirlpool 
World Publishing Co. 
Xerox 
Youngstown Sheet & Tube 

state and local government 
City Planning Department, Los Angeles 
Department of Administration, State of Wisconsin 
Los Angeles Department of Airports 
Operations Research Council, New York City 
Office of Planning Coordination, State of 

New York, Albany 
Port of New York Authority 
Santa Clara County, San Francisco 

"think f actorles" 
and other research 
organizations 
Booz, Allen, Applied Research, Inc. 
Environmental Research Associates 
Arthur D. Little 
Management Sciences Corporation 
Mathematica 
Naval Analyses Center, 

Franklin Inst itute 
Operations Research. Inc. 
The Rand Corporation 
Research for Management, Inc. 
Resource Management Consultants 
Stanford Research Institute 
Technical Operations, Inc. 
TRW Systems (Div. of TRW Inc .) 

nonprofit 
organizations 
American Institute of Planners 
American Psychiatric Association 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
Ford Foundation 
League of New York Theatres 
National Institute of Public Affairs 
New York Racing Association 
Parkway School District 
Sandia Corporation 
Twentieth Century Fund 
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Model developed by Howard E. Ball at the Center for International Systems 
Research, Department of State, representing the world as a "multi-layered inter
locked set of event sustaining systems." E: Earth. Noosphere: Term used by 
de Chardin for informational atmosphere. XF: Transformation from natural spheres 
below, in diagram, with plant (P), technique (T), and energy (E), inputs on 
one side and labor (L), and social organization (SO) as inputs on the other. SR: 
Service, or intangible outputs from XF. MTL: Material , or tangible outputs from 
XF. FOR: Force. INV: Investment and growth . ACH: Achievement. EXP: Expecta
tions. G: Government reaction to ACH and EXP. ID: Ideological conditioning of 
G. POL and OPS: Policies and operations of G. SS-1 through SSn: The world's 
sovereign states. WHO: World Health Organization. IBRD: International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development. UN: United Nations. MULTI-LAT: Multilateral 
diplomatic relationships. DIP-Bl-L: Bilateral diplomatic relationships. 
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ing on Apollo contracts will be idle. More
over, because Vietnam is a " miniwar," it 
has so far not required massive hardware 
systems; since military contracts are a 
prime source of income of these firms -
and remember that it is even harder on 
the aerospace f irms - they quite natural
ly, in order to survive, must develop new 
markets and new products. 

The Raytheon Company, a large aero
space and electronics firm , has, accord
ing to a spokesman, been involved "for 
a long time" in looking for ways to transfer 
systems technology to the public sector 
"and currently is conducting programs in 
educational systems, natural resource 
systems, transportation systems, and as 
part of a major program for a foreign 
government, bu ilding communities." 

The most interesting development in 
this teaming up of private and public sec
tors was the hiring by former Governor 
Edmund Brown of California of four aero
space firms - Lockheed, Aerojet General , 
Boeing, and North American - to do sys
tems stud ies of four of Cal iforn ia's largest 
problems: statewide information networks, 
transportation problems, waste disposal 
systems, and cr ime. The amazing thing is 
that 50 companies competed for these 
contracts and assigned their best sys
tems talents to the job, which means that 
50 bright and shining projects were given 
time and money by private industry on 
public problems. 

One thing that was apparently discov
ered by the systems people on these jobs 
was that the nature of the goals is quite 
different in defense work and in urban 
problems. A defense or space program 
goal might be - put a three-man capsule 
in orbit around the moon by 1970. A so
cial goal is never so specific. 

Performance Design 
Just as some people say that the average 
architect's office should no longer have to 
handle working drawings or specs, be
cause computers can do it more cheap ly 
and quickly, others say architects should 
no longer work on individual buildings one 
at a time, each time designing it from 
scratch as though it posed an entirely 
unprecedented prob lem. Robert Dillon, 
Head of the Building Research Advisory 
Board, goes so far as to say that there 
should be a new kind of architecture -
" Scientific Architecture" - where some 
means is provided so that creative solu
tions that perform satisfactorily could be 
reproduced. He draws an ana logy be
tween architecture and medicine, asking 
what we would think if each time we went 
to a doctor he had to conduct massive 
tests to find out which drug was the suit
able one for our symptoms. It is perhaps 
not irrelevant that the Federal Government 
is, acco rd ing to Dil lon, subsidizing the 
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emergence of clinics and thus the abol i
tion of the private doctor because the lat
ter simply does not have the time or fa
cilities to keep up with the vast amounts 
of research literature reporting advances 
in his field. Perhaps the medical pro
fession is further advanced on the same 
road that the architectural profession will 
travel on , once research gets moving in 
the building field . Stimulated by the need 
to diversify and by aerospace demands 
for the biological safety of man in space, 
the aerospace and electronics industry 
long ago began "invading" medicine ; 
Aerojet is currently conducting an expen
sive research effort on simulation of bio
logical organisms. 

Dillon thinks that industrialized building 
is inevitable, but he is concerned whether 

it will go in the direction of " closed " sys
tems or " open" systems. He feels SCSD 
is a closed system, because each manu
facturer coordinated his product with only 
two or three others. An open building sys
tem is one that is completely " compo
nentized" - all the manufactured walls, 
air conditioning and mechanical systems, 
roof systems, etc. , fit together, somewhat 
similar to the situation in the electrical 
industry where for any socket and any 
lamp fixture one can order attachments 
to fit. It would seem that Dillon 's thinking 
centers around the industrial mass pro
duction of individualized components by 
automation of the design process. 

The question then is: What do buildings 
have to do with operations research? 
There are several connections. One is 

that the most extensive use so far of OR 
has been for design, control of produc
tion and schedules, and coord ination of 
large-scale " hardware" - in the space 
program, the aerospace industry, DOD, 
and industry. Since building systems 
would no doubt have to be (at first) very 
large-scale enterprises, the applications of 
systems analysis seem obvious. Another 
connection is that if already estab lished 
industrial giants continue to make inroads 
into building (see pp. 126-133), it seems 
highly likely that they will uti lize their eis
perience with systems techniques to do 
so. The involvement of the architect w ith 
this trend , and with the applications of 
systems analysis and operations research 
to farsighted design and planning, be
comes what we call Performance Design. 

the changing ciW: government 

Take the Laocoon group, paint the middle 
man black, the one to the right white, and 
the left one a permanent south-of-the
border Mantan ; then imagine those malev
olent snakes are well-intentioned Federal , 
state, and city agencies climbing all over 
one another to attack the same problem 
in only slightly different ways; contemplate 
the ensuing snarl, and you have a pretty 
good picture of the urban plight and the 
inadequate, hopelessly redundant and un
systematic bureaucracy that is strangling 
the city. 

In the last few years, some politicians 
have at least become aware that the city 
itself is a system, requiring a systematic 
approach to its government and growth . 
" Our urban woes ," conclude HUD's 1966 
sympos ium on "Science and the City" at 
Woods Hole, " have resulted quite largely 
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from our frequent indifferenc.e to the inter
actions between the many systems in the 
machinery that makes the ci ty tick. We 
have tin kc. cd u i!I, Lis, < al, and the other 
thing unJc1 •he i1ooa without knowing 
what each one could or should do to make 
the eng ine run smoothly." 

Piecemeal bureaucracy has become a 
political issue. State Senator Rees of Cal
ifornia, testifying before the Senate Spe
cial Subcommittee on Scientific Manpow
er Utilization, recalled New York City's last 
mayoralty elections: "I think this was one 
of the major issues in !he New York City 
campaign , because in many ways local 
government in New York is disintegrating 
in the handling of this huge problem of the 
concentration of people, the existence of 
racial ghettos, the problem of communi
cation , [and in] trying to develop an over-
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all concept of education , and .. . job train
ing .. .. There will be more Watts riots 
in our great urban centers because we 
have already moved too slow, too 
timidly. But we can prevent major con
flagrations if we move now to develop 
strong Federal programs, better coordina
tion between all levels of government, and, 
most of all, a rejuvenated local commit
ment to solving these problems on a co
ordinated regional basis." 

Leonard Duhl, a psychiatrist noted for 
his work in urban affairs and now serving 
as Special Assistant to the Secretary at 
HUD, voices the new faith in systems 
technology : "We are beginning to see 
connections among complex issues and 
the possibilities of collective solutions. We 
are beginning to be aware of the ecology 
of the environment; that the earth , like a 
space ship, has limited resources, inter
dependent systems and functions. Hous
ing, for instance, is only part of a com
munity problem; what are the other func
tions, needs, and purposes? How does one 
transport poor people to jobs, install sewer 
lines in those areas that need it most? How 
do we plan for the future?" The new tech
nology makes sense out of these complex 
problems and the systems theory brings 
out the interrelationship of the parts to one 
another. 

To unscramble the urban mess, gov
ernments - local , state, and Federal -
have indeed been turning to the systems 
techniques perfected by private industry. 
Operations Research teams are focusing 
on the broad problems; bureaucratic de
partments are being synthesized and sys
tematized ; PPBS (the Programming Plan
ning and Budgeting System evolved by the 
Department of Defense under Secretary 
McNamara) seems to offer some tools for 
comprehensive planning and budgeting; 
and, finally , systems analysis techniques 
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are being introduced to streamline proce
dures within Government agencies and 
Congress itself. 

Operations Research 
Brainstorming a problem by a wide variety 
of specialists is a technique generally ap
plied to military and industrial problems. 
Two notable exceptions focusing on the 
urban dilemma are the 1966 Wood's Hole 
conference on "Science and the City" 
sponsored by HUD to take a look at cities, 
and Mayor Lindsay's installation of an OR 
team in February 1967 to study the prob
lems of New York City in particular. 

The summer sessions at Woods Hole 
have been noted for the solutions of knotty 
military and defense problems. One group, 
ranging from poets to scientists, was 
asked to provide the U.S. with indestruc
tible retaliatory capability. They came up 
with the Polaris System ; other Woods 
Hole conferences have produced DEW 
(distance early warning system) and the 
TFX. 

Last summer, Government officials met 
with approximately 50 non-Governmental 
scientists and urban specialists, including 
lawyers, architects, economists, mathe
maticians, psychologists - and a profes
sor of zoology. Their theme was " Science 
and the City" and their conclusion was 
that the city, like any other mechanism, 
is a combination of black boxes or sys
tems. If all the little black boxes function 
in relation to one another, the machine 
works smoothly ; if not, the result is chaos. 
As a result of this first conclusion , the 
group broke down into little black boxes 
to study various subsystems: transporta
tion , housing , education , health , and so on. 
Although the broad conclusions were 
fairly predictable-comprehensive 
ground transport systems, neighborhood 
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health services, etc. - the value of the 
conference was that it stressed the obvi
ous point that everyone had missed: The 
city is a system composed of subsystems 
that are interdependent. Several concrete 
results of this type of comprehensive 
thinking were incorporated in HUD's re
cent proposals for Federal legislation : the 
Model Cities Program, the $20 million re
search program, and the interest in estab
lishing a centralized bank of information 
on cities, and developing further instant 
rehabilitation systems. 

STATES: California 
and Wisconsin 
Under former Governor Brown, OR tech
niques have gradually been applied to 
government problems. The impetus came 
not only from the urban dilemma but from 
the cutback in space contracts and result
ing unemployment. " About one-th ird of our 
manufacturing is space- and defense
oriented ," explains the former Governor; 
the phasing out of the Skybolt two years 
ago and the dropping of the Ml hydrogen 
engine threw countless persons out of 
work . I assembled a panel of leading ex
ecutives from the aerospace and elec
tronic companies to meet regularly with 
me in various places throughout the state 
for two reasons : earlier warning of cut
backs and the possibilities of conversion 
in the event of a continuing drop in space 
and defense contracts. One-half of all the 
engineers and scientists trained in space 
research and development live and work 
in th is state. These men shared a talent 
that might well be applied to the develop
ment of systems to solve nearly any prob
lem of any kind that might be presented 
to them. And when we began thinking in 
terms of the public sector - the many un-
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met needs of our state - we began to 
realize that we had a precious and unused 
resource." As a result, four contracts were 
awarded to the aerospace industries to 
work on subsystems : transportation , infor
mation , crime, and waste. 

New York 
At the 1965 heari ngs on Scientific Man
power, Brown wryly commented : " Mayor
elect John Lindsay hired one of our sys
tems engineering f i r m s to supervise 
stud ies lead ing to a reorgan ization of New 
York City government. That is in the na
ture of a rescue mission. We in California 
look on the stud ies as a f irst step toward 
preventing the need for such rescue." 

The Lindsay adm inistration has been 
slowly introduc ing c ity polit ics to the sys
temat ic ways of private industry. In May 
of 1966, a Management Science Unit was 
set up in the Admin istrator's Office - an 
arm of the Mayoralty designed to coord i
nate the work of mun icipal agencies, im
prove internal management procedures, 
create new government units, and stream
line munic ipal operations. The unit was to 
in itiate modern sc ientif ic management 
techniques into c ity adm inistration . Dr. 
Nachman Bench, a professor from NYU 
and an expert in PERT and CPBM, was 
appo inted Acti ng Deputy Admin istrator. 
The Deputy Mayor himself is Dr. Timothy 
W. Costello, state chairman of the Liberal 
Party and a former professor of psychol
ogy in the School of Bus iness Administra
tion at NYU. 

The MS Un it al so includes a manage
ment analyst from the Port Authority, a 
systems analyst from Bell Te lephone, and 
two or three members raided from the 
Bu reau of the Budget. So fa r, they have 
succeeded in bring ing SA techniques to 
the inventory of the Department of Pur-

chase and establish ing an Operations Re
search Team . Last September, the unit 
selected 17 key OR men around the coun
try and invited them to serve the city -
without pay. Surprisingly, eve r yon e 
jumped at the chance and the roster 
includes Russel Ackoff, Director of the 
Management Sciences Center of the 
Wharton School at the University of Penn
sylvania ; John Diebold of the Diebold 
Group ; Tibor Fabian of Mathematica ; 
Sebastian Littauer from Columbia Univer
sity ; John Mauchly, one of the founding 
fathers of computerism ; Albert Madansky, 
formerly with Rand , and many more of the 
systems elite. The group, which meets 
every two or three months, is to decide 
on how to apply the techniques and meth
ods of management science, including 
operations research , to the conduct of the 
c ity 's business. 

At one of their first meetings, the team 
split up into sections and went out to inter
view various city departments - Health, 
Sanitation, Police , etc. - to discover what 
the problems were. Although their objec
t ives were supposedly in the area of long
range planning and policy-making pro
cedures - such as how to collect and 
assemble data to measure the city's total 
performance, and design a total city in
formation system - they quickly found 
themselves bogged down in the ap
pl ication of more specific SA techniques : 
how to schedule sanitation trucks and 
pick-up crews, connect fire and police 
alert systems, computer ize the scheduling 
of hospital beds, and so on . 

In an address before the American 
Bankers Association meeting on automa
tion , Lindsay stated that the Operations 
Research Council was examining prob
lems of law enforcement, environmental 
protection, human resources, and the in
form ation system of the city itself. " I can-
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not predict the outcome of these pioneer
ing efforts, but, in general , I do pred ict 
that the vast intellectual and phys ical re
sources of this nation can make life on 
earth , which is increasingly and over
whelmingly an urban life , more satisfying 
and rewarding ." 

What can be predicted, perhaps, is that 
someone ought to be coordinating the co
ordinators in this wave of enthusiasm over 
scientific management techniques. The 
Administrator's Office, located at 250 
Broadway, did not know that one floor be
low a systems analysis fi rm, working for 
the Bureau of the Budget, was coming 
very close to duplicating the work one· 
floor up. In fact, the coordinator of the OR 
group did not know the firm existed. 

Systematizing the 
Government Agencies 
If the city is a system, it is clear that the 
agencies that serve it must be set up on 
a systematic and coordinated manner. 
Perhaps there are no clearer indications 
of th is trend than the formation of HUD 
in Washington and HOA in New York City. 

Leonard Duhl , while on the National In
stitute of Health Planning Board , made a 
statement that aptly sums up the new 
bureaucratic strat ification : " Horizontal , 
rather than strict vertical , arrangements 
are emerging at every level of our soc iety 
- Federal , state, regional , and local. Sti ll , 
the vital connections between the new 
horizontal programs are not yet w ide
spread . While some connect ions are de
veloping through many of the Govern
mental craft un ions such as the Office of 
Education , the Department of Labor, and 
the National Institute of Mental Health , 
this is on a relat ive ly rest ri cted leve l. 
Tremendous problems have been created 
by the fact that organ izations are mutually 
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contradictory in their programs. One may 
find one's plans in a given community 
contradictory or duplicated by at least a 
dozen other agencies with different goals 
and activities. At all levels, we need hori
zontal , across-the-board communication 
among professionals, to bring coherence 
to the new programs. And we need much 
more fruitful communication between our 
services and the people served." 

Federal Government 
and HUD 
In the 1965 annual report, HUD made 
this comment on its own operations: "In 
establishing this eleventh executive de
partment, Congress recognized that in our 
urban nation the city needed an equal 
voice at the cabinet table along with the 
other major functions of the Federal Gov
ernment. " 

The Presidential guidelines for the de
partment stress the coordinating functions 
of the department, and its duty as an "in
te rface" agency. "The new Department of 
Housing and Urban Development will be 
primarily responsible for Federal partici
pation in metropolitan area thinking and 
planning. The Department will provide a 
focal point for thought and innovation and 
imagination about the problems of our 
c it ies. It will cooperate with other Federal 
agencies, including those responsible for 
programs providing essential education, 
health , employment, and social services. 
And it will work to strengthen the con
structive relationships between nation, 
state, and city - the creative Federalism 
- which is essential to progress." 

Finally, the HHFA, FHA, PHA are gath
ered under one Administrative Secretary, 
and likewise "the functions, powers, 
and duties of the head and other officials 
of those agencies." Included in the bag 
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is the Federal National Mortgage Associ
ation. Finally, some of the tools for repair
ing the urban environment are in the 
same kit. On the other side of the coin, 
the local regional offices have been 
strengthened as well - moving the system 
toward " creative Federalism" and in
creased local authority. 

Federal to City Mandate: 
Systematize 
With the Model Cities Act of 1966, HUD 
attempts to follow through with its new 
philosophy of integrated planning. The 
program , which was partly inspired by the 
Woods Hole conference, tries to focus on 
urban problems in a systematic and con
solidated way. 

This program is, in effect, a systems 
approach to planning. There are approx
imately 150 Government programs and 20 
assorted agencies involved in urban re
newal problems. Prior to the Model Cities 
Act, each went on its merry way with no 
clearly defined objective, and no consid
eration of the total effect. 

The act authorizes HUD to give grants 
and provide technical assistance "to en
able city demonstration agencies to plan , 
develop, and carry out comprehensive city 
demonstration programs. According to 
Secretary Robert C. Weaver, the Model 
Cities Program authorizes the first coordi
nated use of all Federal, state, and local 
urban programs in selected neighbor
hoods. 

Included in the act is a provision for a 
metropolitan expeditor, the coordinator, 
interface man, who shall provide informa
tion on Federal programs, and keep the 
Federal Government informed of the city's 
activity. 

In Section 103 of the act, which out
lines the terms of eligibility, it is quite 
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clear that HUD is pushing administrative 
systematization on a local level and the 
application of modern management and 
budgeting techniques to planning prob
lems. Grants are only available to those 
who have " the administrative machinery 
at a local level for carrying out the pro
gram on a consolidated and coordinated 
basis. " Furthermore : " The preparation of 
Model City programs should include to 
the maximum extent feasible: (1) the 
performance of analyses that provide ex
plicit and systematic comparisons of the 
costs and benefits, financial and other
wise, of alternative possible actions or 
courses of action designed to fulfill urban 
needs; and (2) the establishment of pro
gramming systems designed to assure 
effective use of such analyses by Model 
City agencies and by other Government 
bodies." 

San Francisco 
In the September- October 1966 issue of 
the Harvard Business Review, Cyril C. 
Herrmann describes the application of 
systems to city planning in San Francisco. 
Herrmann, who is Vice-President of Urban 
and Regional Economics for the city, de
scribes the mathematical model used to 
simulate the San Francisco housing mar
kets between 1960 and 1967. " It repre
sents ," says Herrmann, " a landmark in 
urban research , for it is the first time that 
a workable simulation model has been 
built for the purpose of forward planning 
in the city." 

" The model ," he continues, "is de
signed to provide a skilled planner with a 
means for considering the ramifications of 
alternate plans before they are executed. 
This is a breakaway from the traditional 
view which assumes that history will re
peat itself. " The first model , used to simu-
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late housing conditions, contained 35,000 
computer instructions, 15,000 data items 
identifying the components of the system 
- the housing market and population 
figures - and was programmed to help 
answer some crucial questions: How will 
zoning modify housing construction pat
terns? How will demolition in one area 
affect the price of buildings in another? 
Will housing quality improve if building 
codes are more rigidly enforced , or will 
prices merely go up? Can we provide 
housing for expanding populations without 
impairing the quality? 

In constructing the model , the program
mers grouped together all the decision
makers (citizens) who behaved similarly: 
114 groups emerged , with each group re
flecting the same income, family size , 
race, age, and housing preference ; the 
groups were then classified into 106 
neighborhoods and all dwelling units were 
grouped into 27 categories. It was as
sumed investors would be willing to buy 
or rehabilitate whenever it was profitable, 
and profitabil ity was tied to the variables 
of yield price and cost of construction or 
rehab ilitation. In o rder to simplify the in
ventory of space in the city, the program
mers invented the " tract," a unit consisting 
of 2 acres. There were approximately 
4980 tracts of residential land in San 
Franc isco, includ ing vacant land available 
for residential development. By rigidly 
controll ing the imputs, the programmers 
used the model to simulate the interac
tions and effects on residential housing of 
public policies, programs, and act ions ; the 
investment behavior of the private mar
ket, and the location decisions of house
hold. 

From two runs on the computer, the 
programmers determined that, with a pro
jected 16 per cent increase in population 
between 1960 and 1978, there would be a 

14 per cent increase in housing units . 
During the 18-year period, the private 
market would increase the housing stock 
by 21 per cent (gross) . 

The computer also indicated that, if a 
housing code enforcement were added , 
the number of substandard units would 
decrease by 9 per cent ; with no housing 
code , low-quality units would increase by 
3 per cent. 

Herrmann is careful to qualify the pres
ent model : " A more sophisticated model , 
one tied to a continuing program of data 
collection , can describe all the major sub
systems that make up the urban complex, 
and cover entire metropolitan areas. What 
it does, and does superbly, is provide the 
ingredients for evaluating the alternative 
courses of action . By telling us what we 
do not know, as well as what we do know, 
it provides a means by which we can 
focus more effectively on areas of action 
which require great attention and on 
areas of policy which require great sensi
t ivity of response." 

New York and HOA 
New York is perhaps a classic example 
of a city that has done itself out of Federal 
aid because it is woefully Jacking in sys
tems planning and because its bureau
cracy is so complex, with so many agen
cies and overlapping authorities, that the 
Federal Government does not rightly 
know whom to give the money to, and 
has no assurance that, once given, the 
grants will be properly administered. 
Since 1951 , $41 .35 per capita in urban 
renewal funds have been committed to 
New York, $47.18 for Chicago, $268.44 
for Boston , $160.43 for Pittsburgh, and 
$790.51 per capita in New Haven. As Ja
son R. Nathan , administrator for HOA in 
New York , succinctly commented , " Fed-

eral aid flows most heavily to those areas 
organized to seek it and to spend it. " 

Like HUD, New York is attempting to 
reorganize its housing and urban develop
ment departments into a logical , coordi 
nated, bureaucratic system. Jn 1965, 
Mayor Lindsay retained Edward Logue to 
make some positive recommendations in 
the area of housing and neighborhood im
provement. In September, Logue issued 
his report , wh ich struck at the system 
itself, advising that the bureaucracy be 
consolidated at the top, and decentral 
ized , routed in the neighborhoods, at the 
bottom. 

In add ition , some effort is being made 
to bring about a rapprochement between 
private industry and the Government ; an 
office in the Buildings Department is to 
be established to review all disagreement 
and issue consistent regulations for all fi ve 
borough superintendents. 

Down at the bottom, all effort will be 
made to keep in touch w ith the local 
citizenry. In a program similar to the 
" Creative Federalism" policy sponsored 
by Washington , Lindsay is allocating 
greater and greater powers to localized 
bodies. Under his new program , 10 area 
administrators will be appointed, who w ill 
have authority over their own HOA per
sonnel and will be able to make dec isions 
in the field on a day-to-day basis. " It is 
time to recogn ize," says Nathan, " that 
not all decis ions can be made at City 
Hall. " Planning will be speeded up by us
ing recommendations made by local offi
cials who know the community and the 
community will participate in the develop
ment of plans as they proceed . 

The City Planning Commission has also 
been ordered to prepare a comprehensive 
plan for the city, a job which it has had 
on its agenda for years, but never ac
complished . Without it , New York cannot 
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The probl8119 lietsd below are Congider.d to be major problems a. of this repo~ting date and are respsctfully aubmitted for Management'• attention. 

and corrective action. 

PROJECT 
NUllBE.R/ 

TITLB 

F-127 
Eng, Co, ll 

Ladder Co, 6 

F-172 
Firehouse for En~ine 
Cc:mpany 241 & Ladder 

Company 109 
Brooklyn 

F-176 
Central Communications 
Building - Central Park 

DBSC1lIPr10ll 

4, Total project estireated 
oost overrun. the Budget 
funds by $22,000 due to 
costs tor land. 

Pt-el1Ddnary plans went to the 
Bureau of the Budget for 
approval on 12-9-66. Approval 
has been held up for review of 
the estimated coat. 

E><ecutive Capital Budget tor 
tiecal year 1967-68 does not 
include funda for conatruction 
Present schedule indicates 
that advertiae And award ot 

conatnicti~n contrnct could 
begin as early a. Dec. 1967, 
provided there is no slippage 
in the schedule. 

A-E Contr. "'9nt to Budget for 
App'l on 11/28/66. This is be-

inc held up due to study con-
cerning the 100 psi over-
pressure requirement. 

DATE 
PROBLEM 

ll<Yl'ED 

3/17/67 

3/16/67 

3/18/67 

3/16/67 

ACTION AGENCY 

llIS LEVEL B llIS LEVEL C 
Reaponaible Agcy. Responsibla Agcy, 
(Supervisory llcla (Action Rola) 

~ 

Bur. of Budcat 

<name) 

.!!!EQfil: 
Bur. of Budget 

(naee) 

~ 
Bur. of Budget 

(name) 

SPONSOll 
Fire Department 

(naae) 

BUDGET 

Bur. of Budget 
(Dalll8) 

.!!!!!!lfil 
Bur. of Budget 

(Dalla) 

lllDGET 

Bur. of Budget 
(name) 

~ 
Bur, of Budget 

(naae) 

SPCNSOR 
Fire Department 

(nalle) 

BUOOET 
~ Budcet 

(nSJDe) 

ACTION REQUIRED 

Cfl 

RECOllllEllDATlat 

4, That Budget be ra
Yiaad to acc,_o
clata land coat dif
ference. 

E•"Padit• approval of 
prel1111na.ry plana eo 
that Architect can pro-
ceed with final des1~ 

RecOlllll!end that Sponsor 
& Bureau of Budget con-
eider -a111me- tbe 
11167-66 Cap1 tal Budget 
to incllude funds tor 
conatruction. 

Bureau of Bud11•t tE.ke 
a.ct ion to expedite ap-
prov al of contraet. 

ACTION 
TAKEN 

YES 110 

"· $31,000 .... in
cluded in Budc•t• 
Actuals to date 
are $98,300, 

A r•vi- of-tbe Ht' 
eoet baa been ....Sa 

appl"<>Val of pralbli 
plans i• «xpected i.,. 

Bureau of Budget on 
appros. 4-1S-tl7, 

Bureau of Budget 
expect• approval by 

4/115/67. 



have any clear-cut goals or coordinated 
progress. 

Lindsay also hopes to set up an ex
perimental and research unit in the Office 
of the Administrator that will coordinate 
demonstrations and pilot projects previ
ously conducted independently of one 
another. "This team should not only stim
ulate creative thinking," according to 
Nathan, "but also stimulate state, Federal , 
and private aid ." 

PPBS-A New 
Planning Tool 
In all circles, PPBS has taken on the aura 
of the magic word that is going to roll 
away the rock to Ali Saba's cave. 

The magic word originated in the De
partment of Defense, where Secretary 
McNamara believed that systematic quan
titative analysis would be used to solve 
many defense problems. Charles J. Hitch, 
formerly with the Rand Corporation , be
came comptroller for DOD and developed 
the PPBS system. 

In 1965, President Johnson was so 
pleased with the effects of PPBS in the 
Department of Defense that he directed 
the Federal Bureau of the Budget to put 
the system into effect in all executive 
agencies and establishments. 

HUD's Model Cities Act requiring " per
formance analysis" takes the directive to 
the cities. 

Mayor Lindsay, who wanted to institute 
PPBS practice into New York City's bud
geting s y st e m , appointed Frederick 
Hayes, formerly with the Federal BOB, 
HUD, and OEO, to do it. 

In the past, Federal and state budgeting 
systems have been largely designed to 
monitor expenditures or management. In 
short, they were a means of checking that 
there was no hanky-panky in the handling 
of money, or in the management of a 
program. The first of these, called the line 
budget, itemizes, on each line, specific 
expenditures. "If we were talking about 
education ," explains David Grossman of 
the N.Y. BOB, "we would list: one teacher, 
one teacher's aid, one room, etc . In the 
management budget - sometimes called 
performance budget- we would list one 
teacher, fifteen kids, etc. The planning 
budget, or PPBS, would list gross expen
ditures, the number of kids, and then eval
uate their reading readiness. This does 
not necessarily mean that you do away 
with the linear system, but that you try 
to evaluate the expenditures against the 
benefits, in a larger perspective." 

Basic to the PPBS systems is the es-

A sampling of S.O.P . publication of 
New York City agencies . Excerpted page is 
from the Management Report of the 
City 's Capital Building Program , 
summarizing status of current projects . 
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tablishment of goals, the presentation of 
alternative means of reaching those goals, 
and an evaluation of their effect. 

Although this seems like a fairly logical 
process, it has not always been so obvi
ous. Dr. Alain C. Enthoven, Deputy Assis
tant Secretary for Systems Analysis in the 
Department of Defense Comptroller's of
fice , relates that : "Four years ago, the 
Department of Defense was organized in 
such a way that military requirements 
were determined by the Services, the 
Joint Staff and JCS quite independently 
of costs, while , on the other hand, we had 
a financial management system for de
termining budgets without any explicit 
reference to military requirements or mili
tary effectiveness. The forces and the 
budgets, or, in other words, the effective
ness and the costs, were considered on 
completely separate wavelengths. The 
system did not recognize the cost effec
tiveness principle." 

In another example, he pictures a man 
planning a house, dreaming up a $100,000 
job while he can afford only $30,000. "If 
I am operating under the old concept, I 
take the $100,000 design and I slice off 
70 per cent of it, and what's left is my 
house. Now, clearly, that's not a very 
sensible way to design a house. I might 
find that I left off the bathroom, or in
cluded the bathroom, but left off the 
plumbing that is required to make it work. 
Yet that is a pretty fair description of the 
way that the Department of Defense did 
its business. We found in 1961 that we 
had Army divisions without adequate air
lift or other means of mobility and with 
far from adequate supplies of equipment. 
We had tactical air wings without sup
plies of nonnuclear ordinance, and nu
merous other similar problems. In effect, 
we had bought a lot of houses without the 
bathrooms or the plumbing." New York 
City, whose budget is set up on a linear 
system, has an additional problem . There 
are two budgets : expense, dealing with 
government services, and the capital 
budget, dealing with the hardware - the 
physical plant of the city. The two budgets 
are prepared separately, by different per
sonnel. 

Why Is It Necessary? 
In the old days, it might have been quite 
clear from a linear budget that you were 
getting what you wanted. Expenditures 
were not so complex or so remote from 
the effects. If the village needed a fence 
around the commons to keep the sheep 
in , it was pretty obvious when the money 
was spent, the fence installed, and wheth
er or not it was sturdy enough to keep 
the sheep inside. Today, linear budgets 
are so lengthy and so complex it is nearly 
impossible to deduce from the list of ex
penditures what the total effect will be: 

Legislators and public alike may rack 
their brains to see the forest for all the 
trees but it is well nigh impossible. One 
of the first chores of New York's new 
Bureau of the Budget was to redesign 
the Mayor's capital budget statement to 
the City Council and Board of Estimate. 
The change primarily consists of present
ing summary tables that show how vari
ous agencies allocate their expenditures 
to various programs, instead of simply 
listing the allocations by Department only. 
The volume containing the supporting 
schedules also included an explanation of 
changes in the budget. Formerly, this was 
left up to the imagination or memory. 

A frequent criticism of PPBS is that it 
attempts to evaluate, quantitatively, things 
that cannot be quantified , and that plan
ning will become the slave to overman
agement. 

McNamara's replay is that, " To under
manage reality is not to keep it free. It is 
simply to let some force other than reason 
shape reality. That force may be unbridled 
emotion ; it may be greed ; it may be ag
gressiveness; it may be hatred ; it may be 
ignorance ; it may be inertia ; it may be 
anything other than reason . 

" To argue that some phenomena tran
scend prec ise measurement - which is 
true enough - is no excuse for neglect
ing the arduous task of carefully analyzing 
what can be measured." 

Unfortunately, he can also turn around 
and say, " But all reality can be reasoned 
about. And not to quantify what can be 
quantified is only to be content with some
thing Jess than the full range of reason ." 

Who Are the 
PPBS Experts? 
The Defense Department has often been 
accused of " calculator brainiology," of 
comprehending only those items that can 
be reduced to numerical and computer 
language. 

Enthoven would like to dispel the no
tion: " Ironically, my office, which is some
times alleged to be the center of com
puterism and to be manned completely by 
computer experts, includes economists, 
political scientists, philosophers, engi
neers, and mathematicians, among whom 
there are experienced combat veterans, 
and young and relatively inexperienced 
scholars, some of whom are civilian, some 
military, but not a single one of whom 
could in any remote sense be called a 
computer expert. This shouldn't be sur
prising , because the really difficult and 
important part of doing a good analysis 
is not the computation ; it is formulat ing 
and defining the problem, clarifying the 
objectives, and determining which as
sumptions ought to be considered." 

This is just about the state of the art 
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in New York City's Bureau of the Budget. 
Frederick Hayes, with his Assistant Di

rector, David Grossman, has set up a 
young team of PPBS enthusiasts - if not 
experts - to reform the system. Among 
these are an English major, a former OEO 
employee, a researcher from Howard 
Samuel's campaign for the Lieutenant
Governorship of New York in 1966, a 
couple of veterans of the Federal Bureau 
of the Budget, and Martin Freidheim, a 
young city planner. Freidheim, who is the 
first city planner the New York Bureau of 
the Budget has ever seen, th inks it's the 
logical place for a member of his profes
sion . After all , planners are concerned 
with allocations, cost benefits, and they 
play with alternatives under severe con
straints. It all sounds like a fairly jargon
prone description of what the team is up 
to , but what it boils down to is a group of 
outsiders who can make a common sense 
leap from costs to benefits and not get 
enmeshed in the multiple lines of a linear 
program. 

One of the basic problems in initiating 
PPBS into New York agencies is that the 
departments do not have any clearly de
fined goals. " Generally, people have only 
a vague idea of where they are going ," 
says Freidheim, " and expect only eventu
ally to get there." 

In a recent seminar on PPBS, Gross
man pointed out to his staff how difficult 
it is to measure the cost-benefits of social 
programs. Taking education as an ex
ample, he said , " Money, society, educa
tion , kids, and parents all go into the melt
ing pot, and out comes an output ; is it 
what one expected or even what society 
expected it to be? The factors are con
stantly changing." At this point, Gross
man's team is involved in establishing 
some long-range goals with various de
partments: " We are really operating out
side formal BOB procedures ," comments 
Freidheim, "talking with various commis
sioners and trying to determine goals and 
policies so that short-range programs can 
be evaluated against long-range objec
tives. The agencies don 't really have the 
personnel to evaluate their own roles. " 

One of the great values of program 
budgeting is that it points out that there are 
different ways of achieving results. " For 
instance, take the pre-school program ," 
says Grossman. " A two months' summer 
program was initiated , which cost approx
imately $300 per student. It made use of 
idle resources: schools, teachers on holi
day, and so on. A winter program, of nine 
months, costs about $1500-$2000 per 
pupil. When first graders were I ate r 
screened, it turned out that those who had 
attended the summer program differed 
very little from those who had no previous 
schooling at all , but the students of the 
nine-month program showed more readi-
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ness for reading and greater social re
sponsiveness. As yet, New York City has 
no long-range goals," points out Gross
man , " and it's unlikely that any will ever 
be firmly established, because the city 
itself is constantly changing. But at least 
those commodities that can be measured 
sh o u Id be measured and alternative 
choices given . 'To do or not to do' is not 
a good choice; 'to do something one way 
or another way ' is a great choice. " 

The value of PPBS lies largely in the 
fact that it forces policy makers to think 
in terms of alternatives and to think 
through a program. It does not necessar
ily dictate which choice should be made. 
As Enthoven is fond of putting it, " Render 
unto the computer those things that are 
the computer's and to judgment the things 
that are judgment's. In the end, there is 
no question that analysis is but an aid to 
judgment and that, as in the case of God 
and Caesar, judgment is supreme." 

George Steiner, Director of Research 
in the Graduate School of Business at 
UCLA, puts PPBS in somewhat the same 
perspective in an article for Business Hor
izons, " We visualize cost-uti lity analysis 
as playing a somewhat modest, though 
very significant, role in the over-all-deci
sion-making process. It is to sharpen this 
intuition and judgment, to ask the right 
questions, and put them in a logical order 
of importance, and then to design, as 
scientifically as the question warrants, an 
objective valuation of the cost of alterna
tive programs in relation to their values. 
Cost-utility analysis is a powerful tool for 
measuring the advantage of one expendi
ture over another toward achieving an ob
jective. 

" Different programs require different 
types of analysis. A cost-utility analysis 
for an anti-intercontinental ballist ic mis
sile differs considerably from one for a 
new water conservation program. " 

Systems Analysis and 
Capital Budget Programs 
One offshoot of PPBS and the Hayes re
gime in New York has been the retention 
of Meridian Management, Inc., to system
atize the capital budget programs in New 
York City. Capital budget projects in the 
city are notoriously hung up in bureaucrat
ic red tape, approvals, super-approvals, 
and the like. It may take as long as 10 
years to build a hospital (by which time 
it is obsolete), six or seven years for a 
fire station. " The process was originally 
designed not to get anything bui lt," says 
Grossman. And from a description pre
pared by Arthur Klein (superintendent of 
buildings and construction at the Metro
politan Museum of Art) one can under
stand why. Klein's masterpiece, later 
called " The 39 Steps," was drawn up to 

illustrate the complexities of carrying 
through a capital budget program . 

The proceedings read like a satirical 
ballad with a constant refrain : An idea 
goes from the agency to the major, to the 
BOB (Bureau of the Budget) , and back to 
the agency again . The design contract 
goes from the agency to the Mayor, to 
the BOB, to the Mayor, and back to the 
agency again . The architect's preliminary 
drawings go from the agency to the May
or, to the BOB , to the Mayor, and back to 
the agency again ... and so on through 
working drawings and f i n a I contract. 
There are, of course , many more steps, 
but that is the gist of it. 

In order to streamline the capital bud
get projects system , Lindsay retained 
Meridian Management, Inc., in January 
1967. The Philadelphia management and 
engineering firm prepared the visibility 
studies for the electronic scheduling of 
the Vertical Assembly Building at Cape 
Kennedy and has its own group of archi
tects. Its first target in the New York sys
tem was the Department of Public Works, 
which oversees all construction for the 
Departments of Health, Police, Fire, and 
Parks. 

The department has approximately 
2000 projects currently underway, and a 
backlog in the capital budget that would 
keep the Parks Department occupied for 
20 years, and the Police Department for 
12. During a four-month period , Meridian 
applied systems analysis techniques to 
the chaos and came out with some tangi
ble resu Its. 

Procedure Charts 
Their first task was to design a schedule 
that could be applied to the wide range of 
buildings processed by the DPW. To begin 
with, they recorded all the steps in the 
process, put them in sequence, and then 
determined the time required for each. 
Later, they keyed in special procedures 
required for individual projects such as 
hospitals . 

Streamlining 
First to be eliminated from the schedule 
were the repetitive approvals of the Bu
reau of the Budget. Under the new system, 
the bureau wi ll only have to approve a 
project once - in the preliminary stage. It 
also turned out that every time a contrac
tor put in a payment voucher, four dif
ferent people in four different offices 
checked out his insurance. The chart fur
ther pointed out those steps that could be 
undertaken simultaneously and w h e re 
time could be saved. One bottleneck, 
which still has not been eliminated, is the 
four-contract system that compels the city 
to parcel out a job without one contractor 
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to control the schedule and be responsi
ble for the whole product. One great ad
vantage of the flow chart, however, is that 
finally the city can assign definite dead
ines to various projects. Formerly, they 
dragged on and on - until , someday, they 
were completed . 

Project Managers 
Another innovation to emerge was the es
tabl ishment of project managers. At the 
initial stages of Meridian's contract, its 
own staff took over about 200 current proj
ects and proceeded to manage and guide 
them through the new system . Eventually, 
Meridian will train members of the Depart
ment of Public Works to take over six to 
ten projects each and follow them through 
the construction and design stages. " Un
fortunately , a PM must be tough , willing to 
get things done, a son of a gun," says 
Meridian 's project director, Dick Shively, 
" and the c ity doesn 't attract that kind of 
people in sufficient numbers to cover the 
jobs they are faced with ." 

Preprogramming 
Much of the delay in getting many build
ings underway is due to the fact that cli
ent agencies do not give the architect 
enough information in the beginning as to 
what kind of a building they need and 
what it is to be used for. 

As it is, an agency may subm it a rather 
vague proposal and vague estimate to the 
Capital Budget for approval. But by the 
time it is thoroughly designed and pro
grammed , it has exceeded the original 
sum and has to be reprocessed for more 
funds. By the same token , the architect 
f inds himself designing and redesigning 
because the program changes, or is so 
outdated by the time it is processed that 
it needs to be thoroughly revamped . To 
expedite programs all along the way, Me
ridian has compiled a book of technical 
criteria and a sample program book on 
neighborhood centers. The criteria book 
gathers into one volume all the require
ments demanded of the agenc ies and the 
architect. It spells out clearly all the sub
missions procedures and gives detailed 
checklists for plans . The neighborhood 
centers volume outlines all the functional 
requirements of the building and minimum 
space allocations. If similar preprograms 
were prepared for other departments, the 
Bureau of the Budget would only have to 
approve the project once, since it would 
not change radically or dally so long as 
to become obsolete . 

If the scheduling of projects could be 
tightened up, it might also be possible 
then to close the gap between the capital 
and expense budgets, and allocate funds 
for the entire project at one time. As it is, 
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many projects are completed as far as 
designs are concerned but have to wait 
until the next budget for funds to be as
signed for construction . Tighter schedules 
would also allow the city to start thinking 
about expenditures for operation and 
maintenance, in time to meet the con
struction deadline. 

ADP 
Part of the new system for the DPW in
volves the computerization of all data re
lating to the progress of the building. Cost 
and time lapses would be recorded and 
the project manager could continually up
date the report so that full information 
would be available to anyone at any time. 
In addition , all the approvals required from 
various agencies are all coded and delays 
recorded . 

Management by 
Exception 
Another system instituted by the manage
ment experts is a review of all projects 
"by exception." Inconceivable as it may 
sound, progress reports used to include a 
full run-down on the job, including good 
and bad aspects. It was long and unread
able . As a substitute, Meridian came up 
with a chart that highlights only the diffi 
culties (" Who needs to know what is 
going well?" asks Grossman) ; it tells ex
actly who is responsible and what depart
ment is at fault (" That is the beauty of 
it : It names names, and blames are 
blamed" ). and finally it recommends what 
should be done about it. 

In addition to recording present difficul
ties , it also points out any problems that 
are likely to develop into major hang-ups 
in the future. Every three weeks, the re
ports are submitted to a meeting consist
ing of the Bureau of the Budget, the 
Department of Public Works, and the spon
soring agency. 

Summing Up 
It is debatable whether current changes 
in agency structures and Government pro
cedures will succeed in closing the gap 
between Government and the people -
and establishing a workable system. Ed
ward Logue, one-time consultant to New 
York City, is convinced that only violence 
and revolution will compel New York to 
make the drastic changes it needs. The 
machinations of the Department of Public 
Works may also prove fruitless unless the 
system is drastically short-circuited. " The 
only way to get anything done, even now, " 
claims one city official , " is to call the 
Mayor and say it 's urgent. Then you get 
a signal to 'go ahead and do it. ' " Some 
New York welfare recipients are convinced 

that the entire system must go (Rockefel
ler, Lindsay, Ginsberg, all down the line), 
and they are frustrated by the recent 
moves to reinstate food stamps - another 
move to complicate the flow of money 
from Governme.nt to the people. Finally, 
the consolidations made at HUD and other 
agencies seem but minute steps in estab
lishing a Government system tailored to 
meet present needs. As one politician put 
it, "Pollution doesn't stop at the county or 
city line." In order to establish a meaning
ful governmental system , planning and ac
tion must take place on a broad regional 
level. Ideally, the state system would be 
absorbed into a larger political system , 
dividing the country according to reason
able economic and geographic entities. It 
is clear that there must be interstate co
operation on such issues as pollut ion , 
transportation , and almost anything you 
can name. 

On the brighter side of the coin , sys
tems thinking has brought some encour
aging results. In May, when numerous 
cities prepared their applications for 
Model City funds, they commented that 
the program itself fostered a new outlook 
on planning. " Even if we should decide 
not to file such an appl ication ," says city 
manager Fred E. Weisbrod of Pueblo , 
Colorado, " we will end up with a complete 
inventory of the difficulties that exist. Each 
agency recognizes its own problems, but 
often we do not realize how these affect 
the goals of other institutions. This way we 
will all know what the problems are and I 
will have a way of quickly becoming ac
quainted with the area's base difficulties. 
The Honolulu Advertiser commented , 
" Even if we fail in this, the City Demon
stration Agency still provides a long need
ed vehicle for increased State-City coop
eration - something that has been 
lacking in the past and is going to be of 
increasing importance in the future. A. 
Donald Bourgeois, Director of the St. 
Louis, Missou ri, Model Cities Program, 
calls the application itself, " a landmark in 
joint planning. For the first time," he sa id, 
" all governmental units and agencies 
which affect the city have sat down to
gether and jointly thought out how to solve 
urban problems. This process will con
tinue in coming months." 

The same may be said of the systema
tization of procedures in the Department 
of Public Works in New York. " PERT 
charts and streamlined diagrams are gen
erally most useful in the beginning of a 
project," says Grossman . " They have 
forced management to think a problem 
through , from beginning to end . Whether 
they are subsequently followed or not is 
less crucial. As a professor once com
mented to Alain Enthoven, " There is noth
ing new about what you are doing , except 
that you are doing it. " 
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the changing cib: corooralions 

You want to know who the city planners 
of the future will be? Well, today, some of 
those who say they can best plan the en
vironments for future man are airplane 
builders and electrical engineers. And 
some of them are researchers who are 
systems analysts for aerospace missions. 

How these segments of private indus
try (both manufacturing corporations and 
independent " think" factories) are using 
systems analysis in the development -
the creation - of communities and towns 
is the subject of this chapter. 

Spokesmen for industry are firm and 
convincing in their faith in systems analy
sis, and they claim wide use and adapta
bility of its techniques. 

W. L. Rogers of Aerojet-General Cor
poration , in addressing the American In
stitute of Planners Conference at Portland, 
Oregon, in August 1966, stated: "Our suc
cessful , large, diversified companies daily 
demonstrate their special problem-solving 
capabilities. The aerospace industry has 
solved vast and extremely complicated 
problems using what is termed 'systems 
technology,' which is primarily the appli
cation of managerial skills in integrating 
creative effort in the fields of science, en
gineering, manufacturing, logistics, and 
operations to accomplish some defined 
objective or goal. These same capabili
ties can and must be brought to bear to 
solve the present and future problems of 
our environment." 

General Electric Company's George T. 
Bogard, in addressing the Urban America 
Meeting in Boca Raton, was equally op
timistic : " From past experience in produc
tion and distribution of power, in attaining 
far-reaching objectives in aerospace and 
weaponry, it is convincingly evident that a 
systems approach to complex problems 
is time-conserving , economical, and ef
fective. Rapidly advancing computer tech
nology is helping to solve complex prob
lems, do mathematical modeling , and 
perform simulation programs at a feasible 
cost in both time and money. Using sys-
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terns analysis and program phasing as a 
guide to development and construction 
will certainly bring about savings in build
ing and developing planned communities 
just as it has when applied to other com
plex problems." 

Charles E. Diehl of Standford Research 
Institute, one of the independent "think 
factories ," told P / A: " It does not take 
much imagination to realize that the op
portunity exists to utilize the technique in 
major urban areas, or in the subsystems 
within these major system areas. The 
planning , programming , and operation of 
many public works, such as water man
agement, urban transportation , waste dis
posal , and pollution control , are too fre
quently conducted without taking the 
benefits of recent scientific developments 
into account. With modern management 
techniques, technological innovation, ad
vanced decision-making theory, rap id 
communication , and improved transpor
tation modes, public works systems can 
be improved for expanding urban areas 
with significant and demonstrable savings 
and benefits to the community, region , 
state, and nation." 

And Robert E. Nelson, Manager of Pub
lic Sector Programs for Raytheon , in ad
dressing the Senate Committee on Sci
entific Manpower Uti lization earl ier this 
year, put it this way: "The applicability of 
the systems analysis and systems engi
neering tools to public problems has been 
demonstrated ... . If Raytheon is any re
flection of industry at large, a great deal 
of planning for additional applications by 
industry is in process." 

By making extensive use, then , of what 
is termed "aerospace-proven systems 
analysis and operations research meth
ods, which employ computers to process 
data," these segments of private industry 
feel that they are eminently equipped to 
plan the cities of the future. 

Defense and space-oriented experts, 
such as R. F. Robinson of Bendix's Aero
space Systems Division, exp I a i n the 

adaptability of systems analysis: "The 
methods used in systems analysis, which 
have, in many cases, originated in the 
examination of military problems, have 
application to many commercial , industrial , 
and other governmental or public prob
lems" (1). Robinson, in his paper pre
sented at the American University's Gen-

(1) Function Definition: Mobility 

Military Urban 

Strike Work 
Search and Destroy School 
Defend Home Supply 
Logistics Logistics 
Withdraw Recreation 
Medical and Medical and 

Emergency Emergency 

ter for Technology and Administration in 
April 1966, goes on to say, " The deter
mination of the system requirements for 
the tactical military problem and urban 
transportation again differ very signifi
cantly but will serve well to illustrate ap
proaches to the definition of the system 
requirements" (2). 

(2) Future Projections 

Conflicts 

EUROPE 
High Level 
Possible but 

Improbable 
SOUTH ASIA 

Medium Level 
Highly Probable 

AFRICA 
Low Level 
Highly Probable 

MIDDLE EAST 
Medium Level 
Probable 

Urban Change 

DISPERSAL 
Homes 
Office Business 
Manufacturing 

ATTITUDES 
Families 
Affluence 
Minorities 

EXISTING FACILITIES 
Transportation 
Homes 
Business 
Manufacturing 
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Robinson then proceeds to explain that 
systems analysis is essentially similar to 
market analysis, in that it would ask, con
cerning an urban transportation problem , 
where people are likely to move, what 
kinds of transportation people want, and 
what changes of attitude might affect this 
situation . 

Emile Tessen of Westinghouse's newly 
formed " Construction Group" told P / A, 
" Systems analysis is a method of applying 
a cash-flow analysis in a venture. That 
comes about because the financial people 
demand to know where they stand at 
every moment, and the taste-making ef
forts today are heavily influenced by the 
mortgage banker." 

City planner R. Wayne Nelson of West
inghouse adds, " Probably there is a 
break-off point in scale between market 
analysis and systems analys is. It is not 
a difference in kind but in emphasis." 

Why this involvement in community de
velopment by private industry is accepted 
by wide segments of Government and 
business, according to planner William R. 
Ewald, Jr., is because " power and compe
tence are both found together in private 
enterprise. Also, there is a great worship 
of the decision-making machinery that 
has been created by private organiza
tions - because it is quicker and better 
than Government decision-making ma
chinery." 

Raytheon 's Nelson, in an interview with 
PI A, again emphasized that " the aero
space people who have been dealing a 
lot w ith the large programs are the logical 
ones to deal with other big programs." 

Ewald adds, " There is more noise from 
the aerospace people because they do 
more in inventing the future than merely 
asking how do we market this air con
ditioner." 

This, then , is what is said about the 
value of industry's use of systems analysis 
in city planning . What has been accom
plished in that endeavor is another matter. 

The California Studies 
In 1965, at the invitation of the State of 
California, four firms - North American 
Aviation Company, Lockheed Missiles & 
Space Company, Space General Corpora
tion , and Aerojet-General Corporation -
all systems-oriented aerospace firms, 
were commissioned to study four critical 
areas of California 's environment. These 
studies included : the design of a state
wide waste management system (Aero
jet-General); a system to provide for the 
detection, rehabilitation , and institutional
ization of the juvenile delinquent and 
criminal population (Space General) ; an 
information system using advanced plan
ning for public needs (Lockheed) ; and a 
complete , integrated, transportation sys
tem (North American Aviation) . Their 
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goals were to anticipate requirements and 
developments over the next 30 to 50 
years. These studies were an experimen
tal effort to use systems technology to 
solve socioeconomic problems. 

Each of these California programs is 
an application of the methods of systems 
analysis to a single segment of the sys
tem of an existing city. 

Raytheon Abroad 
Raytheon indicates that it has used sys
tems analysis to plan new communities. 
As Robert E. Nelson told the Senate 
hearings, " :-or some time now, Raytheon 
has been involved in the transfer of these 
skills to the public sector and currently 
is conducting programs in educational 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

were applied to which segments of this 
community planning problem , Raytheon 
will not spell out in detail. 

G.E. Sparks Ideas 
To add to the list of firms claiming the use 
of systems analysis in city planning , the 
General Electric Company announced 
its intention, several months ago, of put
ting its systems analysis capabilities to 
work toward community development. 
As articulately outlined by George T. Bo
gard, head of G.E.'s Community Systems 
Development Division, to the Urban Amer
ica meeting in Boca Raton : " Although 
General Electric has had only limited ex
perience in community development, hav
ing operated the town of Hanford , Wash-

· Photo Factuals "" by Kurilott , exh1b1ted at New Yorks Fischbach Gallery, show the tools of the 
systems ana lyst in an eerie. express ionistic light. Enlarged in scale, intensified by contrast. 
flattened to the plane of the photograph, the file cabinet and the computer, in Kuriloff's v isi on, 
reveal their sometimes dangerously thin reality . 

systems, natural resource systems, trans
portation systems, and , as a part of a 
major program for a foreign government, 
building communities including housing , 
schools, roads , sanitation, and water, plus 
literacy and vocational training ." 

These communities grew out of the 
HAWK Defense Program for Saudi Arabia, 
when Raytheon found they had to set up 
schools to teach the use of the very com
plex, highly sophisticated machinery being 
installed. They then had to house these 
training technicians, put in roads, and so 
on - in fact, make a complete commu
nity. 

On their activities in Saudi Arabia, the 
architect is a joint venture formed by The 
Architects Collaborative; Metcalf & Eddy, 
Boston , Mass.; and Frank Basil, Athens, 
Greece. 

But what methods of systems analysis 

ington , for the AEC, and it with a popula
tion of less than 20,000, we believe that 
we have the management skills - the 
scientific, engineering , manufacturing , 
marketing , and financial resources - to 
create prototype communities on a large 
enough scale to provide thousands of 
homes and apartm1::nts in a community 
characterized by a diversity of incomes, 
occupations, cultures, age groups, and in
terests; to create basic employment for 
the majority of residents and provide com
mutation to a wide variety of jobs ; to pro
vide for the full cycle of life with a w ide 
range of educational , recreational , en
tertainment, and cultural opportunities ; to 
provide better answers to the problems 
of air and water pollution, waste and 
sewage disposal, transportation and cir
culation within the community; to add a 
high order of beauty and aesthetic appeal 
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to structures and to public and private 
lands ; to improve municipal services and 
efficiencies, and at lower per capita op
erating cost. ... 

" The kind of planned , multifunctional 
commun ity being envisioned means more 
than just physical and aesthetic planning ; 
it must incorporate economic and social 
planning to make it a viable , self-defined, 
self-sufficient community." 

So far, however, G.E. has not an
nounced the acquisition of any sites, and 
has been reluctant even to discuss what
ever systems analysis procedures may 
have been used to arrive at the decisions 
made to date . 

Some of those announced decisions are 
fairly specific : 

" We will attempt to locate our new 
planned communities in those areas with 
the most rapid growth of population and 
cap ital formations ," George Bogard ex
plained in. his speech at Boca Raton. 
" Ideally, they will be within one hour com
muting time of metropolitan centers of at 
least a million population; within 30 min-
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utes of a jet port; have excellent access 
by freeway, rail , and water." 

" To provide maximum market appeal ," 
Bogard continued , " there will be green, 
space ; good circulation planning ; excel
lent schools; medical , church , and recre
ational facilities ; a college or un iversity ; 
a determined effort to provide a cultural 
climate which enriches community life. 

" General Electric will control the land 
(10 ,000 acres or more) ; establish master 
planning ; maintain architectural and de
sign supervision ; install necessary utili
ties, amenities; and retain ownership of 
key commercial properties .. .. Planned 
diversity and variety is the object ive with 
pleasant and beautiful surroundings para
mount. 

" We envision an integrated community 
with a wide range of housing types ap
pealing to all income levels except the 
very lowest (no developer can yet afford 
to provide such without substantial sub
sidies) . Experiments will be init iated in 
land planning ; innovations will be intro
duced into off-site and on-site improve-

ments which , hopefully, will result in sub
stantial cost savings. New approaches to 
munic ipal services will be initiated to re
duce cost and improve operat ions. But we 
will not attempt to build the town of to
morrow. We expect improvements to 
come by evolut ion rather than revolution ." 
Perhaps G.E. 's systems analysis {about 
which we have no indications from G.E.) 
will come by evolution also . 

Westinghouse 
Barrels Ahead 
Westinghouse Electric Corporat ion , not to 
be outdone by its competito r' s announced 
head start, has acquired a 4-mile-square 
(10 ,400-acre) t ract northwest of Fort 
Lauderdale that will be developed as a 
new c ity called Coral Springs for 60,000 
residents. Some 40 miles of roads have 
been built ; part of this road system was 
there when the property was acqu ired ; 
part was newly added. City-owned sew
erage systems are being installed. 

In the words of W.B. Weathers, Mar-
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The importance of current and available statistical data to urban planning is indicated 
by a map of St. Louis, Mo., from Urban Atlas: 20 American Cit ies by Joseph R. Passonneau 
and Richard Saul Warman (MIT Press) , in which the U.S.G.S. map of the city 
is surprinted with a 250-meter square grid of color-coded symbols that designate 
population density, land uses, and income density . 

keting Manager of Westinghouse's re
cently organized Construction Group, 
" Westinghouse has used systems analysis 
for a long time." We know, for example, 
that the firm has used the methods in 
transportation studies - arriving most 
notably at the much-discussed PA/ AC 
test of automated transit systems. Westing
house has also used systems analysis to 
arrive at two digital computer programs 
for specifier mechanical engineers: The 
first, " Building Heating and Cooling Load 
Study" program, and the second, "Energy 
Study" program , which enables the con
sultant to take a detailed analysis of a 
building 's total energy requirements on 
an hour-by-hour basis. These methods of 
analysis help to determine operational 
costs and can therefore determine not 
only decisions about mechanical systems 
but also can influence the optimal site 
and location and the construction system 
of a proposed building . 

The logical next question is , " Is West
inghouse applying its Energy and Load 
systems analysis to Coral Ridge proper
ties? " But Westinghouse fields an an
swer, "If R&D can adapt systems analysis 
to rapid transit, they can certainly adapt 
it to community development." 

The fact is, there are no indications 
that Westinghouse actually is using sys
tems analysis in their Coral Ridge prop
erties or that they used it in making the 
decision to get involved at Coral Ridge. 

The history is that Westinghouse ac
quired , in June 1966, substantially all the 
property and assets of a Fort Lauderdale 
builder-developer, Coral Ridge Properties 
Inc. That firm had already started the 
Coral Ridge deve lopment, which includes 
a 3000-acre tract of hotels, 17-floor apart
ments, shopping centers, and homes ; their 
other property, the inland community 
called Coral Springs, already had a golf 
course , a city administration building , 
police department, mayor and council , 
and a post office when Westinghouse ac
quired the organization to develop its 
" planned city of tomorrow." 

Westinghouse Corporation's W. B. 
Weathers also fields the question, " Coral 
Ridge Properties has been a really suc
cessful development, and we can 't really 
speak for their methods of planning . I just 
know what they did , they did right for 
that particular time in history." 

That acquisition, for evidently financial 
goals, is no indication of the use of sys
tems analysis in community development. 
Furthermore, one look at Coral Ridge 
shows only that it follows the received 
standard of planning that can be found 
in any nondescript, mediocre, uninventive 
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planning scheme across the country. 
This is not encouraging , since the parent 
corporation clearly has the resources to 
do more ; it is alarming in view of the fact 
that the venture has a 2400 bay-front acre 
ho lding at Sebring , Fla. , and other land 
at Curacao in the Dutch West Indies. 

Enter Goodyear 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company is also 
gE;tting into the New Town Business with 
Litchfield Park , which is a community 
near Phoenix , Arizona , planned for from 
75,000 to 100,000 people by architects 
Victor Gruen Associates. But a spokes
man for Goodyear admits " no systems 
analysis as such " was applied to the lo
cation or development aspects of the ven
ture on the part of Goodyear. They merely 
owned the land - a 12,000-acre property 
that had once been a cotton farm - and 
wanted to make more efficient use of it. 
Now, whether Victor Gruen employs the 
methods of systems analysis in his work 
is a question for a later study. 

New Town Developers 
Another segment of private industry, the 
ent repreneur-developer - such men as 
Simon, Rouse , and Hunt - is also build
ing new towns. Before starting construc
tion of Columbia, Maryland, The Rouse 
Company sought answers to such ques
tions as, " How many acres of land would 
100,000 persons require? How many jobs 
would it take to support the population? 
How many schools? Playgrounds?" It drew 
together a group of 14 thinkers in the 
science and social science fields - a psy
chiatrist , psychologist, educators , minis
ters , city managers - " to discover what 
aspects of people should influence the 
shape of the city." 

Some planners say that this group per
formed a two-year operations research 
before Columbia was designed. Feasibil
ity studies certainly were made and de
tai led analysis was made of many support 
systems for the new town : education sys
tem, transportation system, and systems 
for water, central heating and cooling, gas 
distribution, electrical distribution , central 
fuel oil and central oil distribution , sewer
age, signal , and even the religious sys
tem. However, the electrical load study 
by consulting engineers Albert Gipe & 
Associates, for examp le, did not use the 
computer to establish projected require
ments, according to Albert Gipe, and 
neither the consu ltants nor the Rouse 
Company itself use the terms " operations 
research " or " systems analysis" in de-

scription or conversation . Perhaps that is 
merely because they do not speak the 
aerospace industry's newspeak. But the 
situation brings up two questions : First, 
would the aerospace people say that sys
tems analysis was done at Columbia? 
And , second, was systems analysis done 
at Columbia? The question rema ins only 
vaguely answered - or vaguely unan
swered. 

The Experts Answer 
Planner William Ewald explains the reti
cence of industry about describing its 
systems analysis approaches. " The giant 
firms still try to say , 'When it comes t ime 
to having the future invented, then we w i ll 
invent it. ' But the only way that American 
business will be able to operate as it 
is used to operating in this regard is 
going to be when it owns the land. What 
we are talking about is in a longer-range 
future than the bu i ld ing industry is used 
to operating. " 

As to whether Amer ic an industry 
is or is not using systems analysis to 
determine the over-al l c ity-system, Ewald 
comments, " I have been qu ite disap
pointed with private enterp rise and its un
derstanding of th is whole effort. They 
really haven't gotten started yet. We have 
to invent some new inst itutions to do sys
tems analysis for our cities. " 

Architect Joseph Passonneau , whose 
recently published Urban Atlas of maps 
has quantifiable indications of urban 
density, income, and other urban statis
tics surprinted in a computerized grid , 
says of industry's involvement, " Systems 
analysis for city planning is mostly a 
dream right now. And you can only iden
tify uses for it. " 

Stanford Research lnstitute's Charles 
Diehl , in an interview with P / A , com
mented, " Systems analysis is not gen
erally in practice so far as city planning 
is concerned . Without much fear of con
tradiction , you could truthfully say that no 
one has really done a total systems 
study. " 

R. Wayne Nelson of Westinghouse ex
plains, " The subsystems are rather well 
packaged, but the blend has been done 
only at the universities. " 

Despite the claimed use of systems 
analysis by industry for city plann ing , 
therefore , many knowledgeable systems 
people still feel that not much is being 
done. Westinghouse and G.E. both prefer 
not to talk about their activities on the 
grounds that it is still premature to do so. 
Yet we know they do use systems analy
sis, and the chapter in this issue on Gov-
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ernmental uses of the new technology 
toward city improvement ("The Changing 
City: Government"). indicates a growing 
use of it. 

Where is the confusion? Basically, it is 
a matter of the changing scale. From the 
single building to the total city, from the 
transportation and sewerage system to 
the total city system, these are the awk
ward and slow transitions of our day. 
Similarly, it is a grand leap from the anal
ysis of a transportation system, which is 
only one of many single systems, to the 
analysis of the over-all supra-system of a 
city. 

Industry may well be doing the former 
- both inventing new subsystems and 
improving existing subsystems of cities. 
But as of the moment, there are no indi
cations that any segment of American in
dustry is attempting to cope with the anal
ysis of the total city system. 

Systems and Subsystems 
SRl's Charles Diehl elaborated on the dif
ferences and interrelationships between 
systems and subsystems in a paper for 
P/ A: "If one envisions the urban commu
nity as a system of related functional 
areas, it might be represented diagramatic
ally (3). The major functional areas in any 
urban complex could be defined as the so
cial (devoted to the well-being of the indi
vidual); the educational (devoted to train-

3 The urban system and its major subsystem 
areas. 

ing and development ol the individual mind 
and skill); the economic (devoted to pro
viding support for the individual}; the in
dividual works (devoted to shelter for peo
ple and private economic enterprise); and 
the public works (devoted to providing ur
ban area-wide support for all the other en
deavors and needs of the individual) (3). 
These are the ones that I think have a 
bearing on the subject." 

Diehl continues, "Although these func-
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tional urban areas support one another, 
they are often in conflict. Like any other 
system, they are always seeking opti
mization in their own terms and resist ex
ternal pressures that would change their 
structure. If you could combine all of 
these five things in just the right way you 
would optimize the whole system rather 
than merely one of the subsystems. The 
forces pushing at the center of each of 
the areas has a corresponding impact on 
the entire urban area and the urban area's 
attempt to optimize its system" (4). 

Aerojet-General's W.L. Rogers, in his 
speech at Portland, Oregon, to the Ameri
can Institute of Planners Conference, 
made this additional point: " In all areas, 
one can see that each component added 
to the political or physical environment in
creases its complexity factorially and not 
linearly, and correlation and control of 
this proliferation of components require 
greater and greater analytical skills as 
well as much more rapid evaluation tech
niques. " 

"We are not talking about a single kind 
of subsystem," Charles Diehl pointed out 
in an interview with P / A. " We are talking 
about 15 or 20 worlds with in a city, and 
you have to develop a technique of talking 
about all these interfaces. How do we 
work with bigger and bigger systems? I 
don 't know that anyone has done the 
whole thing." 

Planner Constantinos A. Doxiadis com
ments, "You cannot isolate one element 
of a city's problems, and treat it as an un
connected part of the rest of the city. Only 
if we understand that every action within 
the city has an impact on the city as a 
system will we be able to create a better 
city." 

SR l's Diehl, in his paper for PI A, noted 
several examples : " Definitive studies of 
the various subsystems in the public 
works area have been limited mainly to 
optimization of such subsystems as wa
ter, sewer, waste disposal, pollut ion con
trol, transportation of all forms (each 
treated separately), and other community 
facilities. There is a tendency for each of 
the systems to optimize within its own 
vertical capability and resources, often to 
the detriment of other areas. Until these 
relationships are documented and under
stood and methods are arrived at for the 
necessary horizontal coordination, little 
improvement can be expected, even with 
the current trend in urban legislation 
toward requiring planning. 

" A common example," Diehl continues, 
"involves local road networks, interstate 
road nets, and mass transportation nets. 
Money for roads at the local level comes 
from bond issues, general funds, and state 
and Federal funds. Money for mass trans
portation systems - rail, bus, water, and 
air-similarly comes from separate 
sources . . .. Airport expansion is con-

sidered to be one of the significant prob
lems for many urban areas, but if the 
majority of air travel is performed for busi
ness purposes, it might be better to pur
sue some other form of communication , 
such as live vista phone, and reduce travel 
requirements . . A change in business work
ing communications could change the 
need for airport expansion, which would 
have a tremendous impact on many facets 
of urban transportation systems and use 
of urban land ." This would be a systems 
engineering approach to transportat ion as 
a totality. 

" Again ," Diehl goes on , " water supply 
is never designed with sewage system. 
Yet, obviously, they are locked-in systems. 
How can you optimize these two subsys
tems? Systems analysis for an urban area 
must look at each one of these aspects 
in its own world. The trade-offs are im
portant. 

" In complex problems," Diehl main
tains, " the only solution is often to break 
them down into component parts, study 
the parts in detail , and then recreate the 
whole through summation of the de
scribed parts. We believe that such is the 
case in urban areas." 

This would suggest that Charles Diehl 
agrees with the thinking that systems 
analysis is not yet being used for city 
planning , but, so far, merely for the plan
ning of subsystems of cities. (Even if pri
vate enterprise has not yet begun to apply 
systems analysis to the over-all supra
system of the city, there is no doubt that 
it has coped - and coped well - with 
separate subsystems. Communication and 
transportation are the most notable ex
amples.) Diehl offers some guidelines for 
the transition from the analysis of sub
systems to supra-systems: 

"Until one can describe in adequate 
terms the content of each of these sub
systems, its internal attempts for opti
mization, and its relationships with other 
systems, it is unlikely that improvement 
will result from other than chance circum
stances. As one of President Johnson 's 
commission so aptly stated : 'We have the 
technology to build pieces of the city, but 
not the whole .' 

" Until one metropolitan or urban 
agency is equipped with the planning and 
engineering know-how to make such al
ternative studies on a continuing basis 
and has the ability to choose the best 
social alternative on an economic basis," 
Diehl concludes, "neither the money nor 
the talent to solve the urban problem will 
be available ." 

Why Is Industry 
Interested? 
Presumably, manufacturing corporations 
will eventually work up to the larger ac
tivity of total city planning with systems 
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4 Forces of optim ization in confl ict with urban 
areas and systems . 

analysis. But how did the corporations 
get interested in community and city de
velopment in the first place - and why? 

For one reason , the' Government has 
given official thought to what the defense 
industry might be put to do in the event 
that disarmament should occur when war 
ceases. Since the defense industry's pres
ent-day skill , manpower, and resources 
ought to be usefully employed even after 
wa r is over, a President' s Committee on 
the Economic Impact of Defense and Dis
armament investigated the possibilities in 
1964- 65 . Industries need to find , it was 
felt , ample diversification into an area with 
a large enough scale to challenge and 
enlist all their energies. Cities, the prob
lem of our day, seemed logical , since they 
will be a large-scale activity tomorrow. 

State government also encouraged in
dustry to investigate this new area, and 
the interrelationships between Govern
ment and industry have been frequent 
and sometimes complex. Federal and 
state governments call both upon the in
dependent " think factories" and the sys
tems engineering units of industrial cor
porations. 

The California studies sponsored by 
former Governor Edmund Brown arose out 
of a concern over the uncertain guarantee 
of employment in California's space and 
defense manufacturing . " It is subject to 
policies set nearly 3000 miles from here," 
Governor Brown told the Senate Commit
tee on Scientific Manpower Utilization, 
" and these policies can change on very 
short notice, as we have discovered in re
cent years with a phase-out of the Sky
bolt. .. . Therefore , we started out thinking 
in the conventional terms of conversion to 
consumer production as an alternative to 
space contracts." 

However, it became clear that Califor
nia had a large number of engineers and 
scientists with experience in the develop-
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ment of systems to solve all sorts of prob
lems. " If these men got John Glenn into 
orbit and back," Governor Brown contin
ued, "could they get a father to work a 
little bit faster and get him home a little 
bit sooner? If they can keep one man in 
space, can they keep another off the wel
fare rolls? " 

The companies themselves, however, 
have not been as universally interested in 
the process of employment, as Governor 
Brown was. Most of the firms seem to 
have been more concerned with the prod
uct. Lockheed Aircraft & Service Com
pany, for example, has indicated that low
cost housing was identified as a large 
market whose needs were not being met 
by existing construction methods. 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation's 
W.B. Weathers says, " We don 't feel that 
you can go out in tomorrow's market and 
just sell products. We have such a broad 
involvement that we should offer our total 
capabilities - our products, our systems 
and subsystems." 

However, the three reasons Weathers 
gives for Westinghouse's involvement in 
the building of Coral Ridge and Coral 
Springs, two communities near Fort Lau
derdale, Florida, are: " First, we saw the 
need. after a market study, to know more 
about new cities - the development of 
them and the need for them - and Coral 
Ridge seemed the ideal place. Second , 
it was a testing ground for products. Third , 
it was a profitable operation ." Much more 
of Westinghouse's literature expresses the 
firm 's concern with Coral Ridge and Coral 
Springs as an " urban laboratory" that will 
"help develop and test new products and 
improved methods of installation, and the 
concept of the total electric city." 

Their priority of interests is perhaps in
dicated by the fact that the Construction 
Group engaged a director of urban plan
ning nine months after the marketing 
manager, product manager, and other 
positions were filled . 

G.E. 's George T. Bogard, in addressing 
the Boca Raton meeting , explained his 
firm's interests in broad , altruistic terms: 
" A large, diversified, financially strong en
terprise with broad interests running 
throughout the entire fabric of a city might 
contribute importantly to the development 
of new prototype communities, which of
fered more human values, greater, living 
satisfaction . .. at less investment cost 
and lower per capita operating costs than 
e;xisting cities. " 

Bogard also pointed out a potential by
product : " What is badly needed is to ac
celerate an evolution in the building pro
cess comparable to that which has been 
under way in other major industries . ... 
[Building] is the only major industry fail
ing to participate in the greatest econom
ic boom the world has ever known." 

Yet, among the nine background capa-

bilities that Bogard credits to G.E. , includ
ing " systems experience" and "long prac
tice with systems analysis," the most 
detailed and extensive is " a product man
ufacturing capability which embraces al
most the complete spectrum of community 
services." 

This description of the major industries 
involved in city development is not intend
ed to indicate that there is anything at 
all irregular or wrong with a concern 
about product sales or real-estate profits 
in relation to city building. However, it 
seems a fair warning to point out to cor
porations whose experience with building 
and city planning is not long-lived that, if 
they start with an interest in mere prod
ucts, that start will influence their systems 
analysis. The problem is one of how to 
get to the larger vision of people's needs 
rather than product-sales needs. If a f irm 
is optimizing only for market potential in 
its city development involvement, it must 
recognize that that is not necessarily the 
greatest good for the greatest number. 

Aerospace 's R.F. Robinson expressed 
this warning vividly in the paper he pre
sented at American Univers ity in April 
1966, " The major danger is that the 'most 
probable ' future world will be the one best 
reflecting the desires of the analyist, i.e. , 
one that 'proves' a trend of population 
toward a city center or that 'proves' the 
aggressive intents of the Chinese." 

The aerospace and defense corpora
tions are also in this danger when they 
consider the analysis of the subsystem 
" industrialized housing " as the broad 
analysis of urban requirements. Further
more, it should be recognized that the de
fense firms and the independent " think 
factories" who have guided the defense 
industry are not a panacea. 

The assumption has been , it appears, 
that since war and defense are so highly 
organized , they ought to be incorporated 
into daily life - or the organization of 
them ought to be incorporated . The think
ing is that private industry is so efficient 
and productive that all of American life 
should be exposed to its working and 
and cost-efficiency planning. Although the 
systems analysts are the ones who have 
the techniques, it does not follow that 
they are best qualified to determine man 's 
future environment. 

Where is the voice that says industry 
is doing the right things at all? Who pol
lutes our rivers and lakes with industrial 
wastes? Who is largely responsible for 
air pollution? Surely it is industry - both 
private and public. Did industry analyze 
where they should dump wastes or wheth
er they should manufacture insecticides 
that kill birds? And who is to say that ef
ficient Detroit has produced the safest 
automobiles - the safest mobile environ
ments? The answers are self-evident. 

Similarly, since systems analysis of 
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war and defense does not prevent wars 
(which, presumably, we do not want to 
happen), how can systems analysis be 
expected to prevent disasters in city and 
community development? Systems anal
ysis may be able to keep a war or a city 
running at the optimum efficiency, but the 
more important consideration is: Do we 

ant a city or building there in the first 
place? 

arnings of the 
Systems Analysts 
Aerojet's W.L. Rogers noted in his Port
land A.l.P . speech, " When we speak of 
utilizing systems technology to create 
the future environment, we can only use 
the word 'create' in the sense that the end 

' ' It's a fairly rough day around 
Big Town. The Long Island 
Expressway has normal traffic, 
bumpering along ... but alternate 
routing is not necessary at this 
time ... " 
Morning radio report on New York City 
commuter traffic. 

' ' In 1900 only 30 percent of us 
lived in urban areas; by 1975 
[that figure will be] 80 per 
cent." 
Le land Hazard, Board of Port Authority 
Allegheny County, Pa. 

' The famous Hollywood 
Freeway carries 8000 cars an hour 
at some points, and the Santa 
Ana Freeway bulges at the seams 
with more than 200,000 vehicles 
per day." 
Howard Faull , former Chairman of the 

outhe rn California Rapid Transit System. 

The number of registered 
automobiles in the United States 
i creased from 40 million in 1950 
o 61 mil lion in 1965." 

Judge Loran L. Lewis, Chairman, 
Board of Directors, Port Authority of 
Allegheny County, Pa. 

Some people call these 
[Pullman] cars 'sleepers' - I call 
them 'wakers.' " 
Senator Claiborne Pell , Rhode Island. 

'Aircraft make 200,000 flights 
a day in the United States. By 
1975, there will be 400,000." 
The New York Times, May 14, 1967. 
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product is derived by the skillful and sys
tematic use of logic and computational 
tools, rather than by evolution ." 

" If we can only establish and define 
the end results we seek in a city environ
ment," says G.E.'s Bogard , "or, putting it 
another way, create performance specifi
cations, then a kind of reverse Critical 
Path can be mapped out which identifies 
necessary input. ... Therefore, if we can 
identify what constitutes a better commu
nity and know what values to end up with , 
it should be possible to create the kind 
of city people would really like to have, 
and at costs they can afford to pay." 

"Even with the introduction of modern 
technology, however," as Stanford Re
search lnstitute's Diehl points out, " the 
best systems for public wo rks manage-

men! might not be able to cope with the 
numbers of variables involved ." 

Westinghouse's Wayne Nelson sug
gests: "Systems analysis may give dimin
ishing returns as you increase in scale, 
because you introduce a lot of intangibles 
such as consumer tastes, which are not 
quantifiable." 

The question that must follow is: Can 
we project to a time when everything will 
be quantifiable? 

Raytheon 's Nelson admits, " Although 
we have been reasonably effective in 
learning to cope with the hard sciences, we 
have a lot to learn in coping with the soft 
sciences. We don ' t really do it at all yet. " 

And what architects have been pro
claiming, albeit without unchallenged re
sponse, is that they provide that miss ing 

the changing cnv: 

Mobility is the name of th 
least the aim of the ga e 
American public mobile 
task of such complexit 
chaos that some apocal 
it will take a near miracle to prevent the 
total hardening of transportation arteries. 

It seems obvious that, given the com
plexity of our system (the United States) 
and its proliferating transportation sub
systems, a reasonably accurate way of 
predicting the consequences of action 
must be found if people are to have a 
choice among possible alternate futures. 
And the highly sophisticated technique of 
systems analysis has proved the best 
crystal ball available for a number of 
transportation problems from train sched
uling to the space program, called by 
some the "sexiest" application of the me
thod. 

Perhaps the most crucial , and certainly 
the most intricate, transportation problems 
are in regions of merging urban growth, 
the megalopoli, where mistakes can be 
extremely costly, both in human and 
monetary terms, and where the conse
quences of errors in judgment by policy 
makers can be virtually irreversible. 

During the past three or four years, sig
nificant beginnings have been made in 
establishing techniques and computer 
languages for regional studies that will 
furnish legislators and regulatory agencies 
with coherent information and forecasts. 

The Northeast Corridor Project is now 
in the process of constructing a series of 
mathematical models describing the area 
that extends roughly from Boston to 
Washington , D.C. - both its present and 
future profiles. Cadres of highly compe
tent, often bri lliant men in Government, 
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link between statistical analysis and 
shape, between variables that cannot be 
translated into numbers and the planning 
for those variables. That is what archi
tects say they do. 

On the other hand , Aerojet's Rogers, 
at the Portland A.LP. conference, urged 
another way to cope with the intangibles 
and variables: " Almost without exception, 
research programs must be instituted in 
every discipline taught in the colleges and 
universities of the country, to provide 
qualitative and quantitative knowledge 
for understanding the environmental 
components and eventually establishing 
and accomplishing environmental goals." 
For, he continues, "the validity and effec
tiveness of a systems-engineered environ
ment will be directly proportional to the 

transportation 
industry, un iversities, and the so-called 
" think factories ," are refining the method
ology of making paper simulations for 
transportation networks as they interact 
with social and economic factors. And old 
line thinking , frustrated by years of frag
mentation , is getting a transfusion of new 
energies and enthusiasm. 

On the West Coast, North American 
Aviation , with a background of systems 
analysis in aerospace programs, com
pleted a comprehensive pilot study for the 
State of California in 1965. The California 
Study sets detailed guidelines for a 
thoroughgoing analysis of the state as a 
total system depending on integrated 
transportation . 

These two studies are pace-setters in 
the analysis of regions as systems laced 
together by intricate networks of trans
portat ion subsystems. The cause-and
effect relationships between transporta
tion and land use are complicated , and , 
according to those in the field , not very 
well understood. The regional study at this 
point is as much a search for better under
standing of those interrelationships as it is 
a quest for specific solutions. 

In the broad-scale project, specific 
goals are often blurred. Rather than being 
a sequence of straight paths between 
problems and solutions, the systems ap
proach becomes a game of arbitrarily 
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degree to which we can quantify social 
parameters such as health , convenience, 
aesthetics, and happiness." 

In conclusion , Bendix-Aerospace's Rob
inson has a few ironic observations about 
systems analysis in his paper at The 
American University. First, "Too frequent
ly, studies are used as an excuse to avoid 
decision or action." Second, a happy ex
ample of systems newspeak, " .. . The 
first step is the definition of the future 
trends to a degree of precision sufficient 
to assure both the decision-maker and the 
analyst that there is a chance that the 
proper problem is being worked on ." 
Third , " Simulations also have their dan
gers : They can be too detailed for first 
looks, hence time-consuming and expen
sive, and input data are difficult to obtain . 

changing assumptions and manipulating 
those variables subject to human control 
in order to discover feasible alternatives. 
"Its major value ," states Michael Michae
lis of Arthur D. Little, Inc., " is the insight 
it provides into the interrelationship be
tween parts of a whole - often leading 
to unexpected discoveries about objec
tives and values, or relat ionships, or fact. 
This opportunity for new discoveries is 
one of the most fascinating and valuable 
assets of the systems approach. " 

Modeling the 
Northeast Corridor 
The Northeast Corridor (NEC) Project has 
had a perambulatory career, beginning in 
the Department of Commerce in 1964. 
About a year later, it became a part of 
the newly established Office of High 
Speed Ground Transportation (OHSGT, 
also in the Department of Commerce) ; 
and, in April of this year, it moved over 
to the new Department of Transportation , 
still as part of the OHSGT. 

Its position under the OHSGT's Trans
port Systems Planning Division is some
what anomalous. Since the scope of the 
Corridor Project covers much more than 
high-speed ground transportation, it would 
seem that the hierarchy should be re
versed . However, such are the fortunes of 

Simulations can simulate the wrong things 
and can hide assumptions." Finally, " The 
rules for doing systems analysis, suc
cinctly stated are: 

"1 . Think big , but not too big . 
" 2. Define goals, but as qual itatively as 

possible. 
" 3. Model and simulate, but not too 

much. 
" 4. Think broadly but expertly. 
" 5. Cost everything. " 
Finally, H.R. Walt of Aerojet-General 

told PI A, " Systems analysis in itself is not 
a cure-all , but it provides an integrated 
and well-organized methodology essential 
to resolving complex problems." 

So perhaps we should think of it as 
" Systems People Play" to make them 
think . 

practical politics and piecework legisla
tion. 

NEC funds originally came from re
search monies available to the Secretary 
of Commerce, and the same arrangement 
is continuing under Secretary of Transpor
tation , Alan S. Boyd . The operating budget 
has been about $2 million a year for the 
past couple of years. None of the $90 
million allocated by the HSGT Act is di
rectly available to the Corridor Project. 
However, its staff works closely with the 
other two divisions of the OHSGT (Engi
neering Research and Development, and 
Demonstrations) and incorporates the re
su Its of their research into NEC planning. 

The inevitable turmoil involved in or
ganizing a new Cabinet-level department 
makes the future of the Northeast Cor
ridor Project uncertain. It would seem a 
sad waste of pioneering effort should the 
Project be shelved or curtailed . 

Some critics feel that the OHSGT and 
the Corridor Project are too rail-oriented . 
This would seem to be borne out by thei r 
new position under the Department of 
Transportation 's Federal Railroad Admin
istration. But the NEC Project is much 
broader in its stated objectives, which 
are : (1) to try to develop prototype ana
lytic and planning techniques applicable 
to other large-scale transport systems 
problems ; and (2) to develop several al-
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1 Northeast Corridor Model 

(TASK 2) 

ternative comprehensive transportation 
plans for the Corridor region for 1980-
1990. " 'Comprehensive' means that we 
are equally concerned with all modes, 
present and future, as well as passenger 
and freight transportation," says H. W. 
Bruck, Director of the NEC Project. 
Bruck, a sociologist, feels that one of the 
major benefits to be gained by the Gov
ernment from the study will be its con
tributions to the art and science of over
all regional planning . He will, however, be 
leaving the Corridor Project to set up a 
systems program in transportation at MIT 
this fall. 

General and conceptual work is done 
in-house, with private contractors being 
treated as extensions of the Project staff. 
Emphasis is on the importance of main
taining close coordination and continuing 
interchange between the Government 
staff and contractors building various 
computer models. 

Work has been broken up into seven 
tasks, each task comprising several sub
models that must be integrated into a 
general task model - in itself a submode! 
of the total structure. Task interrelation
ships and logic flow are shown in the sim
plified diagram (1). 

This model structure is built on certain 
assumptions, as are all systems analyses. 
Some of the more basic assumptions 
made for the NEC are that reasonably 
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2 Sequence of Operations in the Northeast Corridor Model System 

accurate forecasts of regional activities 
can indeed be made ; that the future de
mand for transportation can be estimated 
from these forecasts ; that the conse
quences of this demand can be analyzed ; 
and that the evaluation of alternative in
vestments and phasings of construction 

can be made in this context. 
The second diagram (2) will give an 

idea of the next order of complexity, start
ing with the "Rest-of-World " and showing 
feedback flow. It represents the " se
quence of operations in a run of the for
ward-seeking model system." A " run" 
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consists of introducing into the system 
the character ist ics of a given alternative 
for a single time interval. The number (1) 
indicates the beginning of a time period, 
and (2) the beginning of the subsequent 
time period; path (2) will show the state 
of the system resulting from changes in
troduced during (1 ). A five-year lag (be
tween a proposed change in transporta
tion systems and its impact on regional 
development) has been tentatively select
ed for the analysis. 

The NEC Project is indeed f irmly based 
on technology, if not on rail transport, as 
shown by the assignment of Task 1 (see 
diagram) to Systems and Service Selec
tion . It sets the whole model structure in 
motion by its interaction with the Soc io
Econom ic Forecasting and Impact Analy
sis. If implementation is an objective 
within the 1980- 1990 time span, this 
would seem to make good sense, since 
any abstraction of performance character
ist ics must eventually be tied to specific , 
realizable technologies. But an NEC re
port dips its toes into the " purer" sys
tems approach by stating that an "under
specified system appears to offer advan
tages for the broad nature of a regional 
development structure." 

Existing transportation is being ex
plored in addit ion to new or experimental 
modes of transport, and it is quite possible 
that improvements in service, manage
ment, and hardware of existing systems 
will prove the most effective answer in the 
end. Such improvements are called for, 
in any case , for short-range plans. 

In evaluating new technologies, a num
ber of criteria are being used to deter
mine " system effectiveness" : passenger 
preference, comfort, safety, convenience, 
noise, pollution , and effects on the sur
rounding countryside and city environ
ments. Rel iab i lity of schedules, low door
to-door travel time, ease of altering 
routes, and growth capabilities are also 
major considerations. But final evaluation 
will rest on performance, cost, and region
al Impact. 

Amony the drawing-board or relatively 
untried technologies being considered 
are : elevated systems such as monorails; 
automated highways; tube and tunnel ve
hicles ; vertical or short take-off and land
ing (V / Stal) vehicles; tracked air-cushion 
vehicles such as the French Aerotrain ; 
auto transporters, such as train ferries or 
overhead conveyers, in which passengers 
stay in their cars ; and high-speed rail 
travel based on conventional steel wheel
steel rail. 

An OHSGT demonstration program of 
high-speed trains Is scheduled to start 
this fall between New York, Washington, 
and Boston. And a train ferry will be tried 
out next year running between Jackson
ville , Florida, and Alexandria, Virginia, 
across the Potomac from Washington. 
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3 Californ ia Model 

The second set of models, or Task 2, 
built on population , employment, and in
come data, will serve up inputs for the 
Demand Model and predict the impact of 
transportation alternatives. The Demand 
Analysis will , in turn , feed into Network 
Simulation forecasts of the total volume 
of movements between orig ins and desti
nations (designated as " sources and 
sinks" in transport parlance) and predict 
the distribution of th o s e movements 
among various modes. Forecasts will be 
based on the time , cost, and service char
acteristics of alternatives related to re
quirements of shippers and travelers. 

The Network Simulation Model assigns 
movements developed by the Demand 
Model to segments (links) of the transport 
network. Travel paths through the net
work are selected on a least time-least 
cost basis, considered the optimum path. 
The measurements obtained from this 
model then become user I operator cost / 
benefit inputs for the evaluation process. 

Somehow, up to this point, the lay mind 
can accept the method and magnitude of 
the analysis. Since we have come to be
lieve that statistics can be gathered in an 
orderly manner and organized Into mean
ingful data, and that this data can serve 
as a useful tool in analyzing such things 
as population growth, transportation de
mands, and complicated schedules and 
routes, it is all sufficiently believable -

number dependent and therefore manage
able , given enough time, brains, or com
puters. And as for technology - almost 
no one doubts that mag ic anymore. 

But when it comes to the moment of 
truth - that grand meshing of models in 
preparation for judging values - one 
must stand in awe of the courage and 
optimism, or perhaps temerity, requ ired to 
approach such a task. As is, in fact, rec
ognized by those who have to do it. 
" There are few th ings more d ifficult and 
trying than putting a large system of 
models together," an NEC P r o j e ct 
spokesman declared. " No matter what the 
systems analysis boys tells you , it is not 
done by PERT chart ; it is done by hours 
of discussion (not Infrequently somewhat 
acrimonious), by patience, and often by 
cut-and-try." 

Apart from evaluation, the Corridor staff 
has set for Itself what would seem to be 
the equally difficult task of devising ways 
and means. Management and Finance 
studies will Include organ izational poss i
bilities for sett ing pol icies and operating 
the network, funding sources, and the re
lationship between organizational alterna
tives and existing legal institutions with an 
eye to possible modifications. 

The results of the Project will also in
clude a description of the steps necessary 
to implement each alternative transporta
tion system for the Corridor. " The major 
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stress," states an NEC report, "will be 
on the necessary Federal actions, but the 
steps which other levels of government 
would need to take as well as those which 
might be necessary for the private sector 
will also be described." 

The two most critical items in the 
Northeast Corridor package are consid
ered to be transportation system .alterna
tives and evaluation. Although evaluation 
is a continuing process running through 
the program as it progresses, there must 
be a final selection of alternatives, and a 
way of showing trade-offs that can be 
made by decision-makers. Evaluation will 
be made in three categories : (1) user and 
operator costs and benefits ; {2) indirect 
costs (e.g., displacement of people) and 
ind irect benefits (e.g., advantages to a 
region with improved transportation); and 
(3) qualitative evaluations. This last in
volves questions on the impact of the 
transportation system on social and po
lit ical organ ization, aspects of culture, and 
the styles of life and activity in the region . 
" The relationships between these cate
gories of benefits and costs will for the 
most part be incommensurable," the re
port says. " Moreover, when alternatives 
are put side by side, no single standard 
of comparison will be applicable." 

This admission of the value of human 
judgment, although reassuring , does not 
preclude improvement in techniques that 
will make it easier to analyze slippery sets 
of costs/ benefits. And the NEC Project 
hopes to advance the state of the art by 
its research in this area. 

In any case, one of the prime user 
benefits inherent in this systems juggling 
act is the freedom to fail at minimal cost 
- the freedom (ideally) to fail on paper 
instead of in the real world . 

California's 
Contributions 
California's In teg rated Transportation 
Study was commissioned by the state as 
a result of the then-Governor Brown's re
spect for accomplishments of California's 
aerospace industry and his concern over 
its health, which contributes substantially 
to the economy of the state and is no
toriously vulnerable to the capricious 
drafts of defense and space spending. The 
study was done for the state with a price 
tag of $100,000, which seems modest 
enough in view of today's government 
spending habits. 

The speed with which an experienced 
team of analysts can whip through a pre
liminary but comprehensive study is 
breathtaking. North American Aviation 
(NAA) completed its task (five volumes, 
roughly 600 pages) in six months. How
ever, their recommendations call for a 
rigorous computer-aided analysis that 
would take 52 months, a total of 309,260 
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engineering man-hours, and 417 com
puter-hours on an IBM 7094, or equal. 
Unfortunately, the proposal is dormant at 
the moment, and there do not seem to be 
any plans for funding the follow-up analy
sis, which would require an estimated $6 
to $9 million. 

The study program is similar in many 
ways to its East Coast counterpart, but 
emphasis is on the region (California) as 
a socioeconomic system that determines 
the development of its transportation sub
systems. This shift in emphasis - away 
from technology - is made clear in the 
different model sequencing illustrated by 
the diagram (3) (major submode Is 
shaded) . Where the Corridor starts off 
with vehicle systems, NAA does not as
sign a separate model to them, but rele
gates Transportation Systems to a kind 
of secondary input for the Transportation 
Simulation Submode!. 

Although admitting the difficulty of find
ing a " best" starting point (referred to as 
the " chick-and-the-egg syndrome"), the 
California Study clearly states that " the 
Population Submode! activates and drives 
the entire California Model. " Once the 
model structure is set in motion, however, 
it tends to become a closed loop through 
feedback (in increments of from 5- 10 
years) - indicated by the dotted line run
ning from evaluation output to population / 
land use/ economy inputs. 

The next steps in model logic leading 
to Evaluation are sim ilar to the Corridor 
model structure. California Population / 
Land Use/ Economy Submodels are com
parable to the NEC's Socio-Economic 
Forecasting and Impact Analysis ; De
mand, Simulation, and Evaluation Models 
or Submodels are all roughly comparable. 
Planning, and Government Control (boxed 
in dotted lines) seem somewhat analogous 
to the Corridor's Management and Fi
nance, and Implementation Models, but 
the California Study does not indicate an 
intention to set well-defined goals in these 
areas. 

It does consider data important enough 
to include (in a subsidiary position) in the 
first model structure. The Data Base con
tains information necessary to describe 
California physcially and functionally in 
quantitative terms, and its contents will 
be " addressable by a high-speed com
puter." Data would certainly seem to be a 
critical element in any study, since reli
able results depend on comprehensive 
and accurate data in a suitable form. 

Another interesting aspect of the Cali
fornia Study is Contingencies (see dia
gram). fed into the Simulation Submode! 
along with transportation system alterna
tives. Included are wars, disasters, and 
technology advances. Technology, in this 
case, is general and not lim ited to trans
port technology. 

North American Aviation was perhaps 
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freer to blue-sky in their study because of 
a looser mandate that did not include the 
rigorous analysis in which some proposals 
might drop out, and also as a result of 
their 50-year time horizon (base year, 
1963). For example, the transportation 
subsystem includes not only the flow of 
people and commodities but has been de
fined as "carrying energy and information, 
since these flows are becoming increas
ingly important alternatives to the flow of 
mass." 

Recommended investigation of possible 
fut u re transportation technologies in
cludes high-speed cargo ships " flying " a 
few feet above the water, pipelines capa
ble of moving farm produce, and econom
ical tunneling techniques, plus a number 
of systems comparable to those being 
considered by the NEC. 

They also recommend consideration of 
developments that could attract large 
numbers of people to the parched deserts 
and other sparsely populated regions of 
California. The study foresees large new 
water sources from desalinization plants 
or off-shore pipelines from Alaska in 10-
20 years; electrical power transmitted 
much like radio in 30 years; new waste 
disposal methods ; communication devices 
enabling people to work at home ; auto
mation; ocean mining and oil recovery 
concentrating a high level of activity on 
and under the offshore waters. 

Some advantages to the government 
of the projected study are seen not only 
as providing a number of " best" alternate 
networks and combinations of modes 
(new and old) , but as possibly being able 
to assess the effects of controlling the 
location of people and industries so as 
to minimize transportation needs. That is, 
obviously, barring the work-at-home syn
drome, which predicts advanced commu
nications devices that will free people 
from the commuting grind. 

HUD Looks at 
City Transit 
Although the cities may be thought of as 
subsystems of the regional or national 
system, they seem to be subsystems that 
shape and sustain the larger systems 
around them. And the importance of mo
bility to the life of the city cannot be over
estimated. 

Under the Urban Mass Transportat ion 
Act of 1964, a number of capital grants 
have been made to bolster sagging city 
transit systems around the country. Last 
year, Congress asked for better solutions 
than this city-by-city patchwork and di
rected the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) to commission 
comprehensive studies that can be used 
for advising cities on their over-all transit 
problems. 

In February of this year, HUD awarded 
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four such research contracts, totaling 
$1 ,500,000. Their objectives are indeed 
broad: "Reconstruction of our cities, im
provement of our urban transportation, 
and the protection of our environment." 
The four systems studies will serve much 
the same function as the California Study 
- as blueprints for further research and 
development programs. 

The following statement from HUD re
veals its fa ith in the systems approach: 
" The systems analysis viewpoint, encom
passing city planning as well as transport 
engineering, has been deemed so impor
tant that the fourth contract has been 
awarded to Defense Research Corpora
tion (known primarily for its systems work 
for the military] of Santa Barbara, Calif., 
to conduct, with the aid of computers, a 
refined yet practical systems analysis of 
problems and solutions, strengths and 
weaknesses, origins and destinations, 
points served and lands traversed , in ur
ban transportation. " 

The first three contracts are probing 
for nonpolluting transit solutions th at 
might be feasible in 5- 15 years ; 3- 8 
years ; and 6 months to 3 years. The uni
fying study will use three actual cities for 
models, and will be conducted by a 1 O
man team of experts in the fields of en
gineering , city planning , economics, social 
science, and mathematics. The deadline is 
December 31 of this year, giving Defense 
Research , recently renamed General Re
search Corporation about 11 months to 
complete the analysis. 

Ben Alexander, Board Chairman of 
General Research , puts the systems anal
ysis tool in perspective for studying 
civic problems. " I feel that while the sys
tems analytic tools have a role to play, 
they are no panacea and must be used 
with extreme care," he cautions. "Where 
goals are reasonably simple, not them
selves in serious contradiction , and ex
pressible in quantitative terms, the formal 
techn iques of analysis combined with the 
power of present-day computers offer un
questionable advantages over reliance on 
expert opin ion and rules of thumb. For 
most civic problems, important elements 
of the goals fall to meet these criteria, and 
If converted into a common currency (In 
order to permit formal optimization), the 
real issues are often concealed rather 
than illum inated. If systems analysis is to 
be of value, it must be married to more 
traditional methods of considering civic 
problems, and each approach be used in 
the sphere in which it is most powerful. " 

One serious gap in Federal activities is 
at the urban-regional interface. DOT han
dles regional studies and HUD assumes 
responsibility for urban studies. How do 
the twain meet? After the fledgling De
partment of Transportation gets Its bear
ings, it is hoped that some sort of co
ordinative body can be established to 
straddle the DOT-HUD line. 
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Control console . t ied into dig ita l computer. 
provides visual mon itoring of Westinghouse 
driverl ess commuter train. Project was 
partially financed by HUD. 

BART's Simulator 
Stormy relationships between San Fran
cisco's Bay Area Rapid Transit District 
and its arch itectural advisors serve to 
point up how the best laid intentions of 
engineering-grounded trans it proposals 
cannot be programmed. 

But BART has a handy little systems 
device known as a Rapid Transit System 
Simulator that at least promises to insure 
superior service to Bay Area residents. It 
describes all essential physical parts of 
the railroad , plus train movement and pas
senger flow ; and will be used in evaluating 
performance and service. With the com
pleted program on paper, it will be pos
sible to " look" at the system in operation 
every half second. 

Although there seems to be some am
biguity in defining the exact limits of sys
tems work, one breakdown divides it into 
three phases: (1) systems analysis ; (2) 
systems engineering ; and (3) systems 
management. BART's simulator is pri
marily an engineering and management 
tool for planning and supervising-in-action 
the controls , signaling , scheduling , and so 
on . 

" The simulator program is a very stupid 
animal ," Deane Aboudara , the program 's 
supervisor, remarked in a diffident mo
ment. " It will only do what you te ll it to." 
In other words, it can remember but not 
initiate change if reality does not tally 
with projections. There must be a con
tinuing check-and-correct process feed
ing back actual user data after BART 
starts carrying passengers. A permanent 
staff, including a scientific programmer, 
an analyst of passenger behavior, and a 
costs man may run through the check
and-correct cycle as often as once a 
a month in the first months of operation , 
and then go to six-month checks as they 

learn the habits of riders. It may even be 
refined to the point of making adjustments 
for seasonal fluctuations, the Christmas 
buying surge, or sports crowds. 

Systems Programs 
in Private Industry 
The programs discussed so far have all 
been government-administered, but the 
transportation industry (railroads, bus 
lines, and airlines) often takes advantage 
of systems analysis and systems engi
neering firms. And a number of manufac
ture rs of transportation hardware main
tain research departments with systems 
staffs. Notable among these is the West
inghouse Air Brake Company's Mass 
Transit Center, which is doing one of the 
HUD stud ies. 

The most ambitious newcomer to these 
programs operated by private industry is 
Ford Motor Company's recently estab-
1 ished Transportation Sciences Depart
ment, which will follow a " total" systems 
analysis approach, including urban and 
regional plann ing. It has already begun 
an urban study in cooperation with the 
City of San Diego. 

" I should point out that our whole pro
gram (including our participation in San 
Diego) is, and will continue to be, entirely 
funded by Ford Motor Company," ex
plained Foster Weldon , manager of the 
new department. One of its objectives is , 
of course, to " assess the evo lving role of 
the personal vehicle and to pinpoint de
sirable new-product opportun ities in future 
transportation systems," but Ford states 
that its long-range objectives do not in
clude the search for ways to favor the 
automobile . 

Where Will It All End? 
Crystal gazing into the transportat ion fu
ture is a widespread and favorite pastime. 
It has even been proposed that homes, or 
possibly entire cities, might be self-con
tained mobile units that will one day wing 
south for the winter and north in the sum
mer. 

It does seem fairly certain that automa
tion will cut down on work time and create 
more leisure - leisure that will be spent 
increasingly for pleasure travel. But will 
pleasure travel be pleasurable? Systems 
analysis promises to make it fast , safe , 
clean , and efficient in every way possible. 
And it will , if present trends are followed 
through , show increasing respect for the 
landscape, the cityscape , and the non
user whose house happens to be adjacent 
to the rig.ht-of-way - I.e., It will be burled 
wherever possible. But will that be any 
fun? Will there be any enjoyment for 
those passenger-packages zinging along 
through darkened tunnels in trim , steril
ized , efficient containers? 
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the chanuinu practice 

"It may well be that what we 
have hitherto understood as 
architecture, and what we are 
beginning to understand of 
technology, are incompatible 
disciplines. The architect who 
proposes to run with technology 
knows now that he is in fast 
company, and that in order to 
keep up he may have to discard 
his whole cultural load, including 
the professional garments by 
which he is recognized as an 
architect. If, on the other hand, he 
decides not to do this, he may find 
that a technological culture has 
decided to go on without him." 
Reyner Banham, "Theory and Design in 
the First Machine Age." 

To some, Banham's are strong words ; 
to others, a statement of recognized 
fact. Those actively " running with tech
nology" are well aware that they are 
in fast company. Some have already dis
carded their " professional garments" as 
an encumbrance. It is doubtful that the 
" technological culture w ill go on without" 
these architects, for they are in the middle 
of it, sometimes firing the starting pistol. 

For those architects who conceive of 
architecture in its classic tradition , tech
nology has quickened the pace. It affords 
stimulation in the perfection of the indi
vidual work of art. For these men, the 
pace has quickened but the path remains 
the same. 

What are the changes in day-to-day 
practice brought about by performance 
design? How are these technological in
novations altering the style of those " pro
fessional garments" by which the architect 
is recognized as an architect? Is the 
Emperor naked? 

Is the systems approach of the aero
space industries compatible with archi
tectural performance design? 
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Robertson Ward, Jr., who helped de
sign the School Construction Systems 
Development (SCSD) components for In
land Steel , maintains that the problem is 
vastly more complicated than the " simplis
tic attitude" of the areospace people. 
" I think there is a tendency to confuse 
complexity of numbers with solving archi
tectural problems," says Ward. "Sending 
a man to the moon is not nearly as com
plex as designing one small children's 
elementary schoolroom. That is a prob
lem fantastically mo ~e complex than all 
of the computations aerospace is in
volved in. The interlocking social variable 
systems in any architectural problem are 
of a much higher level of complexity than 
any of the relative quantifiable researches 
that the aerospace people are involved 
in. I have the feeling that a lot of people 
in aerospace have considered it the re
verse and have looked down disdainfully 
on the architect bumbling along , not 
being specific and precise. 

"It is possible to set up a relatively 
closed system with systems analysis," 
continues Ward , " but, these are not al
ways the priority problems. The tendency 
is to leave out many of the variables you 
cannot quantify. This is the mistake that 
most of the aerospace people make who 
plan to move into the physical environ
ment. 

" There are many things that need to be 
done to raise the rational threshold that 
the architect works on, and the architect 
has been very remiss in not doing this," 
he continues. " But it still is a complexity 
of problem that is not going to be taken 
over by aerospace." 

Sim Van der Ryn feels that we are quite 
a way from using new techniques in per
formance design: " There are a number of 
deductive rational techniques for sched
uling and programming the sequence of 
operations and decisions required to build . 
These techniques are extremely useful 
but serve largely to make the existing 
design and building process more effi
cient. There are mathematical models of 
various standard activity systems, but 

these have found no significant applica
tions in architecture that I know of. There 
are models set to cost effectiveness com
parisons of systems, but these require 
careful definition of measurable input and 
output funct ions. Architecture hasn 't got
ten that far yet. There are computer tech
niques to store and retrieve data, but we 
have yet to decide what data we want, 
and how to reliably obtain it. At this point, 
I make no strong claims for the 'new 
techniques,' since they are still states of 
mind and a way of working rather than a 
cookbook of methods. 

" It is precisely the formalist architect's 
inability to relate beauty to any 'deliberate 
or conscious ' concept that brought me to 
systems analysis in the first place," con
tinues Van der Ryn . " Because if the archi
tect cannot explain in understandable and 
operational terms what the properties of 
'attractive, aesthetic, or beautiful ' build
ings are, then who can? " 

Both Ward and Van der Ryn ask the 
question: Are the complex problems of 
physical and social environment beyond 
the technological scope of performance 
design? 

The answer will be worked out with an 
instrument whose capab ili ties are revolu
tionizing architectural practice even more 
than steam did industrial production -
the computer. 

The Computer 
The computer is the handmaiden of per
formance design. Beginning as a humble 
calculating tool to replace the eng ineer's 
slide rule or the bookkeeper's adding ma
chine, it has branched out to encompass 
a range of activities inconceivable 15 
years ago. As iron made its first appear
ance in building disguised as stone and 
gradually asserted its capabilities, the 
computer may change the shape of ar
chitectural practice through performance 
design, as much as the I beam and the 
wide flange changed the form of building . 

Despite these possibilities, the com
puter, in many instances, still seems to be 
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making its entrance through the back 
door like purloined "hot goods." A recent 
AIA-financed study, entitled Emerging 
Techniques of Architectural Practice, 
stated, "The initial effort of this study has 
been directed toward management and 
business aspects of the practice." The 
study then proceeded to illustrate the tre
mendous versatility of the computer in 
speeding and simplifying architectural 
business procedures. 

Some architects, however, see the 
hardware of systems, the computer, as 
more than Architectural Iron Works. "To 
say that there is nothing that cannot be 
done without the computer misses the en
tire implication," argues Professor Richard 
Bender of Cooper Union. "So much of 
what is being done in new techniques of 
drafting and reproduction and even sys
tems analysis in the architect's office is 
being hampered by this concept. The only 
input you can use with this type of think
ing is the input of form you have dealt 
with, and you end up with the same kind 
of building that you started with. The air
plane and the horse may get you to the 
same place but they don't do the same 
th ing." 

"The number of variables a computer 
can handle are small compared to the 
capability of the human brain ," comments 
Professor Schiffer of Pratt Institute. " It is 
the computer's potential that is so engag
ing." 

Architects at MIT's Center for Build
ing Research see that their "hardware" 
gets some hard wear. They believe that, 
if the shoe fits , wear it, and they are not 
averse to measuring any foot. They use 
the computer for the most complicated 
programming as well as adapting it to 
what Calvin F. Opitz, research staff mem
ber, terms "dog work." Opitz uses the 
computer even if it is easier to do a prob
lem by hand, to "keep thinking in terms of 
systems solutions." For such simple prob
lems " you could teach a chimp to use the 
computer." To Opitz, the computer is a 
thinking animal that can also teach. 

"It's a nifty tool that allows an immedi
ate check of all factors against each 
other - finance, occupancy, etc. " But, 
most important, " It's new to the architect; 
architects don't usually think this way," 
says Marvin E. Goody, MIT research 
associate . " The computer generates the 
tendency to think in broader terms to 
solve greater problems. If you lay out a 
street, you not only think of the curves 
and grades, but the iighting, snow re
moval ... everything ." 

" What the computer does is to accel
erate the acquisition of experience so that 
a person can sit down and play with com
plex structures and do three or four of 
them in a week, whereas before it took 
one man half his life to get that much 
experience," points out William LeMes-
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surier, structural er:igineer of Boston. 
Expo 67 demonstrated many of the 

computer's structural potentials (JUNE 
1967 P / A). The Gyrotron, a huge space 
structure, was calculated in two hours of 
computer time on the largest computer 
in the world. The Theme Pavil ions, de
signed by the Affleck / Desbarats/ Dimak
opou los/ Lebensold / Sise office of Toronto, 
were too complex for the McGill University 
computer and as a result it was said that 
their structural possibilities were unreal
ized. A proprietary space frame called the 
Triodetic system, which was employed in 
the Netherlands Pavilion as well as a num-

ber of other structures, was computer cal
culated. Describing the Triodetic System, 
Harold G. Fentiman, vice-president of Tri
odetic Structures Limited , notes: "A com
puter is now being used to provide struc
tural solutions for three-dimensional struc
tures and arrive at budgetary cost figures 
during the preliminary design stage .... 
Once the design is finalized, the computer 
solution gives complete and detailed ma
terial lists and final prices." 

The impact of the computer is being 
felt everywhere. When The Architects 
Collaborative of Cambridge, Mass., de
cided to computerize their accounting, 
they purposefully selected a firm that was 
capable of computer graphics. 

"It gives us the possibility of doing any
thing we do in the drafting room," says 
Morse Payne, Jr., of TAC. The' system 

could be integrated to produce an im
mediate cost analysis during design. 

The computer is bad news for the tra
ditional draftsman and will probably force 
architectural offices to rethink the prac
tice of making architectural school gradu
ates " board jockeys" for the endless 
repetition of standard door bucks until 
they have put in enough time to sit for 
their architectural licenses. Sam Wallach , 
Jr., whose construction firm has moved 
entirely into data processing and com
puterized analytical activities, comments , 
"Draftsmen have been on the way out 
for some time. The last industry in which 
they still dominate is architecture and en
gineering." He believes their days are 
numbered. Payne agrees, " When SOM 
or some other major firm puts in computer 
graphics, the entire profession will change 
overnight and the draftsman will disap
pear." 

There are a wider range of things for 
computers to do than drafting. " Com
puters don't only analyze," says Robert 
Pelletier of MIT; " they define the prob
lem so that it makes sense. Today, any
thing is possible." 

Proving Pelletier's statement, architect 
William W. Bond, Jr., of Memphis, Tenn ., 
notes, " Computers are advancing the 
profession of architecture by taking the 
drudgery out of it." 

Bond anticipates the day when he will 
be able to give a client a set of plans by 
nightfall of the day the contract is signed . 
Computer manufacturers, points out Bond , 
only see the computer as a glorified add
ing machine. Bond will sign a contract 
for advanced equipment the day the man
ufacturer can deliver the new equipment 
he wants. "All we have is time, and by 
saving time, computers will allow creative 
people to be creative ," says Bond, known 
nationally and internationally for his de
sign of the Holiday Inns. 

Computers are proving their usefulness 
to centralize information and Information 
retrieval and evaluation. They are invalu
able in keeping track of the large expen
ditures of client funds, which is part of the 
nature of the business of architecture. 
Product information is listed by them for 
the designer's evaluation. They are ideally 
suited to the printing of calculations, 
specifications, and working drawing in
formation . In short, computers are pres
ently being used successfully for all of the 
business of architecture. 

But, with the development of perfor
mance design, are drawings and specifi
cations the vehicle of communication the 
architect will use to transmit his instruc
tions to the bui lding industry of the future? 
Systems analysis applied to architectural 
business procedures are undeniably as 
efficient as they are applied to other 
business operations. But in their applica
tion to design , are they presently bogged 
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down in perfecting the mechanisms of an 
archaic building technology? The ques
tion asked by architects "running with 
technology" is not whether the present 
antiquated technology can be perfected , 
but whether it should be perpetuated. 
Even the computer's " light pen," which 
many architects hail as a computer de
sign breakthrough, is not necessary for 
the simplified plotting chart evolved by 
Inland Steel for the SCSD program. 

If the most important function of com
puters in the architect's office is their 
generation of thinking in terms of perfor
mance design, as the men at MIT say, 

Animated human figures designed, 
stored, and drawn by computer. (From 
"Design and the Computer," Design 
Quarterly, Walker Art Center 66/ 67.) 

can this thinking be generated by using 
the computer only as a substitute for the 
sliderule and the adding machine. 

Performance Design 
The traditional design function seems to 
most architects to be the most precious 
article of their " professional apparel. " 
What is the present effect of "systems 
thinking " on design? 

" The talented designer in the old sense, 
the clever man with a pencil who knows 
what the styles are, tends to disappear," 
says Goody. " These men have a great 
ability to change a window detail and pro
portions because they 'look better that 
way,' but design has to be taken one step 
further. More and more architects are 
thinking in the broad terms of how to 
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solve greater problems. " 
" A lot of the traditional procedures are 

breaking down," says Schiffer. " The pro
fession is already quite polarized . There 
are the respected firms such as SOM, 
Rudolph , and Kahn , who have something 
unique to offer, which is the quality of 
their design. The only unique thing the 
architect can contribute," he adds, " is 
design." Schiffer defines design as the 
total conception of a project, the relation
ship of the client's needs to the finished 
product, the building. However, once this 
is put together into a unified whole, the 
working out can be done by specialists 

under the architect's direction. In some of 
these instances, specialties can be per
formed by machine systems. 

Pelletier (an MIT research associate) 
and Opitz agree with Schiffer th.at some
one has to control the design process, but 
they ask , " What is the design process?" 
They add, " It cannot be mechanically sys
tematized until you know what it is. " One 
of the difficulties in designing with sys
tems is that there are no design criteria 
for deciding if buildings will meet the 
problem and no feedback after they have 
been built. " Today, anything is possible," 
says Pelletier. " When this is so, we need 
criteria evaluation and definition." 

On the other hand, there are architects 
who do not seem plagued by such doubts. 
Bond, of Holiday Inn fame, knows exactly 
how he would like to design. It would be 

with a complete mechanization. His pro
posal , as outlined in Holiday Inn Maga
zine, is simple and direct. Bond would 
have stored in small f i le drawers about 
20,000 key-punched cards, each with an 
aperture containing a 35-mm microfilm of 
a detailed drawing or document. These 
would be color-coded to d ifferent phases 
of design. The cards would describe all 
probable variations of every condition 
with which his staff is working or is likely 
to need. 

" We would flit through the master deck 
of cards for all drawings and specifica
tions of similar buildings. We would stay 
with the customer shuffling the decks . .. 
assimilating and ... dissimilating until by 
night we would have pieced together a 
montage of all the necessary drawings 
for a complete design." 

Bond concluded with this bit of advice, 
" Success in architecture, as in all things, 
would come to those who make them
selves truly deserving of it. It doesn' t 
really matter if you are fortunate enough 
to be considered talented . The important 
thing is whether you are determined to 
succeed. If this is the case, you will be 
successful. " 

Utilizing performance design to meet 
more human needs or grinding out build
ings to meet the needs of the market are 
obviously miles apart. Bond is ready to 
put a computer where his mouth is. His 
staff of 50 is produc ing bu i ldings both 
here and at:iroad. They stand ready to do 
more with less as soon as the equipment 
is available. While TAC considers com
puterized graphics, and Pelletier and Optiz 
ask what design is, Bond gives it a fast 
shuffle. In the gamble of which players 
will hit the building jackpot by the end of 
the century, it would appear that all of the 
cards are in Bond 's hand. How those cards 
are played is, of course, another question. 
But it does seem a marked deck. 

Design Is a 
Big Performance 
The implications of performance design is 
bigness. " Ask the question," says Bender, 
" not what kind of an apartment house but 
how people are going to iive. When goals 
are stated in measurable terms rather 
than in an existing form , the d isc iplines 
that are involved are of a much wider 
range than found in today's practice . The 
people most successful in solving the 
problems are bigger and bigger compa
nies. It may be that the way of dealing 
with things on an intuitive bas is is not 
suited to this scale." 

" Some of the most intelligent design," 
comments Peter Cook, " is now being 
done by organizations that have archi
tects, programmers, engineers, surveyors, 
technicians, and the rest - all in one de
sign organization . Here the synthesis is 
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possible while the con c e pt is being 
evolved." 

One of the larger firms now applying 
the systems approach, Daniel , Mann, 
Johnson & Mendenhall (DMJM), calls it 
a logical framework within which the vari
ous members of their team can evaluate 
the total problem and assemble conclu
sions to cover total requirements. Stanley 
M. Smith , DMJM vice-president, predicts 
a widening of architectural services. "In 
our next study, we are entertaining the 
possibil ity of adding a sociologist to the 
team." Eventually, they may even add an 
anthropologist. 

Large organizations lend themselves 
naturally to the systems approach . Their 
business procedures are more highly in
dustrialized. " In the large offices, the de
sign thing is separate ; they don't want 
the design to mess up the manufacturing 
operation," commented one architect. " In 
architectural practice, after five years the 
bulk of architects are acting as techni
cians ; even in their own office they hire a 
young man to do the design," he con
tinued . 

If offices do not become large enough 
to include outside professional services 
for their expanded architectural services, 
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they may become what Peter Cook de
scribes as " ... small outfits where the 
use of industrialization is still a last resort 
when the 'hand-made' is impossibly ex
pensive, where people trained as 'all
round' architects grapple with amateur 
systems, amateur eng ineering, and ama
teur sociology." 

Systematizing 
Performance Design 
How much design freedom is there in us
ing system building? Will the manufac
turer make away with the designer's 
" pearl of great price?" 

"There is an interesting thing about 
systems building," says Bender. " In Eu
rope, there are half a dozen uniform sys
tems that are used widely and the build
ings look very different. In New York, 
every apartment building is designed 
from scratch , yet they all look alike. The 
reason for this is that, when you design 
from scratch , you have to reinvent the 
wall , which is a basic accomplishment for 
all time. You don 't just do that on the side 
when you are making a building." 

Joseph C. White of Inland Steel ques
tions the quality of design freedom that 

SCSD cei ling and wall systems varied for 
adjustable school spaces. Ceiling modules 
are adjusted for multiuse classroom spaces . 

ties the architect to the continual detail ing 
of almost ident ical bu ilding components 
each time a building is erected : " Many 
consider this to be des ign freedom ; but, 
if you think about it, is th is freedom? It 
could be that, in this situat ion , the archi
tect is just a prisoner of a chaotic society, 
having to create his own discipline in 
every building and trying to pull these un
coordinated , disorganized elements to
gether. 

" The architect has a very necessary 
preconception , trad itionally, with design 
coordinat ion," Wh ite continues. " Th is is 
what takes up the time, so much so that 
he doesn 't have t ime to spend with his 
client on space planning . You may call 
that freedom , but I question just how 
much freedom that really is." 

What White proposes to substitute for 
the architect's manipulation of uncoordi
nated products in a craft-oriented indus
try is most clearly shown in the example 
of the SCSD, how it worked and what the 
influences will be on performance design 
of this systems building . 
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Performance Design: 
The Manufacturer 
The California SCSD program has thrown 
a strong light on the present practices of 
the profession and its readiness to adapt 
Itself to systems thinking . 

Jonathan King of the EFL says, "On 
the w h o I e , architects do not seem 
equipped for systems. They can talk the 
language - everybody does; it's the argot 
of our age - but they do not think that 
way at all. It can almost be predicted by 
age whether an architect will be receptive 
to systems thinking or not. 

"The strains on SCSD were mostly 
with traditional building and thinking," 
continues King. 

In his experience through working with 
architects on the Inland Steel systems, 
Bud Breymann corroborated King's opin
ion. The smaller and younger architect 
knows that he must succeed on innova
tion . " He cannot show buildings he has 
done because he has usually not done 
any large impressive structures. These 
younger architects are usually very critical 
and examine very carefully. They then say 
an unequivocal yes or no. " 

White states the ground rules for work-
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ing with systems. "First of all, and most 
essential , the architect has to understand 
and work within 'the systems discipline. 
He will see that he has a wide range of 
choice and still remain within the disci
pline of a well-designed system." He 
pointed out that design freedom is en
hanced because the system is kept open, 
allowing continual cost analysis and re
design. 

White feels that the system provides 
the architect with very valuable control 
tools, which he needs for both internal 
control of his own operations and external 
control of the whole job. Systems make it 
possible for the architect to use CPM and 
PERT, because the relations of one sub
system to another is known. " The system 
will allow the architect to know before he 
finishes design problems how long it will 
take to build the buildlng and how much 
it will cost. In other words," says White, 
"it's possible for the architect to truly re
tain time and cost control. " 

Breymann pointed out that the architect 
is not dependent upon the general con
tractor's bid at the end of the job and the 
laborious reworking of drawings to reduce 
cost. 

When the manufacturer is responsible 

-11-
.____ 

)1 
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for an e n t i re operation, manufacture, 
transportation , and erection , he can guar
antee cost within much more clearly de
fined limits than by the present piece
meal method of building. It is not only 
possible to guarantee costs but a con
stant feedback in relation to design change 
is possible. 

"The manufacturer is no Ion g er a 
vendor ; he has to be involved from the be
ginning. This way, the architect can call 
upon the resources and the manufacturer 
to help him," assures White. 

"He is forced to cut design time short 
because he has to spend so much time 
on working drawings. He doesn 't have time 
to do what his client wants him to do -
namely, control the process. To put it 
another way, a full set of working draw
ings means few schematics and no PERT. 

" Because of the problem of working 
drawings and all of the rest, this unco
ordinated process, the architect has had 
to turn over time and cost control of the 
project to the general contractor," said 
White. 

A basic change in the profession from 
the application of systems building is the 
altered juxtaposition of the four princ ipal 
members of the building team: client, 
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Manufacturer General 
Contractor 

Systems building changes the manufacturer 
from a peripheral vendor to a direct 
participant of the design and building team. 

Own"'® 
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Manufacturer Architect 
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architect, contractor, and manufacturer. 
The simple rearrangement of these four 
principals may alter completely the pro
fessional wardrobe of the architect. In 
some instances, he assumes the anony
mous garb of one of a team , and in others 
dons the overalls of the manufacturer's 
helper. 

" The main difference is performance 
instead of product, " said King , speaking 
of SCSD. It is this kernel of difference that 
changes the manufacturer from a vendor 
of building products to a researcher, the 
erector, and even the maintainer of the 
building system. It is this change that may 
see the manufacturer as the architect, 
client, partner, and even employer instead 
of the vending salesman who is allowed to 
call at the architect's office between three 
and five on Thursday afternoons to see if 
he can have a draftsman detail his prod
uct into the plans. 

Performance specifications transfer re
search , development, installation coordi
nation, and maintenance from the archi
tect's responsibility to the manufacturer. 
In short, the laborious tasks that comprise 
80 to 90 per cent of the architect's time 
are put on other shoulders - shoulders 
that, some architects say, are better able 
to bear the burden than they are. 

" The architect is freed of the cat-and
mouse game of costs," says Breymann. He 
is also freed from the great catch-all of 
" or equal." He does not have to police 
the contractor's substitutions, for which he 
is poorly equipped. Erection is no longer 
the race of who gets there first. Everyone 
has his spot ; coordination is a manufac
turer's responsibility rather than a con
tractor's headache and the architect's 
nightmare. 

Goody sees the process taken a step 
further. With industrial capability, it should 
be possible to buy the completed st ructure 
from industry. He points to the massing of 
clients demonstrated in the SCSD pro
gram. "Industry will become involved in 
the end product," he says. " We tend to 
waste our prime thinking time on prob
lems industry should have solved for us." 

No one seems any readier to solve 
these problems than White. " Industry to
day is isolated from the market." It de
pends on other people to interpret needs 
for them, and he pointed as an example 
to Inland Steel , the largest manufacturer 
of roof decking in the world , which has no 
knowledge of where their products are 
used or how they function . 

This means a tremendous waste of re
search talent. " The manufacturer is tra
ditionally isolated from the market be
cause of the product, material, and craft 
orientation of industry. M~nufacturer con
tact with industry is minimal. We are con
demned because we're not meeting the 
right needs and requirements, and we 
can 't do that because we' re not talking 
to the right people. There is no opportun-

ity for us to discuss design plans at all." 
Inland Steel was interested in SCSD 

because it was convinced that the owner's 
wants were be ing presented by someone 
who knew what the requirements were in 
a particular field . They decided to put 
forth the effort because the requ irements 
were being presented and interpreted in
telligently and the appeal was universal. 

" If systems building is to be a success, 
the same team members would be in
volved - the owner, the architect, the 
manufacturer- but the role will change," 
says White. In the changed relationship, 
the owner will be talking directly to the 
manufacturer. " We don 't know what these 
roles will be, but they will be somewhat 
different from what they are now." 

White and several architects see a re
arrangement of the arch itect's function 
into three distinct divisions. They say 
that there w ill be an architect who de
velops the system or program, the arch i
tect who uses the bu ilding systems com
ponents, and thirdly the architect who 
works on the manufacturer's team devel
oping the system. We will then have as 
professional garments of the sc ientific 
systems analyst, the somewhat altered 
foulard of the traditional architect and the 
grease-stained overalls of the industrial 
design architect. 

Performance Design: 
The Client 
The architect is being pressed from both 
directions by systems bu i ld ing and the 
technology associated with them - from 
the bottom by the necessity of stream
lining and making his practice more ef
ficient , and from the top by cl ient and 
Government. 

" If the Federal Government is applying 
systems to their operations, and if the 
client whom the architect deals with is 
used to using a systems approach to solve 
his major problems, the architect will find 
that he is not commun icating unless he 
can operate on the same basis. When the 
architect is cal led in to do a building for 
a large company, he will find that the 
company knows more about the bu ilding 
than he does, " says Bender. 

" Systems analysis is being pressed on 
the architect by a cl ient who knows its 
value. If you did a bu ild ing for Boei ng, 
they will not put up with the approach of ' I 
have the feeling that this would work.' 
They are used to knowing exactly what 
the goals are and the implications of the 
decisions made." 

Owners are more likely to be involved 
in systems than the architect. If the archi
tect cannot talk a systems language, he 
may be left talk ing to himself, or an art 
dealer. The owner may use the systems 
analysis himself as a management tool 
to police the contract, and perhaps the ar-
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Chart prepared by Anthony Herrey, MIT property manager, to illustrate the extent that architects 
and engineers influence the development of a total building . 

chitect and manufacturer as well. A dia
logue is established by systems between 
the manufacturer and the owner. Such a 
dialogue is of benefit to the manufacturer, 
since he is trying to promote the use of his 
own system, thinks White. "The owner is 
normally the decision maker; but, in addi
tion to this, the manufacturer suddenly 
realizes that this is the person who has the 
needs and requirements, and he should , 
therefore, be talking to him. Now he can 
bring the resources of industry to bear on 
the owner's problem directly. Major com
ponents may be purchased directly by the 
owner, where traditionally the general 
contractor was the purchasing agent." 

The role of the manufacturer emerges 
from the SCSD as much stronger than it 
has ever been in traditional relationships. 
Bender tells of White recommending ar
chitects to prospective clients rather than 
having his products specified by the archi
tect. One thing is certain - the manufac
turer sees himself as part of the decision-
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making team. What this will mean for the 
future is as unpredictable as the differ
ence in the role of the building team pre
dicted by King . 

What about the domination of the mar
ket by one manufacturer when he has 
perfected a building system? Changes 
will only be made if there is a good engi
neering reason for making them , said 
Breymann. The answer to this, thinks King , 
is competition between a number of build
ing systems. It is necessary to broaden 
the field to allow architectural design 
choice . 

Will Performance 
Eliminate the 
Architect's Function? 
" I believe architecture should rightly focus 
primarily on product rather than process. 
We need competent architects committed 

to building ," says Van der Ryn. " But we 
also need architects - call them systems 
analysts or programmers - whose job is 
defining the properties of new forms with
out necessarily preparing the construction 
documents." 

"Systems presents a horrible threat to 
the profession as the profession is now 
constituted . The bulk of the profession is 
set to turn out working drawings, to act 
as agents, to overlook the client's super
vision and costing . The present profession 
has very little to do with architecture. The 
implications are that the architect is re
leased to spend more of his time on ar
chitecture, but there are few architects 
set to handle this," says Bender. 

When the architect is divested of his 
traditional professional garments and has 
to compete like one of the boys, there is 
the possibility that he will be more subject 
to the determining forces of our economy 
than he is now cloaked in the robes of 
the artist. Robes that are all too often 
torn and worn threadbare against the hard 
surfaces of technology. 

The influences on building are financ
ing, real estate, and the entire entourage 
of architecture as a profitable profession. 

If design supervision were decided by 
cost of building elements, the mechanical 
engineer might be the designer rather 
than the architect. In many structures, the 
mechanical systems are more costly than 
the architecture. This was true in the 
SCSD program. 

The manufacturer is better equipped to 
research , develop, and install his own 
products. Factory-trained personnel are 
better equipped to erect manufactured 
bu ilding system components than the 
hand-trained craftsmen of the building 
trades . Large "owner builders," as the 
Tishman enterprises call themselves, say 
they are better equipped to oversee the 
design and erection of buildings and to 
carry out the client's needs, and they have 
said so, in a full section of the Sunday 
New York Times. 

Where does this leave the architect? 
It may bring him to what he is originally 
trained to do and what many architects say 
he does best: the analysis of over-all hu
man needs and space planning . He may 
indeed be freed to work on the larger can
vas, as the building systems manufacturers 
and the owner-builders predict. The archi
tect 's fear is that he will have to assume 
the attire of the court jester or the court 
eunuch to do so. 

Performance design is changing arch i
tectural practice rapidly. It is noth ing like 
it used to be, but, then , it probably never 
was. 

When the architect's traditional profes
sional garments are removed, will there 
be nothing underneath, like the emperor's 
clothing, or are there enough foundation 
garments for him still to be decently at
tired? 
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the changing orolession 

ting go to the engineers or builders. There 
are historical reasons for this, of course. 

"""-=~--....... i:'lli,,,,....,a=:m: of today has evolved from 

petent in some line of work eople, the talented amateur 
too, professional organization ist type, who might or might 
vince the public that it " can ' ch about building , and the 
to use the services of the ir em ers - a ctical man who could work 
doctrine that lawyers, say, or i:loctotr1t•hti1ve,--rtA1~-t1~1t&1ilf1J"'5 igns out of his arch itectural 
found the public generally lllng to ac- hose first, and real , love was 
cept. Not so, architects ; after a , one ric s and boards. The architect, a 
builds out of hope and one sees doctors designer who made money but did not 
and lawyers out of fear, prudence, or cau- build , was something of an anomaly, com-
t ion , and it is perhaps these latter states ing under suspicion of being rather con-
of mind that impel people most readily to temptuous of practical considerations and 
pay the professional 's fee. If a man needs rather inclined toward the entertainment 
medication , he will probably go to an of lofty ambitions at other peop le's ex-
M.D. , although osteopaths , naturopaths, pense. He has therefore been regarded as 
and chiropractors have their followings, a person to call in when considerations of 
and some persons put most of their faith strongly individual taste , elegance, pres-
in patent medicines. If a man has a legal tige, civic amenity, or the like seem to 
problem, he will pay generously the per- justify extra expense and perhaps a cer-
son who can help him escape that particu- tain lack of convenience . A part of his 
lar nightmare. If a man needs a building , potential market has doubtless been 
however, he may very well go to a builder siphoned off by the readiness of builders 
or an engineering firm for it. The profes- and engineering firms to supply fac ings, 
sional ly presented image of an architect is applied ornamentation , and other arbitrary 
that of an artist in building who is at the visual modifications of their const ructions 
same time an all-round " practical man" as an " architectural service. " 
- a person who analyzes his client's 
needs with care and sensitivity, who draws 
up a design in which every space and 
every sol id, every bolt and every stud has 
its coAsidered shape, size, and location, 
who sees the design through to realiza
tion on the site, and who finally turns over 
to the gratified client a building that is 
handsome, solid , convenient, and not un
duly expensive. True , the architect has 
his consultants for a job of any consider
able size, but these are like extens ions of 
himself; ult imately, it is he (or his office , 
at least) that draws up the plans, working 
drawings, and specifications. The advan
tages he claims over his professional ri
vals - the builder and the engineer - are 
that he is an artist and they are not, and 
that his humanistic training has given him 
a unique competence in sensing the sub
tle ways in which true excellence can be 
brought to what is built. A fine self-image, 
th is, in spite of which the very great ma
jority of jobs the architect might be get-
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The Anti-Albertian 
Architect 
" Worse" is to come. As we have seen, 
the planned and constructed environment 
is coming to be thought of in a new way, 
for a new kind of client, and new methods 
of realizing it are being worked on . The 
boast of the systems analyst, who may 
come to rival the arch itect, is that he is a 
professional reasoner, a " general ist" able 
to deal intelligently with problems in any 
discipline in which precise data are wholly 
subject to known laws. That is not to say 
that he is prepared to act as a specialist 
in biology, say, or mechanics ; th at is not 
his job. His job, rather, is to be well
rounded in the realm of the wholly objec
t ive, so that if a given system req uires for 
its proper devis ing information from both 
the biologist and the mechanical engineer, 
he will be able to absorb such information 
and put it to the best use. The architect, 

of course, is supposed to be a generalist 
of sorts, too, intelligent about structure, 
materials, lighting , acoustics, law, con
structional methods, and so on , in much 
the same way, and be an artist and a 
sensitive interpreter of those mushy areas 
of human experience that are labeled 
" psychological. " The trouble is that even 
though the architect should indeed be all 
these things, it may not be enough, be
cause they are centered too narrowly 
upon the production of a physical environ
ment, which , under the new philosophy 
of " performance design," will become 
only one possible solution of the essential 
problem. 

The introduction of a new requirement 
into an existing system may lead to the 
provision of new space and shelte r to 
house the fulfillment of the requirement, 
or it may not ; the question of what exactly 
is wanted is to be pu rsued exhaustively 
before the question of means is con
sidered. If it is dec ided that some spec ial 
environment is needed , then the process 
of determining the location and form of 
this environment will be the responsibil ity 
not only of the person or persons who 
make the plans, determ ine the structu ral 
system, order the furnishings, and function 
generally as the " architect," but also of 
spec ialists who will work as a coo rdinated 
team with the architect to antic ipate the 
consequences of the formation of the en
vironment in various ways, thus creating 
the design substantially by the negative 
process of eliminating what is redundant 
or inadequate or pern icious. In the broad
est sense, the " design" will be the plan , 
or strategy, of the " system" desired , and 
the building , community, or other tangib le 
result of the spec ific determ ination of a 
system w ill be a means to the end of the 
system. Implicit in this new situat ion is 
what might be called an anti-Albertian 
principle. Alberti , you remember, declared 
that a good work of architecture cou ld 
not be added to nor subtracted from , ex
cept for the worse. The bu ilding that 
meets the need of a system wil l be l iable 
to frequent alterat ion and, eventually, to 
scrapping - hopefully, all fo r the best. Let 
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us attempt to illustrate the role anticipated 
for the architect by a musical analogy. 
If the present-day architect conceives 
of himself as a Chopin , a composer and 
soloist, or as a Mahler, a composer and 
a conductor, realizing in the here and now 
a composition that will also belong to the 
permanent lore of the art, he will in the 
future be a little l ike a jazz musician, 
working with other performers under a 
strong basic disc ipl ine, often subordinated 
but having his own solos, his own oppor
tunity to c re ate something. What he 
creates, however, will be ephemeral , and 
the jazz itself will be very cool. One other 
matter, for which no musical analogy ex
ists, because the realm of the subjective 
is abandoned: the advent of "feedback" 
as a subject of architectural concern . The 
architect will be expected to examine his 
work after it has been in use a while in 
order to assess the quality of its perfor
mance. Many of the industrially-oriented 
persons interviewed deplored specifically 
this lapse of the present-day architect 
from the standard procedure, to which 
they were accustomed, of seeing just how 
well something works in order to make 
adjustments and, more importantly, to be
come wiser through an understanding of 
just what, if anything , went wrong . Dr. 
Russell Ackoff, Director of the Manage
ment Sciences Center at the Wharton 
School of Business at the University of 
Pennsylvania (and formerly an architect 
himself) , told P / A : " The simple fact Is that 
in most architecture, the possibility of 
error is never contemplated by an archi
tect. He designs the building so that it Is 
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there, and it's there for all time , and it 
frequently costs more to modify the build
ing than it does to construct it originally. 
I don't think architects generally know 
what the costs of modifying are. In every 
building [designed by an ordinary archi
tect today] is incorporated a set of as
sumptions that the architect made about 
the way that people behave in an environ
ment. These assumptions are never made 
explicit, nor is there a systematic effort 
made to find out whether the building did 
what the architect thought it was going to 
do. Currently there is virtually no feed
back, so that we have a marvelous way of 
perpetuating our previous errors." The ar
chitect's clients will come increasingly to 
be large businesses and governmental 
agencies, themselves becoming converts 
to the precise, skeptical , and synthetic 
philosophy of the systems analysis / opera
tions research methodology, and these 
clients will demand that their architectural 
collaborators have this same philosophy 
and methodology. 

The Systems Philosophy 
and the Architect 
The architectural profession has been 
served notice of what is to happen, and 
some architects and architectural educa
tors have revised their former ways of 
thinking . The AIA book, Emerging Tech
niques of Architectural Practice, summa
rizes nine " techniques and technologies," 
which , though not presented with any as
sumption of a fundamental change in the 

nature of the being we call an archi tect, 
are consistent with the new methodology 
of the architect' s clients ; this is true es
pecially of the first five, which affect 
directly the envisionment of the design 
and the spending of the client's money. 
Last year's Boston Architectural Center 
Conference was an occasion fo r serious 
discourse between architects and in
formed nonarch itects on the obligations, 
threats, and opportun it ies that await the 
profession. The " proceedings," pub lished 
under the title of Forces Shaping the Role 
of the Architect, are of the highest in
terest, and deserve to be widely known. 

We have solicited the opinions of a 
number of informed persons, architects 
and others, as to how the systems ap
proach will change the nature of architec
ture and the role of the arch itect. Herbert 
H. Swinburne, an architect and the AIA 
committee chairman under whom Emerg
ing Techniques was produced, comments, 
" Systems theory will have swift, profound 
impact on the profession in all its activi
ties of program , design, production , and 
construction ." He offers the op inion that. 
" the systems concept is nothing more 
than formalized common sense tied to 
new tools and management methods." 

C. Theodore Larson, Professor of Ar
chitecture at Michigan State University, 
anticipates a new, universal , more " ethe
realized " concept of architecture: " The 
systems approach involves nothing more 
than what architects have always meant 
when they have talked about 'comprehen
sive design integration.' The key question 
is, how comprehensive should be the par
ticular design integration? [In Larson's 
opinion , very comprehensive.] Any build
ing , as an integrated system in itself, be
comes a subsystem with respect to the 
neighborhood or town so as to produce a 
hierarchy of systems, ranging from the 
smallest to the very largest un its of de
sign. All can be classified under the head
ing of 'architecture.' The computer is the 
one white hope we have for being able 
to cope with all the many design complex
ities that are coming out of this Pandora's 
box which has been opened by the sys
tems approach in architecture. The aero
space industry has had a relatively simple 
task. The design problems posed by the 
concept of environmental control for the 
benefit of man and society have no ulti
mate limits in time and space. Arch i
tecture, in this concept, becomes an 
ever-changing, ever-expanding des i gn 
continuum." 

The Building and 
the Total System 
Sim Van der Ryn, Professor of Architec
ture at the College of Environmental De
sign at Berkeley, emphasizes the new at
titude that the decision to build will be a 
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single act in a continuous process that in
cludes both the analysis and statement of 
a want and the statement of the solution : 
"Buildings get built because somebody 
decides that a particular type of physical 
facility is required to meet a particular 
social condition or soc i a I objective. 
[Given such an objective,] what kind of 
a physical system (perhaps a building) 
can best implement the objective?" Pro
fessor Van der Ryn cites the example of 
public buildings, such as libraries, hos
pitals, and prisons, which are likely to take 
on radically new forms as the systems 
for which they are designed are altered. 
The problem of designing such new build
ings is based upon that part of the per
formance of the library, medical, or cor
rectional system evolved that requires a 
specific kind of place to house it. "Sys
tems analysis in architecture," he goes on 
to say, "begins where social and human 
problems interact with the institutions and 
building forms that have been devised to 
meet these problems. We need compe
tent architects committed to building. But 
we also need architects - call them sys
tems analysts or programmers - whose 
job is defining the properties of new forms 
without necessarily preparing the con
struction documents. I consider myself 
part of this latter group." 

Education, of course, must adapt itself 
to the need for a new type of architect. 
Jerzy Soltan, chairman of the Depart
ment of Architecture in the Harvard Grad
uate School of Design, emphasizes the 
general importance of "thinking tech
niques" for designers and others, espe
cially in situations requiring cooperative 
effort. Charles Burchard, Dean of Archi
tecture at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
whose new method of teaching was out
lined in " Revolution in Architectural Edu
cation," MARCH 1967 P / A, tells us that 
he is attempting to meet " the need, as we 
see it, for architects and environment de
signers to function across a considerably 
broader range of scales and in a variety 
of different levels than the customarily 
considered domain of the 'conventional ' 
architect. [The present] level of involve
ment does not appear enough if we are 
to become influential in the forming of 
environments. For this, we must reach into 
new areas and influence a volume of 
building construction greater by 300 to 
400 per cent than now. Part of this in
volvement must inevitably include sys
tems analysis and a systems approach to 
environmental design." In a paper pre
pared for the AJA Journal, Dean Burchard 
describes the program studies being 
evolved at VPI, whose emphasis is on " en
vironmental design" rather than simply 
upon the design of buildings, on the con
sideration by the student of all the factors 
that may affect the environment under 
study, and on giving the student the re
sponsibility for finding the expert help he 
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needs (and he has the right to call upon 
any member of the VPI faculty for advice) 
in order to solve the problem as a totality. 
One interesting aspect of this program is 
that the specific content of the curriculum 
is adaptable to the attitudes of the stu
dents toward various methods of solving 
their problems, as such attitudes become 
evident. Explaining the reasons for his 
educational method, Burchard says, 
" Prevalent curricula in architecture lack 
the dynamism demanded by a fast
changing technological society. [Archi
tects'] capacity to perform is not only 
limited by an incomplete understanding of 
the operational characteristics of the en
vironment as a design system, which is, 
after all, not surprising in this state of 
the art, but perhaps more immediately by 
the role of 'problem solvers' that we ac
cept. We will need a new generation of 
environment designers who understand 
the importance of concept as a general 
intellectual activity of social involvement, 
[trained by means of] situations in which 
they discover the importance of their par
ticular sets of abilities in the resolution 
of the problems of contemporary settle
ments ; in which they may establish their 
contributory interrelationship with other 
disciplines." 

A New Type of Creativity 
In the future , then, the architectu ral pro
fession will be under pressure to abandon 
many of its present individualistic atti
tudes ; it will be expected to provide a ser
vice coordinated with other services, for 
the benefit of the state, of business, or, 
hopefully, of society; it will be expanded 
conceptually into the design of environ
ments, rather than just buildings, the em
phasis being not upon the adaptation of a 
fixed set of architectural forms or building 
technologies to the needs of the environ
ments, but rather on the evolution of pre
cisely those forms and technolog ies that 
will best serve the carefully stated pur
poses that a certain environment is to ful
fill . The architect as a master planner will 
disappear, because the plan itself will be 
for a system to which the physical en
vironment will be an accessory, and will 
thus be essentially a statement of proce
dures to be followed by many kinds of 
persons, one of whom will be the archi
tect. The architect's plan , with the struc
ture realized from it, will therefore be 
simply the most inert and tangible mani
festation of the general system plan. 
Some architects may not be reluctant to 
admit that they do not know absolutely 
everything, on their own, about the way 
a building should be laid out, or that they 
cannot guarantee that a plan of their de
vising is the perfect solution to a need. 
After all, architects have consultants even 
today without being ashamed of a lapse 
in their expertise. What will worry many 

architects is, first of all , that in a project 
that results in a building , they may have 
a smaller share of the glory than before , 
and, secondly, that the creativity of build
ing design may be lost. To the first worry 
there is little consolation to offer, but this 
is the lesser worry by a great deal. To 
the question of creativity, the comments 
offered by ou r correspondents are un
specific but reassuring . Many believe that 
the orportunities for creative design will 
actually be increased, once the problem
solving methodology of the new environ
mental design is fully worked out and 
adopted. " Design," as used here, means 
more, however, than the devising of ele
vations and details; it suggests, rather, 
the intensive consideration of the provis
ion of good environments in particular 
cases, visible order and beauty being 
among the qualities that such environ
ments should have. This sort of creative 
opportunity here is one that could elevate 
the architect from a designer of aesthetic
ally attractive buildings not inconsistent 
with the explic it, preconceived wishes of 
a client to an architect somewhat of the 
sort that we have in mind when we talk 
of The Architect of the Universe, or of a 
politician as being the architect of a na
tional constitution - that is, a being whose 
concern with something new is primarily 
that of giving it formal order, starting from 
the moment when the analysis of its na
ture and objectives is undertaken. Dr. 
Ackoff told us : "If the architect continues 
to do what he does now, then he is threat
ened. However, if he is able to reconceive 
the role and nature of architecture , then 
this offers him the opportunity to make 
architecture a lot more important as a 
social institution than it is now. He can be 
dealing with a whole system of which a 
building is just a part. He can start to 
raise and concern himself with questions 
a lot more important and exciting than 
those he currently engages himself with 
in the design of a building . If the problem 
is a school , he becomes a member of a 
complex interdisciplinary enterprise de
signed to produce a better school , not a 
better school building , but a better school. 
And that will involve a better building , 
better teaching , better students, every
thing , rather than keeping this thing off to 
one side as something that is done after 
all the other important problems have 
been solved. " 

The architect, then , is offered both less 
and more in the way of creativity than he 
now enjoys. If he loves to detail , to specify 
special materials and finishes, then he 
may be frustrated . If, however, he loves 
to plan , to think problems through , he will 
be more at home in a " systems" or per
formance-design world than he is at pres
ent, since industrialization and the com
puter will have taken most of the time
consuming drudgery out of the business 
of being an architect. 
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The architect, the client, the philosophy 
of planning , and the technology of build
ing are all destined for change. Obvious
ly, the physical environment will be affect
ed in its turn , and will have a more or less 
new look and feel. 

The architectural / environ mental aes
thetic is conventionally regarded as some
thing derived from the resources of visual 
art: scale, proportion , space, volume, form, 
color, texture, and so on. To these ab
stract values we may add , as further vi
sual resources, symbolic or associative 
ones : trad itional details like the white 
marble steps of Baltimore ; things ex
pressly symbolical , such as allegorical 
statues or crosses. Each person , however, 
brings to what he sees his own tastes, 
his own set of associations, and his own 
iconography. Furthermore, his emotional 
relationship to his environment - the 
" aesthetic" that the environment has for 
him - derives mostly from circumstances 
and events that the visual arts have noth
ing to do with . As the man-made environ
ment becomes more closely controlled by 
plans that are devised to meet the needs 
established by surveys, the chance to do 
well - or badly - by the person who in
habits the environment will increase. One 
way of looking at a comprehensive, de
tailed plan for an environment is to realize 
that you cannot escape the specific pro
visions of the plan unless you quit the 
environment ; and that, in time, is likely to 
be impossible this side of the grave. For 
this reason , it is important to all of us that 
what is planned and constructed and de
vised not simply fulfill the textbook re
quirements made in the name of health , 
safety, the creature comforts, and "psy
chological " factors , but that it allow some 
element of the theoretically superfluous, 
the uncalculated and the irrational , where
in the unexpected can occur and the 
spontaneous be perpetrated. We shall 
presently have a glance at the "human-

ists," who are worried about science
oriented planning , fearing, at the very 
least, that someth ing subtle but essential 
to human well-being will slip through the 
meshes, however fine, of accumulated 
data. It is a possibility. The psychologist 
and the sociologist, in their researches, 
can weave a fine net that will hold many 
of the things that the makers of environ
ments should know about human beings, 
but the architect, or whoever draws the 
actual plans, will have an opportunity to 
perfect the environment if he brings a 
quality of imaginative rationalism to h is 
work. The " architectural " aesthetic , the 
traditional creative field of building de
sign , can be expanded conceptually into 
an aesthetic of the good experience of 
the environment, if someone such as the 
architect wishes it strongly enough. 

The Look of the 
Building 
" Performance design ," in pract ice , means 
design related to the resources of indus
try. Of the various specific proposals for 
megastructures, trailer-like dwellings that 
can be moved by helicopter at will , un
dersea communities, communities on 
structures rising from the sea, nothing 
specific can be said ; there are too many 
of them, and most are likely to be blind 
alleys. Also, it seems unlikely that the ar
chitect, as opposed to the industrial de
signer or the interior decorator, would 
have very much of a creative opportunity 
with such tightly engineered construc
tions, with the exception of some of the 
megastructu re proposals. The more con
servative advocates of performance de
sign envision a building technology em
ploying standard , factory-made m a j o r 
building components, to be assembled 
into individual buildings by architects as 
they choose. These components would be 
so proportioned and detailed that a large 
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Possible seven-house combinations for the lie 
des Soeurs development. Standard house plans 
A, B, and Dare used with elements distributed 
either from left to right or from right to left 
(see use of plan B in the upper row). Plan C 
is used only at the end of a row. Arrange
ments marked R are rejected because of un
desirable repetition of plan types. 
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number of combinations would be possi
ble. Some choice among a number of 

R standard finishes and trims would probably 
be offered. At best guess, the components 
would be faced with metal or plastic, or 
possibly made of precast concrete. If a 
component-assembled building would pro
vide nothing specific to look at- no carv
ing, no inlay- it would be no worse off 
than most modern buildings in that re
spect, and would hardly fall short of our 
expectations. After all , there are very few 
buildings that have, through their func
tions, any special claim on the attention 
of the public, and the best aim of the 
obscure majority is inoffensive good taste. 
Perhaps the greatest aesthetic shortcom
ing that may be anticipated for the com-

R monplace component-assembled building , 
externally viewed, is the absence of tex
ture; the sleek industrial finishes may 
never be as interesting as wooden siding 
or masonry. As to the interiors, they will 
have such architectural beauty as can be 
provided by well-proportioned spaces, 
readily adaptable to the changing needs of 
the occupants in combinations always har
monious through modular repetit ion. To 

R the factory-produced, architect-assembled 
shell will be added furnishings, decora
tions, possibly also craft-assembled struc
tural additions - the expedients that peo
ple have always used to purge shelter of 
anonymity. 

The Look of the 
Street 
Predictions as to the aesthetic of the com
munity as a whole had better rema in fairly 
abstract. We may assume that megalop
olis, land-hungry with an increasing popu
lation, will abandon free-standing homes, 
stores, factories, and so on, as too extrava-

R gant, in favor of combination with other 
such places either in building complexes 
or in multistory structures, and that most 
of these unified constructions will be as
sembled from components. A street or a 
city, then, will " read" to the passer
through as a slightly differentiated con
tinuum, having a variety-in-unity created 
by the repetition of identical modules with 
variation of specific forms in a series of 

R planar and prismatic constructions. To the 
person who sees the street or city over a 
number of years , the sense of variety will 
be enhanced in a peculiar way, as individ
ual structures are scrapped or take on 
new forms (as the components readily 

R permit) , in order to meet the changing 
demands of old tenants or the novel de
mands of new ones. Monuments - cere
monial buildings, historically valuable 
ones - may be the only buildings to be 
preserved in much the same form over 
generations, and thus become the com
munity's only tangible reminder of even 
the fairly recent past. 

Stanley Tigerman, a Chicago architect, 
has worked out a plan arrangement for 
the ile des Soeurs development at Mon
treal that suggest a way in which a resi
dential neighborhood using a building sys
tem may be designed . His problem was 
to provide standard architectural plans for 
row houses that could be used over and 
over again , but to provide ways of com
bining them so as to give the illusion that 
no one house was duplicated. To do this 
he developed three plans, which could 
also be repeated as mirror images, along 
with a fourth plan for a house to be en
tered from the end of the house row 
rather than the front. Some of the fa~ades 
were joggled, and the depths of the house 
types were varied . Tigerman then worked 
out mathematically the possible combina
tions of house plans that would avoid the 
conspicuous repetition of any one plan , 
and drew up patterns for the alignment 
of the houses that would take advantage 
of the joggled fronts and the unequal 
depths to give a joggled effect along both 
fronts of each row, thereby giving each 
householder some sense of living in an 
individually designed house. This, it should 
be noted, was a planning , as opposed to 
a building , system ; the houses were to 
have traditional sloping roofs, and to be 
assembled by traditional methods. It 
would not, however, be difficult to work 
out a similar set of combinations for stan
dard building components to vary the ele
vations of a block front - with or without 
joggling the facades. 

The "Systems" Approach 
and the Aesthetic 
Architects and others who have adopted 
the systems philosophy are convinced 
that the architect as a visual artist is not 
going to suffer in the new roles assigned 
to him. 

PI A asked a number of architects, 
deans of architecture, systems analysts, 
and others concerned in some way with 
architecture , planning , and building to 
comment on the aesthetic of the man
made environment to come and on the 
opportunities fo r the architect. 

C. Theodore Larson, Professor of Ar
chitecture at the University of Michigan, 
feels that aesthetic problems can be inte
grated into a performance-design pro
gram : " The systems approach cannot be 
limited to just a consideration of physical 
forms or things. If people are introduced 
into the design problem, then we must 
also reckon wit.h all their cultural differ
ences as expressed in different goals and 
aspirations , national as well as individual. 
Why shouldn 't beauty, as a conceptual 
system itself, be treated and analyzed as 
something that affects the design of a 
building and all its subsystems and sub
subsystems? Beauty has to be related to 
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performance as well as to form, and the 
higher the level of design integration the 
more important and also the more difficult 
seems to be the measurement of perfor
mance. If the building is to be evaluated 
according to an aesthetic of performance, 
then a more sophisticated kind of mea
surement is needed . Some 15 years or so 
ago, I recall being a participant in a panel 
discussion by school architects as to 
what constitutes a beautiful schoolhouse. 
The panel wound up with a consensus 
that a beautiful schoolhouse is one that 
makes beautiful schooling possible. I be
lieve systems analysis offers a fruitful 
technique for the measurement of a more 
dynamic, more humanistic , and more 
beautiful kind of architecture." 

Russell Ackoff, an architect and pres
ently Director of the Management Sci
ences Center at the Wharton School of 
Business, University of Pennsylvania, feels 
that, " In time, science will come around 
to trying to produce an understanding of 
what, currently, is referred to vaguely as 
the aesthetic response. I don't think this 
is going to kill creativity at all , which is 
one of the great fears of the artist - that 
once we understand what makes people 
react favorably to form , color, and so on , 
it is going to destroy the role of the artist. 
This is as ridiculous as saying that being 
able to express the relationships in the 
solar system mathematically has removed 
either the creativeness of astronomy or 
the wonder of the solar system . On the 
contrary., our appreciation and our ability 
to respond to the solar system aestheti
cally is tremendously enhanced by our 
ability to quantify the relationships [that 
exist]. The gradual penetration of scien
tific research into every aspect of human 
activity is inevitable. It's happening. This 
doesn 't mean the take-over of science; it 
simply means the involvement of science 
in every activity." 

Concerning the sensitive problem of the 
individual house, Dr. Ackoff comments : 
"The manufactured shelter will provide 
considerably more opportunities for indi
vidualized homes than is currently avail
able for low- and middle-cost housing. 
The designs I have seen make it possible 
for every house in a neighborhood to be 
different in external appearance or inter
nal layout. Furthermore, they are easily 
subject to change externally or internally 
after occupancy. They can vary in shape, 
materials , and colors. There is, of course, 
a consistency in general concept. It will 
be possible for buyers to design their 
homes in advance by use of modularized 
scale models so that they can see exactly 
what they are buying. Competition be
tween manufacturers will produce a varied 
set of styles and produce a better aes
thetic, in my opinion , than current prac
tices do." 

Knud Langberg-Holm , formerly editor 
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with Architectural Record, agrees, with 
reservations: "Intelligently a p p I i ed [to 
architectural problems], systems analysis 
is a productive extension of the design 
process that shou Id lead to a better en
vironment. [However,] without imagina
tion, it might lead to a bureaucratic night
mare of supra-design organization." 

Paul Schweikher, an architect and 
Head of the Department of Architecture, 
Carnegie Tech, also agrees: "[The con
structional techniques anticipated for the 
future are] in no way a loss to the archi
tect or to architecture; the architect, the 
artist, is still needed as the creative, dom
inant, coordinating force. It is apparent 
that the scope and scale of architecture 
will expand to new dimensions. Specific 
individual buildings may give way to build
ing complexes bigger than towns but they 
will have his pleasure, his delight, from 
beginning to end. The kind and size of 
the units need not frighten him . He has 
learned to use new tools. We will learn 
to see and care about new forms. Sum
ming up, there is every reason to believe 
that [in the future] the general level of 
creative productivity will increase both 
qualitatively and quantitatively and that 
the specially gifted will be even more pro
ductive and creative, while the general 
level of significant design will come up." 

"Humanist" Misgivings 
Not everyone is so optimistic. There are 
persons, whom we may, for the sake of 
an epithet, label the " humanists ," who 
have grave misgivings about the implica
tions of performance design, about inter
vention in every aspect of the environ
ment of scientifically-oriented , rationalistic 
planning. Perhaps the commonest objec
tions they raise are these : that analytical 
methods of assessing human needs can 
never be as subtle as intuition and sym
pathy; that the persons who will use these 
analytical methods may have neither the 
breadth of imagination nor the basic good 
will to use them for the true good of the 
citizen ; that the more comprehensive the 
plan , the m o re universal the conse
quences of any mistakes; and that it 
lessens the dignity of a person to have a 
higher authority determine his needs, in
cluding those irrational , messy, thus far 
private and personal ones labeled (per
haps with latent contempt) "psychologi
cal." These observations of Lewis Mum
ford's typify the "humanist" attitude: 
" There is no reason for architects to be 
overawed by computerized thinking and 
systems-analysis techniques. The very 
qualities that make these methods· so ef
ficient in designing rockets, space satel
lites, and similar instruments or weapons, 
cripples them for more humane uses. Sys
tems analysis cannot handle organic or 
human complexities without eliminating 

precisely those very qualities that make 
them organic or human. For all their glib 
talk about feedback, the exponents of 
systems analysis seem incapable of rec
ognizing any feedback that would call into 
question the method they are so fanati 
cally propagating . With every further ex
tension of this compulsive technology, 
whose chief human aim is to provide 
profit, prestige, and power to those who 
work the system, the area of irrationality, 
perversity, and crime [among those who 
react negatively to the environment cre
ated by the technology] continues to 
grow. To be persistently blind to the 
meaning of this situation is almost an in
dispensable qualification for becoming a 
favored member of the military-scientific
industrial elite . Current high-rise housing 
developments already demonstrate how 
inhumane even a half-baked system of 
mechanization can be. What prevents de
cent houses from being built is not old
fashioned m et h o d s of designing and 
building, but the rejection of any method 
that does not p r o v i d e the maximum 
amount of profit and the maximum 
amount of bureaucratic organization to 
insure conformity. [Systems analysis and 
what it represents is] rapidly threatening 
to destroy the natural environment, the 
continuity of historic institutions, and the 
balance of mankind." 

PI A disagrees that systems analysis -
or performance design, as we have 
chosen to call the architectural design ap
proach based upon it-is hostile to human 
values. It is true , however, that a computer 
or an analytical technique is indifferent to 
values, unless these values are written 
into the terms of the program or the 
givens of the problem. The measurers and 
calculators - the industrialists, scientists, 
and administrators - must, h owe v e r, 
work with the observers and the creators 
-architects, psychologists, sociologists, 
and others - to see that the human en
vironment is a good one, even beyond 
the provision of adequate shelter and 
creature comforts. What is needed is a 
fine combination of objectivity and imagi
nation, even of inspiration: an informed 
flair for taking data, cold , inert data, and 
finding the possibilities in them of live 
solutions. As was noted at the beginning 
of this chapter, the aesthetic of a home or 
a street or a city is more than a matter 
of architectural composition. Every man 's 
home and every man's community is dif
ferent from those of every other man ; his 
unique experiences and his individual 
personality insure this. The way that 
rooms join to rooms, however, and streets 
to streets, can help his daily experiences 
of his world to be good ones, and no one 
should know that better than the archi
tect. It is for the architect, then , to under
stand what is happening and prepare him
self to take part in it. 
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the unchanuinu buildinu indust~v 

The management sciences, operations re
search , and systems analysis are techno
logical tools, and, as Arthur C. Clarke 
observed at the technology session of the 
recent AIA convention, the obstacles to 
vastly improved transportation , community 
planning , and environmental design are 
not technological. They are political and 
economic . 

Operations research and systems an
alysis requ ire a hospitable climate in 
wh ich to flourish. OR germinated in the 
fertile soil of the World War II military es
tablishment. Here, conditions were ideal 
- a monolithic organization engaged in 
an undertaking of unprecedented magni
tude whose long-term objective was never 
in doubt. Ranking military commanders 
may plan on a broad scale; when plan 
becomes action , the commander does not 
feel obliged to convince those who will 
execute the plan of the wisdom of his 
decisions, relying instead upon a disci
plinary machine that is as swift as it is 
sure. 

In its shift from military to civilian ap
plications, operations research has gravi
tated toward industries where conditions 
are parallel if not the same - the petro
leum industry, for example. Here, a few 
immense corporations have full control of 
a product from its initial discovery at the 
God-forsaken corners of the earth to its 
final point of sale at the corner of the 
block. These and all the intermediate 
steps - production , refining , and distribu
tion - are under the direction of an ex
ecutive group with near-absolute author
ity. Like the military, a vertically integrated 
industry has both opportunity for long
range plann ing and the executive capa
bility to execute its plans. 

The conditions that now prevail in the 
building industry, of which architecture is 
just a part, could hardly be further from 
those in either the military or the mono
lithic corporate giants. In fact, there is no 
separate, distinct building industry ; build
ings are put in place by a loosely co
ordinated group of speculators, money 
lenders, manufacture rs, contractors, sub-
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contractors, and, occasionally, profes
sional designers. 

If la rge-scale, we l 1-integ rated opera
tions, coupled with commensurately broad 
executi ve authority, are prerequisites to 
meaningful systems analysis, as the his
torical development of the profession 
would suggest, then the building industry 
is not ready for the systems analyst. (Con
versely, the industrial giants - the suc
cess of their systems-analysis solutions 
to the problems of space, aeronautics, 
and armaments notwithstanding - may 
nevertheless not yet be ready to cope 
with the peculiar politics that character
izes the industry they seek to invade.) 

What Role 
for the Government? 
If size and authority are essentials that 
must be embodied in whatever organiza
tion undertakes to apply systems analysis 
to architectural planning and design, then 
the Federal Government might seem a 
logical candidate to assume this role. In
deed, one objective of a systems analysis 
project that the National Bureau of Stan
dards has embarked upon on behal f of the 
General Services Administration is, to 
quote a member of the building systems 
team that is doing the work, "to advance 
the state of the art of building technol
ogy." But even if that object ive is realized , 
it will be a secondary, almost unavoidable, 
consequence of the primary objective, 
which is to develop general performance 
specifications for Federal Government of
fice buildings. Congress, responding to 
the loudest if not the wisest voices within 
the building industry, has specifically de
clined to appropriate Federal funds for the 
general purpose of advancing the state 
of the art of building technology. 

A look at some fairly recent history il
lustrates this. About four years ago, the 
U.S. Department of Commerce conceived 
a program that would accelerate the de
velopment of new technology in civilian 
industries. The program was inspired by 
the belief of the then-reigning Presiden-

tial sc ience advisors that civilian indus
tries were being technological ly short
chang ed by comparison with space and 
defense industries, into which a substan
tial fraction of the national budget was 
flushed each year. 

As a timid beginning to the program, 
the department sought a modest appro
priation - something under $1 million -
that would be applied to research in three 
industries judged to be particularly dis
advantaged : textiles, machine tools, and 
building . Representatives of the textile 
and machine-tool industries accepted 
their new role as beneficiaries of Federal
ly aided research with good grace, both 
then being sorely troubled by competition 
from abroad. 

But the reaction of the building indus
try 's Washington lobby was both violent 
and effective. 
• Federal Government involvement in 
building researc h would upset the delicate 
balance of the free-enterprise system. 
• It would contribute to the growth of an 
already bloated Federal bureaucracy. 
• Who said the bu ilding industry was 
technologically backward , anyway? 

So ran the arguments. 
By the time the request for funds came 

be f o re the appropriations committee, 
enough dissenters had been aroused to 
insure that the entire program intended 
to advance the technology of civilian in
dustries was dropped. 

Beneath the ostensible arguments ad
vanced to defeat the measure lay the un
derstandable desire of established build
ing product manufacturers to maintain the 
status quo; they saw no reason to lend 
their support to Federally aided research 
that might lead to the development of 
products that could displace their own . 

Too Many Commissions 
When questioned about the feasibility of 
designing whole cities by systems analy
sis, one professional o p e rat i o n s re
searcher told P / A : 

"First of all , the city is the wrong unit 
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to analyze. The region is the appropriate 
unit, and there is no central government 
for a whole region. Currently, the nature 
of the political beast is such that many 
different plans are under way, for different 
agencies that are in control of different 
parts of the community. One of the real 
shortcomings of present public planning is 
this decentralization of authority. 

" The Ford Foundation sponsored a 
study of the Cleveland area, called the 
Metro Study. The study sought to identify 
areas in which to economize in the con
duct of public government in the Cleve
land area, which embodies some 60-odd 
separate governmental bodies. It showed 
the tremendous cost to the public of 
maintaining 40 to 50 different water sys
tems, school districts, and police depart
ments. James Norton, the political scien
ist who headed the study, offered an 
extensive list of recommendations, of 
which only a very few were enacted - I 
believe the zoo was made a county ac
tivity instead of a city one, for example. 

" Given the choice of either modifying 
the structure of metropolitan area govern
ments and planning with relatively simple, 
traditional methods, or using the best 
available planning tools within the existing 
governmental structure, I suspect the first 
alternative would be the better. But, the 
current political structure protects princi
ples, values, and vested interests that 
politicians are not yet willing to give up." 

Business Can Bungle 
Despite the optimism currently voiced by 
spokesmen for big corporations about 
their ability to design, fabricate, and erect 
whole communities, recent history evi
dences more failures than successes 
among corporate attempts to penetrate 

the building market, even on the much 
less ambitious I eve I of single-family 
houses and individual building compo
nents. Major chemical manufacturers, 
aluminum and steel producers, and an as
bestos-cement supplier have all been hurt 
in unsuccessful land-development and 
construction projects. 

One aircraft maker, caught with an idle 
plant during a dip in defense spending, 
sought to take up the slack by producing 
a metal curtain wall system . The metal
working technology necessary to produce 
the components was child 's play by com
parison with the plant's aircraft compo
nent capability; To management, the tran
sition seemed logical and likely to be 
profitable. 

To market the wall, the company relied 
upon its existing force of airplane sales
men. These men were specialists ; they 
knew whom to see, and when and where 
to see them in the Pentagon, in the civilian 
aviation agencies, and on Capitol Hill. But 
in the building market they did not find 
single large buying influences to which 
they w e re accustomed. Instead, they 
found the architects - big ones, small 
ones - all with the absolute power of 
veto, a power they exercised often enough 
to put the whole curtain-wall venture well 
into the red. All in all , the big corporations 
have not fared well attempting to meet 
the building industry on its own terms. 

Aware of this, the task forces planning 
corporate penetration of the building in
dustry have placed high priority on efforts 
to change the rules of the game. Accord
ing to one architect who has been associ
ated as a consultant with several corpora
tions actively interested in entering the 
building business, their Washington repre
senativies are " busy among the Federal 
agencies searching out procedures that 

could ultimately lead to legislation estab
lishing a program for Federal certification 
of public health and safety requirements 
tor buildings." Such a program would 
hopefully apply to all building financed by 
the Federal Government, aided or insured 
by the Federal Government and all build
ings initiated under Federal legislation. 

Any attempt to establish a Federal 
agency empowered to rule on the ade
quacy of building designs with respect to 
public health and safety would have two 
far-reaching implications, both of which 
undoubtedly would be resisted fiercely. 
Such an agency would : 
• Seriously undermine the established 
pattern of local building codes. 
• Threaten the position now occupied by 
architects as guardians of public health 
and safety, the position underlying all state 
licensing laws. 

Local building codes have been at
tacked before and have weathered the 
storm intact. The durability of this coun
try's patchwork build ing code pattern is 
due not to the logic marshalled by its de
fenders, which at best is leaky. Rather, 
it is due to the reluctance of politicians 
to take any action that would tend to d i
minish the police power of individual 
states. (Local building codes stem from 
the police power of the state, even though 
that power is usually delegated to munic i
palities.) The traditional build ing codes 
are further bolstered by established bu ild
ing industry suppliers who are inclined to 
favor an existing code, however bad, over 
an unknown code that might emerge 
from a rational nationwide reform. 

Certainly, any proposal that threatened , 
however remotely, to knock the legal 
prop of state licensing out from under the 
profession would be vigorously opposed 
by architects themselves. 

I e have attempted in this issue to examine many 

facets of systems analysis and operations research in 

order to give architects and planners an Idea of what 

Performance Design means. As the last four chapters have 
shown, there will inevitably be a change In the practice, 

aesthetic, and profession of architecture as the needs and 

uses of Performance Design become more prevalent. 

The same may be said of the architect. Whether, given 

Performance Design, we will evolve something called 

Performance Designers is questionable. Probably, as noted 

In the last chapter, there will be a need for control of the 

design and planning process as it relates to Perfomance 

Design . Will this control be taken over by the architect 

or be taken away from him by a more powerful agency? 

Or can the architect enter that agency and exert that 

power himself? That would be, for the "survival" of the 

species, the logical move, it seems. How It will be done, 

if It can be done, remains for the future to show us. We 

hope that today's architects, alerted to the potentlal1ties 

and - to some - the pitfalls of Performance Design, will 

be somewhat better prepared to assume new roles as a 

result of the discussions we have presented in this Issue. 

We have also shown that the building Industry itself 

is not now In a position to suffer change gladly, 

even though the continuing Impact of new problem-solving 

techniques, ever more widely used, will also inevitably, 

as Adlai Stevenson once said In another context, drag it, 

kicking and screaming, into the 20th (and 21st) Century. 

Economic and political self-preservation, if not more 

eleemosynary motives, will demand it. 
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TRADITION REINVIGORATED 

While the eyes of the world were 
turned toward Expo 67 in Montreal, 
Ottawa built itself a crisply hand
some example of that fast-vanishing 
species: the railroad station. De
signed by John B. Parkin Associates 
(Toronto, Los Angeles, Montreal, and 
Sault Ste. Marie) , the station re
places the old Union Station (1910) , 
which disappeared 'during the re
development of Conf edera ti on 
Square in downtown Ottawa. The 
new station is two miles from the 
city center, but convenient to a 
major traffic interchange. 

The masterly use of a great steel 
truss roof over the passenger con
course immediately recalls the 
magnificent iron-and-steel-framed 
train sheds of the 19th Century, and 
the awesome arrivals chamber of the 
lamented Pennsylvania Station, now 
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relegated to a burrow in the ground 
under Madison Square Garden. If 
this is architectural reminiscence, 
however, it is quite capably accom
plished in appropriate terms of to
day's technology, and not dependent 
for effect on the funny "transitional" 
cutout elements so beloved by a 
small coterie of architectural Pre
Raphaelites these days . 

The roof is supported by pin con
nections on eight monolithic tapering 
cruciform concrete columns. It is 
structurally a two-way steel truss 
with a 30 ft cantilever on all four 
sides. The main trusses, 15 ft deep, 
form a grid 90 ft longitudinally and 
latitudinally. The secondary trusses 
are 7'-6" deep and spaced at 15 ft 
intervals. The entire roof is 150 ft 
wide by 330 ft long, and hovers 33 ft 
above the concourse floor. Plate-
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glass panels in black aluminum 
mullions enclose the four sides of the 
concourse. Operations and admini
stration wings extend at either end, 
modestly clad in concrete detailed in 
a tongue-and-groove pattern. 

Approach to trains is through an 
underground passage reached down 
a helical concrete ramp which, with 
its curvaceous form, furnishes a 
contrast with the angularity of the 
concourse's machine-made precision. 
The telecommunications building and 
boiler plant and car department 
building have been bu i l t as 
separate structures on the opposite 
side of the tracks from the station. 

0 eo' 

They, too, are clad in striated, non
loadbearing concrete in order t o give 
all the attention to the generous 
space and expressive roof frame of 
the concourse. 

One of the last things we would 
have expected to be writing about 
in the second half of 1967 is a rail
road station - unless it were t o 
write the obituary of another one. 
But Ottawa, the Parkin designers, 
and the railways of Canada have 
given us an unexpected delight and 
shown that a good design tradition 
is not dead, but enjoying robust con
temporary health north of the 
border. - JTB 
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A multiuse building for a summer 
camp by Henrik Bull of San Francis
co conceals within its simple form a 
multitude of uses. 

Camp Swig is a religious camp 
for Jewish boys and girls in the 
California redwoods. Its population 
in summer - campers and counse
lors combined - is about 200. The 
Bull building provides space for all 
the cultural and crafts activities of 
the camp. Grouped around a central 
auditorium holding 350 are a library, 
drama classroom, music room, and 
crafts studio. The auditorium is used 
for dances and other social gather
ings when the stack chairs are re
moved, and has served for r eligious 
services as well. Sliding doors at the 
rear of the triangular stage can be 
rolled aside, revealing an outdoor am
phitheater. Thus, performances can 
be given in two directions. We do not 
know whether the obvious has been 
tried at Camp Swig, but the two-way 
arrangement should lend itself admir
ably to a production of "A Midsum
mer Night's Dream," with the actors 
playing to audiences both inside and 
outside. One drawback to dramatic 
performances, from the plan at least, 
seems to be the lack of adequate 
dressing rooms and scenery shops. 

The building, which is in a hot 
area, is naturally ventilated: Air is 
drawn in through panels near the 
floor under the two window walls 
facing the stage. It rises through 
louvers over the proscenium and is 
expelled through more louvers at 
the peak of the roof (see section ) . 

Construction is heavy timber with 
glued laminated beams and 3-in. 
wood decking. Exterior and interior 
trim is natural redwood. Cost in 
1966 was $107,000, or $14.31/sq ft. 

The shape of the building is par
ticularly felicitous for a summer 
camp. It somewhat resembles a 
simple origami left among the red
woods by a camper. And the inside
outside stage system should provide 
a great deal of creative fun for imag
inative performers. 
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SEDATE OREGON 

Lower courtyard and pedestrianway looking west. 

Sitnated between a parklike institu
tional area of Portland and the 
downtown commercial district, the 
new headquarters of the Oregon 
Historical Society has an appropri
ately calm monumentality that is 
aristocratic without being forbid
ding. The concrete building, by 
Wolff-Zimmer -Gunsul-Frasca (Pi
etro Belluschi, Consultant) , is a 
cube form with horizontal elements 
expressed for what they are: glazed 
entrance and changing exhibit 
space on the ground level; perma
nent galleries and curatorial areas 
behind precast panels on the second 
floor; slit windows of the upper li
brary floor fo r ming a deep fascia at 
the top. Perimeter columns are ar
ticulated, as are giant corner piers 
containing stairs and elevators; 
these elements lend verticality and 
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First-ff,oor exhibit looking toward entrance. 

keep the cube from appearing 
dumpy. The seeming austerity of 
the building is enlivened by a series 
of exterior spaces, including a pe
destrianway through the block at 
the north of the site; a 1ower court
yard admitting visitors to a secon
dary entrance; and a terrace court 
opening from the changing gallery 
and members' lounge. The pedes
trianway appears to be particularly 
inviting - with views into the gal
lery areas, crystal globe lighting, 
ramps and stairs, and an old mill
stone topping a shaft containing a 
time capsule. 

The plan is compactly arranged 
with service to the basement level 
(the director and his staff also look 
onto the courtyard here); lobby 
and changing gallery on the first 
floor; permanent collection and cu
rator's office on the second floor; 
and the more private precincts of 
the library and reference facilities 
on the top story. Interior finishes 
are rich and simple: precast con
crete, plaster, and fabric walls: 
hard-burned brick pavers on the 
lower floor and oiled teak parquet 
and carpets on the other floors; es
pecially crafted furniture in fumed 
oak and selected fabrics. Lighting 
is generally fluorescent with inte
gral air supply, and incandescent 
lighting occasionally for warm ac
cents. The floors are connected by a 
major public stairway as well as 
public and service elevators and fire 
stairs. 

The Oregon Historical Society 
has a dignity that is at the same 
time inviting, a serenity that is 
alive rather than somnolent. It is a 
repository for the state's history 
that reflects a living history, not a 
dead past. 
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Lowe1· courtyard and upper 
terrace looking west. 
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SW:ING:ING 
SEATS 

The State University of New York 
Construction Fund has a vast build
ing program that is keeping count
less good, bad, and indifferent ar
chitectural offices busy. Most of the 
good stuff comes from the determi
nation of the administrators and 
their staff to have superior archi
tecture and plannin~ in the univer
sity system; a great deal of the more 
mundane product is coming from 
the usual source: offices with old
time local political and business 
connections. 

One fortuitous product of the 
massive building program so far has 
been a seating arrangement that is 
a far cry from the old take-notes
on-th e-wing-arm-an d-shove-the
books-under-you situation most of 
us were accustomed to. 

Beginning five years ago, the 
state's university design advisors 
(Elwin Stevens, in this case), asked 
Alan Green and Morton Gassman, 
then at the RPI School of Architec
ture, to investigate the needs, draw
backs, and potentialities of lecture 
hall communication centers under 
an EFL grant. Seating -and desk 
spaces were of course major ele
ments in the survey, and turned up 
a number of deficiencies, including 
too-small desktop space, uncomfort-
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able seating, poor spacing, bad seat
to-seat and seat-to-desk relation
ships, and the like. Two systems, 
called Eames Educational Seating 
and Mounted Base Pedestal, were 
devised to answer most of the prob
lems, but the state and the design
ers did not think that the case had 
been wholly resolved. Five firms 
specializing in educational furni
ture were invited to examine the 
problems further and constructed 
full-scale mock-ups matching the 
State University of New York's 
(SUNY's) specifications. Herman 
Miller, Inc. (which did the EES and 
MBP systems), with Robert Blaich 
heading its Product Planning and 
Development Group and Peter 
Protzmann performing as Project 
Designer, eventually did new lec
ture hall seating for three schools 
at Buffalo, Oneonta (shown ), and 
Cortland. 

The system, called Integral Seat
ing, can be used either in an aisle 
plan, as shown, or in a continental 
seating arrangement (as at Buffa
lo). The seats are hung in pairs 
from a floor-anchored housing that 

also supports a steel cantilever for 
the continuous tabletop. The hous
ing for the "works" contains two 
self-returning spring-loading pivot 
mechanisms, each of which operates 
and controls a seat. The seats turn 
from side to side, tilt, and return to 
the table automatically when unoc
cupied. Instructors and tardy stu
dents can walk between them and 
dally for a few words with pupils or 
friends. Materials are cast iron, 
painted; steel supporting structure; 
and plastic laminate tabletops with 
vinyl corners. The seats are hold
overs from the Eames system. 

Elwin Stevens remarks that the 
system is notable because it is an 
attempt "to involve ourselves [in
dustry and SUNY] in problem-solv
ing now rather than to design for 
obsolescence." If he is right, and if 
the intention of the designers is cor-

- l ~ -
rect - to give "adaptability for fu
ture installation of electronic devices 
such as a student response system 
in which each student-station would 
be capable of being wired with a 
finger-touch input set or plug-in 
headphone" - then we should be see
ing Integral Seating in quite a few 
"learning environments." 
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A GALLANT TRY 
Aside from being involved with its 
own smashing Expo, Canada is find
ing the time to plan for its national 
pavilion at the next official world's 
fair in Osaka, Japan, in 1970. To 
select the design, a two-stage com
petition is being held. The first stage 
has narrowed down the 285 entries 
to six finalists - plus a group of 
"Top 40" that will go on exhibit. 

Among the top 40, but, unfor
tunateiy, not the top six, is a hugely 
imaginative industrial solution by 
architects Melvin Charney and 
Harry Parnass and engineers Janos 
Baracs and Marcel Pageau . 

Recognizing that technology and 
industry will undoubtedly be para
mount for an international exposition 
in a "reborn" nation, Charney and 
his associates devised a system 
whereby the construction cranes be
come the structure of the pavilion. 
He writes, "The design vocabulary of 
the pavilion uses the vocabulary of 
the construction process - steel 
masts, booms, cables, and stressed
skin plywood panels. The equipment 
used to erect the building becomes 
part of the building. Prefabricated, 
pre-welded steel modules are bolted 
t ogether on the site and post-ten
sioned. Booms suspended on cables 
support the roofs; these booms can 
be used in the assembly of the build
ing, to place exhibits within it." The 
system of movable exhibit units on 
booms and cables is obviously ex
tremely flexible and, although the 
architects did not explicitly say so, 
should be amenable to constant 
changes during the six months of 
the fair (one observer asked why 
they shouldn't be in constant mo
tion ) . The 11 masts of the pavilion 
(bearing the heraldry of Canada's 
11 territories ) would rest on exposed 
caisson pods, which the designers see 
as a tribute to the traditional J ap
anese concern with the way - post 
on boulder - the building meets the 
ground. Spanning between the 
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cranes would be Vierendeel trusses 
built up of sections whose chords 
would be as deep as the floor and 
roof dimensions of the clip-on ex
hibit units . The main roofs are pro
posed as triodetic two-way space 
frames suspended on cables radiating 
from the masts; one horizontal boom 
member per roof acting to stabilize 
the hanging point in space. 

Roofs would be prefabricated, 
precoated stressed-skin plywood 
panels; walls would be metal spline 
system with clip-on precoated ply
wood or transparent glass or plastic 
panels. The structure's main grid 
would carry all the trunk lines for 
mechanical and electrical services. 
Charney notes that, when the cranes 
have dismantled the pavilion at the 
end of the fair, they could be sold in 
Japan, thereby recouping a large part 
of the original cost of the pavilion. 

This is altogether an intriguing 
and exciting concept, suggesting the 
application to a real situation of the 
theorizing of the plug-in and Archi
gram people and Japan's own Me
tabolists. We hope that the pavilion 
Canada eventually builds is as for
ward-looking as this competition loser 
and that, even better, some other 
exhibitor will pick up this design 
and build it. - JTB 
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Upper Level Plan 
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TOWER ON B:IAS 

Canadian architecture, remarkably 
producing quality building after 
quality building at a tremendous 
rate, has turned out a small, specu
lative ($19/ sq ft ) office building that 
puts all the by-the-yard glass-and
metal stuff still proliferating in the 
U.S. to shame. 

Situated on a nondescript one-way 
street in Toronto, the building, by 
Fairfield & DuBois, consists of a 
two-story, four-square base facing 
the street supporting a six-story 
tower turned at a 45° angle to the 
lower floors. This arrangement not 
only lets light and air flow around all 
sides of the building, it also creates 
eight corner offices in the tower, 
compared to the usual four in the 
common variety of speculative 
building. The architects had taken 
care to try and create a distinct 
building that at the same time re
spects the street and conforms to 
Toronto's zoning regulations, which 
allow just three times lot size for 
the permitted above-grade floor 
space (excluding balconies ) . They 
made a model of the street and ex
perimented with several zoning en
velope models, eventually deciding 
on one, for which they designed two 
plans. The owner-developer, Stan
dard Life-Taylor Woodrow, happily 
chose the less conservative version 
in order "to strengthen the idea of 
a strong statement on the street." 
The horizontal of the two-story base 
emphasizes the continuity of the 
street, while the angled tower fur
nishes a strong accent that, as noted, 
also opens the street fa~ade to light 
and air. The architects state: "Some 
planning device must be found to 
encourage this idea in the street
scape, for it is just as nonsensical 
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to continue to build isolated blocks 
of urban offices as it is to do so with 
urban housing, and light and sun 
must be allowed to penetrate [to] 
the street." 

An added, and pleasing, conceit, 
was the extension of balconies 
across the angles of the tower on 
every other floor. These, though not 
extensively used, carry the land
scape from grade, past the terrace 
created by the roof of the second 
floor, and on up the building. They 
are reportedly "remarkably pleas
ant covered with snow." 

Structure is reinforced concrete, 
and concrete is exposed both inside 
the building and on the exterior. 
Windows are heat-absorbing gray 
glass with an integral venetian 
blind framed with natural-color 
aluminum sash. 

Fairfield & DuBois were evidently 
pleased with what they wrought at 
45 Charles Street East, because they 
now have their offices there (see 
third floor plan ). The four-incre
ment nature of the tower plan 
makes the space easily divisible for 
smaller tenants, a requirement of 
the client. 

New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Dallas, Houston, take heed: This 
small rental office building on a 
Toronto side street has a lot to 
teach you about designing quality 
speculative buildings if you and 
your developer-clients will only look 
and listen . 

Structural Engineers: Farkas , Barron & 
Jablonsky. Electrical Engineers: Jack Chis

vin & Associates. Mechanical Engineers: 

G. Granek & Associates Ltd. Landscape 

Architects: H. Oswald Konway Associates. 

General Contractor: Taylor Woodrow of 
Canada Ltd. 
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MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 

CRITIQUE 

AIR-COOLED 
CONDITIONERS 
INCREASING 

BY WM. J. McGUINNESS 
Present applications and futur e 

pos s ibiliti es for air-cooled 

equipment are discussed. Mc

Guinness is a practicing engi

neer in New York City. 

Comfort cooling, now so univer

al, i achieved in diverse way . 

There are many intere ting 

methods of distributing the 

cooled air on the other side of 

the refri geration cycle, dis pos

ing of (rejecting ) the heat. 
This di cussion concerns itself 

primarily with the latter pro

cess. 
The simple window unit , or 

throu gh-wall unit, is air-cool ed. 

The condenser coils are cooled 

by outdoor air blown over them. 

The tendency in recent years 

has been to break this type of 

elf-contained unit in half, plac

ing the compre sor and the 

condenser coil in an outdoor 

unit and the evaporator coil in
doors (see diagram). Advan

tages of this system are a ppar

ent. The wall i only perforated 

by two mall copper tubes in

stead of by a large box. Flex

ibility i achieved by the pos

sibili ty of pos itioning both 

element Lo advantage. The 
noise of the compressor is out
doors. instead of adjacent to 

indoor space. 

Sizes and 
Applications 
For a long time, the capacity 

Of such ystems was limited to 
about 5 tons of cooling. Over 

this limit, water cooling of the 
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condenser was generally em

ployed. the water being recir

culated to a cooling tower, 

which, by partial evaporation 

of the water, cooled it for re-use 

at the condenser. This is a little 

more economical than air cool

ing. The once-through use of 

city water wasted to the sewer, 

in either small or large installa

tions, has diminished. due to 

the need for conserving muni

cipal supplies. 

Two typical applications of 

the air-cooled system with re

mote condenser have been 
small residences and the public 

room s of motels. In the former. 

the compressor-condenser ele

ment usually sits on a concrete 

pad on the ground . In the lat

ter, it is often on the roof over 

a single story. 

Now, manufacturer are pro

du cing equipment of thi type 

with capacities of 20 tons and 

more. Many new uses for air

cooled system of this size are 

visualized. 

Air vs. Water 
Before exploring the new pos-

ibilities, it would seem appro

priate to compare the use of 

air a a condenser coolant with 

that of water from cooling 

towers, which had formerly 

been most common in large sys

tem . Despite the fact that 

water is a more efficient me

dium for this purpo e, it has 

a number of shortcomings that 
make air-cooled methods rea

rnnably competitive. Deterior

ation of cooling tow er s is 

rapid and maintenance difficult. 

Water in the form of mi ty 

vapor pi cks up chemical pollu

tants from the air in indu tria l 

areas. These often give the 
water an acid reaction that is 
destru ctive to cooling- tower 
metal s. The make-up water that 

re places th e eva porated water 
carries chemi cals that also call 

for continual treatment. Even 
with treatment for air-borne 

and water-borne contaminates, 
a costly maintenance routine, 
ob olescence is a problem. 

Other qualities favor air. In 
mid-winter. with outdoor tem

peratures at 0°F and lower, in

terior zones require cooling to 

cope with so-called " people 

load" - the heat to be re

moved from densely occupied 

areas. Without special pre

cautions, freezing in the cool

ing tower poses a problem. 

Obviously. this i avoided when 

air is used. Although the cool

ing tower can often be a single 

unit by comparison with a 

number of air-cooled elements, 

modern manufacturing meth

od have made the sealed. 

trouble-free air units competi

tive in many installations. The 

use of multiple-air units lends 

itself to zoning. 

A Recent Installation 
In its own building in 

York. the General 

ew 

Electri c 

takes care of about 300 sq ft 

of floo r . space. a reasonable 

figure for this kind of occu

pancy. The air-handling units 

are ducted to ceiling registers. 

The use of four such unit 

adapts well to zoning. 

Possibilities 
The new higher capacity air

cooled equipment may lead to 

a fresh kind of planning in 

buildings of moderate height 

and even in tall multistory 

buildings. New fa<;ades of rug

ged concrete elements often 

provide a deep exterior wall in 

which the condensers can be 
"lo t. " 

Two qualitie of the ystem 

may tend to establish its char

acter. The condenser pre ently 

manufactured are not uited to 

overcoming much duct fri c

tion. This an chors them to the 

I ,, DIST ANC E LIMI T A T IONS 
V (SEE TEX T } 

r::-r\"""1 OUTDOOR S INDOORS 

=-= -% :d 

HEAT REJECTION 

COMPRES SOR 
AI R -COOL E D COND ENSER 

COOLING 

E VA P ORATOR 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF AN AIR- COOLED CONDITIONER 

Company has used its equip

ment to eliminate tower . In 

this multistory offi ce building. 

there are two 20-ton air-cooled 

condensers on each 12,000 sq ft 

floor. Each condenser connect 

to a corres ponding evaporator 

in an air-handling unit. The 

compres ors and conden er 

are placed in sound-controll ed 
equipment room s at the build

in g perimeter. Outdoor air is 

drawn in through a grille to 

free-standin g units. The di s
charge side. however, i ducted 
by short, low-fri ction elbows to 

another wall-grill e. The close 
proximity of the inlet to the 
outlet grille in th e out ide wall 
ha not lowered the effi ciency 

perce ptibly. There appears to 

be little recirculation of the 

hot rejected air. 
Each ton of refri geration 

building perimeter or other lo

cation near free air. The hori

zontal distan ce limitation (see 

diagram ) is currently about 60 

ft. the verti cal limit about 30 

ft. In large buildings, thi sug

gests multiple set of units on 

each fl oor when the two mated 

units are on the same level. If 
th ey are eparated vertically, 

the limit i about 30 ft. One can 

visualize a fi ve-story "zone" 

with condensers on the middle 

floor suppl yin g evaporator on 
two storie8 above and two 
stori es below ; a number of 
other variation are of course 
al so possible. 

Increased use may prompt 
manufacturers to engineer their 

futur e equipment to extend the 

distance limitation and to pro
vide greater power in the fan s 

of the condenser units. 
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Don't tie up roofers with 
needless taping. 

Fesco® Board needs no tape for joints. 
With roofing labor in short sup

ply , it's important to save steps 
wherever possible . Johns-Manville 
Fesco Board roof insulation elimi
nates the need for time-consuming 
taping because bitumen soak-up is 
negligible. 

Fesco joints stay tight because 
Fesco Board has high dimensional 
stability .. 

Recent improvements in Fesco 
will help you get even more out
put from available labor. The board 
is twice as strong now , so it travels 
from truck to roof with minimum 
risk of breakage, minimum chance 
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of damage under foot and wheel 
traffic. 

And a new top coating makes 
mopping easier , application faster 
-and so trouble-free there's little 
chance of profit-killing call-backs. 

Fesco meets strictest modern 
building codes , too . The insulation 
itself qualifies for the Under
writers ' Laboratories' "incombus
tible " rating , and needs no flam
mable paper reinforcement . It can 
now withstand uplift and shear 
stresses equivalent to 120 mph 
winds (double the Factory Mutual 
minimum requirement) when 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 415 

uniformly cemented to the deck. 
And because of the excel lent re

sistance of Fesco Board to water 
absorption , loss of thermal effi
ciency is comparatively low. 

While looking for ways to keep 
your roofing costs in line , include 
the labor-saving insulation that 
means a job well done . Wr ite for 
details on today 's improved Fesco 
Board roof insulation to : 
Johns-Manville , Box 111 , 'll~, 
New York, N. Y. 10016 . .-.,a. 

Johns-Manville 
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C SPECIFICATIONS ) 
_ CLINIC _ 

MAXIMS OF 
SPECIFICA
TIONS 
WRITING: 
PART I 

BY HAROLD J. ROSEN 
Useful guides to be considered 

in the preparation of specs are 
offered. Rosen is Chief Speci

fications Writer for Skidmore, 

Owings & Merrill, New York. 

E. Griffith Edwards, an archi

tect and authority on specifi

cations, has collected a series 

of maxims for specifications 

writers, which are presented 
here as a useful guide. These 

maxim s were culled from 

many articles and books on 
specifications writing, in the 

hope that they might contrib

ute to improving specifications 

writing. 
The aim in specifications 

writing should be a clear pre
sentation of facts, rather than 
preparing them in elegant or 
impressive style. Edwards rec
ommends that, with these max

ims, one should read critically 
specifications already written, 
including one's own, to study 
ho·w different paragraphs 
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might have been expressed 

more intelligibly and econom

ically, while constantly striving 

for clarity and brevity. He sug

gests that, though a manufac

turer's print e d specification 

may be copied, one should re
write it, since specs of this 

type are not generally written 

in an acceptable form . 
Maxim No. 1-Be Fair: 

Do not attempt to throw all 

risks and responsibility on the 
contractor. Un fort un a tel y, 

there are some government 

agencies that require archi

tects to use the agency Gen
eral Conditions, throwing so 

much risk on the side of the 

contractor that a tough project 
representative, backed up by 

the architect and owner, could 
easily cause the contractor to 

have a substantial loss instead 

of a modest profit on any proj

ect performed under them. 

Specifiers should always avoid 

the use of so-called "weasel," 

"s hotgun," or " mu rder" 

clauses, making the contractor 
responsible for po sible errors 
or omissions of the architect, 

such as the following: "The 

contractor shall carefully read 

and note the work included in 

the specifications and shall in
clude all other work that may 

be required to complete the 

building." 

A paragraph used by a state 
agency in its Supplemental 

General Conditions, and ob

jected to strenuously by con
tractors, is the followin g : "The 
contractor will furnish the 

names of subcontractors he 

will use on the work. The fur
nishing of such names shall 

not affect the authority of the 

architect under Article 36 to 

reject any subcontractors as 

incompetent or unfit and there 
shall be no claim against the 

owner for any adjustment in 
the contract sum on account 
of such rejection." 

Ma xim No. 2-Be Brief: 

Specifications tend to be too 
lengthy in spite of the greatest 
economy of words. A constant 
effort should be made by all 

pecifiers to condense state

ments. Avoid long and in

volved sentences. The follow
ing submaxims will help in 

this regard. 

(a) Specify Standard 

Articles by Reference to 

Accepted Standard Specifi

ca tions: For example: 1any 

words would be necessary to 

describe properly a common 
product such as portland ce

ment, its chemical composition, 

fin eness, soundness, compres

sive strength, tensile strength, 

and so on. All these words are 

eliminated by a single refer
ence to the st andard, thus: 

Portland cement shall meet the 

requirements of ASTM Spec 
Cl50, Type 1. 

(b) Avoid Repetition of 

I nformation shown or ched

uled on the drawi ngs. Also, 

avoid duplication within the 

specifica tions themselves. This 

will eliminate words and the 

possibi lity of contradiction. 

(c) Do Not Include In

applicable Text: Avoid dis
cussion of materials or methods 

that could not pertain to the 

ac tual construction work for 

whi ch a set of specifications is 

prepared, since it is confusing 

to bidders. When old project 

specifications are used for the 

preparation of the new project 

specifications, the writer some

times carelessly overlooks delet
ing inapplicable material. 

(d) Never Make the 

Word "Contractor" the 
Subject of a Sentence. In

stead, make the material or 
method the subject. Not only 

will this make your sentence 
shorter, it will also put up 

front the key word to serve as 

a title. For example: (Poor ) : 

Rubbed finish: Contra cto r 
shall apply a rubbed finish to 
exposed surfaces of concrete. 
(Better) : R ubbed finish shall 

be applied to exposed surfaces 
of concrete. 

( e) Min imize the Use of 

a Scope Article: In each 
technical section, the maxim 

should be: Never use a scope 

article. Thi a dangerous 
practice, si nce it cause dupli

cation and increases the chance 

of contradiction . 

(£) Eliminate Superflu

ous Word : The following 

paragraph reads better when 
the deletions indicated by ital

ics have been made: "The con

tractor shall strip the topsoil 

from the areas to be excavated 
and graded, and neatly pile it 
on the property; then, after 

all the backfilling is fini shed 
and all the areas graded, the 

ava i l ab l e top soil hall be 

spread over the areas to be 

seeded or planted." 

(g) Use Numerals In

stead of Writing Out Num

bers. 

(h) Use W ell-Known and 

Accepted Abbreviations : 

The u e of abbreviations facil

itates reading. reduce typing. 

and shortens text without sacri

fi ci ng clarity. 

(i) Use Simple Impera

tive Mood: (Poor) : Contrac

tor shall in tall li ghting fix
ture . which wil l be furni hed 

by owner. (Better) : Install 

lighting fixtures furni shed by 
owner. 

( j) Consider the Use of 

Streamlined Specification: 

For example: 

Portland cement: ASTM 

Spec Cl50, Type I. 

Masonry mortar: ASTM 

Spec C91, Type II. 

Slag cement: ASTM Spec 

C358. 
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A figure of speech, to be sure, but 
one which points up this dramatic change to 
quiet ness. 

Sloan's new Quiet-Flush II, now standard 
equipment on all ROYAL, NAVAL and CROWN 

F lush Valves, offers the ultimate in Quiet flush 
valve operation-yes, flush valve quietness you 
can depend on. These Sloan Flush Valves are 
ideal for Apartments, . Hospitals, Hotels, 
Motels, private office toilet rooms, or for any 
installat ion where quietness is essential. 

A major development of Sloan research and 
engineering, Quiet-Flush II is scientifically 
designed to quiet the high velocity flow of 
water due to excessive pressure in the lines 
(between 50 and 100 P.S.I.). In Sloan Flush 
Valves special means are employed to guide or 
interrupt the water so as to cushion and quiet 
its free flow. 

Quiet-Flush II is applied at two points where 
water is restricted to control operation of the 
flush valve- (1) the control stop and (2) the 

flush valve main seat. Permanently efficient 
without screening the water, new Quiet-Flush 
II equipment not only maintains quiet flush 
valve action, but when used in conjunction 
with closet bowls specifically designed for quiet 
operation the ideal result is obtained-total 
maximum quietness. 

Quiet-Flush II is only one of many innova
tions designed to further improve the qualit y, 
dependability, ease of installation, and smart 
appearance of Sloan Flush Valves. So, for the 
Flush Valve of Tomorrow-Today-be sure to 
specify and insist on Sloan. 

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY •4300 WEST LAKE STREET• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60624 
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What a beautiful way to play it safe. 

Grey and clear Tuf-flex 200 plate glass are shown above. and bronze Tuf-flex 200 at right. All glass is in M 1ldoor frames. 

Now L·O·F makes tempered safety plate glass that comes in colors, as well as clear. Golden bronze. Soft 
grey, too. These tints subdue sun heat and glare. It is only .200 " thick so it's less expensive than com 
parable ~" plate glass. And L·O· F makes it for aluminum sliding doors up to 8' tall. It meets with all 
safety codes, of course. We've named it Tuf-flex® 200. •M iller Industries, Inc., Miami, Florida, matches the 
superb quality of its frames and distinctive hardware by using the finest quality tempered plate glass ob
tainable .. . Tuf-flex 200. It's 3 to 5 times stronger than untempered glass of the same th ickness. Notice the 
distinctive handle in wood or in brilliantly polished marine-quality chrome. Libbey· Owens· Ford Glass Co. 

Toledo, Ohio 
Member Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Assoc1at1on 





( IT'S THE LAW ) 

AESTHETICS 
ANDTHELAW: 
PART I 

BY BER ARD TOM ON 

A D OR 1A COPL 

Pl A's Legal team examines a 

case that challenged the con

stitutionality of a zoning or

dinance governing billboards. 

This is the first of two articles, 

which will include a general 

discussion of aesthetics as a 

valid legal basis for zoning 

and regulatory ordinances. 

Ae$lhetic objectives a a valid 

legal basi for zoning or other 

regu latory ordinances is pro

gressively finding more favor 

with the court of the United 

Sta les. Traditionally, it has 

been the rul e that a zoning law 

based solely upon aesthetic fac

tors will not meet co n titu

tional requirements. In recent 

years. however. the co urt s 

have increasingly recognized 

aesthetic con ideration as al 

lea, t a partial basi for vali

dating regulatory law . The 

time may not be too di stant 

when aesthetic objectives alone 

will be deemed sufficient to 

uphold the validity of zoning 
regulations. A long step in this 

direction ha recently been 

taken by the court of ew 

York in a very significant de

cision upholding the constitu 

tionality of a zoning ordinance 

that prohibited "nonaccessory'' 
billboard (Cromwell v. Fer

rier, .Y.L.J., May 1967). 
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The petitioner m the Crom

well case was the owner of a 

200-acre tract of land in the 

Lown of Walkill. .Y. This 

parcel was divided by a hi gh

way that passed throu gh 1 he 

property in a north-so uth di

rection. After purchasing the 

properly in 1961, the petitioner 

cons! ru ted a service tation 

and a diner upon that half of 

th e property west of the high

way. 

Tn 1963, the town of Walkill 

ado1 Led a zoning ordinance 

that contained detailed and 

comprehensive provisions reg

ulating signs in th e town. 

This ordinance, however. only 

permitted signs that were " re

lated lo an e tablishment lo

ca ted on the same lot." Such 

ign were designated as "ac

cesso ry." and, by implica tion. 

"nonacce sory" signs were pro

hibited anywhere in the town . 

In 1964, the petitioner com

men ced to constru ct two bill

board advertising petitioner's 

servi ce station and re taurant. 

The sign were being erected 

on that portion of the properly 

east of the highway. Prior to 

the compl etion of the sign . the 

Building Inspector secured a 

top order on the ground that 

the igns were in violation of 

the ordinance. When thi ac

tion wa affirmed by the Zon

ing Board , an appeal was 

taken to the cou rts challengin g 

the constitutionality of the law. 

It wa the position of the 

town that the billboards adver

ti ing the pet itioner's serv ice 

station and restaurant were not 

on the ame lot as the build

ings that they were advertising 

and. therefore, being "nonac

cessory." were excluded by the 

ordinance. The petitioner, on 

the other hand , argued that the 
prohibition of "nonaccessory" 
sign anywhere within the town 

limits was arbitrary and un

reasonable and that the ap

plication of such a law re

sulted in "an un constitutional 

deprivation of the property of 

petitioner" if based on aesthet
ic rea ons only. The lower 
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court dismissed the petition 

on the ground that the zoning 

statute did not prohibit sign . 

but merely regulated them. On 

appeal to an intermediate 

court, thi decision wa af

firm ed on the same rational e. 

On furth er appeal to ew 

York's highest court, the Court 

of Appeal , the decision wa 

affirmed, but the reasoning of 

the lower courts was rejected. 

In order for the lower and 

intermediate courts to find 

that the ordinance before them 

was constitutional , they were 

required to reject the applica

tion of an earlier determina

tion by the ew York Court of 

Appeal (Mid- tale Adu. 

Corp'n v. Bond, 274 .Y. 82). 

which held a tatute un con

s titutional that prohibited 

billboard or other signs in 

any part of the community ex

cept s igns erected upon build

ings three tories or more in 

height. The court in that ca e 

que tioned the validity of a re

striction on outdoor advertising 

based solely on cultural or 

aesthetic reason , and found. 

in any event, that a prohibition 

that included "all land" could 

not be sustained consistently 

with fun damental con titu

tional principles. 

The New York Court of Ap

peals, in the case under di -

cu ion, m re j e c t in g the 

ground upon which the lower 

courts had attempted to r eject 

the application of the Bond 

ca e, concluded that a re-ex

amination of the Bond ca e 

was in order, and that it should 

be directly determined whether 

that case should be overruled. 

The court quoted with ap

proval the statement of the 

dissent in the Bond case as 

follow : 
" 'It i not unreasonable for 

a municipality or late to de-

ire to beautify its treets and 

highway ,' and that an or

dinance hould not be declared 

uncon titutional simply be

cause it sought to achieve that 

end .... 'The constitution it is 

true, does not change with the 

times, nor does an emergency 

or unusual ci rcum tance war

rant a di rega rd of con titu

tional provisions. A determina

tion of what is du e process, 

aside from pro edural matters, 

however. depends upon the 

rea onableness o[ the legisla

tion. Circumsta nces, urround

ing conditions, chan ged social 

attitude , newly acquired 

knowledge, do not alter the 

constitution, but they do alter 

our view of what is reasonable. 

Re tr iction upon the use of 

property, which were deemed 

unreasonable in 1909, are re

garded today as entirely rea-

onable and natural. ' " 

The Court of Appeal con

cluded that the rationale of the 

Rond case should no longer be 

applied and that a zoning law 

not nece sa rily invalid b -

cause its primary objective is 

based upon aesthetic con

s ideration s. The Court said: 

"One important factor in 

the cou rt ' increa in gly per

mis ive trea tment of similar 

zoning ordinances has been the 

gradual acceptance of the con 

clu ion that a zoning law is not 

necessarily invalid becau e it 

primary. if not its exclusive. 

objective i the ae thetic en

han ement of the particular 

area involved, so long as it is 

related if only generally to the 

economic and cultural etting 

of the regu lating community." 

In next month' column. we 

will continue the discussion of 

this case and, in general, of 

ae theti c a a valid ubject of 

legislative concern and a per

mi ible exercise of the police 

power. 
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( BOOK REVIEWS 

THE 
PEOPLE'S 
ART 

) 

BY ERVIN GALANTAY 

D ES IGN OF CITIES. By Edmund 

N. Bacon. Viking Press, 625 

Madison Ave., New York, N.Y., 

1967. 296 pp., Illus. , 15. The 

revie1cer, an Associate Profes

sor of A rchitecture at Colum

bia University, practices as a 

consultant in urban design and 

is th e architectural critic of The 

Nation. 

Edmund Bacon's lon g awaited 

book on the design of cities is 
sui generis: Two-third o ( ils 

pages deal with the develop

men t of cities, yet it is neither 

a book on urban history nor 

does it present a systemati c 

theory of design method. Above 

all. the book is an extension 

of Bacon 's dynamic personali

ty, but due to Bacon's impact 
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on the city of Philadelphia, 

and the inAuence of Philadel

phia's renewal on other cities. 

the book may rank as an his

tori c document. 

While reading Design of 

Cities, I was reminded of the 

book written by the great ba

roque architect J. B. Fischer 

von Erlach: Hi s Entwurf einer 

H istorischen A rchitektur has 

long been replaced by more 

up-to-d a te volumes on the his

tory of architecture. but the 

book remain s invaluable as a 

key to the essence of baroque 

architecture and a bove all to 

th e thinkin g of Fischer von 

Erlach. In this sense. the per

sonal s tatement of an impor

tant designer is a less perish

able intell ectual co mmodit y 

than a scholastic compendium 

of facts that is soon super

seded and then serves only as 

a so urce of footnotes for the 

nex t-in-lin e s pec ialized scholar. 

Bacon. lik e Fi sc her von Er

la ch, is a designer and the hi s

tori c exa mpl es in his book do 

not purport to offer a bala nced 

presentati on of urban develop

ment: They are the restilt of a 

search for ant ecedents of Ba

con "s design concepts and offer 

a hi ghly personal interpreta-

1 ion of the models that inAu

enced hi s philosophy. 

A Baco n states it, the pur

pose of his book is to "dispel 

the idea so widely and un criti 

call y he ld that cities are a kind 

o f g ra nd accid ent." ' To him. 

the city is an act of will in the 

sense of the Schopenhauerian 

"Objek ti vation des Willens." 

H e ex horts the reader not to 

"sur rende r to a mathemati cal

ly ex tra polated future," whi ch. 

being th e projection of past 

trend s, ca n be no more I han 
an "extension o f what ex isted 

be fore."" During the last dec

ades, stati stica l planning has 

been on the ascend ance. but 

Bacon will not concede the 

triumph of fil e-clerks" tal ents 

over creativity. " The future," 

he in sists, " is what we make 

it." Bacon admits that the mod-

em city is shaped by a multi

plicity of wills and is resigned 

to the fact tha t the American 

political system provide so 

many sa feguards and processes 

o f rejection that the " final 

produ ct of the designer on the 

city scale will be quite differ

ent from the or iginal pro

posed ." Yet he believes that a 

g rea t design idea has the effec t 

o f polarizing fields of interest 

and ca usi ng a multipli city of 

wills to coalesce into parallel 

action. Thi s is achieved by th e 

empiri cal tac tics o f throwin g 

design ideas into the de mo

crati c a rena to be ac ted upon 

by the forces of the communi

ty. This way. city design can 

become a "people"s art.,. a 

sha red experience - if provi

sion is made for "democratic 

feedback" - th e channellin g 

of popular reaction back to the 

draftin g tab les. The va lue o f 

this communi cation process is 

l es~en ed at present by the lack 

o f sensitivity and unde rsta nd

in g conce rnin g urban s paces 

and cit y-w ide planning ab

~ trac t ions; even architects be

lieve that large-scale design 

problems can be solved by sim

ply pumping up small-scale 

ideas. 

To demon strate the processes 

by which success ful c ity stru c

tures have developed. Bacon 

takes the reader on an educa

ti on al tour of some 30 cities. 

a fascin a ting historica l exc ur

s ion with an in spired and 

kn owledgeable g uide. At first. 

thi s se lec ti on of exa mpl es 

seems ec lec ti c: Among , uch 

predictable choi ces as Rome, 

Nancy, and Bath , we find ef]u al 

we ig ht g iven to such c ha rmin g 

but minor urban entities as 

Panza. Zaltbommel, and Wijk
bij-Duurstede. But. gradually. 

one comes to und erstand that 

Bacon demonstrates two valid 

paths toward th e achievement 

of over-all urban order : first, 

the articulation of city fabri c 

starting from selected nodes of 

architectural importance that 

generate field s of inAuence, 

cr ea tin g a patial "thrust" and 

a compelling urge toward their 

interconnection; and second. 

the establishment of a precon

ceived framework of order to 

which all later design decision,5 

are s ubordin ated. 

In the first. the au thor as

sumes th a t an initial design 

idea ca n radiate a "shaft of 

ene rgy" that later designers 

will be consciously or ubcon

sc iously affec ted by. Hence, the 

sensitivity of the "second man" 

is c ru c ial. a nd an over-all de

s ig n ' tructu re ca n emerge only 

i [ each successive designer is 

willing to accept the dom inant 

theme es tablished by I he first 

designer. The second case of 

preconceived order finds its 

hi ghest expression in the layout 

of cities th at a re ideograms of 

religious and magical concepts 

o f th e universe, like th e city of 

Peking. which Bacon grea tl y 

admires. Yet such order in g 

princi pies become a game of 

geometry-fo r-its own sake when 

de pri ved of their symbol ic 'uh

st a nee (as in the ~ terile exer

cises of Beaux-A rts ·'compo

~ iti on s"). 

Dismiss in g geomancy and 

pure geometr y, what e l'e can 

provide a mea nin gful organ iz

in g principle for the modern 

c ity ? Bacon's answer li es in a n 

order derived from movement 

systems, sin ce the modern city 

diffe rs from historic cities 

mainl y in the variety o f modes 

o f movements. Differen t rates 

of speed require design on 

va ryin g scales to satis fy differ

ent rates of perception. The 

key to the design of s uch "sim

ultaneous movemen t systems" 

li es in the nodal transi tion 

areas. where people not onl y 

chan ge their means of trans
porta tion. but also transfe r 

from one mode of perception 

and one speed / scale continuum 

to another. To conce i ve a 

city-wide design stru cture by 

this method calls for a " diffi

cult creative process." Alas, at 

thi s point th e r ea d er i s 

Continued on page 182 
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NEW SCHOOL USES 
ACRYLIC SHEET OF LUCITE* 

TO CREATE A 
MODERN VISUAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

The Marbrook School, an Elementary School pi lot project 
of the State of Delaware, is an example of modern school
building design that reflects modern educational philos
ophies. It ach ieves a general openness and relatedness of 
educational facilities, combined with careful control of 
thermal , sonic and visual environments. 

Since it is estimated that 80% of all learning is by 
eye, particular care was devoted to the creation of a 
proper visual environment. Shown above are three 
examples of the imaginative use of modern designs and 
materials to ach ieve balanced lighting. At left above is 
the skylight of the Physical Education Shelter, an open-a ir 
facility. Acrylic sheets allow daylight and sunlight to flood 
the area while providing resistance to breakage. The 
center illustration shows the use of clerestory windows to 
provide uniform light distribution with glare-reducing 

sheets of gray-tinted acrylic plastic. These are used in the 
Instructional Materials Center and the Cultural Arts 
Center. Throughout the classrooms, acrylic l ighting 
shields provide even, well -distributed lighting , with an 
intensity of approximately 70 foot-candles on all desk 
surfaces (above right) . 

The architects - Dollar, Bonner, Blake and Mann ing, 
of Wilmington, Delaware - specified acrylic plastic to 
meet the exacting requirements of these installations, 
and acrylic sheet and lighting lenses made from Du Pont 
LUCITE more than filled the bill. 

If you would l ike additional information on 
properties of LUCITE for lighting and arch itectural uses, 
write to: Du Pont Company, Room 5304, W ilm ington, 

~~~:.~;:.~?.~~~ ... ''' '" ""'" ""'" ~ 
11 u; u. s , ... r orr 

Better Things for Better living 
. .. through Chem istry 
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Now··.· · 
sound control 
that's 
incombustible, 
atno ... , 
extra. cost. 

It's X" Gypsum Sound 
Deadening Board, specially 
formulated by Georgia-Padfic 
for extra sound control. The 
surface paper is more porous 
for higher sound absorptionh 
Extra textile glass fibers inter-. 
woven in the core give the · 
panel flexi.bility to "give" with 
sound waves·-... avoid the 
''drum" effect of stiffer boards. 
Because it's gypsum, G-P's X" 
Gypsum Sound Deadening 
Board is incombustible. And 
it's priced below even th~e 

lowest-cost combustible sound 
control product. 

'G-P X" Gypsum Sound 
Deadening Board, in the 
assembly i 11 ustrated, earned 

On Readers' Service C1rd. Circle No. 402 

a good STC rating of 45* and 
a 1-hour fire rating in inde
pendent testirrg. It's an ideal 
wal I system for apartments, 
offices, hoters, schools or 

• m hospitals. For more details on 
other assemblies write: 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation, 
Department PA_, 
Commonwealth Building, 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

*Geiger & Hamme, Inc., July, 1966 

' .. GEORGIA-PACIFIC 
GYPSUM DIVISION 

\[ (,[ ""[ i'Jt,- ]' \ 



Ceramic tile lends carefree warmth to 
an unusual circular home by John Nyberg. 

Located in Pasadena , California , this circular 
home has an atrium as its focal point. All rooms of 
the masonry and tile structure open off the atrium 
with its circular pool. 

Designed by the firm of Nyberg and Bissner as 
Mr. yberg's home, ceramic tile is used both decora
tively and functionally. Quarry tile Boors are found in 
the living room dining, area, kitchen and den. It is 
also used for kitchen counter tops and back splashes. 

Scored glazed tile is used for bathroom counter tops 
and walls including a unique circular treatment of the walls 
of the master bath. 

In keeping with the contemporary Spanish feeling sought 
for, extensive use of tile is made throughout other areas of 
this five bedroom home. Tile contractor for the home was 
C&D Tile Company of San Gabriel. 

If you're looking for a material with limitless possibil- ~-•llP!'!"'1 
ities in combined decorative and functional use, look for 
ceramic tile made in the U.S.A. and Quality Certified by 
the Tile Council of America. The triangular seal at right 
is your assurance of glazed wall tile, ceramic mosaic tile 
and quarry tile that is tested to meet the most rigi~ 
government specilications. For more information 
about Certified Quality Tile, a material that can be o."'"""•"r 
used with confidence indoors and out, write: Tile j • '\ 
Council of America, Inc., 800 Second Avenue,,. :•'• ~ 
New York, N.Y. 10017. Or, see the current ~,, • i' 
Sweets Architectural File. '""'" 
MEMBER COMPANIES, American Olean Tile Co . , Inc.• Cambridge Tile Manufac tu ring Co. • Continental Ceramic Corporation• Florido Tile Industries , 
Inc. • Gulf States Ceramic Tile Co. •Hoffman Tile Mfg . Co., Inc. • Huntington Tile , Inc. • Keystone Ridgeway Company, Inc. • lone Star Ceramics Co . 
Ludowici-Celadon Company• Marshal l Tiles, Inc. • Mid-State Tile Company • Monarch Tile Manufactu ring, Inc. • Pomona Tile Manufacturing Co. • Sparta 
Ceramic Company • Summitville Tiles, Inc. • Texeromics Inc. • United States Ceramic Tile Co. • Wenczel Tile Company • Western States Ceramic Corp. 
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Weather-Stripping 
Sound-Proofing 
Light-Proofing 
Thresholds 

Adjustable Astragals # 155 Light-Proof, Weather-Proof 

182 Buuk Reriews 

ZERO # 155 Adjustable Astragals 
shown above is only one of 175 full 
size drawings to be found in the 
new 1967 catalog. Write for your 
copy today. 

Our 43rd yea r of service to architects. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 394 
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not permitted to follow the author into 
his inner sanctum. The door closes as 
Bacon withdraws, saying, ."It is not my 
intention nor would it be possible to 
explain exactly what this creative pro
cess is." He refers the reader to artist 
Paul Klee's primal law of growth, "the 
central organ of motion in space and time 
... inspires all function s of creation." 

By analogy, Bacon's method seem to 
lie in the selection of principal lines of 
movement and the assignment of their 
areas of influence, firmly guiding the de
velopment of major elements, which then 
will generate sub-themes according to their 
own potency. Bacon quotes the R ev. J. 
Lowell 's motto, "In essentials, unity ; in 
non-e sentials, liberty; in both, charity," 
to defin e the delicate relation between 
regimentation and the freedom left for the 
individual architect toward the creation 
of great civic architecture. Bacon state 
that Klee's ensitivity opened a path to his 
under tanding of spatial develo pment. It 
is characteristic that Bacon found thi 
revelation in the work of a contemporary 
artist, like the Renaissance architect and 
artist found a shared passion in "sweet 
perspective." 

It is not easy to decide for what group 
of readers Design of Cities has been writ
ten. Its lavish production by the Viking 
Press eem to indicate that Bacon's in
terest in the education of the general pub-
1 ic has coincided with the publisher's de
sire to enlarge the market by making the 
book attractive to the gift-book trade. I 
find the illustrations too variegated and 
the graphics too affluent. The u e of color 
is merely di sconcerting: Some pages, like 
those on Rotterdam, would look nice in a 
flower catalogue. As a result, the book 
lacks convincing visual unity of the some
what comparable Towns and Cities by 
Steen Eiler Rasmu ssen. The book contains 
a liberal helping of illustration from Ras
mussen, Reps, Bunin , and others, but man y 
beautiful plans have been specially drawn. 
Thu , it is a pity that some plans do not 
indi cate the scale, and notations (like 
1 : 17000 or 1 : 3300 ) on others must be 
quite mea ningless to nonarchitects. A vi u
al scale on each plan would have given 
even an average housewife a good dimen
sional grasp of the size of unfamiliar urban 
spaces. The lavishness of the graphics 
contrasts witl1 the sparse, unaffected and 
direct prose of Bacon's text. In an age of 
effeminacy and mannerism in both archi
tecture and writing. it i plea ant to en
counter the dense baroque maleness of 
Bacon's imagery as his references to that 
un equivocally " pleasurable h uman exper
ience - penetration in depth ." 

The last 40 pages of the book are de
voted to "Putting the Ideas to Work" in 

Continued on page 188 
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New 
innovations 

facing 

panels of 

PLEXIGLAS® 

Six Readily-Available, Sculptured Designs in Varying Sizes and a Host of Colors. These 

dramatic new designs in facing panels of Plexiglas acrylic sheet are now available from experienced 

fabricators conveniently located to serve all parts of the country. The modules can be made in a 

variety of sizes and the full Plexiglas color spectrum, to suit the requirements of a broad range of 

building designs. 
Facing panels of Plexiglas are light in weight and easy and economical to install. They are highly 

resistant to breakage and their ability to withstand the effects of all types of weather has been 

proved by many years of successful outdoor use. ROHM A 
Write to us for our new brochure on facing panels of Plexiglas and the 

names of fabricators and instal lers of these unique, pre -patterned iHAAS 
modules. We will also be glad to send you installation instructions. PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 1s1as 

PLEXIGLAS and PLEX are registered Trademarks of Rohm and Haas Company for its /ioand of acrylic plastic shee/JJ. 
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Cookson Operable Wall opens to permit expansion of 
classroom space into auditorium or expansion of auditorium 

facility into classroom space. 

SPACE MAKER 
When a room is too big for everyday use, cut it down to 
size with a Cookson Side Coiling Operable Wall. 

Cookson Operab le Walls come out of built-in, self
storage boxes that take up as litt le as 4 square feet of 
space. The small ones operate by hand . Motors move 
t he big ones . 

They're used as movable partitions in gyms, cafeterias, 
classrooms, and assembly and meeting halls . Two of 
them working together can cl ose an opening 250 feet 
wide, yet each takes up only 4' x 4' of floor space when 
coiled and stored. 

Cookson Side Coiling Operable Wall-almost full y open 

Cookson Side Coiling Operable Walls are available in 
wood, for indoor use only, and in steel and aluminum 
for indoors and out. 
Wherever there's space that's going to waste. try our 
space makers- Cookson Side Coil ing 
Ooerable Wall s. 

Wr ite for Bulleti n or see us in Sweet 's . 

"Best Way to Close an Opening" 

THE COOKSON COMPANY 
700 Pennsyl vania Avenue, San Francisco, Californ ia 94107 

Cookson Side Coiling Operable Wall-almost completely closed 
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New One-ply Vapor Barrier 
Protects Roof Insulation Better Than Two Layers of Felt, At Lower Cost 

Vaporstop 710 is a prebuilt vapor barrier for all roof 
decks other than Class I. This means continuous, low 
perm protection is already built-in , and uniform protec
tion is not dependent on how· asphalt and felt are laid 
down. Roof load is 85% less, too. 

Vaporstop 710 makes it easy for the roofer to provide th is 
uniform coverage which you know is vital for keeping 
destructive moisture out of roof insulation. 

Vaporstop 710 saves money, too. One ply installation has 
shown it can reduce applied costs by as much as 25%. 

Send for New Portfolio on Controlling Condensation in 
Built-up Roofs. Write Sisalkraft, 56 Starkey Avenue, 
Attleboro, Massachusetts. 

SISALKRAFT DIVl~liZEGIS 
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STRONG 

186 

MACHINABLE 

nuraflake 
One good product 

SMOOTH 

Duraflake is a precision-engineered, wood-formed board 
that meets rigid tests for smoothness, strength, machinability. 

It is a stable board of balanced construction. 
Doug las fir and Western Hemlock flakes form Duraflake's 
tight inner core while finer particles provide a smooth, 

even-textured, durable surface. 
Duraflake has no patches, no core voids, no grain to raise. 
Screws used on the surface, or edge, bite into real wood 
and hold fast. Duraflake has an extremely low moisture 

absorption rate. Used as a horizontal or vertical surface, 
Duraflake lies flat, stays straight, won 't warp, won 't telegraph. 
Duraflake is the ideal core stock under veneers or laminates, 
for cabinets and counter tops, furniture construct ion, 

shelving, doors, siding, floor underlayment, and other 
appl ications. 
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Duraflake provides solid core for finest fini shed doors. 

Guaranteed Durafl ake Underl ayment form s a smooth , 
so lid base for fl oo r cove rin gs. No te leg raphing . 

has led to others 
DURAFLAKE is available in 
many forms for many uses: 
Filled. Developed for application 
where a superior paint surface or 
where grain printing is required. 

Base-coated. Available in any 
specified color. 

Exterior Primed Siding. Bonded with 
exterior res in and factory primed, 
face and back. Resists warping ; 
won't check or de laminate. 
Saves up to 30% on fi nished 
painting costs. 

Door Core. Lightweight , low-density ; 
ideal for solid core doors. Precision
cut for all standard door sizes and 
thicknesses. 

Attractive Dura flake Exter io r Pr imed Siding sat isfies modern archi tectu ral demands. 

Edge-Banded. Provides a more 
finished appearance where exposed 
edges are a factor. 

Fi ll ed and Base-coa led Duraflake mee ts requi rements for 
superior pal nt surface or for grai n printi ng . 

Penta-Treated. Ideal for application 
where insect repellent is specified. 

Fire-Retardant. Treated to meet 
requirements of Underwriters' 
Laboratories Class I or 11 rating. 

Floor Underlayment. Smooth base 
for resilient floor coverings and 
wall -to-wall carpeting . No 
telegraphing. Guaranteed. 

Request samples and additional information. 

DURAFLAKE COMPANY 
Division of WILLAMETTE INDUSTRIES, INC. 

Dept. D , P.O. Box 428 · Alb any, Oregon 

DURAFLAKE-only p articleb oard 
and only th e best! 

All Durafl ake products are TECO ce rtified . 

Un Re aJc r~· Ser' ice Card , C irc le No. 343 IHI 
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PhiJadelphia. These are, in many respects, 
the most rewarding. At the 1966 com
mencement exercise at Columbia Univer
sity, Bacon advi ed the young planners to 
"decide for one city and devote your life 
to it: immerse in it wholly and see every
thing in function of .its needs." In this, 
Bacon recommended the pattern of his 
own immensely ·effective professional li fe 
in Philadelphia, where he has been active 
for 29 years, first at the Philadelphia Hous
ing Association, and, since 1947, as Execu
tive Director of the Philadelphia Planning 
Commission. As a perfect "second man," 
he accepted the dominant theme set for 
Philadelphia by P enn's plan of 1682 over 
which he gradually superimposed his "si
multaneous movement system." Starting 
with two nodes of renewal at Penn Center 
and at Independence Mall, he pursued 
with dogged tenacity his concept of inter
connecting historic buildings and renewal 
areas'. In implementing his vision, he 
brought to the city leading outsiders, like 
Ieoh Ming Pei, and, perhaps even more 
importantly, managed to attract to civic 
design the best architects locally available, 
thus contributing to the emergence of a 
"Philadelphia School" of distinct identity. 

Bacon likes to speak of the "shaft of 
energy" generated by great buildings that 
become determinants of later design ac
tion. In a sense, such a "shaft of energy" 
is Bacon himself on the civic scene of 
Philadelphia: His design concepts havi! 
served as a model for the renewal of many 
American cities, and ideas first pioneered 
in Philadelphia are now turning up from 
Montreal to Osaka. Bacon's belief that a 
great design idea contains "seminal forces 
capable to influence future development" 
places him in American planning history 
as the man who has inherited the cape of 
the great Daniel Burnham. This defines 
the power of his vision and perhaps helps 
to explain the one-sided emphasis of his 
Design of Cities. 

One could lament that design as a pro
cess is given only perfunctory mention on 
two pages; that the social and economic 
determinants of urban design are hardly 
considered ; that the influence of activities 
other than circulation is neglected while 
formal factors are overemphasized. But in 
this decade, when planner find it fashion
able to ignore the bountiful table of urban 
design to chew in tead on the dry bone of 
sociometry, it is refreshing to read a book 
full of unaba hed lustful statements as to 
the power of design. For this reason alone, 
I hope that Design of Cities will be read 
by civic leaders and little old ladies alike, 
and it should be brandished and recited 
by young urban designers like that little 
red book by the cohorts of Mao. 

Continued on page 196 
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The ''or'' in 
''or equal'' 
usually ends 

• up in ... 

Those two words - " or equal" - in 
your specifications section can lead to 
considerable disappointment in a fin
ished project. Part icularly in vinyl wall
coverings. A moment of inattention, a 
persuasive salesman, a rash attempt to 
save a few dollars and you agree to a 
substitute for Vicrtex. Sometimes, the 
substitution is even made without your 
knowledge. 

There's only one way to guarantee that 
you get superior stain-resistant fin
ishes, attract ive textures, un ique pat
terns and lustrous colors of Vicrtex 
vinyl wallcoverings. By tight specs and 
double-checking along the way. 

* If you know enough 
about vinyl wallcoverings 

to specify VICRTEX, 
make sure you get V icrtex. 

Write today for our 

helpful booklet: 

" A Practical Gu ide 

to Specifica tion , 
Selection and Use of 

Vinyl Wallcoverings. " 

-
L. E. CARPENTER & CO. 

Empire State Building o I 
1 

New York 10001 
(212) LOngacre 4-0080 

<= 
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Seville Apartments, La Jolla, Calif. Architects : Neuhaus and Tayler. Au stin , Texas; 
Assoc. Architects : Livingstone & Brpwn , AIA. 

ANCHOR® RAILING SYSTEMS 
Styled for protection, styled to perfection, Anchor Railing 
Systems can enhance the beauty of your building ... at low 
initial cost and with the low maintenance advantages of all
alurninurn. Ideal for balconies, divider panels and sun decks. 

Whatever style you have in mind, you'll find it in the 
Anchor line: vertical sq uare pickets, colored panels and 
Modernrnesh!_all beautifully made of rust-proof aluminum. 

Anchor's national network of expert erectors will install 
Anchor Railing Systems anywhere in the United States ... 
fast and efficiently. 

For style, quality, protection and beauty, be sure with 
Anchor. For detailed information, call your local Anchor 
man. Or write: Anchor Post Products, Inc., Dept. K-08, 
6500 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21224. 

a-® ANCHOR POST 
PRODUCTS, INC. 

Plants in Baltimore, Houston, Los Angeles. So ld direct from factory or anches 1n principal cities. 
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TRADEMARKS 
A .ND SYMBOLS 
OF THE WORLD 

-YUSAKU KAM.EKURA ........,,.. ..... 
PAUL RAND 

Trademarks and Symbols 
of the World 
by Yusaku Kamekura, Preface by Paul Rand 

"It is easier to rememb e r a person 's face than his name" is a 
statement often used to explain the importance of trademarks. 

In this extraordinarily beautiful book, the best trademarks 
designed during the last 10 years are reproduced at large scale 
in black and white and .co lor. The hig h le vel of imagination 
and skill that des igners of many countries have brought 
to bear on this most important design assignment is clearly 
visible. The trademark designs presented cover a wide va ri ety 
of fields , such as advertising, packaging , and television. 
Since a recent trend in trademark design is the use of color, 
the book contains pages printed in as many as six colors. 
Complete new designs for old and new fi rms - as well as 
e xamples of the re-design of old trademarks - are in cluded. 
Examples range from Erik Nitsche's design for General 
Dynamics and Saul Bass 's design for Alcoa to Giovanni 
Puitori 's signs created for Olivetti products and Paul Rand 's 
complete des ign programs for l.B.M . and West in ghouse. 

264 pages, 11 x 105/s, 60 pages of illustrations in many colors, 
164 pages of illustrations in black and white. $22.50 

---------------------------------------------------
Use this book FREE for 1 O days. 
Send no money, mail coupon to your bookselle r, art material store or: 

Reinhold Book Division• 
430 Park Avenue ~ 
New York, New York 10022 

0 Please send on 10 days approval (U.S.A. only) . 
1-150 Kame_kura, Trademarks and Symbols of the World, $22.50 
If I am not completely satisfied , I may retu rn th e book without obl igation. 
If I decide to keep the book I will send the full price plus a small 
shipping charge. 
D SAVE MONEY! If you ENCLOSE payment (check or money order 
only) we will pay the postage. Same return privilege. Add sales tax on 
N.Y.C., Oh io and Penn. orders. 
Name 
Address 
City State Zip Code 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 419 
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New PITTCO® T-WALL@ 

thermal framing system 
controls condensat ion, 

reduces heat loss in new 
Federal-Mogul Building 

Federal -Mog ul Corp. Build i ng, Detroit. Architect: Giffels & Rossetti, In c. , Detroit. Ge nera l Contractor: Barton·Malow Co., Detroit. 

The new Pineo T-WALL has 
a proven 0.6* U-value. There 
is absolutely no metal con
nection from inside to out
side. (See section.) 

That means no condensa
tion on the metal at room temperatures up to 70° with 
relative humidity of 35%-even when it's minus 20° out
side. Metal framing is not chilly . Sound transmission 
is reduced. 

Appearance is slim, elegant, unobtrusive. Face of the 

mullion is only 1Y2 inches wide; gasket projects only % of 
an inch from surface of the glass. 

Pineo T-WALL is available in several glazing thickness 
combinations, including double glazing for maximum in
sulation. Standard components will meet varying strength 
requirements. 

For more information on this new Pineo framing sys
tem, see Sweet's Architectural File, section 3a/Pi, or 
write for our 4-page descriptive folder. Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass Company, Pittco Architectural Metals Department, 
Ohio Street, Kokomo, Indiana 46901. 

* Performance test data published March 1, 1965, by Pennsylvania Stat<! University. 

PITTCO ARCHITECT URAL M ETAL S 

INDUSTRIES 

\l '!: l ' ST 1'167 P / I On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 372 191 





Robbins has come out with a new 
kind of continuous surface flooring 

that makes all other kinds of 
poured floors impractical. 

It's called ULTRAFLOR 

Every once in a while you get a chance to get in on 
something really new ... design-versatile ... and 
practical. Like Robbins completely new continuous 
surface vinyl flooring: ULTRAFLOR. 

Unlike conventional poured floors ... Robbins 
ULTRAFLOR can be installed anywhere permanent 
sheet vinyl can be installed ... on or below grade. 
It exhibits its versatility in flash-coved, wains
coting ... and floor-to-ceiling installations. And 
there are no installation problems with ULTRA
FLOR. It can be installed easily, quickly, and pro
fessionally by the average floor mechanic. You see 
... Robbins continuous surface ULTRAFLOR 
doesn't have to be "manufactured" on the job. It's 
ready-made . . . ready-to-be -laid in continuous 6 -
ft. wide rolls. Another advantage of Robbins UL
TRAFLOR is its backing ... called MOISTGUARD 
.. . which eliminates discoloration by preventing 
any show-through of the subfloor. 

And the finish coat ... which Robbins calls 
N.S.U. 238 . .. does even more than expected. It 
dries thoroughly within 24 hours ... with a tough, 
non-slip, high-gloss finish that never requires 
waxing and is unsurpassed for its wearability. It 
can even be recoated after years of hard use for a 
new-again floor . 

The result of all this is a beautiful continuous 
surface floor that can be installed in a minimum of 
time . .. with a cost factor proven acceptable to 
both commercial and residential customers. UL
TRAFLOR adapts itself to any installation not only 
because of its durability and construction ... but 
also because of its range of designer colors and 
patterns. 

We think ULTRAFLOR is the kind of continuous 
surface floor you've always vvanted to specify . .. 
but have never been able to buy before. Why don't 
you get in on it right now? 

THE CONTINUOUS SURFACE FLOORING BY 

Robbins 
PRODUCTS, INC. 

Tuscumbia, Alabama 

Patents Pending On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 375 



American Illustration and 
Watercolor: 

America's 
Famous Artists -
as Seen by 
Themselves I 

Foreword: 
Albert Dorne 
Earlier Days: 
Walt Reed 
1900-1910: 
Harold Von Schmidt 
1910-1920: 
Arthur William Brown 
1920-1930: 
Norman Rockwell 
1930-1940: 
Floyd Davis 
1940-1950: 
Al Parker 
1950-1960: 
Austin Briggs 
The 1960's: 
Bern ie Fuchs 
The Future: 

With 
Reproductions 
from the 
Work of: 

John James Audubon 
John LaFarge 
Winslow Homer 
Thomas Eakins 
Thomas Moran 
Maurice Pren dergast 
John Singer Sargent 
John Marin 
Charles Demuth 
Alexander Calder 
Dong Kingman 
Andrew Wyeth 

Robert Weaver Beautiful gift ideas ... at especially attractive prices! 

This is What They're All About! 
These two engaging new books help you improve your 'perspective' and 
increase your understanding of illustration and watercolor. Both are yours 
on 30-day approval - and at special introductory prices. 

The Illustrator In America 
compiled and edited by Walt Reed 

For mastery of a medium, you must know how ii developed and what 
others have done in it as well as its technical skills. Here is this " long 
view" in illustration - all the excitement of this most popular art form , 
decade by decade, from 1900 to the present. This lively picture history 
relates the development of book, magazine and newspaper illustration 
from the convention-bound days of the Nineteenth Century-when wood 
engravings were the prevailing fashion -to the free-wheeling styles and 
sophisticated reproduction techniques of today. Each decade is 
introduced by a famous illustrator with a special knowledge of the 
period. Illustrations by some 350 artists - among them Howard Pyle, 
Charles Dana Gibson, James Montgomery Flagg , John Held, Jr., Norman 
Rockwell, Stevan Dohanos-include many rare and long-out-of-print 
specimens. Edited by a nationally-known illustrator and instructor at the 
Famous Artists School, the book enables you to meet and better · 
understand America's Famous Artists . Give it to your valued friends. 
Above all, give it to yourself. It will tickle your sense of "Americana" 
as well as provide endless inspiration and insight. 256 pages, 10 x 13", 
over 600 black-and-white illustrations, 32 pages in full color. 

Special Introductory Price $17.95 

History of Watercolor Painting In America 
Albert Ten Eyck Gardner 

Enjoy watercolor? Here is the full sweep of Amer ica's most characteristic 
painting medium, told in an absorbing pictorial survey by the Associate 
Curator of New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art. This major book marks 
the 100th anniversary of the American Watercolor Society. It brings 
together 150 notable watercolors-with 50 full-color plates tipped-in -
carefully selected from leading museum collections. Many were specially 
photographed . All are brilliantly reproduced. Mr. Gardner has written 
many works on art, and is a widely respected authority on American 
painting. In th is volume he recounts the development of watercolor from 
its beginnings as a serious medium, in Eighteenth Century England , to its 
emergence as a vehicle ideally suited to the natural beauties of America . 
The first such treatment of this subject, the book provides one of the 
most comprehensive of American watercolor col lections. It makes a 
sumptuous gift, an engaging addi tion to the library of anyone interested 
in art, and an excellent way to round out your understanding of this major 
medium. 160 pages, 12 x 9" (oblong) . 150 illustrations, 50 in full color. 

Special Introductory Price $17.95 

Reinhold Book Divisionl 
430 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
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Would you be satisfied with just any new lock with 
a lever handle? No. Would it be enough to produce 
one that just does hard work? No. But what about 
one that does hard work and looks 
beautiful too? Ah! 

Arcadia lever in Yale mortise lock. 

YALE® LOOKS AS GOOD AS IT LOCKS 
THE FINEST N AME 1N 

LOCKS ANO HARDWARE 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 344 

Yale is a 
d ivision of 



McPHILBEN CORNERED THE FINEST IN DOWNLIGHTS 
FOR CANOPIES, COFFERS, WALKWAYS AND LOBBIES 

6 Line Squares are incomparable in design and 
quality construction • Fully weatherproof and cor
rosion resistant • Satin or black anodized finish 
for lasting beauty • Integral cast baffle for low 
brightness and invisible light source with choice 
of 4 light controls: open baffle (shown), louver 
guard, prismatic retractor or reflector intensifier 
• Pouring form recessed housing ideal for wet 
locations-concrete or plaster • Wall-mounted 
square downlights, too • Write for Bulletin AA/13 
for complete specifications on our 6 Line squares. 

mcPhilberi 
EMERSON ELECTRIC CO . (INC.) 

270 LONG ISLAND EXPRESSWAY, MELVILLE, N. Y. 11746 
Canada: 2275 Midland Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 363 
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Continued from page 188 

Hot Sun, Burning Walls 

BY FORREST WILSO 1 

BUILDERS I THE SUN: FIVE MEX ICAN AR

CHITECTS. By Clive Bamford Smith. Ar
chitectural Book Publishing Co., 151 East 
50 St., New York, N.Y., 1967. 224 pp., 
illus., 12.95. The reviewer, who did the 
drawings that accompany this review, is 
an Associate Editor of Pl A. He spent 
more than a year working in Mexico and 
has written several articles on Mexican 
architecture. 

The slory is told of a proselytizing ex
i tentiali t who arrived in Mexico City, 
saw a Mexi ca n child bite the head off a 
sugar candy skeleton. turned around, and 
returned to Paris. 

Most of Lh e architecture done in Mexico 
sin ce the co nquest has been designed by 
existentiali t who stayed. The rich mestizo 
culture has enriched everythin g it has 
tou ched and in so doing has created a 
Mex ican national art. But it has never 
been able to esta bli h continuity with the 
pre-conquest Indian culture to which all 
eras of Mexican art pay homage. The 16th 
Century conqui tadores put steel chisels 
into the hands of the Mexican artisans 
who cut ston e like butter and crea ted a 
riotous profusion of form s that submerged 
even the Aamboyant baroque. 

The great murali t of the 30's - Se
queros, Orozco. Rivera and the re t -
created a style of mural painting in com
memoration of the liberation brought about 
by the Mexican Revolution, and enslaved 
Mexican art for decades. Since the pre
Hispanic culture never arose again after 
the conquistadores, Mexican art has never 
completely liberated itself from the trap
pings of the Mexican Revolution - trap
pings which, ironically, are now often the 
marks of reaction rather than the freedom 
fought for by the camposinos. 

The base upon which all Mexican art is 
built is that of the Indian, yet his talents 
remained untapped. Even the greatest of 
them, Juarez, the full blooded Oaxacan 
Indian , could not reestablish the continuity 
of pre-Columbian art. Yet Mexico creates 
its own artists, no matter what their 
antecedents. 

It was from this Mexico that the jour
nalist Clive Bamford Smith chose his "five 
builders in the sun": Juan O'Gorman, 
Louis Barragan, Felix Candela, Mathia 
Goeritz, and Mario Pani. It is typical of 
the incongruiLy Mexico breeds that the 
five men selected should be totally un
related to each other except that they 
sometimes practi ce the same art. O'Gor
man is a painter and rnurali t, Barragan 
a developer and landscape arti t, Candela 
an engi neer, Goeritz a culptor, and Pani 
a city planner. All of them are competent 
arch itect . 

Bu.ilders in the Sun is not particularly 
well written, considering the subject. It 
charm li e in the author's having reduced 
a cultural explosion to a modest pop. Al
though photographs are magnificent, the 
biographical material is disappointing. 
However, des pite its shortcomings. the 
book is fas cinating simply because of it 
subj ect matter. 

ince the talents of the men are o 
divergent, it is usele s to attempt gener
al iti es. They mu st be discu ed individual
ly. We can begin with O'Gorman, whi ch 
is proper because he is a remnant of the 
nati onal art of Mexico, the fresco painters 
of the 30's . Hi architecture has run the 
gamut from stark Corbusian "machines 
for livi ng" to his own organic-histori c-pop
art-mo iac-encru ted home. De pite a deep 
social conscience, 0-Gorman ha not 
worked at creating an architectural solu-
1 ion to relieve the abysmal, poverty strick
en condition of the Indian who warm 
from the campos to live in cardboard and 
tin shacks on the outskirts of Mexico City. 
There they patiently await a imilation 
into the urban proletariat. O'Gorman has 
given them symbolic mosaic . 

Barragan i the most intere ting archi
tect of the group. The gardens of his 
houses in Pedregal (of which he was a 
major developer) are oa es in a 15-
sq uare-mile sea of lava beds. His houses 
are sensitive creations, like the natural 
stone and wood culptures in hi gardens. 
The precision of place and economy of 
form create a spatial richness. Somehow 
he has dis tilled the essence of Orozco's 
lithograph into his architecture. 

Continued on page 206 
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The 
Cabana/Group Shower System 

... Designed with genuine 

The new Sanymetal Group Shower System provides privacy, 
saves space, speeds shower room traffic and saves on costs 
all along the line ... water, fuel, plumbing runs. 
installation and maintenance. 
The 4-way shower column is surrounded by eight dressing 
compartments to provide maximum use of space (11' x 11 '). 
Design flexibility is unlimited ... The Cabana/Group 
Shower can be designed for 2, 4, 6, 8 or more persons ... 
island or wall installations. Genuine Sanymetal partitions 
in stainless steel, porcena or baked acrylic provide long 
life and low installation and maintenance costs. The 
Cabana/Group Shower System is ideal for schools, colleges, 
institutions, industrial plants, clubhouses, dorms, etc. 

Contact your Sanymetal rep or write for full story. 

THE s~ PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 
1701 Urbana Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44112 

--- -............,-
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:£I~ I~ IN H ttl~lt 

Learn From Leading Architects 
How You Can Solve Your 
Detailing Problems 

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DETAILING: Volume 3 
shows how some of today's leading architects solve the de
tailing problems which face them, and how their solutions 
can help you achieve solutions of your own. 

The lates t vo lume in a highly successful ser ies devoted ~ CONTENTS 
entirely to the subject of detai ling, thi s New Third .~ 
Vo lu me presents a complete pictori al su rvey of detail -
ing in contemporary architecture, and examines the 
detail work of leading American and European archi
tects with a view toward aesthet ic qua lity, techni ca l 
sou ndness and originality. Li ke Vo lumes 1 and 2, it is 
divided into three secti ons. 

Deta ils of Structu res and External Works 

Structura l Use of Natural Stone Wal ls 
Compos ite Constru cti on 
Building With Concrete 

Section one, Details of Structures and External Works , 
is further sub-divided into two section s: the first deal
ing with structural use of natural ston e wa ll s and com
posite construction; the second w ith concrete and 
precast concrete structures. 

Precast Concrete Construct ion 
Constru ction In Timber 
Canopi es and Roofs 
Mu lti-unit Construction - Exhibition 

Unity of Detail 

Section two, Unity of Deta il, dea ls exhaust ive ly with 
seven bui lding projects that are notab le for their ex- ~ 

St. John's Church , Sindelfingen-Eschenried, 
Germany 

ce ll ent design : A church and a hote l in Germ any; 
Office blocks in Holland and Switzer land; An En glish Univers ity; A Swiss School; 
and the Italian Institute for Expo rt Trade. 

Canton School , Winter thur, Switzerland 
University of Sussex, Eng land 
Hote l in Bad Neustadt, Germany 

Section three, Details of In teriors and Fittings, considers wal l decoration and pro
vides examples of various types of wood pane ling, concrete re li efs, an d internal 
surfaces w hich have been treated w ith p last ic, fiber, and quartz. Th e pages i llus
trating the Teichert " Printer" process are especially interes tin g. The rema inder of 
this section covers exhibiti on details of the Swiss cou ntry exhibition of 1964. 
MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DETAILING: Volume 3 discusses the value and use of 
both new and traditional mater ials in relation to structure, ex teriors, inter iors and 
landscaping, and provides a wea lth of ideas and information for th e architect, 
draftsman, designer, building contracto r, and interio r decora tor. 

The Ita li an Institute for Export Trade, Rome, Ita ly 
Office Block in Dordrecht, Holland 

l \18 

Use 
this coupon 

to order 
MODERN 

ARCHITECTURAL 
DETAILING: 

Volume] 
on a 

30-day 
approval offer 

The " Zur Palme" Tower Block, Zurich, Switzerland 

Details of Interiors and Fittings 

Wall Paneling 
Exhibition Details 
Built In Shop Fittin gs 
Restauran ts, Publi c Rooms on Liners 

MODERN ARCHITECTURAL DETAILING: Volume 3 
Edited by KONRAD GATZ 
1967 / 284 pages I $18.50 

can be ordered from your bookstore, or write to: 

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of Chapman-Reinhold, Inc. 
430 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 

r----- REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION-----.., 
A Subsidia ry of Chapman-Reinhold, Inc., 430 Park Ave., N.Y.10022 
Please send me copy(ies) of Modern Architectural 
Detailing: Volume 3, $18.50 each, on 30-days' approval (U.S.A. 
and Canada only) under tb e fo llowing terms: 
D Bill me (p lus delivery charges). 

D Purchase ord er attached. 
D Total payment enclosed (l\einhold pays shipping. Same 30-day 

approval offer). 
D Send your latest catalog. 

Address, ____________________ _ 

City ___________ State ______ Zip __ _ 

Include sa les tax on Ca li fornia, Illinois, New York, Ohio , and 
Pennsylvania orders. Dept. M-444 I ____________________________ J 

On Reader 'Service C::ard , Circ le o. 422 

Use this 
coupon 
to receive 
our latest 
catalog and 
be placed 
on our 
mailing list. 

On Readers' Service Card, C ircle No. 365 ~ 
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Eternawall is Georgia-Pacific's vinyl-covered gypsum wallboard. It's 
tough enough to give years of trouble-free wear in high use situations. 
On orders of 12,000 sq. ft. or more, you can select from 159 different 
Eternawall colors and patterns in 52 textures. If you want something 
that's not already in our decorator line, we'll make it to your 
specifications. On standard orders, you have 8 patterns ... all available 
from Georgia-Pacific dealers across the country. Eternawall combines 
the beauty and durability of vinyl with the strength and fire resistance 
of gypsum ... all at a lower in place cost than wallpaper. 
·A trade mart< of t e Georg1a·P1mnc CQrporation 



Eternawall* is 
great for offices (Schools, hotels, hospitals, too) 

As a matter of fact, Eternawall 

works well in any kind of 

building ... and especially 

well where hard use is in 

order. The tough vinyl 

covering can take a real 

beating in stride .. . then 

comes clean with just the 

swipe of a cloth. And since 

Eternawall's covering is 

factory-applied, you know 

the color and texture 

specified from the catalog is 

what will end up on the wall. 

For even greater fire 

resistance, the Eternawall 

covering can be bonded to 

G-P 's Bestwall Firestop® 

Gypsum panel. 

• GEORGIA-PACIFIC 
GYPSUM DIVISION 

Here are samples from 
the Eternawall Decorator Line. 

These are just a few of the more than 8,000 
Eternawall combinations of colors, patterns and 
textures. Get your own copy of the Eternawall 
Decorator Line catalog from : Georgia-Paciflc 
Gypsum Division, Department AE, Commonwealth 
Building, Portland, Oregon 97204. 

r----------------·---··-··---------------··· 

D I would like to know more about 
G-P's Eternawall Decorator Line. 

NAME 

FIRM PHONE 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

• Reg•~lered T radema r ~ - Geo1g.11 Pa< 1!1 Coroo•al•on 
"A Georg111 Pac1lu lr ade!T'lar~ 

ZIP 



~~People c a11 11,,01·k 1vi t liout 11lu111bi11g. 
A 11d t /1.ey c a11 wo1·k 11Jitl101it ai1· co1iditio11i11g. 
But tliey just ca11' t 1t•o1•/a, 1vitliout tele11ho11es." 

Fairchild Hiller Corporation's 
facilities manager, A. S. Damiani, 
knows what he's talking about. 

He's seen buildings outgrow their 
communications capacities time and 
time again. He's tripped over exposed 
wires. Cables running across floors. 
Seen holes being drilled for telephone 
wires right after a building had been 
finished. 

And he was determined this wasn't 
going to happen to the new Sherman 

~ On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 365 

Fairchild Technology Center near 
Washington, D. C. 

That's why he called in a Bell Sys
tem Architect and Builder Service 
Representative at the very beginning. 

The result: ~ot just the most modern 
telephone system possible, but a sys
tem which provides for every foresee
able communications need. 

Data-Phone* service. TWX. Even 
closed circuit TV using Bell Telephone 
System lines. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 325 

All cabling is concealed . .. yet the 
installation still insures the owner easy 
access, painless movement and quick 
expansion. 

To make sure your next building 
is as modern as modern communica
tions can make it, simply call 212-
393-4537 collect. We'll send you a 
complete list of *Service mark 

ourArchitectand @ ll"'l"l T' 
Builder Service Kl Su 
Representatives. ,............., ~ 

. ~rT . . . . . .......--- - --- --
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who said it 
couldn't be done? 

Our engineers aren 't interior 
decorators, but we have to admit 
they have combined modern 
design with functional conveni
ence in the NEW 15A. *TRIPLEX 
outlets. 

With grounding slots at the side 
rather than the bottom , the 
*TRIPLEX is designed to take 
two or three right-angle molded 
caps. 

Heavy molded body features 
a "dead back" for added safety. 
Double-grip, copper alloy con
tacts are individually recessed 
for no flash-over. Terminals take 
up to No. 10 wire. 

To complement any decor, rec
tangular opening wall plates in 
smooth and regular Uniline , 
" 302 " stainless steel and 
Chrome-X are available. 

·u S Pat 2.873.433 Other Patents App lied for 

ANOTHER P&S FIRST 15 Amperes, 125 Volts 

5233·1 and 
62061 Plate 

5233·1 

For more information write Dept. PA 867 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 369 

5233·1 and 
93061 Plate 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 392 . 

SWIVELIER 

PUTS THE "COOL" LIGHT 
WHERE YOU WANT IT 

New "COOL" Lamps take the heat out of light 
Heat·producing infra-red transmitted through 
back of lamp, visible light reflected forward . 

Food chai ns, supermarkets, groceries, candy stores, display 
windows, department stores, showrooms, shopping centers. 
Fresher meats, crisper vegetables, more attractive fruits. Fading 
& deterioration of displayed merchandise sharply reduced . 

Complete assortment of units for J 50 Watt and 300 Watt "Cool" 
lamps. Pre-wired fixtures ava ilable. When you specify Swivelier 
you're specifying quality. 

Indoor and outdoor lighting units for every supermarket and 
shopping center lighting need. Write Dep't PA 179 for complete 
catalog. 

~ s w IVEL IE R COMPANY INC. 
\/~NANUET, NEW YORK 10954 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 400 
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HOSPITALS . . . for food service, FOOD SERVICE .. . kitchens, dry 
storage, laundry, drug, plasma food storage, linen storage, walk-
and X-ray rooms, etc. in coolers and freezers. 

WAREHOUSES, INDUSTRIAL 
PLANTS, FOOD PROCESSORS . . . 
dozens of uses for storage, dis
play, materials handling. 

SCHOOLS, STORES and OFFICES 
..• store display, storage, book. 
supply and paper storage. 

® ~R~!~9.~~!-a·~~~ 0 
W I L K ES - BAR R E , P E N N SY L VA N I A 1 8 7 0 5 approved 

MANUFACTURERS OF - ERECTA-SHELF®; SANJ-STACK®; METRO·TAINER®; MISCELLANEOUS WIRE PRODUCTS 

Write today for Free Information on the many successful applications and uses of Erecta-Shelf. Department EEDBIO 

A GUST 1967 P/ A On Readers' Service Card , Circle No. 398 203 



Reinhold Book Divisionl 
430 Park Avenue 
New York . New York 10022 

A noted architect thinks through 
the architecture of traffic ... 

FREEWAYS 
by Lawrence Halprin 

"Do we have to ban the freeway from the city - and thus ultimately the automobile, 
which has meant so much to us?" 

This is the question implicit in Freeways. Freeways or throughways or highways or 
interstates - so recent a phenomenon that we haven't yet agreed on a standard 
name for them - have already changed the face of the land and seriously marred 
many of our cities. Yet the basic assumptions underlying their design have never 
been publicly challenged. 

In this provocative work, one of our foremost urban designers attacks the problem 
from several directions, examines the freeways' potential for defining the form of 
the landscape, and sketches out a new type of traffic architecture that will be of the 
city rather than apart from it. 

Lawrence Halprin has been assigned the creation of entire new cities. He is an 
architect with a well-articulated feeling for the texture of cities and their sett ings. 
In this book he examines the values our cities ought to have; the basic problems of 
the confrontation "between motion and static mass"; the types of highways that 
are available to us, and their virtues; what has been done and what has been pro
posed; and the things we can do in the future. 

Some quotations from Freeways by Lawrence Halprin 

"We tend to slide into cities today as if the encounter was not worthy of great theater." 

"This city of the future need not imply any diminution of the amenities of urban 
living-if only we can recognize its potentials as well as its problems ." 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: In recent years Lawrence Halprin and his staff have been 
involved in projects ranging from the design of freeways and rapid transit to uni · 
versity campus growth ... several new cities designed from scratch (in California, 
Hawaii and Arizona) ... civic redevelopment (Minneapolis, Akron, Kansas City, San 
Francisco) ... and land dev.elopment, urban plazas, parks and housing. A landscape 
architect who specializes in environmental planning, he was trained at Cornell, the 
University of Wisconsin, and Harvard, and in the office of Thomas Church. He 
opened his own office in San Francis'co in 1949. 

260 pages 101;4" x81;4" (oblong) $12.50 
about 300 black-and-white illustrations 

204 On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 425 

... and the modern environment of man. 

[ITIE 
by Lawrence Halp 

How can we make our cities more livable and m 
exciting? How can we provide for not only air, sp 
and light, but emotional fulfillment as well? L 
rence Halprin examines these questions that 
vital to all who live in and help design the com 
nents of cities - and comes up with answers t 
will inspire, enlighten, and even shock. 

Cities, said the Washington Star, should be m 
available to every architect in the country. Ar 
tectura/ Forum called it one of the brightest 
amples of books about the potentials of ur 
design. Jn this wide-ranging book, Halprin discus 
streets, street materials, street furniture, Jig 
shopping, waterfronts, the skyline and the vie 
from rooftops, the employment of trees, plantin 
sculpture and water - even the "choreography" 
movement in a city. He is concerned with the p 
terns of paving blocks - the sculptural qualities 
playground climbers - advertising signs a 
benches and kiosks that enhance design. With 
going into technicalities of zoning or "land us 
he explores the ways that cities can be made 
thetically more appealing and more fun . 

"An eloquent plea not to throw away the poten 
of U.S. cities."-lnteriors 

"A masterful abstraction, via the camera, of the 
citement a city can afford. " -Journa/ of Housin 

"Should be stocked by the dozen in public 
braries ."-Sunday Star, Washington , D.C. 

224 pages 101,4" x 81;4" (oblong) 
·491 illustrations 
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At Bally ... it's one of the firs i.f.' 
The job a good walk-in will do can be 
downgraded fast bya "just so-so" refrig
eration system. Top results demand 
that refrigeration get the same research, 
design and manufacturing skill devoted 
to the production of the walk-in itself. 

That's why self-contained refrigeration 
systems play such a big role in our 
manufacturing setup. Bally makes 76 
different systems . . . with a model 
perfectly suited for every type and size 
of Bally Walk-In. Capacities from 1/a to 
7lh H.P .... low or high temperature 
. . . air or water cooled ... side or top 
mounted. 

At Bally the matching of refrigeration 
compressors and cooling or freezing 
coils, so essential for efficient perform
ance, is an exacting process. That's 

why we make our own coils. It's the 
only way we can be sure we will have 
every size needed. Time clocks, valves, 
and controls are selected by research 
engineers. Nothing is left to chance. 

By comparison, consider that job site 
assembled refrigeration systems are 
generally made from wholesalers' 
limited compressor and coil inventories. 
Balancing of components becomes a 
"hit or miss" proposition. And job site 
assembly lacks completely the labora
tory controlled conditions necessary 
for long years of trouble-free service . 

Among other reasons why Bally Walk
ins are recognized as the industry 
leader are these: 4" urethane "foamed
in-place" (equal to 8%" of fiberglass) 

. . self-closing magnetically sealed 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 330 

doors ... "Speed-Lok" fasteners that 
make it easy to add sections to increase 
size . . . equally easy to disassemble 
for relocation. 

Write for free "Architects Fact File" 
(includes 32-page brochure, specifica
tions guide and urethane wall sample) . 

See our catalog in Sweet's Architec
tural File, No. 23a/BaL. 

Bally Case and Cooler, Inc. 
Bally, Pennsylvania 19503 ....------

Copyright C 1987 Bally Case& Cooler, Inc ., Bally, Pa., All rights reserved. 
ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO DEPT. PA-8 



The simplest add ition to your hardware specifi 
cation is one you're likely to overlook-a system 
for key control. Think of it fo r a moment. Some
t imes it's as taken -for-advantage as the keys 
themselves. Yet it 's such a simple and inexpen
sive added advantage to the economy, conve
nience and security of every bui lding that your 
client will readily appreciate this " extra " service. 

And when you do specify, make it TELKEE, 
the complete system that stands out for econ
omy in preventing key losses and costly lock 
changes, convenience in knowing at all times 
where every key is , and security in restricted 
areas dr valuable record f iles. These are some 
of your client advantages, along with simple 
and orderly turn -over at completion. 

Why not make it standard procedure to specify 
TELKEE Key Cont rol in all types of buildings? 
Write for literature. 

700 
Box 23 , Glen Riddle, Pennsy lvania 19037 

O n Re aders' Service Card, Circle No. 366 
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Candela is Candela, and international. 
The Mexican element in his work is his 
love of working close to the bull's horns 
with structural geometry. Photographs, 
drawings, and plans of his now familiar 
shells are excellent, although nothing new 
is said about his work, by the author or 
Candela himself. 

Goeritz, designer of the Satellite City 
Towers, is shown as the universal jack
of-all-trades. His architectu-ral sculptures 
are just that and, for Mexico, fittingly 
surrealistic. What ever is done in Mexico 
is done big - good or bad - and Goe
ritz's architecture makes a point, one 
would suppose, by sim ply being there. 
However , his " Emotional Construction," 
exhibited in a public square of a working
class area in Mexico City that would 
make our ghettos look like Park Avenue, 
is an absolute affront. It provides neither 
shelter nor a place fo r children to play. It 
is an intellectual Marie Antoinette-like 
statement saying, " let them eat carbon 
steel." 

Pani, the planner, is perhaps the most 
significant, after Candela, of the group 
presented. His plans are on the Mexican 
scale - huge. They are ju tified by eco
nomic rather than aesthetic reasons. If 
this type of planning had to happen, it is 
best that Pani did it, for he made the best 
of a bad situation. Most of his earlier 
apartment buildings shown are flamboy
ant Mexican middle class. His buildings 
are dated , but the dates are reversed, for 
Pani was the originator. A surprising note 
is one photograph of experimental hous
ing units on the outskirts of Mexico City 
to replace the cardboard and tin shacks 
of the camposinos. The solution looks sur
prisingly sensitive for a designer of Pani 's 
tastes. This is the type of design one 
would have expected from O'Gorman . 

All of the overly familiar elements that 
we have come to associate with Mexican 
architecture are here : the long perspec
tives stretching away to an infi nity bask
ing in the hot sun, burning walls with 
black shadows, rich textured natural ma
terials, lava, concrete, stone, rough stucco, 
flat surfaces with brutal delineation - all 
appear re peatedly in the book. This is 
the essence of Mexico that has worked 
on all of her builders, from pre-Colum
bian times to the present. 

New Addresses 
AusTIN ENGINEERS, BUI LDERS, LTD., York
shire Insurance House, 2-4 Sutton Rd., 
Sutton, Surrey, England. 

J. BUCHANAN BLITCH & ASSOCIATES, ! NC., 
Architects, 1070 St. Charles Ave., New 
Orleans, La. 70130. 

Continued on page 210 
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•Fiberglas Is Owens-Cornlng's Trademark 

.~ U(;L'~T 1967 P/ A 

• a1n-

For people who study in glass houses. 
Schools with curtain-wall construction need curtain-wall draperies for 
visual harmony inside and out. 

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Curtain-Walls do a lot more than just pre
serve architectural integrity. They give your school fire safety as only 
non-combustible Fiberglas can. They control light and glare, especially 
important in a classroom with shiny desk tops and blackboards. They 
measurably reduce heat gain, to insure classroom comfort. And they 
insulate against noise-reducing distraction from study. 

Other great reasons to specify Fiberglas are its low initial cost, its 
exceptional ease of maintenance, and its dimensional stability-with 
no shrink or stretch problems ever. 

For more information about the Fiberglas curtain-wall concept for 
your next school, write: Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Decorative 
and Home Furnishings Div., 717 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. 

~FIRE-SAFE FABRICS OF 
OWENS · CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
ELEGANCE WITHOUT UPKEEP. 

On Readers' Service Card , Circle No . 416 

* as 
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Stow/ Davis Galleries are for your use. For information, write Stow/Davis Furniture Company, Grand Rapids. Michigan 49502 

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES DALLAS GRAND RAPIDS 
49 E. 53rd Suee1 

212 688-9410 
1181 Merchandise Mart 

312 321-0436 
8899 Beverly Blvd. 
213 878-3050 

650 Decorative Center 
214 742 -166 1 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 384 

25 Summer Avenue.NW. 
616 456-9681 



WHAT MAKES AN OFF-THE-FLOOR 

INSTALLATION COST LESS? 

common vent (1) 
Saves chase space 
. . . substantially re· 
duces the number 
of connections re
quired in a battery 
of toilets 

buttress foot (2) 
Short Bulldog feet 
do not interfere 
with any type of fin
ished floor . . . saves 
installation time 

positioning frame (4) 
Simplifies alignment . .. 
Saves one or more 
hours of labor per 
bowl 0 • • • saves fix· 
tu re breakage .. . 
saves call -backs .. . 
acts as template for 
wall finish, saving tile
setting time. 

invertible carrier body (3) ~o 
Fits all types of 0 
toilets , blow-out or 
syphon jet . . . saves 0 
handl ing time . . . 
elimin a tes stocking o o 
and ordering of dif· 
ferent carriers . 

fitting and carrier are separate 
provide more adaptability to meet 
changing conditions of installation 
. .. save revision time and labor 

UNITR+ff 
AND 

I I I put them all together. . they spell 

AUGU T !96i P / A 

Now ... with all the other advantages of off
the-floor fixtures ... there is no reason to allow 
.installation costs to change your mind ... if 
you use Josam Unitron Carriers and Fittings on 

"the job. Every feature is designed not only to 
save time and prevent error, but to provide the 
adaptability that solves on-the-job problems. 

The combined savings in space, materials and 
installation are substantial enough to make off
the-floor fixtures the logical choice on every 
job ... if you use Josam Unitron Carriers! For 
further information, write for Manual F-4. 

*Verification on request 

THERE'S 
NOTHING ELSE 
LIKE IT! 

JOSAM MANUFACTURING CO. 
Michigan City, Indiana 

JOSAM PRODUCTS ARE SOLD THROUGH PLUMBING WHOLESALERS 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle o. 357 209 



When the job calls for marble chips . .. 

SPECIFY LIME CREST 
ROOFING 

, l!!i!A Limestone Products Corporation of America 'WJI Newton, New Jersey 

Please send me a sample of Lime Crest Roofing Spar. 

NAME ___________ TITLE _______ _ 

FIRM NAME _________________ _ 

ADDRESS __________________ _ 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 361 
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CHAN/ RADER & AssocIATES, Architects, 
Planning Consultants, 710 Sansome St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111. 

MELVIN CoHEN & AssocrATES, INc., En
gineers and Ligh ting Consultants, 222 W . 
Adams St., Chicago, Ill. 

FAHRINGER, McCARTY, GREY & Assocr
ATES, Monroeville Profes ional Center, 
1630 Golden M ile Highway. Monroeville, 
Pa. 15146. 

ELSON FELSBERG, Architect, 2967 Werk 
Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211. 

HA SKEL L GREENFIELD & AssocIATE , Con
sulting Electrical and Mechanical En
gi neers, 154 James Couzens St., Detroit, 
Mich. 48235. 

HOAG, WrsMAR, HENDERSON A socIATES, 
1150 W . 3 St., Cleveland, Ohio 44113. 

MCCLINTOCK & TH UN, Architects and 
Planners, 268 Ponce de Leon Ave., San 
Juan (Hato Rey), P.R. 00918. 

ARCH ADLER ASSOCIATES, I c., NADLER 
& LARIMER, INC., 595 Madi on Ave., New 
York, .Y. 10022. 

GEORGES. ELSON & As OCIATES, Cons ult
ing En gineers, 49 W. Burton Ave., Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84115. 

OSBORN ENGINEERING COMPANY, Con ult
ing Engineers, 666 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 
Ohio 44115. 

GLEN PAULSEN & AssoCIATES, Architects, 
480 Pierre St., Birmingham, Mich. 48011. 

PIEPER, RI CHMO D, Architects, 211 orth
western National Bank Building, Ro
chester, Minn. 

Ross-YAMANE AssocrATES, Architects, 160 
Bulkley Building Annex, 1501 Euclid Ave., 
Cleveland , Ohio 44115. 

EBERLE M . SMITH AssocIATES, LTD .. Con
sultants, 1787 Walker Rd ., Windsor, On
tario , Canada. 

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN REGISTERED ARCHI
TECTS, 2130 Keith Building, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44115. 

SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTURAL HISTORIA NS, 
Room 716, 1700 Walnut St., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 19103. 

HARRY VAN DEXTER, Architect, P.O. Box 
101, Rural Route 3, Sewell, NJ. 08080. 

KENNETH H. W ALIJ ARV!, Architect, 914 
Pioneer Building, St. Paul, Minn. 55101. 

ADRIAN WILSON AssoCIATES, Architects, 
621 S. Westmoreland Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS 

Please report both new and 
old addresses directly to PI A 
five weeks before you move. 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 
Clrculatlon Department 

430 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022 
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Give your client 
a sense of arrival, 
on a sensible budget. 
Design a detailed entry that tells your client 
the bu ilding is his alone. And do it with these 
standards: Republic Frame-A-Lite Stick Sys
tem, Full Flush Doors and Universal Door 
Frames. 

With new Frame-A- Lite Sticks, you frame 
an en try approach, borrow light for an interior 
hall, illuminate an exit, or create patterns of 
lites. Design possibil ities are virtually un
limited . 

Our Republic Full Flush Door is a standard 
cost door you can specify anywhere on the 
job without raising a client's cost conscious 
eyebrow. And you 'll appreciate the quality of 
our fully welded perimeter cha nnel. It's one 
reason Full Flush Doors hang square, and stay 
square - won't sag, bind, warp, or split, ever. 

For door fra mes w ithout lites, match a Full 
Flush Door to a Universal Frame. In recent 
tests, this frame with its specially designed 
vertical seam, resisted corner loads up to 450 
pounds. 

Proof enough, Republic puts extra strength 
in standard products so your custom design 
won't fail. 

MANUFACTURING DIVISION 
RE PUBLIC STEEL COR POR ATI ON 
Youngstown, Ohio 4450 5 

r----------------, 
Tell me about Republic Door features like its 
ful ly welded complete perimeter channel, its 
five -step ph~sphatized rust -inhibi ting process. 
baked-on prime coat, continuous hinge and 
lock reinforcemen t, in terlocking corners and 
lots of other reasons to make clients approve 
my specs. 

And send along information about the verti
cal seam in Universal Doors, and data on 
Republic·s new Frame -A -Li te Stick System. 

Name ____________ ~ 

Tit le, _____________ _ 

Company·-----------~ 

Address. ____________ _ 

City _ ____________ _ 

State Zip, _____ _ 

L-~--------------~ 



JOBS 
AND 
MEN 

( SITUATIONS OPEN ) 

THE ARCHITECT-In established architect
engineer firm. Instant diversified practice 
with unlimited growth potential. Current 
emphasis on complex industrial-military 
facilities. Must be prepared to assume 
'.esponsibility for all phases of major pro
jects. N .Y. registration essential. Salary 
matches reponsibility. Submit resume to 
Box #451, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECT-SENIO~-Our rapidly expanding 
billion dollar national retail organization 
has a challenging managerial opportunity 
for a licensed architect. 7-10 years ex
perience required in the design and plan
ning of retail stores, preferably large de
partment or chain stores in shopping 
cei:iters. Must have general knowledge of 
bu!ldmg codes, materials, costs, insurance 
requirements and structural limitations 
imposed by topographical conditions. 
Sever~! years. architectural supervising 
expenence desirable. New York location. 
Excellent starting salary commensurate with 
experience. Leading company benefits. 
Please send resume and salary requirements 
to Box #452, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECT-INTERIOR DESIGNER- Architect 
owned contract interior busine s seeks 
architect to develop, manage, do interior 
design in the SOM, ISD, Knoll manner. 
Great opportunity to become part of a 
successful established business. Submit 
resume of experience, education and salary 
desired to Box #453, PROGRESSIVE ARCHI
TECTURE. 

ARCHITECTS-Architectural draftsmen. 
Well established, small but rapidly growing 
firm offers opportunities to qualified per
sons to progress with the firm and to 
move in to key positions. Diversified prac
tice, including design of educational, in
du trial, institutional, commercial and 
religious buildings. Salary open, but com
mensurate with qualifications. Send resume 
to Kinse, Motley & Shane, Architects & 
Engineers, P.O. Box 829, Salem, Virginia. 

ARCHITECTS-Facilities planning consul
tants. New York City planning and design 
consulting firm seeks "people-oriented" ar
chitects with high personal standards of 
professional responsibility and proven 
capability in top level client contact, prob
lem solving and report writing. We offer 
oppornmities for individual growth, salaries 
commensurate with qualifications, increases 
based upon merit and, a comprehensive 
bene.fit pro1vam, including deferred profit
shanng. Pnmary responsibilities will con
cern the solution of client problems related 
to programming corporate headquarters 
spe.cialized educational facilities and majo; 
c1v1c centers. Please submit confidential 
resume of experience and earnings to Becker 
& Becker Associates, Inc., Seagram Build
ing, 375 Park Avenue, New York N.Y. 
10022. ' 

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS-Opportunities 
for young architects interested in careers in 
the growing and challenging field of archi-

212 

tectural acoustics; positions available in Los 
Angeles, Chicago, New York and Cam
bridge. Please send resume to Robert B. 
Newman, BOLT BERANEK AND NEW
MAN, INC., 50 Moulton Street, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02138. An equal opportunity 
employer. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER-DRAFTSMAN
Urgently needed. Excellent opportunity for 
thorough, creative young man to grow 
with rapidly expanding small general prac
tice in the "Hub of the South". Good start
ing salary and fringe benefits, rapid advance
n.1ent, profit sharing opportunity for 
n~ht man. Ideal climate, summer and 
wmter sports, many schools of higher 
learning. Send resume to Yearwood and 
Johnson, Architects, 911 Seventeenth 
Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN-Aggressive 
firm providing services for instituuonal and 
commercial building has need for draftsman 
with a minimum of two years experience. 
Degree preferred. Permanent position with 
adv.ancement opportunities. Equal Oppor
tunity Employer. Send resume and sample 
print of work along with salary requirement 
to Box #454, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN-And an ex
perienced specification writer for immedi
ate employment. Contact Richard E. 
Martin, R.A., Buchart Associates, 611 
West Market Street, York, Pennsylvania 
17405. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN-Prefer de
gree and minimum of three years broad 
drafting and detailing experience. Position is 
permanent. Submit samples of drafting. 
Thomas E. Stanley, Architects-Engineers, 
Box #1554, Dallas, Texas 75221. 

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER--Career posi
t~on with i.nte~nationally known profes
s10nal organization. Varied, challenging as
signments for an experienced creative 
~rchitectural engineer: includes concep
tion, development, and evaluat ion of 
building systems as well as construction 
techniques methods & equipment. Send 
resume to Director of Personne l Portland 
Cement Association, 33 We~t Grand 
Avenue, Chicago, lllinois 60610. 

ARCHITECTURAL OPPORTUN ITY-] 0 h n son 
Wax has an excellent opportunity for a 
man wh.o meets. the following requirements: 
degree tn architecture or architectural en
gineering, 3-5 years experience in field 
and / or offic~ preferably with experience as 
re~1dent en.gmeer or architect, ab ility to 
1nit1.ate ~roiects and .carry through to com
pletion. fh1s man will work with all levels 
of management in assisting the staff archi
tect in overseeii:ig the corporate building 
program and mamtenance of existing build
ings. Compensation will be commensurate 
with experience and ability. There are ex
celle_nt employee benefits including profit 
sha.nng. Send resume outlining academic 
training, profess10nal experience and com
pensation to: Robert L. Tnslee, S. C. John-

Advertising Rates 
Standard charge for each unit is Ten Dollars 
with n maximum of 50 words. In counting 
words your complete address (any address) 
counts as five words, a box number as three 
words. Two units may be purchased for 
twenty clollars , with a maximum of 100 
words. Check or money order should accom
pany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs & 
Men c/ o Progressive Architecture. 430 Park 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Insertions 
will be accepted not later than the !st of the 
month preceding month of publication . Box 
number replies should be addressed as noted 
above with the box numbe1· placed in lower 
le ft hand c01·ne1· of enveloDe. 

son & Son, Inc., Racine, Wisconsin. An 
equal opportunity e!llployer. 

CHIEF DESI_GNER-;-Wanted by progressive, 
young, medium sized growing architectural 
firm specializing in schools in beautiful 
growi.ng northwest. Great opportunity for 
experienced total concept man. Send re
sume, samples etc. to Hewlett & Jamison 
Architects, 3223 S.W. Harbor Drive Port~ 
land, Oregon 97201. ' 

ExPERJENCED ARCHITECT-Need permanent 
e.xperienced architect in Texas. (Registra
tion not necessary.) Excellent benefits with 
old esta~lished Gulf Coast Company. Won
derful climate and recreational facilities for 
fari:iilie~. Prefer under 35, ma~ried, military 
obligat10n completed. Submit resume edu
cation, experience and salary to Box 

0

#455 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. ' 

ExP~RIEN.CED ~RCHI.TECT-With superior 
quahficattons m design and client relations 
needed to buy into existing office Denver 
area,_ with continuous 20 year r~cord of 
architecturally and financially successful 
practice. Owner wishes gradual withdrawal 
from active practice. Write qualifications 
to Box #456, PROGRESSIVE ARCHlTECTURE. 

MARKETING POSITION-For architectural 
grad or business/ sales oriented individual 
seeking challenge of new position of Prod
uct Manager. Experience in marketing of 
metal wall panels essential. Ability to com
municate with professionals in the field is 
a prerequisite. Send resume and salary re
quirements to Box #457, PROGRESSIVE AR
CHITECTURE. 

PLANNERS-Unique opportunity for mature 
professional planner to assume full control 
of several ri:iajor college and municipal 
maste: ylannmg projects utilizing the staff 
capab1ht1es of a large midwestern architec
t~1ral-engineering firm. Assured planning as
signments and firm's financial stability vir
tually guarantees stimulating, profitable and 
permanent position. Box #458, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

POSITION AVAILABLE-A registered archi
tect qualified to initiate an architectural 
section in a branch office for an established 
fi:m n.ow offeri ng s~rvices in planning, en
gmeenng and architecture . Architect will 
enio.y .ass<?ciat~ status on a base salary with 
part1c1pat1on m profits. Location - Mid
west. Reply to Box #459, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

PROFESSIONAL QUANTITY SURVEYORS--With 
international practice require qualified ar
chitect or engineer or senior construction 
estimator for New York City office to work 
with the professions and building owners on 
construction cost advisory and cost control 
procedures. Reply in first instance to Box 
#460, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS--Recent graduates 
with 0 to 2 years experience. For profes
sional ~evelopment .program in expanding 
consultmg firm. Engmeers selected will: ac
complish increasingly responsible work on 
va~iety of heavy industrial, military, insti
tut1~nal and commercial projects; advance 
r~p1dly to key positions, participate as asso
ciate tn future of national firm. U.S. citi
zens only. Submit resume to President Dale 
Engineering Company, 185 Genesee Street 
Utica, ew York. ' 

( ____ S_l_T_U_ A_T_l_O_ N_S_W_ A_N_ T_E_ D ___ ) 

ARCHITECT-A.I.A., B.Arch., M.l.T., regis
tered Ma sach1.1setts, NCARB, 17 years di
v~rs1fied expenence with emphasi on in
st1tut1ona l and laboratory design. Presently 
project architect with major . Y.C. firm. 
Desire association with progressive firm 
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Northeast, Mountain states, West Coast; 
consider other areas and Europe. Single, 39. 
Resume on request Box #461, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECT- Australian architect presently 
working in G reat Britain seeks employment 
in a medium to large sized architectural 
office in New York, Washington or Chicago 
for a six month period from December 
1967 to May 1968. My purpose is to gain 
overseas experience before joining a prac
tice in Australi a. A.R.A.I.A. seven years 
experience. Mr. Will iam C. Black, 19 Wal
ters Close, Galleywood, Chelmsford, Essex, 
England. 

ARCHITECT OF SCOPE-Available for man
agement in progressive design firm. Docu
mented competence. Associateship or 
partnership interest. Experience: 16 years, 
12 as project manager over broad type 
range. Registered Connecticut and Puerto 
Rico. BA and B.Arch. Consider any active 
conti nenta l area. Detai ls on request to: 
Architect, Box #23017, University Station, 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00931. 

ARCHITECT-Registered, liberal arts and ar
chitectural degrees, 8 years experience with 
nationall y known firms in educational, com
mercial, institutional buildings as project 
architect-manager. Experience includes pro
gram development, project control, super
vision and client contact. Desire associ
ate or partnership opportunities. Married, 
resume avai lable. Ci nci nnati based, wi ll 
re-locate. Box #462, PROGRESSIVE AR
CHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECT-Registered New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, 5 years own practice, 
A.I.A. member desires immediate associate
ship or partnersh ip with older practitioner 

seeking an energetic and contemporary de
sign-oriented assistant. Seeking location of
fer ing potential for futu re growth, would 
consider eventual take-over of practice. I 
am a Univ. of Penn graduate and possess 
13 years experience in all phases of the 
profession, strong on design, large and 
small project administration, and fie ld super
vision. Reply to Box #463, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. Resume and references 
avai lable. 

ARCHITECT- 25 years experience with na
tionall y prominent architectural firm, with 
some internat ional experie nce . Project 
manager for production of drawings & 
specifications of many important industrial, 
commercial and universi ty science bu ild
ings. Client contact, coordination and 
di rection of fie ld men. Will invest if poten
tial warrants. Box #464, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

ARcHJTECT-3 1, fa mily, 8 years experience 
mainly in design, but also in client contact. 
working drawings, supervision and co
ordinating of structural and mechanical 
on educational, business and residential 
projects. Desires responsible design posi
tion in contemporary office in eastern 
U nited States. Box #465, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER-P.E. Experi
enced chief engineer as principal in ar
chitectural firm, responsible fo r office 
management, employee and public rela
tions, contract negotiations, administrat ion 
and project supervision. Seek responsible 
and cha llengi ng posi tion leading to partner
shi p. Resume upo n request. Box #466, PRO
GRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

INTERIOR DECORATOR-Available. With 

i RJEINHOJLD books 

DESIGN 
WITH GLASS 
Materials In Modern Architecture: Volume I 
Sy John Peter 

architectural background seeking connec
tion where broad experience in all types 
of installations can be used. Young lady, 
30. Presently located in Great Lakes area 
but free to travel anywhere. Resume on 
request. Box #467, PROGRESSIVE ARCHI
TECTURE. 

(~ ____ IYl_IS_C_E_L_L_A_N_E_O::.._::U~S=-----~) 
ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN AGENCY-Archi
tects, design or production experience $6M 
to $25M. Muriel Feder maintains close con
tact with the entire Architectural and Design 
fie ld. The "Professional Consultant" for 
confidential, nationwide and international 
coverage. Specializing in personnel ranging 
through all phases of the architectural office 
for the past 15 years. 667 Madison Ave., at 
61st St., New York City. TE 8-3722. 

CAREER BUILDERS AGENCY- Complete 
range of Architecture and Interior Design 
placement under the direction of Ruth 
H irsch. Apprentices to Senior Designers 
and Project Architects. Professional screen
ing and personalized service. References 
checked, 501 Madison Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10022, PL 2-7640. 

CONTACT PERSONNEL AGENCY-Lillian Fox 
-A highly personalized and discriminating 
service for top-flight architects. Architec
tura l and interior designers production and 
draftsmen, in all phases of architecture. 
Confidential interviews by appointment. 18 
East 4lst St., New York, N.Y. MUrray Hill 
5-1674. 

HELEN HUTCHJNS PERSONNEL AGENCY
Specialist: Architecture, Industrial Design
Interior Design and Home Furnishing. In
terviews by appointment. 767 Lexington 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021, TE 8-3070. 

John Peter Associates, New York City 
1965 · 160 pages $12.00 
Design with Glass inaugurates Reinhold 's " Materials in Modern 
Architecture" Series. The books in this series are planne~ specifically 
to demonstrate the design potentials of wood, steel, concrete, glass, 
plastics, and clay products in modern architecture. The aim of each 
volume is to give insight into the materials that lie behind the surface 
design. The series will provide in photographic reproduction the 
imaginative and inspirational uses of materials by the great modern 
masters from all over the world. In Volume One the author surveys 
the historical background as well as modern developments in the use 
of glass. An Introduction by Professor Albert G. H. Dietz of M.1.T., one 
of the nation 's most widely-recognized experts in construction mate
rials and their specifications, provides an authoritative technical 
briefing on the function of glass in architecture. The book contains 
141 illustrations, Including 72 half-tones, 69 architectural drawings. 
Available at your bookstore or write 

r------------------------
30-DAY APPROVAL OFFER 

REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION 
430 Park Avenue, N~W York, New York 10022 

REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION 
430 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022 
Please send me the book checked below on 30-days' approva l 
(U.S.A. and Canada only) under the following terms: 

D (200-037) Peter: Design With Glass .... ... .. ........ .... .. .. .. . $12.00 
D Payment enclosed (Reinhold pays regular delivery charges) 
D Bill me (plus delivery charges) 
D Purchase order attached 
D Please send me a copy of your latest catalog 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CTY STATE ZIP 

Save Money! Enclose full payment w ith order and Reinhold 
pays regular delivery charges. Same return privilege guar
anteed. Please add sales tax on Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 
New York orders. For your protection, do not send cash. 
Check or money order only. M-448 
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Eastern Regional 
Sales Manager 
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1717 E. 9th St., Cleveland , Oh io 44114 
PRospect 1-4011 -12-13 Area Code 216 

John F. Kelly District Manager 

San Francisco Office 

Jobson, Jordan, Harrison & Schulz, Inc. 
57 Post St ., San Francisco , Calif . 94104 
392-6794 Area Code 415 

Cyril B. Jobson, Charles S. Harrison 

Los Angeles Office 

Jobson, Jordan, Harrison & Schulz, Inc. 
1901 W. 8th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90057 
483-8530 Area Code 213 

Peter Schulz, Kenneth E. Jordan 

Atlanta Office 

Robert L. Watkins Associates 
505-805 Peachtree Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 30308 
TRinity 4-6427 Area Code 404 

Harmon L. Proctor 

Solid 
GJlrefinished 

a new slant on paneling 
from townsend 

O nly prefinished end-matched 
h ardwood paneling has so much 
character, so much individuality. 
Only Townsend gives you solid 
h ardwood paneling at a price for 
every budget. Full 1/2" and % " 
thick, yet at half the price of 
custom-milled I 

Select from 10 species . 
either clear or character-marked 
with knots and burls ... prefin-
ished or unfinished . . . or in in-
imitable rough sawn texture. 
Random-length styling goes per
fectly on any wall, no matter 
how high. 

Tongu e -and-grooved and end
matched for easy installing with
out showing nail heads. Packed 
in r u gged corrugated cartons . 
Front-and-back sealed for dimen
sional stability. 

Write on your letterhead for samples and brochure. 

Townsend 'Paneling l!N(C. 
STUTTGART, ARKA NSAS 721 60 
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Regardless 
of the 

type of 
floor yOu 

specify, Hillyard can help 

216 

.. . by working with your specification 
writers on proper, approved materia ls and 
proced ures for or iginal f loor t reatme nt . 
You can t hen be su re t hat th e f loor wi ll 
have the "right star t in lif e" with all of 
the beauty, protect ion and inherent uti lity 
you planned. 

Hillyard's catalog may be found in section 
lln of Sweet's Architectural File. 
Hi 

HILLYARD iij 
FLOOR TREATMENTS ~-

ST JOSEPH MISSOURI US A 
IOIOWli NH\ lfR'-,E'!' 

SAN JO'-il ( Al If (lfH\llA 
StNCE 1907 

The most widely recommended and 
approved treatments for every surface. 

... by furn ishing maintenance manuals 
which you can give to the building owner. 
Th is is the fi rst important step in protect
ing your specifications to he lp eliminate 
customer complaints later. 

. . . by providing free " job-captain" service 
of a Certi f ied Hillyard Architectural Con· 
sultant. He wi ll a lso work with the owner 
and his custodia l staff to make certain 
t hat the mai ntena nce manuals are fully 
understood and fo llowed. 

·--------------------------~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Send me the current A.I.A. 
numbered Floor Treatment 
Files checked below: 

D Concrete f loors 
D Terrazzo floors 
D Gym f loors 
0 Clay tile 

HILLYARD FLOOR TREATMENTS 
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI 64502 

FIRM------------------ ---

ADDRESS-------------------~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I O Resi lient floors 

0 Wood floors 
CITY _ _______ STATE _____ ZIP CODE _ _ _ I 

D I wou ld like to have a Hillyard Architectural consultant call on me. 
D I would like more information on maintenance manuals. 

I 
I 

·--------------------------~ 
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For modern luxury, nothing beats Acrilan~ 
Nothing 

Acrilan acrylic has two kinds of 
luxury. The kind you see with your 
eyes and feel through the soles of your 
feet. 

And the luxury of not having to be 
treated as if it were a tapestry.A carpet 
of Acrilan is made to retain its luxuri
ous appearance in the face of repeated 
punishment. 

It actually bounces back after being 
stepped on by thousands of feet . And 
it's simple to clean. 

A carpet made with Acrilan®acrylic 
fiber in the pile is also mothproof. 
Mildewproof. Non-allergenic. You see, 
like all good modern things, Acrilan 
is functional as well as beautiful. 

Which is the utmost in luxury for 
your client, isn't it? 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 313 



Once again, Johnson points the way -
with microelectronic circuitry in building control systems I 

Recent advances in Johnson T-6000 solid state electronic 
control centers include a tiny integrated circuit that is capable 
of replacing as many as 420 discrete components. 

Thanks to microelectronics, plus other unique and outstanding 
features, Johnson control centers achieve savings, efficiency, 
and operating flexibility never before possible in building 
systems management. And reliability is virtually unlimited: 
once installed and checked out, microelectronic circuits 
are designed to operate without maintenance - indefinitely! 

Johnson control centers provide centralized 
management for any or all operating 
equipment and services in a building or 
building complex. They monitor, indicate, 
control, record, and warn instantly if 
off-normal conditions occur. They scan, 
compare, display, start, stop - manage 
everything. Now, they're even more versatile, 
even more reliable than ever before. 
See your local Johnson representative. 
Or send for latest l iterature today. 

JOHNSON 
CONTROL 

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 • 110 DIRECT BRANCH OFFICES 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS • BUILDING SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT • CONTRACT MAINTENANCE INSTRUMENTATION CONTRACTING 
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